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“No nation was ever overthrown by its farmers. Chaldea and Egypt, Greece 
and Rome, grew rotten and ripe for destruction not in the fields, but in the nar- 
row lanes and crowded city streets, and in the palaces of their nobility. So let us 

thank God and take courage as we see in our day the movement countryward, and 

the ‘abandoned farm’ and lot no longer abandoned, Surely the history of crea- 

tion is repeating itself, and again is the Lord God taking man and putting him in 

a garden to dress it and keep it.” —~Dr. Francois E. Crarx. 

“I began life as a lawyer, with a good practice in western New York, I became 
State Senator from one of the richest agricultural sections of that sta'e; then the 

highest state office was bestowed upon me, and for several years 1 was Governor 
of that great state, After that I represented, in the United States Senate, the 

richest and most populous commonwealth in the republic; and now 1 am Secre- 

tary of State, holding vast power during the most momentous period of our coun- 

try’s historr, All official honors, save one, have been proffered me, With all this 

experience before me, and within my own bosom, this is the happiest lot I can 

wish for my sons: To be owners of good farms, well stocked, out of debt, and 

know nobody more than ten miles from home.”—Srorerary Wm. H. Sewarp.
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Hon. H. C. Adams.
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H. C. ADAMS. 

Henry Cutten Apams, whose death has brought sorrow to so many farm 
homes, was born in Verona, Oneida county, New York, November 28, 1850, and 
came to Wisconsin with his parents in 1851; was educated in the common schools, 
Albion Academy and the iiciveraity of Wisconsin, after which he engaged in 
farming along dairy and horticultural lines. Was elected to the Assembly in 1883 
and re elected in 1885. During the winters of 1887, 1888 and 1889 he took an 
active part in the Farmers’ Institutes throughout the state, conducting one series 
of the meetings; was Secretary of the State Horticultural Society two years, 1886- 
1887, and was president of the State Dairymen’s Association three years, 1887-1890. 
He was appointed by Gov. Hoard Superintendent of Public Property in 1888. In 
1895 Mr. Adams was appointed Dairy and Food Commissioner by Gov. W. H. 
Upham and served until May 1, 1902, when he resigned to become a candidate for 
Congress; was elected to the 58th Congress and re-elected in 1904. He died z 
J a 9, 1906. ¢ 

. C. Adams in his public career always stood out as an active, vigorous, fair 
and aggressive exponent of the best interests of the farmer. Hon. C. E. Esta- 
brook introduced the bill for the establishment of Farmers’ Institutes into the 
Legislature of 1885 and says that Mr. Adams had an Agricultural College bill in 
at the same session. Mr. Adams was advised by some of his political friends that 
if the Institute bill became a law it was doubtful if his Agricultural College bill 
could pass at the same session and that it would be best for his political success 
to defeat the Institute bill, but Mr. Adams said ‘*No, the establishment of Farm- 
ers’ Institutes is right and I will support the bill, even if it is to the detriment of 
my own measure,” and thus in fairness he became a champion of the Farmers’ 
Institute measure, which we believe he never had reason to regret. He stood for 
everything that was meant for the education and advancement of the farmer. To 
show his great interest in and opinion of the work of the practical education of 
the farmer we quote from his annual address as President of the Wisconsin Dairy- 
men’s Association at Augusta, February 20, 1889: ‘‘The most common precepts 
of good dairy practice cannot: be repeated too often. Tne a, b, c’s of the dairy 
business have yet to be learned by the great majority of Wisconsin farmers. z 

“The Farmers’ Institutes have gone closer to the people in this respect than any 
other educational influence. In every county the short practical papers and 
breezy discussions have brought about immediate and evident results. One 
prominent breeder of dairy cattle told me that he could tell where the Institutes 
were last winter by the letters of inquiry he received about breeding stock. Not 
only this, but parchasersof butter in towns where these meetings have been held, 
nearly all testify to the marked improvement of the article they buy. The Insti- 
tutes have been the means of making the Wisconsin farmers intimately acquainted 
with the business methods of successful dairymen.” 

While not a strong man physically, Mr. nee had an active, vigorous mind, 
backed by a will that held him up to his work when most men would have given 
up the fight. In Congress he soon found his place as the leader in agricultural 
legislation and was so recognized by his colleagues. President Roosevelt and Sec- 
retary of Agriculture Wilson both looked upon him in this light and called him 
to personal conference on the most important matters relating to the agriculture 
of the country. 

In the death of “Cully” Adams American agriculture has lost*one of its fore- 
most friends. Who will arise to take his place?



LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

Hon. M. C. Mean, 

President of the Board of Regents, University of Wisconsin: 
Str:—I have the honor of herewith presenting to you Bulletin No. 20, of Wis- 

consin Farmers’ Institutes. 

Most respectfully yours, 

GEORGE McKERROW, 

Superintendent. 
Madison, Wis., Nov. 22, 1906.
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D. B. Foster.



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

Board of Regents. 

The President of the University, ex-officio, 
The State Superintendent of Public Instruction, ex-officio. 

State at Large, Magnus Swenson. -6th District, M. C. Mead. President. State at Large. Mrs. E Ray Stevens. Tth District, Edward Evans. Ist District, Delbert Utter. ' 8th District, Edward E. Browne. 2d District, Lucien 8. Hanks, 9th District. Orlando E. Clark. 3d_ District, James Li. Jones, 10th District, George F. Merrill. 4th District, W. J. MeBiroy. llth District, August J. Myrland. 5th District, Arthur J, Puls, : 
E. F. Riley, Secretary. 

Organization. 
The University embraces — The College of Engineering embraces— The College of Le ters and Science. The Civil Engineering Cengess The College of Engineering. The Sanitary Engineering Course. The Coilege of Law, The Mechanical Engineeri Course, The College of Agriculture. The Electrical Engineering Course, = The Graduate School, The Applied Electrochem try Course. The General Engineering Course. | 

The Mining Engineering Group of The Colteyeet Letters and Science em- —_Blectives. races— 
General Courses in Liberal Arts. The College of Agriculture embraces— Special Courses, which include: The Experiment Station. Commerce. The Long Agricultural Course. Pre-Medical Studies. The Short Agricultural Course. ~ Pharmacy, The Dairy Course, Education. The Farmers’ Institutes. Music. 
Home Economies. The College of Law embraces — 

A Three Years’ Course. 

Branches of Study. 
The University presents a wide range of study,embracing more than three hun- dred subjects. Something of the extent and variety of these may be indicated by the following synopsis: Bleven languagés are taught, viz.: Greek, Latin, Sanscrit, Hebrew, German, Norse, French, Italian, Spanish, Anglo-Saxon and English. In Mathematics there are twenty-nine special courses. Under the Sciences there are a large number of courses in each of the following: Astronomy, Physics, peas, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology, Botany. Anatomy, Bacteriol- ogy, Pharmacy. In History there are forty-seven courses; in Political E ‘onomy, fifty-five; in Political Science, twenty-nine; in Mental Sciences there are twenty- nine, embracing Philosophy, Psychology, Ethics, Aesthetics, Logie and Educa- tion. There are twelve courses in Pedagogics and ten courses in Music, and two courses each in Military Drill, and Gymnastics.



. 

DENNIS B. FOSTER. 

Dennis B. Foster died at his home in Fairchild Tuesday morning, November 
28, 1905, at 8:00 o’clock. He was born in Rockland, Brown Co., Wis. The end 
came after many weary months of suffering from tuberculosis of the bowels. 

In the death of D. B. Foster, Fairchild loses one of its most prominent and 
useful citizens; one who was always interested in the welfare and progress of his 
beloved village and of the commonwealth at large, for he was too broad minded 
a man to allow his sympathies to be circumscribed by the narrow limits of locality. 

Mr. Foster was well known throughout this county and section and had hosts 
of friends everywhere. For years be had been deeply interested in all matters 
Pte co scientific and practical agriculture. During a number of seasons 

@ was engaged in Farmers’ Institute work throughout the state, in which 
he won golden opinions. 

One of the saddest features of his untimely death was the cali from labor just 
when he had his farm and buildings fitted for engaging in the occupation he loved 
best, that of dairying. 
The honesty and integrity of D. B. Foster were never questioned. In public 

and private life alike he never allowed the fear of enemies nor the favor of friends 
to become a factor in questions of just and upright dealing. The confidence and 
esteem of his friends and neighbors were shown by the fact that for the past ten 
i= oor been the treasurer of the village, which office he held at the time of 

is death. 
His candor and fairness compelled and won the respect even of “his enemies. 
During the long and tedious illness of Mr. Foster, no word of complaint was 

beard to pass his lips. No man ever faced death more bravely and resignedly 
than he. He looked upon death as a removal from one scene of labor to another 
under orders of a Supreme Commander, who had a right to direct and who should 
be cheerfully and loyally obeyed. 

Mr. Foster was essentially a home man. While he loved and was interested in 
men, he cared nothing for the shams and frivolities of modern society. He seemed 
to realize that he could not tarry long and wished to make each moment count 
for the best in life. 

He was a born democrat, having all confidence and faith in the great masses of ay The only aristocracy he recognized was that of merit. 
Here, indeed, was a man; when comes such another?
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Physical Culture:—The Armory and Gymnasium is one of the largest buildings 
for its purposes connected with any institution of learning in the country. It is provided with rooms for lectures on Physiology and Hygiene, and for class and individual exercise in all the forms of gymnastic practice. There are also the most a»undant and approved facilities for shower, sponge and 
swimming baths. 
Adequate accommodations are provided for the woman’s gymnastics by the construction of an addition to Chadbourne Hall, which has been fully equip- ped. This furnishes ample facilities for systematic courses for young women, and is under the immediate direction of a trained instructor. 

In Mechanics and Engineering: —Elementary Mechanics, Mechanics of Material, Mechanics of Machinery, Theory of Construction, Thermodynamics, Elemen- tary Surveying, Railroad and ‘Topographic Surveying. Geodesy, Sanitary, Hydraulic, Railroad, Electrical, Steam Engineering, Hydraulic Motors, Hoist- ing Machinery, Theory and Construction of Locomotives, Railway Locomo- tives, Railway Location, Railway Equipment, Construction and Maintenance 
of Way, Railroad Field Work. 

In Electricity:—Electrical Testing, Electrical Plants, Electrical Construction, Electrochemistry, and various forms of drawing are given; also shop work in wood, iron, brass, both hand work and machine work, machine designing, 
construction and testing machines. 

In Agriculture: —Various courses are given in agriculture. Anima! Husbandry, Farm Management, Dairying, Agricultural Chemistry, Soils, Veterinary 
Science, Agricultural Physics, Agronomy, Horticulture and Economie Ento- 
mology, Bacteriology, etc. 

In Law: —Courses in Equity, Jurisprudence. Real Property, Constitutional Law: 
Wills, Contracts, Torts. Practice and Pleading, Law of Evidence, Corpor- 
ations, Domestic Relations, Admiralty. Insurance, Estoppel, Partnership, 
Taxation. Criminal Laws, Common Carriers, Medical Jurisprudence, Probate 
Law, Code Practice, Agency, ete. 

In Pharmacy:—Courses in Practical Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chemestry, 
Materia Medica, Pharmaceutical Botany and Practical Laboratory Work. 

General Facilities: The Faculty embraces upward of two hundred and fifty- 
seven instructors. The laboratories are new, extensive and well equipped; 
embracing the Chemical. Physical, Metallurgical, Mineralogical, Geological, 
Zoological, Botanical. Bacteriological, Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engi- 
neering, Agricultural and Pharmaceutical Laboratories. Seminaries are held 
for advanced study in History, Language, Literature, Mathematics, and other 
branches. 

The libraries accessible to students embrace that of the University, 113.000 
volumes; of the State Historical Society, 275.000 volumes, including pamphlets; 
of the State Law Department. 42,000 volumes; of the city, 17,000 volumes, besides 
special professional and technical libraries, making in all more than 447,000 vol- 
umes, including pamphlets, thus affording very exceptional opportunities for read- 
ing and special research. 

Any person who desires information in regard to any of the colleges or schools, 
should apply to W. D. HIESTAND, 

Registrar.
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The Late Fred Rietbrock; Friend of Agricultural Education and 
Farmers’ Institutes.



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE. 

COMMITTEE. 
Ortanpo E. Crark, Chairman, Appleton. E. E. Browne, Waupaca. 
Devserr Urrer, Lake Beulah. Geo, F. Meratiy, Ashland. Jas. Lu. Jones, Hillside. Presipent Van Hise. 

OFFICERS AND INSTRUCTORS. 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY. W. A. HENRY....000000. 0... wept tens eaes veeeresssasececeesess sseeeeess DOAN and Director. D.H. OTIS... Assistant to the Dean and Assistant Professor of Animal Nutrition. S.M BABCOOK .77200.... Assistant Director and Professor of Agricultural Chemistry. HL. RUSSEELE.......... pert teeeceeececs sees seesseen cess cone Professor of Bactertoloyy. E P. SANDSTEN...........-° Tite tees cree seen eeeessseeeee sere sees Professor of Horticulture. AR. WHITSON Tots terscesscete sees sees ceee sees sees Professor of Soils and Drainage. E. H. FARRINGTON (2270777227) strt tees sees esse sees s+. Professor of Dairy Husbandry. FLW. WOLL. 8 ste teeees caresses ses. Professor of Agricultural Chemistry. R.A. MOORE, Syaevissa'sinen suits obese SeSis eeemeeee ence sen Professor of Agronomy. G. C. HUMPHREY... stttsrereres ++ Professor of Animal Husbandry. A. S. ALEXANDER... 00... tteteree sree cee seen sees Professor of Veterinary Science. My Nae eatiesgcce 1 +... Professor of Agricul/ural Chemistry. E.G HASTINGS. 0. sissseeedssisiant Professor of Agricultural Bacteriology. GW SE Ac neevanecoreescaincareclectae ns aioe Professor of Soils. W.E. TOTTINGHAM. 1 tree cece eee eens sees ees. Dnslructor in Agricuitural Chemistry Re Aa rene omen nese renoas-oshcaiasc151 cos ERGRMCNOn a Apeiemtianel Chemistry. C.A, O° OOK sett teeeeeee sees ses Instructor in Agricultural Engineering. J G.MOORE. Tt ttt tees eee tees eee seee sees eens sesereeeces sees dnatructor in Horticulture. J.G. PULLER. ||” thee eee seeeeeeseses cece cees sees dnstructor in Animal Husbandry. FRANK KLEINHEINZ..... sete tee eeee sees ee Instructor in Animal Husbandry. G. H. BENKENDORP sere tese sees Tnstructor in Dairying. MARTIN MEYER... wet tees teee tees ses cece eee nseecere sees sees sone dnstructor in Dairying. A. ¥5, SPOWR oo 5.055... Tittttee sees ceeeseesseeeseesss ses. Jnsiructor in Agronomy. E.R. JONES sttt seen sec sss seeecere esse sees sees Dnstructor in Soils and Drainage. A. F. McLEOD _... prtttt tees tees eeee sees sereeees secs cee erereree sess dnstructor in Soils. CONRAD HOFFMANN...) tree terseescseee oe Assistant in Agricultural Bacteriology. J.G. MILWARD. ... TtTt te eeee tees eee eeseesee eee sees ss Assis(ant in Horticulture. CHRIST. SCHROEDER...) ste rete sees seeseres see Assistant in Animal Husbandry. IDA HERFURTH ...00 077) 77! St ttttreee  seneeesccecccseneesereseer ene, MEseutive Clerk, IVa A. WRB ico osscs Trt tees cece ewes seer es cece cece cece cece oes ddbrarian. 

Farmers’ Institutes. 
Grorcr McKrrrow, Superintendent. 
Necure E. Grirrirus, Clerk and Stenographer. ce |. The Agricultural Experiment Station is devoted to a study of problems inci- dent to the agricultural development of our commonwealth. It is supported jointly by the general government and the State of Wisconsin. Anannual report and frequent bulletins are issued and distributed gratuitously among the farmers of the State. Any Wisconsin farmer wishing to receive these reports and bul- letins regularly should send his request on a postal card addressed to Agricultural Experiment Stution, Madiaon, Wis. oe __ ll. Agricultural Instruction at the University. The College of Agriculture offers Instruction in agriculture to college graduates, a four years’ course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, special instruction to students of mature years, in- struction in the Short Course in Agriculture requiring two winter terms of four- teen weeks each, a course in Dairying lasting one term of twelve weeks, and a two-weeks course for busy farmers. For information concerning these courses address W. A, Henry, Dean, College of Agriculture, Madison, Wis. Ml. The Farmers’ institute. Each year this practical school for the farmer holds more than a hundred two-day meetings in the farming districts of our com- monwealth. These meetings are for practical instruction and conference on all 
matters pertaining to the farm and farm life. and at them 60,000 copies of the Farmers’ Institute Builetin are distributed annually. Any community ean se- cure an institute upon early application to the superintendent. For further par- ticulars concerning this school for the farmer, write George McKerrow, Supt., Madison, Wis.
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OF THE 

TWENTIETH ANNUAL 

’ CLOSING FARMERS’ INSTITUTE 

HELD AT 

PLYMOUTH, WIS., MARCH 13, 14, 15, 

The meeting was called to order by Superintendent McKerrow. Mr. F. H. 

Scribner of Rosendale was called to the Chair. 

: ADDRESS OF WELCOME. . 

a ‘N Mr. Henry Krumrey, Plymouth, Wis. 

7 q Mr. Chairman, Workers in the Wis- 
P Pe A consin Farmers’ Institutes, Ladies and 

Pr s \ Gentlemen: For over 30 years there : 
“ ak i, | has existed in this place a German 

/ oo al \ Farmers’ club, which during that time 
i a has met regularly once a month, ex- 

i Ls oe | cept for afew months during the 
| csihel summer, The members of this Club, 

i - knowing of what great value the 
| } | Farmers’ Institutes have been to the 

i / farmers of Wisconsin, were chiefly 
\ instrumental in securing this Round- 

\ x c y up Institute. That being the case, 
it was thought proper that the presi- 

y dent of this club should open this 
meeting, and that is why I am oc- 
cupying this position instead of some 
one who perhaps would be better 5 
fitted. 

Sa _ The work that the University of 
ee Wisconsin is doing as a whole and 

Mr. Krumrey. what it is doing through the Farm-
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RESPONSE TO ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 19 

ers’ Institutes in particular, cannot| Nearly $3,000,000.00 worth of cheese 

be overestimated. I know that those} was handled by the dealers of Ply- 

farmers who have followed most| mouth during the last year. We 

closely what has been advocated in| have a cold storage plant with a ca- 

the Institutes are the ones whose| pacity for storing 160,000 boxes of 

farms have increased most in value; | cheese, more than is stored in any 

they are the ones who have the best | other building in the state of Wiscon- 

cattle and horses, the best cows, and|sin, and I think perhaps I would be 

whose cows are giving the most milk,|safe in saying more than is stored 
their sheep producing the best mutton }in any building in any neighboring 
and wool, and their hogs producing | state, and this plant is full to the top 

the most pork for the value of the} much of the time. 
food consumed. I also believe that I do not know of a place in Wiscon- 
those farmers’ wives who attend the]|sin of the size of Plymouth that has 

cooking schools held in connection} more money invested in its schools; 
with these Institutes and practice | the census last year credited us with 

what is taught there, are the ones|a population of 2,760 and we have 

whose husbands are the least trouble’ | $70,000.00 invested in school grounds, 
with dyspepsia. buildings and equipment, $60,000.00 

The people of Plymouth join with}|of which is public school property 

me in wishing you a hearty welcome|and the balance parochial schovl 
to our little city, situated as it Is | property. 

right near the center of the banner The citizens of Plymouth believe 

cheese-produc’ng county in the north-}in municipal ownership, and they 

west. Plymouth is little only so far|have a water and light plant which 

as population is concerned. In some]is a model in every respect, furnish- 

respects we are quite important, and ]ing it: citizens with water and light 

in order that you may get some ideaj|at a very reasonable cost. 

of our importance, I want to call your Now, gentlemen, I suppose it has 

attention to a few facts about this} been the custom in other cities for 
place. the mayor to present to you the key 

First of all, Plymouth is the leading] to the city, but Mayor Ackermann 
cheese market in all the northwest,}informs me that here it will be un- 2 

just as Elgin is the leading butter} necessary, as everything will be left 

market and Chicago is the leading| wide open for you while you are 
live stock market; and any one all | here. 
over the northwest, wanting to know Now, I hope that this Round-up In- 
what cheese is worth, will look for| stitute will be a success in every par- 
the quotations of the Plymouth|ticular, and I again wish you a 
Board of Trade first. hearty welcome. 

RESPONSE TO ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

Mr. F. H. Scribner, Rosendale, Wis. 

It gives me pleasure this morning; deed been a great work throughout 
to occupy this position at the start of| the state. In traveling back and 
of this Farmers’ Institute here at] forth as we do through the country 
Plymouth. I realize with the gen-| year after year, we have noticed 
tleman who has preceded me, that| great improvements, not only in ‘he 
the Farmers’ Institute work has in-|farms themselves but in the live
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stock, and in fact all through farm; toward the Farmers’ Institute and the operations, and we believe that the confidence he has placed in us in Farmers’ Institute work has been a| giving us the keys of the city, know- big factor in that improvement. ing perhaps that we will not take un- Of course, it has been a hard task} due advantage of it. on many of us to keep up the work, Now, we hope there will be good but still we feel that it has been time | general discussions on all the topics and money well spent. and that we may have a profitable We wish to thank the brother this meeting. 
morning for the kindly feeling shown 

ater, 

DIVERSIFIED FARMING. 

Delbert Utter, Lake Beulah, Wis. 

_——— city man who looks to the country a for the best place for a real home. da AS ‘ In the way of minerals and forests, la Ps nature has provided us with a great le ) variety, as well as liberal quantiti-s / a \ and of excellent quality, that adi i 7 aa s\ greatly to our wealth and general F a 4 \ welfare. Our manufacturing industries 
3 c i\ are as diversified as our products, and i ee \ our factories are turning out nearly | & = every article for which there is a dc ray aes mand, ranging all the way from the i “‘/ + k eae insignificant clothes pin to the larg- | Pane - | |est sized steam turbine engine. Jur \ : Be: “sid soil and climate are adapted to th3 \ 3 ee growth of nearlv every variety of N y/ crop that can be grown in a tem- \ 

perate zone. Conditions are partic- ‘ / ularly favorable to stock growing, as \ our soils produce an abundance of 3 grasses and plants of varieties well N suited to the growth of farm animal 3. NS The first thought of every worker fs — that of profit, but the farmer should * Mr. Utter, ; look a little further into the future 
than men in other pursuits. His Wisconsin is noted for its diversi- profits depend upon the productive- fied scenery, making it one of the ness of his soil, and he should, there- most popular summer resort states, | fore, practice such methods of culture affording the finest landscape effects, | as will not only conserve fertility, bui which are taken advantage of by the increase its productiveness. Land home builder, not always by the|is increasing in value, labor costs farmer, for he ofttimes does not ap-| more, and farm machinery is more ex preciate as he should the beauties of pensive; consequently larger crops nature that surround him, but by the} must be grown to assure profits.
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Variety and Rotation of Crops Con-| with a single purpose as does the 
serve Fertility. mechanic who is capable of making 

mce we have learned|# complete machine over the man 
ae ae ee as fertility of our | Who makes a single part. The lat- 
soils a variety of crops must be grown | ter is simply a part of the machine, 

| and a system of rotation followed | 0d his work is not conducive to the 
that will improve and maintain the | best development. 

il. 
: ae ote momegprae sae to} Special Crops Vs. Diversified Crops. 

such an extent that it will appear Crops should be grown of such 
like virgin soil we will be assured | varieties as will enable the farmer 

_ of good crops, even in unfavorable} to formulate a balanced ration from 
seasons, the products of his own farm. The 

Some leguminous crops should be| protein feeds are the ones we have to 
grown in this rotation for cover| Huy and are always high priced. The 
crops, as the legumes have that prop-| success that many farmers are ex- 
erty that enables them to obtain periencing in growing alfalfa en- 
nitrogen from the air. No rotation | courages us to believe tha: the time 
of crops is complete without return-|is near when the stock grower may ing to the land the major parts of|be independent of the feed dealers. 
the crops grown upon the land after| The protein crops are the nitrogen 
having been fed to some kind of live | catchers. With the diversified crops 

stock. we are pretty certain to be able to 
If these statements be true, and I | command good prices for some cf | think you will all agree that they are,| them, and there is little danger of a then only by practicing diversified | general crop failure, as there may be 

farming can we keep up the fertility where one crop is depended upon for of our farms, and if we cannot main-| profit. The localities where special 
tain and improve the fertility of our | crops are grown exclusively have nt farms, then farming is a failure. been as prosperous as where a mixed 

farming has been practiced. Tae 
Diversity of Employment Beneficial. prosperity of the farmers of Wiscon- 
We should diversify our crops to|Sin is due mainly to the fact that 

the extent that labor may be economl-;they have taken advantage of the fa- 
cally employed throughout the whoie | vorable conditions that enable them 
season, this applies as well to use of |to grow a ‘variety of products, 
teams and tools. Help that is em- 
ployed regularly is more proficient A Leading Crop Profitable. 
and usually of a better character. While advocating diversified farm- ‘With regular hours for work and rea-|ing, I do not mean to leave the in- 
sonable time for recreation, the hetp | pression that we should not make a 
on the farm will be satisfied with | leader of some one crop or of some 
life on the farm. This is as true of | one kind of live stock. Far from it, 
the boy on the farm and of fully as|for the system advocated makes pos- 
much importance. sible the very best opportunity of 

The habits of the employer, as well Successfully growing into some 
as the employee, are improved when specialty, choosing according to our 
regularly and fully employed, and tastes, location, soil, markets and with a diversity of work the mind, as | transportation facilities. In taking 
well as the hand, is educated and he up any special crop, we should take has the same advantage over the man | into consideration the amount of
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fertility necessary to grow a maxi-| The Member—I should think it 
mum crop and should not rob the} would come under diversified farin- 
balance of the farm to supply that|ing all right. That is the kind otf 
fertility, as this course will sooner or farming Sheboygan county is after. 
later bring disaster. Where manure Mr. Utter—I grow melons by start- 
may be purchased, conditions are|ing them in hot beds, so as to bring 
such that special crops may be grown | them into market early. I put them 
regardiess of the limitations yre-|in the hot bed about the first of May 
scribed, but such conditions are ex-|and plant them in the open ground 
ceptional and do not exist to the ex-]about the 5th to the 15th of June, 
tent that the general farmer can take| planting them in sod, but your sod advantage of them. must have a sandy texture. 

Diversified farming would not be 2] The Member—Were your meions 
success, however profitable a balanze|sold in Milwaukee to commission 
was shown, unless’ it was broati| houses, or how? : 
enough and varied enough to make a Mr. Utter—I sold them to hote’s, 
home with influences surrounding it| groceries and restaurants. Meions 
that would cause every growing mem-| are not grown largely in Race 
ber of that family to love the coua-| county, 
try, making the attractions of that The Member—Wouldn’t they grow 
home greater than the attractions uf |in the same soil as cabbage? 
fered by those that would allure them Mr. Utter—No. A sandy loam soii 
from the path that leads toward a| is the only soil you can grow meions 
life of right living. An ambition for] in successfully and get them early in 
a higher education should be en-| this latitude. 
couraged, but with the fact impressed The Member—In Waukesha county upon them that there is as much to| they raise a good many, don't they? be learned in the study of the science Mr. Utter—They grow some. 
of agriculture as there is in any of the Mr. Hill—What fertilizer do you 
professions and there is no occupa-| use for your melons? 
tion more honorable or ennobling. Mr. Utter—I use sheep manure, any 

kind of manure. I never used mnch 
DISCUSSION. commercial fertilizer, but I am going 

- The Chairman—I would like to| ‘0 use Potash this year and see if it know how many men in this audience | ¥!!! improve the quality of the melon, 
are practicing diversified farming, making it firmer as to texture, and f how many rotation of crops. Weil, perhaps better in quality otherwise. I am glad to see a few. Mr. Hill—In what form will you 

A Member—are you the gentlemsn | ¥S¢ that fertilizer? from Racine county who raised $1,} Mr. Utter—I shall use sulphate of 
500.00 worth of melons on three | Potash. 
acres last year? Mr. Geo. Hill—I gather’ from your 

Mr. Utter—I grew melons in Racine Paper that there is danger of rob- county last year. bing the farm with special crops, 
The Member—I saw in the Paper | that is, they need to have returned 

that there was a gentleman down upon them a good deal of manure. there that did that. If you are the] How do you keep up the fertility of 
man, I want you to tell us how you| your farm and raise crops for the 
did it. market? 

Mr. Utter—It wouldn’t come under Mr. Utter—I am buying manure. [{ this subject. did rob my farm, as very many have
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done in growing tobacco and other] A Member—Why do you buy pot- 
special crops, and on that accouat | | ash? 

put all manure I made on the farm on Mr. Utter—I am buying it now on 

afew acres on which I grew the-e|account of making my product of a 

special crops, but now I am trying tu | better quality. My melon ground 

improve the rest of the farm, buying|is manured well and I do not need it 

manure from the sheep feeding yards. | for fertility. 

Mr. Hill—In your district some- Mr. Convey—Don’t you find in the 

where? 2 case of a great deal of grain that you 
Mr. Utter—Yes, on the line to} cannot get the grain to stand up, anuj 

Chicago. You cannot buy shon|isn’t there a probability that there is 

manure in Chicago; all the sheap|a deficiency of phosphoric acid or 

manure from the Stock Yards ir} potash or some element that does not 
Chicago is dried and sold in bags] give the right character of straw to 
the same as commercial fertilizers. the grain? 

Mr. Hill—What do you pay for it Mr. Utter—That is true, and it may 

as you buy it? be that it would be profitable to buy 
Mr. Utter—It costs us about a dol-|some of the elemeftts in the way of 

lar a ton. commercial fertilizers, but as a rule 
Mr. Convey—Do you deem it pos-|I do not think I would advise it, be- 

sible to keep up the fertility of the] cause it is pretty expensive. I have 

farm to its present condition or to|no doubt, however, but that in the 

improve it without buying something} years to come we will buy it. 

in the line of fertilizers? Supt. McKerrow—You would not ad- 
Mr. Utter—I believe where gooi| vise it for the average farmer? 

rotation is practiced and the manure} Mr. Utter—No. 
is kept and used economically, that Mr. Convey—I feel satisfied that 

the land may be kept fertile. Per-| the proper way to keep up the fer- 

haps that would not be true on a!lj tility is to keep stock, buying food 

soils. 7 stuffs and getting the additional value 
Mr. Convey—Don’t you find that ju] ag a fertilizer for that food stuff. 

nearly every case where feed stuffs] A Member—As to general farmers, 
are bought and fed on the farm the|wouldn’t you advise. them to ke2n 

farm increases in productiveness. sheep and get manure that way 

Mr. Utter—Yes, I think that is tru2,| rather than to ge to the market and 

and yet I believe it is possible with-| buy sheep manure? 

* out buying any feed to improve the Mr. Utter—Assuredly that would te 
quality of the soil. the best. I do not think the general 

Mr. Convey—In the long run, wouid|farmer can afford to buy manure, 
not the potash and the phosphorous | but where a man gets $100.00 an acre 
Play out? You could keep up the|or more for his products, he can afferd 
nitrogen by growing clover, but thuse|to buy manure, or some other ‘2r- 
other elements of fertility would be | tilizer. 
bound to run out in the end. A Member—Don't you think it 

Mr. Utter—I think we have a larger| would pay a man to buy potash ‘nx 
surplus of the mineral elements inthe] order to stiffen the straw on ais 
soil than we have of the nitrogen,| grain? 
and by the best culture and rotation Mr. Utter—Yes, it might. I think 
we make available the insoluble el2-| the best way, however, would be to 
ments of fertility that are in the| experiment in a small way and see 

soil, the results.
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A Member—The gentleman spoke | their boys to the Agricultural Col about educating our farm boys 890 | lege. I think the farmers are largely they will stay on the farm. Tell u3/to blame themselves for their boys how we can do that. wanting to leave the farm. Mr. Utter—Well, I would give them A Member—Several of the agrizul- some chance for recreation, mak? | tural graduates have been tried right their home as pleasant as poss'ble | around here and they don’t do much and give them to understand that good, 
there is as much to learn to make a] Mr. Utter—There are exceptions of good farmer as - there is in the pro- course, but I do not think anybody fessions, and that it is just as hon-| will dispute that the Agricultural Col- orable an occupation. Give them that lege has done wonders for the boys impression throughout every day -f/that have attended it, and to the their life, not only by what you say to|community where they live after- them, but from the way you act around/ wards. We have an Association of the farm. Too many farmers seem | the graduate boys, about 800 of then, to think themselves that the farm is| and I believe that association is do- not the best place to live and they | ing as good work as any agricultural are looking toward some time in the association in this state, and every future when they will come to Ply-| one of them are boys who have gone mouth and buy a little home on a lot back on to the farm from that college. 85 feet wide and 125 feet deep 2nd A Member—What per cent of ihe : they give that impression to their boys who have been through the children. We find today very many | Short Course there have gone back of the city men are sending their} on to the farm? 
boys into the country onto farms,| Mr. Utter—I should say 90 per they are buying farms and sending cent, if not more, 

CLO VERS. 

Geo. C. Hi!l, Rosendale, Wis. 

The speaker who preceded me haj,every farm and in every rotation uf z something to say about the value of| crops it should occupy a place. Its leguminous crops on the farm eni| value to the land on which it grows also of the diversified farm with | is well known, and it should be grown Plenty of stock on the farm. He|in rotation, so_ that all paris of the 
‘said it was best to keep stock on the | farm may be benefited. 
farm, and we pore that is true for Fertilizing Value of Clover, 
ead rerlin ae Now, we believe that the fertilizing To feed that stock, we have two value of the clover crop is larger great crops, the corn crop and the than is generally supposed. At the clover crop, and we believe that the Experiment Station recently over in clover crop is next in importance w Michigan, a farmer was réquested to 
the corn crop as a feeding crop, and plant an acre of the different kinds that outside of its value as a feediax | of clover on his farm and then to send crop, it has a value as a fertilizing | the crop after it was grown to the crop. The clover crop shovld be oz] station for analysis, both the top and
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the root, and in the Medium Redjis in the winter killing, which in 

clover they found $24.56 value in fer-|former years used to be about the 

tility. Of course the whole acre was | only way that we lost the catch. But 
not sent, but a square yard was dug|we think that with live stock and 

up, root and top, and sent to the Ex-| the farmer handling his manures «is 

periment Station, and that was the|he should, applying them on all the 
result they found. portions of the farm and keeping it 

If we had our manurial charts here,|in good cultivation, and the soil well 

they would show us that there are|supplied with humus, that we will 
about $8.00 worth of fertility in a|avoid the summer killing of the young 
ton of clover hay and that it is worth|clover plant. Farmers in the south- 

three-quarters of that in manure] western counties of Wisconsin, some 
after it has been fed to the animal.|of those which have grown corn con- 
We believe that a ton of clover hay, | tinuously, exhausting the humus from 

at present prices, is worth about $7.00| the soil by continuous cultivativa, 
or $7.50, and that we could get two|have found out that they cannot 

_ tons of clover hay per acre and that} grow clover any more and they want 
_ would give us in feeding value about | to know if their land is clover sick. 

$15.00, and then if we add three-quar-|I believe that is what causes clover 

ters of that for the fertilizing value, | sickness, lack of humus in the soil. 
perhaps $10.00 or $12.00 more, there 

would still be one-third of that crop| Clover as a Gatherer of Moisture, 

under the ground that we would noc Humus and Nitrogen. 
harvest at all, which would remain I want to refer again to an ex- 

Soe ee _ one periment conducted by Mr. George T. 

very important simant eta alts: Bee ee Sener ea eee gether a good crop of iaeoe 2 eek state, who used clover for a cover 

to the farmer from $30.00 to $40.00 an | Peaetyeg tom: tee chan ne res iat : 00 20) removed from the orchard but fruit, 
Ite Feeding Val no other crop was removed. dis 

eeding Value. orchard was kept in good cultiva- 
We know it is a very valuable] tion until about the first or the mid- 

feeding crop, because it contains go | dle of July and then it was sown with 
much of the element of protein, which | red clover, which remained on the 
is the element in feeding crops which | ground through the winter until the 
costs the most, and the clover plant | next spring, when it was chopped up 
contains largely of it, much mo-ze| ald cultivated into the soil and the 
than timothy or the other grasses, | cultivation continued again until mid- 
and so we believe that the clover|}Summer. This was repeated for 
Plant and the clover crop to the Wis-| three years;*a section of that soil 
consin farmer is a very important | was dug up, six inches in depth, it 
crop. was weighed to see how much mois- 

How to Grow Clover, ture it contained, then it was dried 
for the same purpose and a section 

There has been considerable com-| of the soil in an adjoining field, .be 
Plaint about the failure to -get a| same kind of soil, but on which crops 
clover catch, because in the summer | had been removed and no clover had 
season after the grain crop has been | been grown, and they were comparei, 
cut off it has been found that the|and this was the result; that on an 
young clover plants dry up and there| acre of the orchard soil six inches in 
is more failure in that way than there depth there was found to be 46 tons
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"of water in excess of the land outside) some of the other grain crops, and 
of the orchard. In addition to that though the crop may not be as use- 
there was a great amount of humus, | ful as the oat crop, we would sacri- 
I have forgotten the number ot] fice something in order to be suze 
pounds, and there was a great ex-|of getting a clover catch. 
cess of nitrogen and some phosphoric We would not pasture young clover 
acid and potash. This shows ihe|in the fall, unless it was going to 
value of clover as a humus and nitro- seed; we would not put sheep or 
gen gatherer, ‘horses on it in any case. Turn in 

But, you will ask, where does i:|the cows and let them eat off the 
get the excess of phosphoric acid and tops. We want the grain crop to leave 
potash? It gets it by sending its | considerable stubble, cut it pretty high 
roots way down below these six|so as to leave plenty of stubble for 
inches in depth, bringing it up to the | winter protection. There is great pro- 
surface and putting it into the clover | tection in a good stubble field. It 
tops and the roots nearer the surface. keeps the snow from melting and 
We are told there is plenty of the helps a good deal to shade the crowa, 
mineral fertilizing elements deep|so that it won't freeze and thaw, 
down and the clover plant with it: | which is so injurious to the young 
long tap root brings it up. clover in the spring. 

We had last year in one of our In-|_ The clover crop is the best the first 
stitutes a red clover plant that meas- year and we would never undertake 
ured four and one-half feet in length,| to keep it over two years, for that 
and on the lower small roots there} reason we do not advocate sowing 
were a great many little nodules,| very much timothy with the clover, 
which contained, we are told, the} unless to make a pasture of it. “We 
bacteria of the nitrogen. do not sow any timothy with our 

clover, having a permanent pasture : Seeding the Clover Crop. for the stock to run on. We like 
The best crop to seed with a| medium red and alsike mixed for 

clover crop we believe is winter rye,|hay making and for pasture as well, winter wheat comes next and spring sometimes pasturing the second crop. 
wheat next, or spring rye is very |The alsike mixed with the red makes 
good to sow clover with, then after] finer quality of hay. 
that we take spring wheat and then 
what we call “succotash,” which we Making Clover Hay. 
are using on our farm quite a good Perhaps not much need be said 
deal; then comes barley, which 1s] about making clover hay. We all 
probably the poorest crop with which} know it can be injured more easily 
to seed. On our farm we think it is| than any other grass in curing into 
a calamity to be without the clover hay, on account of its broad leaves 
crop, So for that reason we have kept| and its blossoms and its being ex 
wheat on our farm when sometimes | posed to dampness, dew or rain, or otherwise it was not a profitable crop,;even to scorching sun, is very *:- because we are more sure of getting|jurious to the hay, so it should 
a clover catch with that than with be cut in good season, wilted and put oats or some of the rapidly growiug| into heaps, left remaining in those crops. Our neighbor, Mr. Scribnev,| heaps from two to four days, until it uses spring rye and has found that «| cures quite well in the heap. 
good crop to seed with. The rye Possibly in wet seasons we need ripens early, has less foliage than hay caps. In a_ season like the last
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one, when we got very little clover in ‘he Chairman—W= ‘pight have Mr. 
without being damaged somewhat ty|Hill’s experience in raising clover 

the rain, hay caps were found very | seed in our particular locality. 
useful things to have on the farm. Mr. Hill—We have not had but 

The poorest of all ways of makiug|one crop of seed for many years. For 
clover hay is to cut it down and let it}some reason the blossoms do not 
lie until it is cured, then rake it up|come out good and it does not pro- 
with a hay loader, breaking off tue} duce seed, we do not use it for that 

leaves and the valuable portions ana |} purpose. 

so putting a lot of sticks and stalks Mr. Sears—Don’t you think it would 
into the barn, the feeding value of]be better to run over the new seel- 
which is probably very low. ing and clip it and let it lie as u 

mulch on the ground? 
DISCUSSION, Mr. Hill—I think it would be, if 

A Member—What kind of clo:h you can get your mower high enough 
would you prefer for hay caps? So as not to mow too close. 

Mr, Hill—The ‘subject of alfalfa is| Mr- Sears—tin our county we always 
coming on later and hay caps will ve make it a practice to cut the first 
talked about then. crop especially early, not late? thin 

A Member—After this hay 1s about the 10th of June. We get 
bunched up green, if there comes on better hay and almost as much an: 

a rain, would you immediately shake | ¥° 2"¢ always sure of a seed crop 
it out or Jeave it in the bunch? and the seed crop is worth more then 

Mr. Hill—As soon as the weathor | e hay crop. 
clears, if it is wet in a good ways,1| 4 Member—In bunching up this 
should want to get it out and get it}@y, do you put it in large, mediun 
dry, but if it is not wet in more than | °F Small bunches? 
six or eight inches on the top, and Mr. Hill—That depends on what you 

the weather comes clear and a good|™mean by large and small. We usual- 
stiff breeze, it will dry all right. if|ly put about two rakings into a heap. 

it is wet clear through, then it must | We would not have that heap over 
be spread out and do with it the best three feet wide at the bottom and we 
we can. would run it up as high as we can 7 

The Chairman—You said that tne | have it stand, packing it down a lit- 

first crop is the most valuable. Do|tle, and we build the heaps, not by 
you mean the first cutting is more|TOlling together, but by placing oue 

valuable than the second cutting? forkful on another. You may say that 
Mr. Hill—No, I mean the first year.|13 8 g00d deal of work to make hay. 
The Chairman—We always think | Well, you can make hay easier, but 

that the second crop of clover is very | You cannot make it any beiter in anv 
| fine, especially for young stock,|°ther way. 
| calves and other young animals. The| A Member—I see Mr. Hill and Mr. 

first crop usually grows up rather|Scribner put barley as the last thiag 
coarse and rank. with which to seed. In Sheboygan 

Mr. Sears—I heard a gentleman say | county that is the best crop we have 
that the first crop was worth about] to seed with. 

$30.00 an acre, not making any ne1- Mr. Scribner—I think barley will 
tion of the second crop. In Calumet] go ahead of the oat crop for seediag 
county we have raised as high as six| and it comes off early, but we have 

bushels to the acre of seed out of| had splendid success with the spring 
the second crop. : rye crop. We thought we would
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rather sacrifice something in the|these colder soils it is more difficult 
grain crop in order to get a clover|to make clover hay. I know that 
catch, but we found the rye crop was | farther north they have more trouble 
a very profitable crop. We found the | in curing clover hay than down here. 
grain crop was all right, 40 and 45|The lake breeze has something to do 
bushels to the acre. with it, too. 

A Member—How long do you leave| yr. Hill—Another thing, if we cut the hay in the heap? our clover before it is really in full Mr. Hill—If the weather is drying, | blossom, it is very juicy and hard 10. it will cure in two days, and I would} cure, put if it is a new clover seed- not open it at all until we get ready ing, having a great deal of the old to draw it. grain stubble, that helps to keep it* The Member—Wouldn’t you think | trom packing down, unless the ground it would cure betier if you lifted it a is very wet below and the air is full 
little, loosened it and let the air pass|of moisture above. In that case it a. Wouldn’t it mold if you might become packed too tight. 

= Mr. Sears—How long would you let 
Mr. Hill—No, I do not believe so; it lie before raking after mowing? I never had that experience. 
The Member—i have. The| Mr. Hill—Well, we usually cut be- 

weather was fair and the rain care| fore 11 o’clock, then we immediate'y 
on; I had small shocks and it seemed|'U2 @ tedder over it and run the to be very dry, but some of it was| tedder over it again in the afternoon 
molded. I live in Manitowoc county.| about three o'clock, and before the 

The Chairman—We find in many of | dew falls we have it all in the heaps.
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Chas. L. Hi'l, Rosendale, Wis. 

due in some measure to trying to 
a ee grow it in the same manner a3 it 

Ye ee aera ee. ee Ed was grown in the west. I have in 
: ee —t—~—~stsS_ | thee past two years seen it growing, 

as ‘ = ee and doing well, in many parts of Wis- 
03 ee ‘Soe Ss 22| |consin and on the bleak hills around 

iors 8 ’ Lake Minnetonka in Minnesota, the 
Si eae hay being so plenty there that it was 

Ee aa Sa | | selling for $6.00 per ton delivered. 
* p Soe | In January I visited three days 

ee ; Apert } |around Syracuse and Fayetteville, N. 
on ee Y., and there are fields of it there 20 
aa ee i} | years old and many 10 years old aai 
eae ng in good shape. It is revolutionizing 
ee pee I | | the agriculture at those places. 

a ” . The Best Soil for Alfalfa. 
A | I believe it can be grown on any 

| | | well drained soil in Wisconsin, but it 
/ | seems to do best on soil with clay 

subsoil, with broken limestone found.- 

} | tion. It is the universal testimony | 
} | that it will not grow well on soil 
| where water is less than 4 to 6 feet 

= a —— |from the surface. It was growing 

Mr. C. L. Hill. finely in New York on land where 
there was only 4 to 12 inches of 

The concentrate part of our f3e4|SOil on top of limestone ledges. Have 

ration is increasing in cost every | the soil rich to start alfalfa. 
year, and especially is this true cf 

feeds which are rich in protein. With Planting and Harvesting. 
this thought in mind, it is easily un-] Lightly manure, plow in fall, work 
derstood why the raising of alfalfa|yery early in the spring and thea 

. 4s attracting increased attention in| work it some more. 
i Wisconsin every year. When we un- Sow without nurse crop, or with 

derstand that early cut, well cured 2!-| light seeding of grain, preferably 
falfa hay is as rich in digestible pro- barley, because it comes off early. 
tein as wheat bran, we will begin to Do not cut a crop of hay the first 

realize its true value. year, but leave a good stand on the 
Where Alfalfa Will Grow. ground for winter protection. 

Be sure to have good seed and sow 
Up to a very few years ago it was|20 to 30 pounds per acre. I havo 

generally understood that this plaut| here a sample of good seed germina- 
would flourish only in the west ani|ting on cotton. -The best seed costs 
southwest, and the early failures to 14% cent per pound this year, so 
grow it in Wisconsin were evidently | use it properly. It will not be so 

1
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expensive compared with clover seed; day came a few hours sun cured it 
as it seems when you realize chat] in fine shape. If the capping and - 
the seeding will last for a term of moving seems like a good deal cf 
years. work, remember that your braa 

costs you $14.00 to $18.00 per ton, and h fe 
The-tlay alfalfa is just as good. You would Cut it when 10 to 20 per cent of| not think of leaving bran out in the 

the blossoms have appeared, slightly rain. 
curing in windrow, and finish under = hay caps. I have a sample here of The Feeding Value of Alfalfa. 
the capI use. It is made of heavy, What will eat it, yow ask? I asx, 
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Farm Home of C. L. Hill, Rosendale, Wis. 

unbleached cotton, 40 inches square,, what will not eat it? It is the first 
with a weight on each corner at- thing I ever saw that my cows 
tached with a string about eight | would leave corn silage to eat. Mr. 
inches long. A. J. Lovejoy says that when ground 

Let it stand in piles several days, | with grain it is a most excellent feed 
moving the piles once if it is to stand] for hogs, and chickens are very foni 
more than four days, 30 as not to in-]of it. I have never fed it to she2p, 
jure the plants beneath. My third|but am sure that the sheep feeder 
crop last year was cut in the raia,| needs it as much as the cow feeder. 
raked the next day, when the water The farms need it, and it is the 
was barely off, and stood in the piles | universal testimony that alfalfa when 
for a week. It rained or was darx| plowed under leaves the land in the 
and damp every day, and when a good very finest condition.
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Alfalfa a Permanent Crop. and they are all right, the caps never 
Alfalfa culture has passed the »x-| blow off in any of the storms we have perimental stage in Wisconsin and |had. Mr. Hoard is recommending an- I urge you all to sow at least a sma!!| other weight, a four ounce nut, pe- Piece this spring, and I am sure you | Cause they are less liable to tangle. will increase your acreage next year |The cloth you want to call for is the I recently met a Chicago man whose|Same grade as Atlantic A sheeting, farm was at Waukegan, just over ihe | unbleached. It will cost you in this line into Illinois, who has been grow-/ quality possibly nine to 11 cents. { 
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Cow Barn of C. L. Hill, Every Cow in the Sunshine, Barn Whitewashed, 

ing it a number of years and now think this cost 11 cents, but it s has 120 acres in alfalfa. finer than necessary. 
Ex-Gov. Hoard and _ several others Supt. McKerrow—Somebody _ will 

around Ft. Atkinson have been grow-| ask if alfalfa will grow in Sheboygan 
ing it for five years or more, and it county. Here is a sample grown in 
will pay you I am sure to go theve | the southern part of your county by 
next summer and see it growing. a gentleman who says he has beea 

growing it 10 years, and it is more 
DISCUSSION, than 10 years since I saw alfalfa Mr. C. L. Hill—I have a cap here growing on the farm of L. D. Hill of 

that was used last fall with clover|Hingham. Another gentleman has a and alfalfa. It is 40 inches Square | sample grown at Sheboygan Falls. with a weight attached to each eor- Mr. Hill—(Looking at samples) ner, they are old half horse shoes | That should have been cut a little
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earlier, I would cut it before it blos-, once tried it, and it showed a marked 
somed at all. There couldn’t be any- improvement above the previous yeas, 
thing much poorer than alfalfa wnen| the second and third crop growi1g 
it is overripe. I bought some at| better. Mr. Wing told us about al. 
Omaha to feed my cattle and it was] falfa culture at Madison. You know 
so old I couldn’t feed it, so I put it] you never can make a mistake in put- 
in for bedding for the old bull, buthe| ting manure on an alfalfa field, aad 
wouldn’t lie down on it. he says that where you expect to sow 

Supt. McKerrow—Here are two alfalfa, manure your land just before 
samples grown in Sheboygan county. you plow it in and after that you 

7 . * é: : | : , 
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. i Primrosedale 8606, Guernsey Cow on Farm of C. L. Hill. Official Yearly 1! Record: 576.75 ibs. fat; 10,914.9 ibs. milk; 5.37 av. per cent of fat, } 
HW 

This gentleman has grown it six or| won't be troubled very much about 1 seven years. inoculation, but, mind you, he says 
Mr. Nordman—Did you inoculate |it don’t do to top-dress alfalfa after 

your soil to begin with? the first year; the roots get down so 
Mr. Hill—No, sir, we did not. The | deep in the earth that manure put on first year I might Say the hay was |top will have hardly any effect. That i very uneven. Some weeds came in |is the universal testimony arount besides the alfalfa and there was al- Syracuse where they raise a great So considerable white clover and wild | deal of it. 

vetch. Before the second crop { The Chairman—Have you tried | inoculated the lot, putting on a six inoculating it from the roadside acre piece that I had a wagonload of | where sweet clover grows? 
soil from another field where I had Mr. Hill—No, sir, sweet clover bas } 3 { 

\ 

(
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only recently come to our farm and Mr. Hill—It will come later on, it I wish it hadn’t. It is said to be true | will live through the winter and you ; that the same bacteria affects it as | will get them all right. affects alfalfa and earth taken from| A Member—I found when I sowed the soil that is growing sweet clover Some alfalfa seed that I got a dose will grow alfalfa, will inoculate the |of this swect clover in it which 1 field. never had on the farm before, 
A Member—You will probably get Mr. Hill—Did the sweet clover dia the sweet clover seed, too. down after you cut it? Mr. Hill—I do not think we need] The Member—I pulled most of it to worry about that.. It is my Own jout by the roots. Lots of people observation that sweet clover wil! think it is worse than Canada thistles, not grow where anything else grows. | that it will live through a rotation of It is a waste plant. It will grow | crops. 

where nothing else will grow and al- Supt. McKerrow—We have had it falfa will do the same thing. for 15 years on our roadsides ‘and in Mr. Nordman—Did your alfalfa 4e- our fields, but it does not bother us velop those nodules on the roots iik> in the rotation. Where do you get clover? your seed, Mr. Hill? 
Mr. Hill—Yes, in some places. It Mr. Hill—I got it of Salzer, of La was uneven, some of it was not over|Crosse. Prof. Moore recommended six inches high, and in other places| it to me and it was remarkably fiae it was two feet and a half. seed. 
Mr. Nordman—Yes, and the low Mr. Martiny—I secured some alfal- Places were the places where there|fa seed at Madison and I also got were no nodules on the roots. some inoculated soil. I tried to grow Mr. Hill—Yes, you would dig down | alfalfa without inoculation, and by : there and find theré were no nodules | the fall I could hardly see any al- on ‘the roots, or practically none, | falfa on that strip, while on the strip while in the other places there wera that was inoculated it was about 18 plenty. What made the difference I inches high, so I think it would be cannot tell. The places where it was impossibie to start alfalfa up in best was where years ago we had at | Manitowoc county without inocula- onion bed. ting the soil. 
A Member—How was it last year Mr. Hill—Mr. Wing is sure that if on those bad places? your ground is covered with fresh Mr. Hill—It continued to improve | cow stable manure, that you will “ict all last year. It was heavily seeded | be bothered about inoculation. all over and all it lacked was inocu- A Member—Wouldn’t it be a good lation. I might say that the laad idea to sow a little alfalfa with your was the poorest piece of land on tue clover? 

farm, and I am confident now that if Mr. Hill—That is a good question. I had manured it thoroughly I shou:d | 1 never will sow a bit of clover seed have had no trouble. without putting two pounds of alfal- Mr. Nordman—I sowed about 11| fa seed with the clover seed on eve-y acres in alfalfa last year and none acre of land, and in that way your of it developed any nodules. farm will gradually be inoculated.
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: SEED CORN. 

R. J. Coe, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

This subject of seed corn is one of | not only reach to New York, but it 

very great importance to the farm-| would go to London and then around 

ers of Wisconsin, and I sometimes|the world, and then our story had 

wonder how many of us really realize | just begun; it would go around the 

the magnitude ofthe corncrop ofthis} world again and again about six 
country. I remember a few years | times. 

ago, at a Farmers’ Institute held in Now, if this is true, and I canaot 

os ‘ : ‘ 
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a 

Farm Home of R. J. Coe. 

a school house, I picked up one of the} dispute it, it seems to me that it is 
text books, turned over the leaves} worth our while to have the best seed 
and ran across this subject of cora,|in order to grow the biggest crops, 
and the statement was there made|and in order to get the best seed, it 
that if all the corn grown in “his|is worth our while to take consider- 
country in one year was piled up m | able pains, 

the city of Chicago and we could 

start and load a wagon with 40 Selecting the Seed. 
bushels of shelled corn and start it o»| I believe the best way is to select 
its way toward New York and stait|the seed in the field. I not only 
another load right behind it, it woulj | want an ear of corn that is good, that 
make a good long string of corn, | has lots of vitality, is of good form 
longer than I ever thought of. 1]and is as nearly perfect as we can 

asked the question once in a Farm-| get, but I want an ear of corn that is 
ers’ Institute if they thought it would | grown upon a good stalk, that is weil 
reach to New York, and one man} furnished with good foliage, because 
said, “No, sir.” Well, the state- | that kind of an ear will give the oest 
ment in that book was that it would | food value in our corn. So, then, we 

i
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select our seed corn as it is standing year after year and it will only be a in the field. We go through he few years before you will have a type field and when we find an ear of corn of corn that when you take it to that pleases us, and upon a stalk| market or have it in your own crib, that pleases us, a stalk that is well you will be proud of. furnished with a goodly number of 
broad, healthy leaves, that is the ear DISCUSSION. 
we; Ate ter. A Member—What kind of corn is Now, having selected this ear of that No. 7 that is spoken of in the corn, we must either mark it in some “Wisconsin Agriculturist?” 
manner or cut it. I prefer to cut Mr, Coe—I do not know. the stalk at this time, take it to the Mr. Martiny—Wisconsin No. 7 is outside of the field and let it cure in what they call the Iowa Silver King. the shock, just as our shock is cured I grew it this last year for the firs: a little later on. Then, before we time. It is a white corn, and down 
have any hard freezing weather, this] i, sank county it matured about the corn is husked and placed where it| ..76 time as the North Star and the is exposed to a current of warm, dry) Pride of the North and it very great- air, until it is very thoroughly cured. ly out-yielded those two varieties. In this way we believe we have the The Member—Would you recom- 
best corn grown in the field and that | mond it for this section of the coun- we have preserved all the vitality of try? 
that seed and therefore we have the Mr. Martiny—I hardly think I best seed corn. We all of us know | would, it is a Mttle bit too late. that a goodly proportion of the corn| 4 Member—I have a sample out in that is planted in this country, or | the exhibit room that I grew up in any other country, has a very low vi- Manitowoc county. 
tality; in fact, I believe that 40 per A Member—No. 7 in Sheboygan cent of the corn that is planted ought county was pretty nearly a failure never to be planted at all, and a crop! this year, it is too far north. They that is of so great importance to the recommend another corn, No. 8, for Wisconsin farmer ought to have the these northern counties, 
advantage of the best seed that can| wr. Ryerett—This No. 8 corn is be grown, and every planter ought to| wh t was known in Minnesota as No. know to a certainty that he has the/13, it is a yellow corn, quite early, very best of seed. which was developed by Prof. Hays. Now, Mr. Chairman, I do not care| He propagated it and developed it un- to make a long talk, but I do want to til he got a corn that was avery good say this much; before you go into producing corn for the latitude of St. 
your field to select your seed corn, | Paul, Minn., and - they brought it in you want to have a type of corn in} Wisconsin and called it Wisconsin your mind that you want to select No. 8. It is a yellow Dent corn, and for, and then select every ear as/I should think that would be better nearly as possible to that type. Do developed in this part of the state, not select an ear of one type this| Mr. Coe—The statement that a cer- year and the next year select an ear| tain kind of corn will do well in the of another type, but get it uniform,} northern counties of the state is have the type you want clearly de-| somewhat misleading, because we fined in your mind, and then select| probably all know that in the west- every ear aS nearly as possible to] ern part of the state, the limit fs that particular type. Follow this up’ very much farther north than it is in
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the eastern part of state, the corn belt} the hard freezing weather comes and 
starting from Racine county runs way | it is liable to injure the germ. 
up to the latitude of St. Paul. It] Mr, Convey—If the corn is thorough- 
would seem to me that on this side of |iy dry, you can subject it to a lower 
the state the Flint corn might be bet- temperature after that. I saved quite 
ter than the Dent varieties. a lot of seed corn one year and had 

A Member—The Flint corn is all] a lot left over. It was very satisfac- 
right, the Summer Yellow or Ca-|tory the first year, but the second 
nadian, but the stalk is so small. year it would not grow at all. I am 

Mr. Nordman—I do not take much satisfied that if you have damp 
stock in this matter as the gentle-| weather, it will take up enough mois- man has stated it. I planted Dent ture to spoil it later on. 
corn for two or three years and gota] 4 Member—Sheboygan county farm- 
certain amount of feed for my silo. ers, nine-tenths of them, have their 
This year I planted Flint corn of a|corn hanging up in the barn under 
variety that matured in that country the eaves. 
up there in Waupaca county, and off} wr. Coe—It may grow pretty well, of my nine acres I got more fodder | put I do not think it is the best place. 
than I did before off of 12. It was | if you will take a little more pains 
done by planting it a little closer, I| with it and be sure to keep it dry, I 
got just as much corn to the acre am sure it will pay. 
and a great deal more fodder. Mr. Martiny—What method do you 

The Chairman—You raised this| employ in testing your seed corn?: 
crop in Langlade county. Did it] Mr. Coe—Just about the same mature there? method that Mr. Hill does in his 

Mr. Nordman—The Flint  did,| lover seed. Get a common pie tin 
the Dent did not, but that was very and a piece of canton flannel, moisten 

much on account of the season two| ‘t, Put your seed on that and another years ago, tin over it and keep it warm. 
A Member—If a man saves his seed 

A ene — hess would you keeP| .orn and treats it the way it should dry seed corn? be treated, I do not think there is Mr. Coe—It is best to have a loft| any need of testing it. I never have of some kind and if you have a loft done it for 40 years. 
where the kitchen chimney goes that} Mr. Coe—It is a measure of safety. is a good place, but put it thin enough | had a neighbor who a few years ago So you get a good circulation of this | saiq that he had never tested his seed warm air. I have a place where| corn, and it never failed, but that there is a slat floor and the air g0€S8 | season was pretty cold and wet, par- through there and dries it, but be] ticularly in the spring, and it failed Particular that you save your seed/ him and he had to go and buy some corn before a hard freeze comes, be-| seed at a high price, and he had a cause if it is full of moisture, ‘then| failure that year. 

i
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CORN CULTURE. 

Thos. Convey, Ridgeway, Wis. 

He who would not consider it im- When. to Plow for Best Results. 
portant to secure sound seed of a hing 8 lowed. 
good variety, never can expect to oe years _ I — Biennial 

make a success of corn growing. | of fall plowing for everything, but I 
Independent of this, there are two know better now. This, of course, in 

important divisions of corn culture; |. nnection with clover growing. If 
the first, the condition of the land, any one is fool enough to think he 
the second, the cultivation of the can keep a fall plowed field in as 

crop. good condition as a clover field, es- 
pecially for corn, he had better exper- 

Some Erroneous Ideas Corrected. [iment a little and find out. We 
have been at this now for 20 years 

It is a common opinion that only | anq it is no experiment with us. 
the best land on the farm can be ex-| here is a little uncertainty in 
pected to yield a satisfactory CTOP.|<pring as when to plow. If the sea- 
The system of farming is not right if) son is dry, it is safer to plow early, 
that is the case. All parts of the! 4s the growing crop may rob the land 
farm that are cultivated should be| of moisture, and in no case should it 
capable of producing a good crop, be-| be deferred until the crop gets woody, 
cause if not capable of producing} as in that case it does not decay 
good corn, it is not much good for} rapidly and would injure the corn. 
anything else. Grass land top-dressed with manure 

No farmer who is worthy of the|qoes not dry out rapidly and we 
name ignores rotation of crops. It! ysually leave it until the second week 
is a necessity and no crop is more|in May. As soon as we start to 
satisfactory in a rotation than corn.| plow, we harrow after the plow, work- 
There is a mistaken notion that corn| ing the ground when the least work 
does not take much from the soil. It}! will do the most good, and just as 

takes about twice as much as oats/soon as it is worth while we start 
and about three times as much a8|/the planter, thus one team is kept 
wheat in fertilicy to make an average] plowing, the other harrowing after 

crop in each instance, and yet all| the plow, then planting, then harrow- 

crops do well after corn. Our system |ing after the planter. Poor results 
of cropping is a three year rotation,| would be obtained with spring plow- 
being corn, small grain, usually oats,|ing if it were allowed to get cloddy 
then grass, mostly clover, to be fol-| and dry before the harrow was used. 
lowed by corn, the grass being top-| A sharp harrow with upright teeth is 
dressed with manure. Since using a|the hest implement that can be used 
manure spreader, the entire field is|in a corn field. It took me over 20 
top-dressed. The manure is applied} years to muster up courage to use it 
just as soon as the hay crop is taken|as much as we do now, which is un- 
off and during the fall and winter, | til corn is six inches high at least. 
the earliest applications giving the] Always use plenty of seed (not 
best results. more than 10 per cent of corn fields
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have a good stand), then an occa-|is easier to cultivate and cut, will 
sional stalk that may be uprooted | wash less, and consequently will hold 
with the harrow will not leave a thin| more moisture in the soil, a very 
stand. necessary thing in making a big crop 

of corn in a rolling country. 
Care of the Field After Planting. 

We harrow immediately after plant- Keep Surface of Field Mellow. 

ing, ro ore ee iy, aad oe Few people appreciate the neces- 
groun “= a3 y ain. When corn | ®!t¥ of keeping the surface of a cul- 
= ana yan = eeckucs tivated field mellow, just as a garden 
cuitivebie “aud © nines: alias ila a rake or koe leaves it. It is not neces- 

oie The idtterin an coketent tao? that the cultivation be deep; on 
ite Be field when rightly | ‘2? contrary, it is harmful to go deep 
a ne << ull weeds |S !t prunes the roots, which is al 

used, oS a g al is the | ¥2¥8 2armful. Deep preparaion of the 
nor work hard groun — the | Soll is right and necessary when roots 
Teason we run after cultivator, as a are net present, but avoid root prun- 
ae —— rebage goth a3|i28- Mellow the surface and leave 

it absolutely level. 
get ee carefully —e Water is the most essential thing 

pe coueaeae ae = engl in the production of a corn crop, so 
field tient... ‘When eded te-dem-com- do iy let oc. ee ae 

2 a , as is e best possible 
ing up I prefer to quit for a few days, condition to evaporate moisture, but 
but not too long. it is in the best possible condition 

to give the weeds a start. Then, too, 
Drilled vs. Check-Rowed Corn. when you do work it, it breaks up in 

Ail our corn is drilled and after|/umps and is in the next best condi- 
following the system as long as we tion to evaporate moisture. Do not, 
have it makes me smile to hear the| the other hand, use large shovels 
corn experts state positively that you to cultivate, that, in order to work 
cannot keep corn clean unless check- all the ground, which is indispensable, 
rowed and worked both ways. We must be run deep. Here there are 
have plenty of opportunity for com- three undesirable conditions; first, 
paring both systems here. We keep the ground is so open and uneven that 

our field cleaner and with less labor | it dries out rapidly; second, it forces 
than any check-rowed field I have| the roots away from the best part of 
seen; not one year, but every year,| the soil at the surface where there is 
wet or dry, and we can raise more the most available fertility, and third, 
corn. Our early corn used to be the root growth is forced away from 
check-rowed and the late drilled. For|‘#e heat and aeration, both so es- feed and silage, drilled corn, if not sential to the rapid maturity of a 

more than two weeks later, would | °°? Crop. 
mature as early and outyield it every 
time. A Good Corn Cultivator. 

In laying out rows, we pay no at-| A good corn cultivator should have 
tention to margin of field, but start in| the following features. It should 
the direction that will give us the| work all the ground toa uniform 
largest number of level rows that it depth, the latter being adjustable, 
is possible to get in the field. This! and it should be left level and finely
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pulverized. The system of cultiva-| goes down two to three inches in the 
tion still much in vogue, of large] soil; then you go down with a hand 

shovels running at right angles to the | planter and generally more than that, 
line of draft, could not be arranged | it will go in a great many cases five 
on a worse principle. They double | or six inches deep, and this is enough 
the power necessary to move them |to kill good seed, you cannot raise 

and do the worst possible work, as|corn satisfactorily that way. I be 

they have no pulverizing power and | lieve everybody should plant with a 

leave the ground open, uneven and/horse planter, and it should always 

lumpy. Could you move it at all|be shallow, not more than two inches 
and have it worse? It goes to show| deep in the ground and uniform. If 

we do many things without rhyme|I only had 10 acres of ground to 

or reason. _ , ; |Plant, I would have a planter. One 
planter will plant all the corn in the 

A Radical Statement, neighborhood. I spoke to my friend, 
Tam going to make a radical state Mr. Nordman, about the necessity of 

planting with a corn planter. They ment. My object is to have some- 
were not in use in his locality and I body to try to prove that I am wrong. 
am satisfied he is satisfied that 

ee ee ee ee Be gets much better results plant- | 
ie crue, 1 mean ‘corn ‘eepectally, “oan ing with a corn planter. If you go 
take molsture: from a “damp © atmos- to work with a harrow you are pretty phere through its roots where the A 

sure to bury the corn too deep, and soil is in proper condition, that is, has after deep planting the result is 
plenty of humus and the surface is es 

mellow. In those dry years when oats See up — two 
corn would roll up in the middle of | ¥°Cx® 4” ee eee oe ; 

vigor, so prepare your ground well the day and we would almost expect 
i and plant it shallow. 
t would die, it would freshen up and 

A Member—How soon would you look all right if we had a damp at- harrow after it is planted? 

iano 2 wae ae Oe ee eee Mr. Convey—Right away. You 
: cannot afford to let it dry out, and 

. the weeds will start up. Run it over When to Work the Corn Last. as soon as possible. 

I have given arule for the last A Member—You follow the planter 
working of corn. It should be after | with the harrow? i 
the last rain. Now, you cannot al- Mr. Convey—Yes, right close after ji 
ways do this, but get just as close to | the planter. f 
it as you can. That last working pays A Member—Would you disc your | 
big wages. It may be that it will have |land before you plant it? 
to be done with a single horse and| Mr. Convey—No, not with spring 
little cultivator, but the pay is sure. plowing, it is not necessary. We give 

it a good harrowing. We plant after 
clover, leave it seeded down one 

Pan erro year, and it breaks up very nice 
Mr. Convey—One other matter that | if you harrow right away after plow- 4 I neglected to speak about is the | ing. * 

necessity of planting corn at a proper A Member—That would depend up- y depth. I know throughout the north-|on the soil a good deal. How deep 
ern part of this state and on the east |} do you plow? 
side, many of you mark your corn Mr. Convey—Five or six inches 
both ways with an implement that! deep, not more than that.
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A Member—Wouldn’t your drag dis-yin a locality where you have a stiff turb the seed one or two inches deep’ clay; I am speaking of clover sod. Mr. Convey—Oh, no, it doesn’t pui! | Clover sod will always dry out rapid- the seed out at all. ly after rain. People who follow the 
A Member—What kind of a plow | other system should begin with ihe do you use? harrow early, because the land has Mr. Convey—A sulky plow. We not enough humus in it, and it will have not used a jointer, but I know dry right out rapidly, so you want to better work is done with a jointer. get in just as soon as the ground Ours is prairie loam soil. will work well after a rain. 
A Member—Is it best to manure A Member—I always think it pays 

the land in the fall and plow it, or|me to harrow with the disc harrow manure it in the spring and plow it? once or twice over my plowed ground Mr. Convey—We manure the land before I would get ready to plant, as soon as we get the hay crop off. 1] with spring plowing. 
notice that the early manured land Mr. Convey—Our land is just as gives the best results. Spring manur | fine as you can get it just as soon as ing is bad for corn if you do not have we plow. I have a photograph here rain enough to leach out the fertility | that will give you my idea of what a ‘ from the solids and get it into the}corn crop should be, and _ this corn soil. We plow as early in the spring | was all cut for husking purposes. I as we can and plant. In a dry season | did intend some of that for silage, but late spring plowing would take mois- we didn’t need it. That is a corn ture out of the land. Fal] Plowing is| crop that amounts to something. This all right for corn, but I find I can]year there were parties from this handle my land more satisfactorily | county who raised 80 to 100 bushels and have less weeds on spring plow-| to the acre, shelled corn, not baskets ing. I have fall plowed for corn} but bushels. 
and top dressed with manure, and it A Member—You are not in quite so was all right, but you have a lot of | good a corn country as Mr. Scribner? weeds. People who want to keep Mr. Convey—Mr. Scribner is a re their land in the best condition, want markably good corn man. Our cli to keep a growing crop on their land] mate is a little better than his. as nearly all the time as possible, A Member—How do you plant corn A Member—Did you ever plow the | for husking? land in the fall and top dress in the} Mr. Convey—About three feet eight winter? 

inches one way and six inches the Mr. Convey—Yes; I used to recom-| other way. mend that way, but I get better re- A Member—What difference is sults the other way and cleaner land. | there in using a round toothed har- We have no difficulty whatever in]row or a Square toothed harrow? keeping our corn land clean, and by Mr. Convey—I didn’t say either ot our method it also prevents washing| those. I said a sharp harrow, and and blowing. if it is sharp it doesn’t make any dif- A Member—I notice up north, | ference whether it is round or square, wherever the ground is very rough, it| because that part doesn’t get in the is necessary to plow the clover sod | ground. A perpendicular toothed har- very late, so as to have the soil rather |row will do better work and less thin and keep it from washing away. |damage. I have tried them both on Mr. Convey—I am not alluding to| the same field, the perpendicular and land that is cropped with grain crops| the slanting toothed.
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A Member—Is that the same thing, these pests. The cut worm is the 

as a drag? offspring of a moth and the others of 
Mr. Convey—Yes, I call-it a har-| beetles, the click beetle being the 

row and you call it a drag. One of| parent of the wire worm and the June 

the principal advantages of a short|bug of grubs. Both wire worms and 

rotation is that it removes the dan-| grubs remain from two to three years 
ger of cut worms, wire worms and|in the pupa state and feed on roots. 

white grubs. Where clover is used|The eggs from which they are pro- 

in a three year rotation and corn fol-| duced are usually laid in timothy or 
lows clover, we have no trouble with | blue grass sod. 

SUGAR BEETS. 

Geo. W. McCormick, Menominee, Mich. 

The introduction of sugar beets as| dairy industry established, until 

a farm crop into Wisconsin has met] now it overshadows nearly all others 
with the usual obstacles that every|in which our farmers are engaged. 

new agricultural industry must con-| The lack of knowledge on the part of 
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Beet Field of Miss Everard, Brussels, Door Co., a 16-year-old girl who has fi 
taken care of two acres. fe 

tend with before becoming estab-}our Wisconsin farmers as to how 
lished, but it is most gratifying to|this crop should be grown and the ‘ 
note the steady, healthy development | necessary preparation of the soil and f 
of sugar beet growing in this state.|the several benefits to be derived, j 
You are all familiar with the years | was the greatest barrier and many | 
of hard work expended in getting the | thousands of dollars and much per- q 
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sistent labor have been expended onjrow or spring tooth cultivator and 
the part of the state and the sugar | well worked up, this will warm up 
factories, until now it has been dem-| the soil, conserve your moisture and 
onstrated in nearly every part ot|give the weeds a chance to sprout. 
Wisconsin that our soil and climate|Then when you are ready to seed, 
are splendidly adapted to sugar beets | which will normally be from April 
and the farmers can make a financial} 20th to May 20th, go over the field 
success in growing them. again and cultivate it thoroughly so 

as to get a smooth, well pulverized 

The Soil and its Preparation. seed bed, ae just before seeding go over it with a float or plank, or, if 
As to the kind of soil upon which | sandy soil, a roller is all right. 

beets can be grown, it may be broad-| The seeding can be done with a 
ly stated they will grow successfully | garden drill or a regular two or four- 
on any fertile, well cultivated soil,|row beet drill. Two very important 
except very light sandy soil or light|things should be noted here; the 
mucky land, if the field is reasonably | seed should never be planted over well drained. three fourths of an inch deep, and 

The field for sugar beets should be | half an inch is better, and never less 
carefully prepared in the fall. If|than 15 to 20 pounds to the acre 
possible it is best to plow under a] should be used. The rows may be 
good second crop of clover and if} from 20 to 24 inches apart, that is 
that is done it is only necessary to| wide enough for horse cultivation, 
plow once, but that should be deep, 
and the plowing should be done net as 
later than early September. Sa sau eiSrap- 

If a grain stubble is selected, it should Under normal conditions the plants 
be plowed over about three or four will come up in from seven to 12 
inches deep as soon after harvesting | days after seeding; and as soon as the grain as possible and given g har- you can see the rows you should go rowing right after the plowing. This through with a cultivator, a fine will allow the foul seeds to Sprout, |tooth cultivator or regular beet oul and another harrowing after the tivator will do best. 
weeds put in an appearance will kiil When the plants are up so they most of them and save much labor | have the fourth leaf, then start in to the next year. Then a good coat oi block out and thin, never wait longer barnyard manure should be spread | if you can avoid it, as it injures the over the field and in October it should plant and costs much more labor if be plowed deep, eight to 10 inches, | this work is delayed until the plants 
depending upon how deep the field | get large. 
has been plowed heretofore, as it is The person who does the blocking tot wise to turn up more than an|takes a sharp hoe about seven or inch of green or unsubdued soil in|eight inches wide and cuts out the any one year. One thing should not plants, striking crosswise of the row, be reglected, and that is the Tunning | leaving a little bunch of plants, say oi water furrows to carry away your/an inch long, between the strokes surface water so the field may soon} and then the person thinning follows dry up in the spring anq allow You to/and pulls out all but one plant ina get in it early. As soon as the land | place, thus leaving a beet every eight is sufficiently dry in the spring, !t|to 10 inches apart. After this work should be gone over with a disc har-| is done, it is only a question of going
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through frequently with a cultivator, ) ers in 1905 took from $50.00 to $100.00 
and, if necessary, cutting out the per acre from their beets, 
weeds. 8rd. Because the crop is con- 

The leaves grow rapidly and about | tracted for and sold at a good price 
the last of July or first of August the | before the seed is planted. 

} rows close up and nothing more is 4th. Because it does not take from . to be done until harvest. the soil more than any ordinary 
farm crop and leaves the land in a Best Method of Harvesting. splendid condition for the succeeding 

As the sugar beet grows down :n| crop. 
the soil it is not possible to pull them 5th. Because most of the work can 
out by hand in harvesting until they|be done by boys and girls who would 
are loosened up, and the best tool I] not be able to do other heavy farm know of is a subsoil plow, or an old| work. 
plow with a very narrow shear and| 6th. Because you can realize from the mouldboard cut off at least halt|one acre of good beets as much as way down. Drive the plow immediate-| you can from five acres of grain or ly to the left of the row you want to| hay and then have the remaining four 
lift, getting partly under the beet, / acres left over for other crops, and 
and as the plow goes along you jift| last, but not least, it is another crop 
the beets up just enough to make|to introduce into your rotation, 
them loose, so you can readily pull| There could profitably be very them by hand. The person doing | much more said of this crop, but your 
the pulling takes two rows, pulls a| time would probably not permit it, 
beet with each hand, knocks them to- 
gether to get the dirt off, and throws 
them in piles of a wagon load each. eee 
This done you can take a topping| (Lead by Supt. McKerrow in the 
knife and cut cff all the crown upon | @bsence of Mr. McCormick). 
which the leaves have grown, throw-| The Chairman—How many men IA ing the beets in one pile and the tops|the room are growing sugar beets? in the other, then cover the beets | Only two. 
safely with the tops and you are| Supt. McKerrow—and how many ready to ship. have grown sugar beets for factory 

All of the sugar companies furnish | Purposes and haye quit? I see one. the seed. A Member—What has become of 
the organization that started up in 

Why Grow Sugar Beets? Plymouth four or five years ago and Why should far rented 40 or 50 acres of land? We 
haat * By a nee a ae know how they came out. 

ist. They are encouraging the man-| 4 Member—I know a neighbor of ufacture in this country of a very mine who made $61.00 off of one acre, 
important food product that is being|2et- He had quite a little help from largely bought from foreigners, thus his neighbors that didn’t cost him 
they would keep their money in this | 22Ything. 
country and at the same time support|,, T2¢ Chairman—That is where the an industry that opens up a market | 2¢t” came in. for another farm crop. Supt. McKerrow—Some Wisconsia 2nd. Because it is exceptionally |‘@rmers are getting most excellent profitable, as can be proven by :he| Profits from their sugar beet crops. fact that over 4,500 Wisconsin farm- Adjourned to 1:30 p. m.
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

Convention met at 1:30 p. m. Mr. Thos. Convey in the Chair. 

SWINE BREEDING. 

L. P. Martiny, Chippewa Falls, Wis. 

aaa The second class would be those 
a > farmers that are exercising good 

: judgment in getting pure bred sires 

» and selecting the best female they 

\ have, whether pure bred or grade, 

/ and using this class of breeding stock 

If for the production of hogs for pork. 

I \ Those belonging to the third class, 

I \ and they are altogether too numer- 
i | ous, are those farmers who are pay- 

! ing no attention to their breeding 
i } operations, using such breeding 

| ] |stock as happens to be the handiest, 
| without any thought of improvement 

\ i or what the progeny is going to be. 

\ ] A Profitable Field for Young Farmers. 

N cs In commenting on these three classes 
’ of swine breeders would say, first, 
N / there are not enough good swine 
& 7 breeders of pure bred swine. I do 

y not mean to advocate that every 
=e farmer should be a breeder of pure 

bred swine, but there are a great 
Mr. Martiny. many that could take up this line of 

breeding and not only improve their 
On nearly every farm in Wiscon-| own herds, but those of their own 

sin some hogs are kept for breeding locality. In this state there are a 
purposes and the manner in which | great many young men on farms ani 
the breeding is carried on may be| about to go to farming. Among them 
classed under three quite different] are a great many who have taken the 
classes. Short Course in Agriculture and the 

Those of the first class, and they | Farmers’ Course at our College of Ag- 
are altogether too small, are those|riculture. I would say to these 
that are taking great pains in the| men that from my own experience 1 
selection and breeding of their hogs, | have found the breeding of pure bred 
using nothing but the best pure bred | swine one of profit and it has afforded 
stock and disposing of a large propor-| a great amount of pleasure. At first 
tion of their stock for breeding pur-| thought, a great Many may think 
Poses to be used in the improvement | the breeding business would soon be 
of other herds. overdone on account of too many
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breeders, but I do not think so. using mature stock as much as_pos- 
With more breeders of pure bred ible in producing hogs for pork, is on 
hogs would go an education to the] the right track and is always going to 
more indifferent fellows and the|make some money. 
swine themselves, if they are of the : 
right kind, would stimulate their own | Successful Breeding Must be System. 
demand. I have heard so many say atic. 
in answer to this, “that would never Concerning the third class, will say 
work around here because the farm-| that as one travels over the state and 
ers here do not appreciate the value| notices the inferior, nondescript stock 
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Ideal Girl, 251,206, Poland China Sow, Property of L. P, Martiny. 

of good hogs and they would notythat is being used, he will be sur- 
patronize you.” In answer to that I prised; no definite system being fol- 
would say, that is the very best place | lowed, going on the supposition that 
to start to build a herd, for human] a hog is a hog and one hog is a3 
nature is nearly alike everywhere, good for them as another. They breed 
and they will soon learn to appreciate from immature stock, without any 
when they see the profit to be de- regard for their breeding, type or 
rived from using good breeding stock. | conformation. 
There is plenty of room at the top So many times we hear a man say, for the best breeders. “I have tried this breed and they seem Concerning the second class o%|to run out; they are not what they 
breeders, I have nothing to say. The should be, I guess I will try some farmer that is using nothing but pure | other breed and see what they will bred sires and using his best females, |do for me,” so he trys some other
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breed with about the same results, Some Points to be Noted in Type. 
and then he is ready to try some 
other. If he would stay by one No matter which breed we choose, 
breed and use judgment in selecting | they should all have about the same 
the best individuals from the breed |type and standard of conformation, 
he has, he would make better prog-|for they are all intended for the 
ress and get more improvement. Do]|same purpose, namely the production 
not think that any breed is your sal-|of pork. We would note the different 
vation. Any breed will do for you] breed characteristics in the different in just the proportion you do for| breeds, such as a black color with 
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Prize-winning Yeariing Poland China Sows, owned by L. P. Martiny. 

them. The man that is a true ad-| nicely drooping ears in the Poland 
mirer of a certain breed and has|China, a dished face and upright 
been successful in improving that] ears in the Berkshire, and the white 
breed under his selections, breeding. | color in the Chester Whites, but ihe 
care and management, has a greater|best individuals of these breeds 
appreciation of other breeds and| should be very nearly alike in shape, eal a oe the = = Se type and conformation. 
is continually anging breeds wi oe be - 
the hope of finding something that is The first thing we should look to in going to work wonders in the im-|t#¢ improvement and_ selection cf 
provement of his herd. Stick to]0Ur breeding swine should be the sire. 
your breed and learn to appreciate} This is very important, as it is a law 
that you are to blame and not the| in breeding that the progeny partakes 
breed. more of the conformation of the sire 

4
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and more of the disposition and tem-| Breeding Animals Should be of Fine 
| perament of the dam, so it is very im- Quality. 

et ie ha dee en ee ieee dividual for the sire. some of the essentials a hog should The first thing I would note when possess, but there is one thing that 
I looked at him would be that he was is as important as all of the others, 
a strong, vigorous, growthy fellow, and that is the quality of the ani- 
with plenty of energy and lots of mal. 
vigor. I like to see a nice head, not I think the average farmer, , and 
coarse but showing strength. Nose some breeders, are very much mis 

| not too long, face nicely dished, wide|taken in what constitutes quality in between eyes and ears. We like a hog, or they don’t want any qual- them wide between the eyes and show- ity at all. I get so many letters in- 
ing a good broad forehead, because i coarse . Now, this any animal that has a wide forehead papeien om th — not want a usually has plenty of brains and in- coarse hog any more than we would © telligence. Some may ask why we want a feeding steer of a coarse con- want brains and intelligence in a hog; formation. Any one knows that a he don't know anything and is always steer with a big head and big, coarse on the contrary side anyway. We horns, long, coarse legs, with a . have found by experience that the thick hide, is a poor feeder and no most intelligent hog is the beat dis- one would go out to buy a horse with Positioned hog, that means he is the], pig heag and ears, big, meaty lezs, best feeder. A hog that is long in with hair growing all around them the head, narrow between the eye8,/and showing a coarseness of con- 
is usually a bad dispositioned hog, formation all through, but when It and we know a restless dispositioned comes to hogs that is just the type hog is never a good feeder, Such a] some people seem to be looking for. hog converts too much of his feed in- I like a hog with plenty of size; 
to energy and energy never weighs | n fact, I have been called a crank on anything. size by some of my fellow breeders, but 
We want a wide, straight back, |I like a certain amount of quality. and we want this hog to be of even We want large, heavy-boned hogs, but 

width throughout his entire length; | they should be of a fine quality. 
not cut in back of the shoulders, or |So many farmers select a coarse hog 
at the loin, or running to a point be-| with big legs, saying they want 
hind. He should be as nearly par-| something that is not going to break allel in his top and bottom lines as|down when they come to finish it 
possible. It would be a serious ’e-| for market. Now, I do not consider fect to have a droop behind the| that the size of a hog’s leg has near- 
shoulders, or drooped rump. He|ly as much to do with its strength should be well let down in the flanks | as its quality, and we cannot judge of and not tucked up between the fore| its strength by its size. “legs, as we so often see, The first thing I would note in de- 

In selecting the females, I should| termining the quality of a hog would like to have them as near the type|¢ to see that he is covered with a of the sire as possible, a little longer | thick coat of fine, silky hair, and that in the neck, more roomy in the body | his skin is free from wrinkles. If a and not so massive in head and|hog is wrinkly, he is sure to be a shoulders. thick hided hog and a thick hided hog
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is always a hard feeder. I -should| The ration for our brood sows the 
like to see his ears medium sized | past winter has been as follows: In 
and covered with fine, silky hair. the morning and evening we give . 

them a slop made of about two parts 
Care and Feeding. wheat middlings and one part ground 

In caring for our breeding stock,|@ts and barley. To this is added We should see that they are fed on|S°me germ oil meal, or a little of 
properly balanced rations. It is just|SWift’s Digester Tankage and a as important that our breeding swine | >ushel basket of clover leaves and 
should have a balanced ration as |l0ssoms, or fine cut second growth 
our dairy cows. clover hay. This feed is soaked 

So often we hear farmers com-| fom one feed to the other and fed in 
plaining that their hogs are getting |# thick slop. After the morning feed, 
too fine, too small, lack constitution | W° 8°W Some whole oats around the and vitality and are not prolific |¥@rd very thinly for the hogs to pick 
enough. This is due to two causes,|¥P- It takes them a long time to first, they have not the right kind of | Pick them up and they get lots of ex- breeding stock, and second, they do| reise in this way. We have bred 
not care for and feed them properly | 088 to be good feeders and make If any one will keep good | 800d use of the feed fed them in lay- 
breeding stock and feed and care ‘or | 8 flesh on their backs, so we must 
them properly, they are sure of suc-|>ear this in mind in caring for our cess, and if they fail they have gone | Preeding stock and see that they get 
wrong in one or both of these points. | Plenty of exercise, or we may be dis- In the winter care of our brood | 2PPointed at our results and say the sows, there are two things that we| Wel! bred hog is a failure. always keep in mind; first, to feed In conclusion I will say that if we : 
them such feeds as will promote the | S¢!ect our breed, use nothing but the greatest growth of bone and muscle | et individuals of this breed, and 
and develop the strongest pigs, and| breed, feed and care for them in a 
second, see that our breeding stock| systematic and intelligent manner, 
gets plenty of exercise. there will be good money in hogs. 

; 
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PORK PRODUCTION. 

R. E. Roberts, Corliss, Wis. 

. started, the bottom. “Well begun 
mmm! (is half done,” is a good motto to 

H bear in mind. 

5 | The Best Hog for Pork Production. 

} ¥ A question often asked is what 
| 5 = / type of a hog is best for the farmer 

4 } |and feeder. I will say the hog that 
i : " : is bred and developed as a pork-mak- 
| 4 ‘ng machine, or the hog that makes 

Suey F the best returns for the feed con- 
i Hi sumed. This hog should be of 
| i medium size, with bone firm and 

i i al . strong with the largest per cent 
| ea : possible of high-priced meat, possess 
H “Gg ing good shoulders, ham, back and 

4 loin, with a small head and clean 
| from flabbiness on the under line. 

| |This is the hog for the feeder, 
butcher and consumer, or the ideal 

¢ hog for the trade and traffic. 

| Some of the Ways by Which This 
ee __| Type May be Secured. 

How shall we secure this type of 
Mr. Roberts, hog? By careful selection and mat. 

ing. While the selection of our brood 
This is a time-worn subject and ! | animals is important, the selection of 

cannot expect to say anything new or |a sire is vital. He should possess out- 
startling, but may say some things so | standing, individual merit, backed up 
old they will sound new again. How-| by good breeding, as to him we look 
ever, I can only hope that in the dis-| for improvement in the herd. But 
cussion which may follow something | to come a little nearer to the subject 
may be brought out that will be in-| assigned me. 
structive and profitable. The hog trough has much to do 

He who starts at the bottom and] with making good hogs, as good breed- 
works his way up the ladder is the|ing and good feeding go together for 
one who generally makes a success|successful pork production. While 
of the business. On the contrary, the| it is not my desire to recommend any 
inexperienced man who starts at the|set rule for feeding, their ration 
top with more theory than practice.| should consist of a variety of fead 
more money than brains, and more| of proper proportion for growth and 
hogs than practical ability, generally stamina, using care that corn shall not 
meets with disappointment and lands] constitute over one-third of their ra- 
at the place where he should have] tion.
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Another important thing is daily | twice a day, with a light ration ot 
exercise, this is essential for health| corn, the run of a grass lot, or pro- 

* and bodily vigor.. No matter how] vide them with clover or alfalfa hay 
well we feed, if the brood animals do} and the run of the barnyard, or feed 
not have sufficient exercise they will| oats on a clean feeding floor and they 
not thrive so well, nor be so health-| will develop bone and muscle. We 
ful, will not produce those strong,|feed oats to colts to develop bone 

7 < aes Ses ; : 

ene: 
At Head of the Swine Herd of R. E. Roberts, 

vigorous pigs we so much desire, and | and muscle, why not to hogs for same 
will not have those straightlimbs ani reason, unless the oat are too high 
feet we wish to see. In order tojin price. In that event, somethins 
have a crop of pigs properly started cheaper can be substituted. 
in life, it is necessary to have the 
brood animals in good condition, as I Handling of the Brood Animals. 
een those aaa ee —_ Guard against too many brood ani- 
oun v iG se So i = eet mals crowding in their sleeping quar. 

ei 7 oa = se rae a sexy aa ters. Feed no corn just before far- of eis ea cate an ciently | rowing, or immediately after. At a eee ed, In a ) are @DY-| this time have a dry, warm place for ng but economical suckers. each animal, provide fenders arouad 
three sides of her house to protect the A Good Ration. pigs. Always handle the brood ani- 

I favor feeding slop composed of] mals quietly and kindly. After far- 
middlings, bran and a little oil meal] rowing, feed lightly, gradually in-
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creasing the feed to all she will this sooner than anything else. I 
relish. Keep her house dry and clean | prefer soaked corn for young pigs 
also the feeding floors. Keep the] beginning to eat, as it is more easily 
ground around floors or pens from be-| masticated. When they are two and 
coming foul. A_ little air-slacked| one-half months of age, and are eat- 
lime, or disinfectant,  sprinkled| ing well and growing nicely, add mid- 
around will keep them pure. See that| dlings to milk to make a thick slop 
the pigs get out on the ground in| at feeding time. In the event you 
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Some of the Young Stock of R. E. Roberts, 

g00d weather, as they are animals| wish to raise fall pigs, they could 
that keep close to nature. We should | then be weaned, being started to eat 
then have provided plenty of grass, as|in this manner and fed judiciousty 
it is a great help in producing milk.| they will not have that lean lank 
If too early for grass, nothing is bet-| look or set-back so common at wean- 
ter than a liberal feeding of mid-|ing as those that have depended sole- 
dlings, bran and a litile ofl meal, un-| ly upon their mother for sustenance. 
less it is sweet, skim milk. I prefer to have the pigs all as 

near the same age as_ practicable. 
Care of the Young. This will insure the same system of 

feeding and a drove of even-sized 
As soon as the young pigs require | hogs in the fall. 

feed, provide a creep for them, put From this time on they should be 
there in a shallow trough some sweet, | kept growing steadily, never per- 
skim milk and soaked shelled corn, mitting them to become stunted 
as in my experience they will eat] through lack of feed, or press of work
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interfere with their regular feeding, as regularity in feeding. We should be 
they require toomuch extra feed to|regular as to time and manner ot 
get them started up again. It is | feeding, always giving their slop food 
much easier to keep a moving car|first and their dry food last on a 
in motion than to be compelled to|clean feeding floor. I want them to 
start it at short intervals. Just so| come up hungry when feeding time 
with the growing pig, and they are | arrives, and feed them just what they 
just so much behind what they would | will eat with a relish and be satisfied. 
have been had this set-back not oc-|I find that to keep this condition re- 
curred, quires daily attention, not occasion- 

: ally or once a week. Fed and The Best Ration for Economical handled through the season in this 
Growth. manner, the pigs should have made 

To produce cheapest feeds so aS|such growth that when old enough . 
to get the largest profit from swine]tg sell and finished they will look 
growing is the vital question. A fuil | (heir pest and easily bring the top 
grain ration is not a proper way for | price, leaving a good margin of profit economical growth. In my experi-|for the feeder. Yet we occasionally ence the best plan to make cheap| find a drove of pigs, fed in the same growth is to provide early grass pas manner in which another drove had ture and to continue it throughout formerly been fed and grown to per- 
the season. The farmer who at- fection, that will not aiways do as tempts to grow swine without pasturs | wel] as we expect. Something 1s 
or succulent food is certainly up lacking, to find what it is is the feea 
against a hard proposition, as grass|er's art. The old adage says, “The or green food does not only cheapen | eye of the feeder fatteneth.” This the ration by reason of its being able| being true, to attain best results a to produce growth at a smaller cost, watchful eye and willing hand, di- 
but for its benefit to their health and rected by skilled judgment, must be condition. In the early part of the constantly on duty. 
season we can have a mixture of 
grasses and clover, then later peas . and oats, followed with sweet corn, The Conclusion of the Whole Matter. 
and for _late pasture dwarf essex In closing, to sum up the few es- rape, which I have found very benefi- | sential elements involved in profit- cial as a succulent food. Some might } anje pork production are, good qual- 
say, why not grow swine on grass ity in the breeding stock, as the pure alone? This will not work for best | bred sire is the farmer’s best friend results. While we want to get alllin ay live stock breeding, although 
the growth and gain from grass Welsome do not realize this fact and can, more is gotten out of the grain | think that a common bred sire will and the grass when combined than | go as well. The pure bred sire is either alone. The succulent grasses Prepotent and will have a uniform aid in the digestion of the grain, s0| class of offspring, possessing qual- 
as to convert all into growth and ity, while the other will impress or in- flesh. Grass is a great equalizer and tensify upon his offspring lack of qual- 
a cheap balancer. ity or perfection and the difference . 

in the price of the two will not Regularity in Feeding Important, justify the results. Provide range, Another important detail in grow-|an abundance of grass and succulent ing and fattening a crop of pigs is! feed, a well balanced ration, regularly
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fed, also charcoal, ashes and salt and| .,.+ser on the legs anyway. If you 
an abundance of pure water. If) 12.6 that kind of a hog and clip the 
not blessed with natural shade if})),;, off of the legs, you will find it 
summer, provide it. Have dry, cleaM,/y 4. not so much leg after all. If 
comfortable pens, with abundance of | it has coarse hair on the legs, there 1s 
sunlight, stock kept free from vermia, | siways a thick skin, and there is al- 
good troughs and clean feeding floors | yy. some meat in it, so if you skin 
and success invariably will be the f¢| of” the hair and the skin and the 
ward. meat, there isn’t so much bone there. 

First, I want a hog covered with a 
DECUsSION: acne thick, silky growth of 

The Chairman—Mr. Martiny will hair, that feels as if it was all bone 
: answer questions on the breeding| 14 not any meat. Many hogs appear 

side and Mr. Roberts on the feeding, to have big legs, but they are thick 
more particularly. in the joints, great, big, round joints, 

A Member—At what age do YoU/n4¢ tapering at all. A hog of that 
finish the Poland China for market? |iing is always weak in his legs, no 

Mr. Martiny—I do not finish very matter how big he is. 

many for market, but if I were grow-| “4, Irmie—wWhen these men write 

ing Poland Chinas for market, 1) spout having a coarse hog, they mean 
would have them ready to go to mar | iney want a large, meaty hog, and it 
ket at about six or seven months old, | yoy send them one you call fine, but 
weighing from 200 to 225. When We}, large growthy hog, they will be sat- 
were raising more hogs for pork, We] isgeq. 
always raised two crops a year. Mr. Martiny—Yes, that is right. 

Mr. Jacobs—Mr. Martiny, you in-}| wr. Seribner—is not the quality of 
sist on having a fine ear with very] the pone influenced by the feed whon 
fine hair. Has the quality of the/ they are young? 

- hair anything to do with the ear? Mr. Martiny—I think so, to a cer 
Mr. Martiny—I am not talking from | tain extent. I think we can feed our 

the standpoint of curing pork, but} hogs so they will have a lack of de- 
breeding hogs. We want hogs that} velopment in bone, but I do not think 
are large; there is not much dan-| we can feed them so there will be an 
ger of getting them too big or too] overdevelopment in the same propor- 
heavy in bone, but a great many farm-jtion. We can feed them too much 
ers think they must have them] corn. 

P coarse. I have seen little hogs not Mr. Goodrich—What is your opinion 
weighing 200 pounds that were very | about crossing breeds? I have 
coarse and they were not good feed-| heard men talk about crossing Berk- 
ers. We would like to have draft|shire with Poland China and the re- 
horses that would weigh a ton, but] sult they got was better hogs than 
we want them of fine quality, not big | with either breed. 
and coarse. Ido not think youcan| Mr. Mariny—I never practiced that, 
tell much about the strength of a| but I have heard that same thing, and 
hog’s legs by its size, and that is the]|I think it is true. I did not mention 
way men usually judge, by its appear-| that in my paper because a man to 
ance as they see it. Jf you will stop | have success in doing that has got to 
to think a minute, if you have a hog] be a pretty good breeder, and if you 
that has a coarse conformation, that] give out that idea to an ordinary 
hog usually has a coarse growth oi | audience, they would think that was 
hair and sometimes curly, it is always|true always and would go to trying
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it, and they woula nave puur ‘resuits.) for the first day more than about two 
You want to understand breeding}quarts of warm water, then add a 
principles pretty well if you are going | handful of bran in this warm water 
to do that kind of thing with good]and gradually increase. to a full ra- 
success. tion, on same kind of food as before 

Mr. Jacobs—Wouldn’t the good re- | farrowing. If you give too much 
sults cease with the first cross? feed at that time, you will start such 

Mr. Martiny—I think they would.|a fiow of milk that the little pigs can- 
~ - If I was going to raise only pork,|not take care of it, that will briag 

I would select pure bred Berkshire |on fever, the dam will have a caked 
sows and cross with a pure bred Po-| udder and you may lose the litter of 
land China male. pigs. 

Mr. Roethel—I had experience in Supt. McKerrow—Do you continue 
doing that kind of thing and at first|that bran all the time? 
I got larger hogs, but afterwards I] Mr. Roberts—No, I gradually in- 
failed, they got smaller and smaller.| crease to middlings and ground oats 

The Chairman—You kept crossing | and a little oil meal and after the 
and they grew smaller and smaller? pigs are about three weeks of age, we 

Mr. Roethel—Not very long; i] begin feeding corn with this feed. [ 
gave it up. I made more than one| wouldn't feed corn too soon after cross. farrowing, because you would get 

Mr. Martiny—Coming back to this}sows in a feverish condition and 
subject of the silky ear, the ear is| start the pigs to scouring. 
composed largely of skin and carti- A Member—What do you feed be- 
lage and a thin ear indicates a thin | fore farrowing? 
skin, and if you have a thin ear and| Mr. Roberts—Oats, corn, middlings, a thin skin you have a thin hide all| oil meal, a little bran and just about over your hog, which is one of the|a week before farrowing I would cut very best features in a hog. With| all the corn out, which would consis‘ 
such a skin, they are also finer in| of about one-third of their ration. I the texture of the bone. cut the corn out for the reason that 

A Member—How would you like/I want to get the animal’s system 
middlings for the small pig? Cooled out nicely, feed her some laxa- 

Mr. Roberts—Middlings are not as| tive food, a little oil meal or Toots good for young pigs when they are] for about a week. 
just weaned; skim milk is better.| Mr. Roethel—Do you feed your They cannot digest the middlings as | Swill warm in the winter, or cold? well until they are two or two and a| Mr. Roberts—I always feed it warm half months of age, then you can add |in the winter. 
the middlings, Mr. Roethel—Doesn’t it get cold 

A Member—I tried starting at about | before it is fed? 
three or four weeks, a couple of] Mr. Roberts—Oh, no; you can warm years ago, and had good results. 1|your swill the evening before in a got them up to 200 and 225 pounds in-| large kettle and it will be warm side of six months. I agree with the | enough in the morning. gentleman that the coarse pigs do| Mr. Roethel—So you do not have not do as well. to get up early to warm it? I use Mr. Roethel—What ration do you|steam. It would be impracticable to feed a breeding sow right after far-| have that warm all night, therefore I rowing? I prefer to feed something dry in the Mr, Roberts—I feed them nothing |morning. The German farmer wom-
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en prefer their soup before anything | get tnem started as well as I could, 
else; perhaps you got your recipe! but I prefer to leaye it to the pig. 
from them. They will be strong and vigorous and 

Mr. Roberts—I got it from actual | they will get to eating too young and 
experience feeding the hog. _ }eat too much, and you will have 

Mr. Imrie—How many times a day|trouble with scouring if you get ina 
do you feed this swill? hurry. I have changed my practice, 

Mr. Roberts—Twice a day in the] do not try to encourage them to eat 
winter. A horse fed in the morning |too young, but feed the breeding sow 
a full feed of oats, four or six quarts, | heavily; in that way I can feed my 
and then filled. up with water, I be-| pigs just about as cheaply as I can 
lieve will not get all the goodness of | by feeding direct and I have found by 
those oats. I have practiced that| experience that the old sows know 
same idea with my hogs; if you al-| more about feedings pigs than I do. 
ways feed them the slop first and the] A Member—It you had a sow that 
dry feed afterwards, they will do|pecame feverish after farrowing, 
better than to reverse it. what would you do? 

Mr. Roethel—I find my hogs do Mr. Roberts—I would feed her some 
best where I feed swill and I have | raw potatoes or roots, they are laxa 
fed three times a day. tive, and if it was a real bad case 

Mr. Roberis—I find I can satisfy | of caked udder, 30 the pigs couldn’t 
the hogs with drink twice a day dur- nurse, I would rub a little kerosene 
ing the winter, and that is all they|in the udder; that is recommended. 
need of the sloppy food. During six) 44, Scribner—Prevention would be months of the season, my hogs are better than cure. 
provided with one of these automatic 
hog waterers attached toa barrel,| The Chairman—If Potatoes were in addition to good slop three times cheap, wouldn’t ee be a tendency 

a day during the warm weather, to feed too much? 
Mr. Roethel—My hogs do not care| Mr. Roberts—I never had any ex- 

for water; they get all the skim milk| perience feeding too much. The 
they want. feeder must exercise judgment for 

Supt. McKerrow—How do you start | best results. 
your pigs? Mr. Imrie—I wrote to Theodore 

Mr. Roberts—Before the sow far-| Lewis about these congested udders 
rows, I feed her so as to keep her in| and he told me about the kerosene. 
condition, so there is no danger of | You should take it in a spring bottom 
fever at all. I never start to feed|can, spray a little on the udder and 
young pigs until they commence to| then knead the udder, work it, till 
come around the trough where I feed | you find that there is milk coming, 
the old sow. A few years ago I used | and you will usually find one applica- 
to try to encourage them to eat and| tion will cure it.
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SHEEP GROWING, 

E. Nordman, Polar, Wis. 

mht, and reaping operations, but since y > farm machinery and improved le ae N methods in farming have go 
N materially cheapened the cost of 

a growing the feed that is necessary to 
a N carry sheep through the winter, it no 

aR : longer holds good. As to the man 
. and his chances for success in this 

i 2 ; \ field, it all depends upon the judz- i eae A] ment and the intelligent labor that he ! a } | can and will devote to the industry. | eS | 

aor } Regularity in Care and Feeding of 
\ hie ] Prime Importance. 

\ a / While sheep require very little 
. / work and attention as compared with 

by y other lines of live stock, that little 
y/ they must have with regularity and 

y precision, otherwise the business is 
y Sure to be a failure. Sheep respond 

. to good feed and careful treatment 
more readily I think than any other 

Mr. Nordman. animal on the farm, but on the other 
: hand they are the first to get out of 

As towhether sheep growing can | condition and become unprofitable if 
be made profitable or not depends, | they are neglected. This matter of 
first, upon the locality, and second, | care and feed is really of the great- 
upon the man. So far as the local-| est importance, for it is money thrown 
ity is concerned, I believe that the away to invest in fine breeding stock “ state of Wisconsin, and especially | unless one has the facilities and the 
the northern part, is as well adapted disposition to keep that stock in a 
to the raising of sheep as any place thriving condition. I speak of this in the world. The feeds that sheep | because there are many people who thrive on grow here in great abun-| seem to have a notion that to succeed dance; the climate is cool in the sum-|in the sheep business all that is nec- 
mer and dry in the winter, while the | essary is to get a flock of registered water for purity and wholesomeness | ewes to begin with, My advice to” 
is unsurpassed. The objection 13| beginners would be to look first to 
sometimes made that the winters in | their facilities for caring for sheep. 
Wisconsin are too long and cold for| These being in a satisfactory condi- 
Profitable sheep growing, or, for that tion, they should then get the very matter, stock raising of any kind. | best foundation flock that can be af- This objection might have been well | forded, and in addition to this the founded at a time when farmers used | kind of pure bred ram should be kept Primitive methods in their seeding | that conforms most nearly to the
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type of sheep which in the locality | until the mother takes readily to the 
are likely to be the most profitable. |lambs and the lambs are strong 

enough to get along without assist- 
The Sheep Stable. ance. Of course every sheep stable 

should be well lighted and well ven- 
As regards the housing of sheep, | tilated. 

their quarters need not be an ex- 
pensive affair. They should, how- Care of the Flock. 
ever, be constructed in such a way As regards their care, beginning 
thxt the sheep may be kept dry un-| with the fall season it should be the 
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Part of Brush Pasture and Cornfield o n Farm of E. Nordman, Polar, Wis. 

der foot and well sheltered from sheep raiser’s aim to get his flock 
storms overhead. If it is the plan|into winter quarters in good condition. 
to raise lambs for the early spring]To this end the lambs should be 
market, then the stable must be so| weaned at least one month before 
built that the temperature can be| grass stops growing. During this 
kept under control. A necessary ar-|period the flock should be provided 
rangement in a sheep stable is an| with good pasture and when the frost 
opportunily for placing a row of pens begins to affect the quality of the 
about four feet square around the grass other feed should be provided 
outer edge of the stable next to the|to give the ewes proper nourishment 

wall. These are for the purpose of | and to keep their system in good con- 
confining each of the ewes with their | dition. 
new born lambs for a short time, or For winter feed their is nothing bet
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ter for a flock of breeding ewes than | much and get out of condition as a 

early cut and well cured clover hay, | result. 

supplemented with good corn silage. Breeding ewes should be fed and 

This should be fed at the rate of] managed in such a way that they will 

about three pounds of hay per day|take plenty of exercise during the 

for each sheep, divided into two] period of gestation. This is easily 

feeds and given regularly morning] accomplished by feeding according 

and evening, with about two pounds] to some such plan as I have outlined. 
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Flock of Grade Sheep and Sheep Barn on New Farm of E. Nordman, Polar. 

of silage each day at noon. If these|The purpose should be to feed such 
feeds are not in first-class condition, | quantities as to get the ewes in good 
it pays to feed grain in addition to] flesh, but not so fat as to induce a 
the hay and silage. logy, sluggish condition. 

If the lambing season occurs before If the flock be large and of uneven 
the sheep get out to pasture, the|size and strength, it is necessary 
ewes should be fed bran about three | that it be divided; the strong and the 
weeks before the lambs begin to ar-| weak ones each being kept in separ- 
rive. This is to induce a good miik| ate quarters and each bunch handled 
flow and generally to get the ewes in| according to its needs. 
the proper condition for maternity. 

Sheep should have access to water Caring for the Young. 
and some salt every day in the year. 
If salt is fed at irregular intervals, This way of caring for the ewes 
the sheep will frequently eat too|insures a crop of strong, hearty
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lambs that are easy to raise. Even|her own, the ewe and the lamb are 
so, it is nevertheless necessary to|confined in a pen together. The 
Keep close watch over the flock at] lamb is helped to get nourishment 
lambing time, for there are always|four or five times daily and it has 
some lambs that require assistance. | never taken me longer than four days 
no matter how well the old ewes have | to completely reconcile the old ewe 
been cared for. It is always well| to the lamb. 
when the lambs are dropped in cold In every well ordered flock, a place 
weather to confine the old and young] should be provided where lambs can 
together for a few days and for this| help themselves to oats or grain of 
purpose I know of nothing handier|some kind from which the old ones 
than the pens already referred to. are excluded. There is no animal 
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First Prize Two-year-Cid Shropshire Ram at Royal Show, Derby, England. 
1906. 

Usually if the lambs are assisted|on the farm that will pay a better 
in getting their first meal, they are] price for oats than a suckling lamb. 
ready after that to help themselves I believe after lambs are strong 

and in a few days fit to run in the] enough to get along without help, the 
stable or yard by the side of their] ..onor they are docked and castrated mother with the other sheep. Some- the better. If these operations are 
times it happens that the old ewe re- ch 
fuses to own her little one and in that performed after the blow-files are 
case, as also where we wish to get| out, the wound should be thoroughly 
the ewe to adopt a lamb that is not] saturated with powdered blue stone.
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Vermin. ting started, but if he will have a lit- a in | tle Patience and carefully follow the Sheep ticks and other vermin directions that come with each ma- should not be permitted to infest oe chine, he will soon be able to do bet- flock, as they are liable to take most ter and quicker work than he can do of the profits when they get numer- with his hand shears. ous. They can easily be kept under 
control by dipping the lambs in some 

: of the patent sheep dips a few days DISCUSSION. after the old ones are shorn. In my A Member—Do you feed your sheep flock I find that this is all that is!out of doors or in the stable? 
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First Prize Oxford Yearling Ram at Royal Show, Derby, England, 1906. 

necessary to keep the ticks down, Mr. Nordman—We feed them out of but if dipping the lambs alone tioes doors, we have a rack in front of the not suffice, it dees not cost much to} sheep pen which is all right when the extend the operation to the whole | weather is good. In stormy weather, flock. 
I would like to have a place to feed Shearing. them inside. I am going to build a 
sheep stable next summer and I will Just one more remark and I will have a movable rack, one of those close this paper. In my experienze wide on the bottom and narrow at I have found that a shearing machine] the top, to prevent the waste of hay. is greatly to be preferred to the old|T will buila it in such a way that the method of hand shearing. The oper- sheep are excluded from the feeding ator may find some difficulty in get-| place,
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A Member—When the ground {s|/vent disease getting amongst ihe 

dry, I think there is no better way|sheep, such as scab and foot rot and 
than throwing the feed right on the]so on, and to cure it? 
ground, and in that way the sheep Mr. Nordman—We never have had 

get their exercise. Of course, when|scab in our flock. We have been 
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First Prize Yearling Southdown Ram, at Royal Show, Derby, England, 1906. 

it is wet and muddy, then you need; very careful about the people from 

a rack. whom we have bought sheep, all ex- 

Supt. McKerrow—Most of the time] cept the first time, and as a result 

you prefer to feed in the rack? we have keptfree from that disease. 

Mr. Nordman—Yes, most of the} We had foot rot among the goats 

time we do. when we had Angora goats, but I 

Mr. Goodrich—Doesn’t it require} cured that by applying a good strong 

some care and watchfulness to pre-| dose of carbolic acid to the feet.
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WISCONSIN’S SHEEP PROSPECTS. 

Supt. Geo, McKerrow, Madison, Wis. 

The prospects for the sheep in-;that same year was 500,000,000 dustry in Wisconsin is the Subject 1] pounds short, as compared with lo am supposed to talk about; I May get| years ago. 
away from it. IfI talk too far In Canada, our chief competitor in away from my text just pull me back | high class mutton markets of the with your questions. | world there had been a decrease in The prospect of the sheep business | sheen of 17% per cent. In our own 
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A Wisconsin Oxford Down sold to an Illinois Breeder Dec. 1905 for $100.00; March, 1906 sold at Administrator's Sale for $200.9C 

all over the world to my mind is the country, the decrease in the past 15 best that it has been since I have years has been very large. been in the business, and that is a On the other hand, the demand, good many years. The reason for both for mutton and wool, has been this belief is that in 1903 the sheep}on the increase. People, in the population of the world was 72,000,000 | United States especially, have been short as compared with that popula- learning to eat mutton. Why, it has tion 15 years ago. The wool product | grown so scarce that it was even cut 

5
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off from our hotel bills of fare half|sheep back, a great many herds are 
the time this winter; it was printed |coming into conflict, and the cattle 

there and then a pencil drawn through | men, being more warlike, are killing 
it, the sheep out. So we in Wisconsin do 

To show you that the United] not have the competition that we had 
States is consuming more mutton/a few years ago. 
than formerly, I will say that during 

the past fiscal year, a3 compared with} Wisconsin's Qualifications as a Sheep 
five years ago, in the four leading Producing State. 

mutton killing markets of the coun- Now, are prospects any better for 

try, Chicago, South Omaha, Kansas| wisconsin than for other parts of 
City and St. Joseph, the killing and| ine United States? I say I believe they 
selling of mutton for consumption! sre hecause we have in Wisconsin 
through the country has increased} »etter natural conditions for the 
300 per cent. Five years ago less] production of high class mutton than 
than two million sheep were killed they have in most parts of this coun- 
at these markets and disposed of bY|try: we have better commercial con- the killers; this past year nearly ditions for the production of high 
six millions were killed and dis-| lass mutton than they have in other 
posed of in the same markets an in parts of America. 
crease of something over 300 per First, as to the natural conditions. 
cent. This is encouraging to th?] gy, soil, climate, grasses and food 
business, not only in Wisconsin, but) stuffs that we can grow are all well 
the world, wherever sheep can be] suited to sheep. We have within a 
produced. You may ask in your own few years made a reputation for Wis- 
mind, what is the reason for this, consin for high class mutton. lt 
and briefly I ill state some of the} you will read the records of the 
reasons. great shows where Wisconsin sheep 

have been brought forward, you will 
A Brief Resume of the Situation. know that Wisconsin has been at (he 

In Australia and Argentina, where one 
so By lem Youre sha) bastions boomed | Wisconsins Record at the Shaws: rabbits increased enormously and in- 

testinal worms got into the sheep During the five International Fat 
patures where sheep ranged year|Stock Shows at Chicago, every year 
aiter year, and they could not turn| Wisconsin has been in the first place 
them over with the plow. The rab-| with pens of five grade yearlings 
bits took the herbage, then the|wethers, we have not missed it once. 
drought came on, and many sheep in| Three out of the five years, Wiscon- 
Australia starved to death; then the|sin has won both first and second in 
intestinal worms, the ‘lung worm,|those pens of five. In the case of 
liver worm, stomach and tape worm,|the pens of five wether lambs, 
got into these flocks and cut/srades—and very strong classes— 
them down. They are recovering | Wisconsin has only missed the prize 
somewhat, but they will be some]/once and Wiconsin has at every one 
time in getting back to their old]of these shows competed not only standard. with a dozen states in the Union, 

In our own land, the great irriga-| but with Ontario, and other provinces 
tion districts that are being opened |of Canada—and in Canada they have up are driving flocks of cattle and|been having fat stock shows for 26
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or 30 years, which have developed|sheep, because Wisconsin had won 
breeders and feeders far better than] first on both lamb and yearling. 

they have been developed across the Less than a month ago, four 40 

line in the United States, so they] pound lambs, the product of two grade 
have had that advantage. Th-ee| Wisconsin ewes (these lambs were 

times out of five the champion carcass} about two months old) were sold in 
prize on the block has come to Wis-| Chicago market at $9.00 per head, 
consin sheep. $18.00 for the product of each ta 

At the last International show,| dividual ewe. 
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Three First Prize Shropshire Ram Lambs at Royal Show, York, England, 

1900, 

while our Canadian friends were there You may say, but 40-pound lambs 

in large numbers, the first and second] this winter have sold in the New 

prizes in pens of five wethers came} York market at $10.00 each. Yes, we 
to Wisconsin, the first prize in the] admit that, but $9.00 is a pretty good 

pen of lambs came to Wisconsin, and] price for 40-pound lambs. If a 

the first prize yearling wether car-| Wisconsin ewe can produce two $9.00 
cass and third and fourth prizes came | lambs, others can be found to produze 

to Wisconsin. The first, secoai,|40 or 400. Of course I only give you 
third and fourth prizes in lamb car-| this as an illustration. 
cass shows came to Wisconsin; only 

the second prize in the yearling} Wisconsin Favorably Located for 

wether passed out of our hands in Marketing. 

Wisconsin, and the grand champion; Now, our location is favorable for 
carcass had to come to a ‘Wiecoasta | the future. We admit we have male
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our reputation for high class mutton, ) spent two days with a gentleman who 
and I think the mutton markets admit}is recognized Probably to be the 
that. The Wisconsin flocks have the|best sheep man in Great Britain, 
easiest access to the Chicago market] Mr. George Adams, at Faringdon, in 
of any district where high class mut-| the county of Berkshire, where land 
ton can be produced. While Mia-|is worth $400.00 an acre. Mr. Adams 
nesota, especially the northern half} has bought and paid for about 2,000 
of Minnesota, may produce just as| acres in that county. He rents con- 
good mutton as we do, we are much siderably more than that, he has a 
nearer the Chicago market, the great-| farm of 4,500 acres all told, and he 
est mution market in the world.| owns 2,000. He has a flock of sheep 
This being true, Wisconsin flock mas-| numbering from 1,500 to 2,500, and 
ters should take advantage of that|I asked him if it paid him to keep 
market. With these 40-pound lambs,| sheep on $400.00 land. He said it 
we can get them to the Chicago ma:-| wouldn’t pay him to try to farm with- 
ket in better shape and for less| out sheep. 
freight charges than our far away Mr. Utter said this morning that Le 
neighbors. With lambs in the month bought manure for his garden from 
of June, when western lambs are not| the sheep feeding yards south of him 
coming upon the market, Wisconsin | between his place and Chicago, and 
can be feeding the Chicago market| that could not be gotten from the 
and the Chicago mutton eater with| Stock Yards in the cities, because the 
the choicest Jamb and mutton. manure was dried and sold as com- 

There are several times during the | mercial fertilizers, and that is true. 
year when Wisconsin flock masters|I think there is no doubt that the 
should be ready for this market, hav-| manure from sheep is the best cen- 
ing their lambs in good condition tralized, quickly available fertilizer 
from the time they are born until|that can be secured. Mr. Adams, in- 
they are ready to go upon the mar-| stead of buying this manure to fer- 
ket. Any day we can get the daily | tilize his fields, keeps his flocks in 
reports from the Chicago market, w2| them; he feeds them certain crops can have our commission men post| which he grows on purpose to feed 
us, they can even call us up by teie-| sheep, and they fertilize this land as 
phone, and by watching that market,| they take off the crop. He also 
we can put our products into the] feeds some grain when necessary sf market when there is a shortage of|he is fattening for market, and then the product from far away districts|the land they have passed over con- where mutton is grown cheaper than|Suming that summer's feed is put we can grow it. into the growing of high priced crops. 

He produces a great many seeds on Sheep on High Priced Lands, his farm for the leading seed houses 
I wonder how many of you in your|in Great Britain, and he must have minds are raising this objection to the| very fertile land to do this. He grows Prospects for the mutton business in| these seeds on that fertile land over Wisconsin, are saying to yourselves| which these flocks have passed by that lands worth $100 an acre and|the hurdle process. It costs some- more are too high priced to raise] thing to hurdle, it costs a great deal 

mutton? less in labor to pasture, but what you I notice when I go to Great Britian|lose in labor you make up in the that I find the very best flocks in the] Saving of acreage on your land. We districts where land is highest. 1] are coming to it in Wisconsin on
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$100.00, $150.00 and $200.00 land. DISCUSSION. Those of you who are growing sheep 
will take to the hurdling process,| yy. Scott—At what age were those we will grow high priced crops,| 49-pound lambs sold? : strawberries and melons, raspber- Supt. McKerrow—I do not know the ties and sugar beets, although Mr.| exact date of their birth, but I think Adams grows some of the regular they were born the middle of De crops on his high priced land and|cember and they were sold the 17th claims it pays to fertilize them in the day of February. 
way he does. Mr. Scott—How much food did they 

get besides what they got from their Wisconsin Flocks Making Rapid Im-| mothers? 
provement, Supt. MecKerrow—I couldu’t tell 

just how much, but they got a little 
Another good omen for Wisconsin| grain after they were three or four is the fact that flock masters are| weeks old, it didn’t amount to much. working to improve their flocks, I be-|I expect that 25 to 40 cents would lieve faster than are the breeders of|pay for all the grain each lamb any other class of stock. That is,| ate. 

they are grading up by pure bred] Mr. Imrie—Were these lambs grade sires, by better breeding all along | lambs? 
the line. The men in the sheep busi-) Supt. McKerrow—yYes, their dams ness in Wisconsin who are sticking] were grade Dorset ewes. I do not to the old scrub lines are getting | know just how high grades, they fewer and fewer, more scarce every| were white-faced ewes, and I think year, and that is a good omen. And| the lambs were sired by a Southdown while they are breeding up and im-|or Shropshire ram, I am not sure proving in blood lines, they are also| which. 
improving in feeding lines, and the} Mr. Eastman—The sheep are the business is getting upon a good foun-| horned Dorsets. 
dation in Wisconsin. Supt. McKerrow—But the ewes I am not here to advise all dairy- didn’t have horns to amount to any- men to go home and sell their cows| thins. 
because the prospects are good in|. Mr. Eastman—Oh, yes, quite large the sheep business and go into the| 2orns. Sheep business; I am not here to ad-| The Chairman—Mr.  McKerrow vise men in any line to take this up didn’t have his spectacles on. 
and drop their own line of business.| Supt. McKerrow—I saw the ewes I am only here to say that the man and know they did not have the horns whose farm is suited to sheep hus-|°f Pure bred Dorset ewes. bandry and who likes the business| 4 Member—I tell you the gentle- and whose boys like it, that indivig-|™20 that raised those lambs under- ual can go on in the business with a| 5t0od his business. good deal of confidence and if ae| Mr. Eastman—t tell you when Wiss - follows it right, I am here to say that|Consin gets a man that feeds lambs there is profit in it for him. Of| better than those, he has got to be a course, I do not promise to pay the| 800d one. 
Profits, you have to get them for your-}| Supt. McKerrow—yYou refer to the selves by skillful breeding and feed-| Experiment Station shepherd? ing. Mr. Eastman—Yes, he is very gool.
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Supt. McKerrow—Yes, he is, but|is such a good mutton market; why Wisconsin will produce more like better than New York? him as well as more good lambs, Supt. McKerrow—it is not better, “A Member—Do you think it takes the mutton consumed in New York, an an to ee ues to 40 pounds| most of it, goes through Chicago tc at two months old? New York, but it is a larger market. 
Supt. McKerrow—Yes and no. One| A Member—Is it a good idea to gentleman over in Ohio sent one-| sow rape and kale for sheep pasture? 

third of his lambs to market weigh-| Supt. McKerrow—Yes, if you have 
ing 40 pounds at two months old. land that will be tdle so you can put 

A Member—Is that the man who| in rape as a supplementary crop. I fed the lambs that won in Chicago? | Would not sow rape to feed breeding Supi. McKerrow—No; the champion] Stock on, but if you are going to put wethers at Chicago on the block were| Your lambs in the market late in ihe not fed by him, but by Wisconsin| fall, it is very good to flesh them ur feeders. very quick, Their mutton will pe 
,| soft and flabby, it won’t win at the ; ~ et Suns MONSOON hice chow: bak te oil SHES es ee = ee ae or 88” | weight to make it sell in the Chi- 

The Member—The gentleman that | “8° market If the rape is weil fed the other one would be pretty matured and they have their stomachs 
full and it is not wet at the time, it is hard to beat, too. safe to turn them on. If their Mr. Geo. Hill—You spoke about the stomachs are empty, or your rape is demand for mutton increasing and| wet or not well matured, it is very the price going up. Don’t you think unsafe to turn them on, for they will the higher the price the more you eat, bloat, . 

you think it is better? Mr. Eastman—Where will I look on Supt. McKerrow—I think likely a sheep to decide the quality of that has something to do with it, mutton it will make? 
Mr. Hilli—When mutton gets down Supt. McKerrow—The term “quality” to two or three cents a pound, nobody is comparative, although in a gen- — it. When it gets up to 10 or} ,, al way it applies to all breeds, 2a 12, 15, 18, 19, everybody wants a yet we use the term quality for Piece. A few years ago they sold each breed and use it in characteriz- — in Plymouth for 50 cents ing the quality of carcass, the qual- 

. ity of wool, the quality of the whole Supt. McKerrow—I wish I had been sheep. In a general way, when we up here. I have bought at three|look at a mutton sheep for quality, times in my life pretty good sheep at| we want to see the mutton qualiiy a dollar a head and had my pick of| well indicated in its form, a wide flocks at that, but in all those three] back made by well sprung ribs, which experiences I didn’t have to wait more} means a chance to put a good deal than 12 to 18 months before I could | of meat along that rib; a wide loin, sell the same clas3 of sheep for $3.00] which means the same thing. A to $4.00 per head. They didn’t stay full, deep leg; and so the first down very long I want to say one| thought is to get the form that in- reason why people are eating more dicates quality; width of back. and mutton is that the quality of mutton depth and fullness of leg. Then in this country is growing better. lack of offal or cheap quality of meat Mr. Scott—Why is it that Chicago] is along the same line, so we do not
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want to see a too low, drooping|stroy germs. I would prefer to use 
brisket. We want a trim, slick :ar-|a carbolic solution or a solution of 
cass, and we want to find this smooth | bacterol, zenoleum or kreso, or aay 
form, we want a firmness of flesh that|of the carbolic sheep dips, although 
indicates lean meat rather than tal-| if you use the blue stone sparingly it 
low. would not do much damage. 

Mr. ae tee to say aon A Member—At what age would yon 
year, in , there were 4,/95, recommend selling lambs? 
sheep sold in the Chicago yards, ac- ssi" aa 
cording to their records. Now, where aan a ae oe, ners 4 2 

you have such a large number of 
sheep coming into the yards, 50 to €0 me oe oF 
thousand a day, and they were dia- Humphrey came in and said they had 

Sie of Seat » if ae dia as Pe these lambs weighing 40 pounds; 
B00 la eat a ee ihe sea they thought they were pretty young 

during "the pone eae that is from tg) BE Boe get Shey 280 ou eee + 
* 4 $9.00 apiece. Dean Henry turne 

pene ed ag ia orcs It WaS/ig me and asked me about it, and I 
be a M en aie th ta oia said, “If they were mine, I would sell 

: i Fg ke ‘s ant a them. If you keep them until they 

of hace, improve the qUAlty Y®| weigh 60 pounds, maybe the price 
statement made by Mr. Nordman that ae oe — = 
seemed to me was rather harsh treat- 5 
ment, where he spoke of using blue them. Sometimes it is when eight 

stone or blue vitriol on the wound. to 10 weeks old, and with others eight 

Supt. McKerrow—There are a few|to 10 months old, according to brecd, 
cases whére we use blue stone to de-| feed, care, size and condition.
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THE DAI RY BULL. 

E. C. Jacobs, Menomonie, Wis. 

butter. It is not essential to their 
gee So ERRRIE NS eae profit in the dairy that they be eligi- 

Eee si 3S is hy S ot ble to registry, but they should be 

eek A Sage eee milk and butter bred and capable %f 
" <a qualifying as butter producers. How 

S y often do we see calves raised just 
\ because they have come into the herd 

Ki as a necessary condition of fresh 

= cows, with no pride of ancestry o1 

promise of future usefulness; 129% 

7 having any particular value they are 

eared for accordingly, and to feed 

ee and care for such cows as are pro- 

bt duced in this way many farmers in 

; Wisconsin are working hard, “with- 

out money and without price,” 

their families being denied the com- 

. forts that the profits from good 

Peas j cows would secure. 
» eo Fs ws With most dairymen it is not a 

= question whether they shall raise 
2 ~ their cows or not, but whether they 

shall raise good ones or poor ones, 

bd and it is often determined by the 

selection of a sire. I do not wish vo 
Mr. Jacobs. be understood as claiming that a good 

sire or good breeding is all that is 

A very casual observation will re-]| 2ecessary in producing good cows, but 

veal the fact that for the lack of]it is the first step and without it fail- 
proper sires having been provided the] ure is almost sure to result. 

producers of milk in Wisconsin are 
losing annually a sum much larger P . 

than would be required to supply uni Eomsor tn Gr atiemetics. 
them all with pure bred bulls. As Presuming it costs $26.00 to feed a 

it is not to be expected that money] cow and $12.00 to care for her and 

enough will be made from the daizy|she gives 200 pounds of butter per 

in a short time to retire from business] year, which, sold at 20 cents per 

on, it will be necessary to anticipate} pound, leaves a net profit of $2.00, if 

the future and provide for renewing] she is sold when past her usefulness 

the herd and improving their quality.| as a milker for enough, together witb 

If the right kind of sires are used,| the value of her calves, to replace 

the raising of heifer calves may te}her with another cow as_ good, she 

made a profitable adjunct to che] would be worth $33.33, for at 6 per 

dairy, and it should be considered as| cent interest that sum of money wiil 

important to produce the right kini| yield the same income. Judged ty 

of cows as it is to produce milk and|the same rule and allowing $4.00 more,
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or $30.00 per year for feed, the cow|from. For in a grade herd not hav- 

that produces 300 pounds of butter| ing the dairy tendency well developed 

per year will return a net profit of}/and having others that it will ve 

$18.00 and be worth $300.00. I will| necessary to overcome, it is very es 

leave it to some one more expert 'n|sential that in the breeding of tae 
mathematics to determine what the|sire no lines of beef breeding appear 

difference in value will be between|to weaken his prepotency as a dairy 

the sires of the two different classes | sire. 
of cows, but I am sure it is enough The registry number of an animal 

so that no man who is raising cows| does not necessarily guarantee excel- 
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Loretta King 72,771, Jersey Bull owned by E. C. Jacobs, Menomonie. 

need hesitate to pay the price of aj lence, but it does have the backiag 
good bull to head his herd. of the breed association that the 

breeding is as represented and should 

Chosing the Sire. show the records of his ancestors as 
dairy animals, from which we may 

As to the breed—if you are in the| judge the value of his blood inherit- 

dairy business, choose a sire from] ance. 
the dairy breed you like best, but do First, and most important, a bull 

not let your fancy for a large, smooth| should be from a good dam, one of 

animal lead you to select a bull from] great dairy ability and the kind of a 

one of the beef breeds, or any breed| cow we would select as a model, for 

that is trying to flirt with the beef} he is more likely to transmit the 
business, no matter what strain he is| qualities of his dam than those of his
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sire. As the son of an honest farmer advisable, when possible, to secure 
may turn out to be a poet or a poli-| one that has proven his worth. The tician, so a well bred bull may prove| practice of breeding continually from a failure if he dces not have the in-| immature sires should be discouraged 
dividuality to guarantee that he has as their stock will have a tendency to inherited the good qualities of his deteriorate in size and constitution, 
ancestors and has the ability to trans-| and by continually changing a sire of 
mit them to his offspring. great merit will often be slaughtered In the second and subsequent se-| pefore his value is known. 
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Wynflette, First Prize Aryshire Bull at Royal Show, Derby, England, 1906, 

lections of a sire, it is important Proper Treatment for The Lord of 
that they be made from the same the Herd. 
breed, for if it is not done much of . 
the breeding value of the daughiers}| When the bunt aS obtained, aie of the previous sire will be lost when| him as the importance of his position mated with a sire of another breed.| 45 lord of the herd demands. If zoe If the selection is made from the|8et him as a calf, feed him liberally, 
same family, as well as from the same] 20t on corn, but on a ration eS breed, it will intensify the breediag| ins plenty of protein, and do not take and still further increase the power| the skim milk away from him before to transmit inherited qualities, he is a year old. , 

As the true value of a sire can only| Always give him dry, comfortable 
be told by the quality of his get, it13| quarters and plenty of exercise. He
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can be staked out to grass with along| Mr. Jacobs—Yes, I think I can tell 
rope in summer and in winter can be| much. 

hitched to a ring or an overhead wire Mr. Scott—Would you depend alto- 

that is stretched between two tall] gether on the breeding? 

posts, or can be made use of to sep- Mr. Jacobs—I would not depend al- 
arate the milk by working in a tread| together on any one thing. I would 

power. I do not favor letting him|insist on good breeding, 1 would not 
run with the herd, or run loose in} accept an animal, no matter how goul 

a yard, as I think he is easier kept|}he might be individually, that I did 

in subjection if he does not have u's} not have reason to think was well 

liberty. Break him to lead when a| bred in the lines that I wanted to 
calf, keep him accustomed to being] perpetuate, (in dairy lines). But 

handled, and always handle him geni-|if his breeding was satisfactory, ! 

ly, but never allow him to be fa-| would put great emphasis on the kind 

miliar. Have a ring in his nose|of a dam he was from, and less as to 
and do not take any chances|the dam of his sire. If his breeding 

with him, no matter how gen-|along that line was right, I would 

tle he may seem. Bulls are like re-| say I would accept him on his breed- 

volvers, it is always the ones that}ing. Then to come to individuality— 

are not supposed to be loaded that 49|I would want him to have a form as 

the mischief. near a good dairy cow as I could, and 

still with a strong masculinity. 

DISCUSSION. I would like to emphasize the fact 
of handling the bull gently a litile 

Mr. Scott—What are some of the| more. I didn’t know as much about 
Points in selecting a bull? handling bulls years ago as I do 

Mr. Jacobs—I understand I 2m| now, and the more experience I have 
speaking from the standpoint of the|the more I see the importance of 
dairyman, not to give advice to} handling him gently, not merely from 
breeders. a humanitarian view, but as the old 

Mr. Scott—Give us some of the} Man advised his son that honesty is 
most important points. the best policy, as I have tried both 

Mr. Scribner—And take a small| Ways, I say gentleness is the best 
breed to start with. policy. 

Mr. Jacobs—We will assume that|_ Mr. Utter—Weuld you have your 
the breed we want has been| Dull examined for tuberculosis? 

selected. I think, however, that the|_ Mt. Jacobs—I should want to know 
selection of the sire would depend| "© WS free from it. 
somewhat on the man. If I con-| Mr. Utter—Isn’t that a very im- 
sidered myself a first-class judge of|Portant matter in connection with 

dairy stock and dairy bulls, I should| Producing healthy stock, to see that 
use my own judgment, considering] they are absolutely free from the dis- 
the individuality of the animal, his| ase? 
breeding and the records of his an- Mr. Jacobs—Yes, it is. 
cestors. If I didn’t know much about] Mr. Roberts—Would you want to 
it, I might think it would be well to| see a butter test of the milk produc- 
depend on the judgment of some] ton of his dam and grand dam? 
breeder in whom I had confidence to] yr, Jacobs—Yes, that would he 
Select the sire for me. what I should look for in his breed- 

Mr. Scott—Can you tell anything|ing, the production of the dams ia 
from the conformation of the sire? | his pedigree.
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A Member—Would you like to get question of vigor depend very largs!y 
ida os ee of the dif-|on his breeding? 
erent breeds? 

5 A Member—Isn’t it true that 
— caged Poe a nS from infanthood up, if his immediate 

a tis aby ame ae oe ancestors and himself have been 

of medium size for the breed, why, nteee ee ese 
it would suit me perhaps all right, . . 
but I wouldn’t like one that was ae Jacobs—I think that has = 
small for the breed, I would much | $'¢2t deal to be a ee 
prefer having the dairy animals large cma the raising of the calf itself 
of the breed than small, but not par- will have a great deal to do with the i , kind of vigor he will show. If he ticularly large. e Mr. Seribner—You would rather is fed liberally on a protein diet and 

+ lenty of skim milk up to the time consider that an extremely large| P*©? . = 
animal was objectionable rather than he ~ a year old, he is a bretty meer an advantage? calf if he does not show considerable 

Mr. Jacobs—Yes, I think extreme] Y!S°" hon) bets) 3 yosr old. 
size would be against him, but I want} A Member—And I don't be 
him to show good health and vigor. | lieve skim milk would hurt him af- gs 

Mr. Chas. Hill—And doesn’t that| ter ke is a year old. 

THE DIFFERENCE IN COWS. 

A. J. Glover, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

Ata sale that was recently held} money for this kind of stock than to 
near Fort Atkinson, there were over] purchase animals for less money that 
80 head of grade Holstein cows so'd|have been raised for no particular 
at an average price of about $55 J0| purpose. 

apiece. The yearlings and two-year: But we find among the dairy bred 

olds brought from $25.00 to $45.00]cows considerable differences, and 

each. There were cows of no par-|they are by no means free from 
ticular breeding in the same com-| poor producing and inferior animals, 
munity that could be purchased for] but on the whole they produce more 

$30.00 to $40.00 apiece. Why did] milk and butter fat than does the 
these men pay this extra price for| scrub that is bred for no special pur- 
cows when they could have secured] pose. 

other animals for less money? Be-| The Illinois Experiment Station 
cause farmers of understanding are] has tested many herds and in each 
rapidly learning there are great dif-] one there has been a wide difference 
ferences in cows and that it is bet-]in the production of cows, as well 
ter to own a few good cows than a] as a wide difference in the herds. We 
large number of poor animals. In| find in one herd that the poorest 
other words, this thinking, planning] cow averaged for two years but 110 
and studious farmer is seeking dairy| pounds of fat, while the best cow 
breeding for milking purposes and] averaged 245 pounds and the herd 
finds it more profitable to pay extra| averaged 171 pounds. In another
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herd the poorest cow averaged for )a little application of business sense 

two years 251 pounds of fat, the best | will save it. 

cow 342 pounds and the herd 269 To show what possible results can 
pounds fat, which is equivalent to|be obtained, we compare average 

313 pounds of butter. The net profit | yield of 10 of the best cows, out of 

from this herd was about $35.00 per|the 145 tested, with 10 of the poor- 

cow per year. A herd of such cows|/est. The following table shows the 

wil’ return their uwaer $1,750.00, be-| great difference: 
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Grade Shorthorn. Year’s work: First, 5,958 Ibs. Milk; 3.86 per cent Butter 

Fat; 286 Ibs. Butter. Second, 5,896 Ibs. Milk; 4.20 per cent 

. Butter Fat; 289 Ibs. Butter. 

sides the skim milk and much good Milk, Fat, Butter, 
fertility, while 50 cows like those Tbs. Tbs. Tbs. 

producing 171 pounds of fat apiece| Best 10 cows 7,425 336 392 

would barely pay for the feed con-| Poorest 10 cows 3,841 144.108 

sumed. The average production of the 10 
No intelligent dairyman will re-|}best cows was 3,584 pounds more 

main satisfied with a herd of cows|/milk and 194 pounds more fat per 

that only produce 171 pounds of fat|year than the average production of 
per cow when it is possible to have|the poorest 10 cows. While the 

one that will make 300 pounds. The| average yield of fat by the best cows 

sum of $1,750.00 is too much to lose|is about two and one-fourth times 
each year on a herd of 50 cows when | greater than the yield of butter fat
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by the poorest, yet the net profit;ate $10.00 more feed. The 10 best 
is many times larger. For instance, | cows produced only two and one- 
if it costs $40.00 each to pay for the| fourth times as much fat, yet the net 
best cow’s keep, it would take $400.00 profit was only twenty times greater. 
worth of feed to support the best 
10 cows. They produced 3,360 pounds| Even Among the Best Cows there is 
of fat, which, at 22 cents, is worth a Great Difference. 
$739.20. Subtracting the cost of There seems to be a great lack of 
feed, which is $400.00, we find that understanding among farmers in re- 
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A Grade Jersey. Produced in one year 5,498 Ibs. Milk; 4.48 per cent Butter 
Fat; 287 Ibs. Butter; Profit $34.77. 

the best cows give a profit of $339.20. gard to the difference between the 
If the best 10 cows charged $49.09] good and the poor cow. The facts 
each per year for their keep, it 1s} which have been gathered by the iif 
fair to assume that the poorest cows| ferent experiment stations have 
charged $30.00 each, or for the 10 turned a strong ray of light upon 
$300.00 for their feed. These cows|this subject. The St. Louis Cow 
produced 1,440 pounds of fat, which,] Demonstration has added weight to 
at 22 cents a pound, amounts Lo] every argument that has been made 
$316.80. Subtracting the cost of]in favor of keeping better cows and 
feed, which is $300.00, we have left discarding those that are not cap- 
$16.80 profit from 10 cows, or $1.68] able of paying more than their board. 
per cow, as against $33.92 from each| Here are a few figures from this 
of the best cows, which we assumed| Demonstration that show the great
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+ difference, even among high class How many farmers consider the 
dairy cows: difference of profit between their 

In Class A. best and poorest cows! 
Profit above Let us consider these figures for 

Cost of food. cost of food}a moment. The poorest Jersey 
Best Jersey $31.99 $50.50| charged within $1.76 as much for 
Poorest Jersey 30.23 26.72|her feed as the best, and returned a 

— ———|profit of only $26.72, while the 
Difference $1.76 $23.80] best Jersey gave a profit of $50.59, 
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Flint: A Jersey Cow. Year's work: First, 2,871 Ibs. Milk; 5.09 per cent 
Butter Fat; 170 Ibs. Butter. Second, 3,467 Ibs. Milk; 5.34 per 

cent Butter Fat; 216 Ibs. Butter. 

Best Holstein $36.57 $46.u2 a aimerence of $23.80. The poorest 
Poorest Holstein 34.68 18.63| Holstein charged within $1.89 as 

_—_—- ———— | much for her feed as the best and 
Difference $1.89 $27.99 | returned a profit of only $18 63, 

Best Shorthorn $28.57 $32.56 | while the best Holstein gave a profit 
Poorest Shorthorn 27.69 1.95} of $46.02. There was a difference 

eneneiins ——_——_| of only 88 cents between the cost of 
Difference $ .88 $30.61| feed of the poorest and best Short- 

Best Brown Swiss$33.49 $27.17| horn and a difference of $27.99 in 
Peorest B. Swiss 33.21 1975| profit. There was a difference cf 

—-— ———— | $1.28 between the cost of feed be 
Difference $1.28 $ 8.02] tween the poorest and best Brown
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Swiss and a difference of $8.02 in| good milking cows. Good animals 
profit. cost more than scrubs, and conse- 

If there is such a difference be quently farmers do not think there tween selected cows, what must the|is enough difference in bulls to pay 
difference be in the average dairy | the extra cost for a good sire. But 
herd where no attention is paid to/let me give you a practical example 
selection? And, moreover, these] from a practical breeder. 
figures show that it costs nearly as Mr. W. J. Gillett, of Rosendale, much to support the inferior cow a3| Wis., a prominent Holstein breeder, 
it does the good one. Says about the purchase of a high 
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Holstein and Ayrshire. Year’s work: First, 7,855 Ibs. Milk; 3.55 per cent 
Butter Fat; 333 Ibs. Butter. Sec ond, 7,569 Ibs. Milk; 3.55 per . 

cent Butter Fat; 314 Ibs. Butter. 

A Difference in Bulls. priced bull: “The hardest battle ever 
But few men appreciate the won-|fought was years ago to lead myseit 

derful difference in bulls, and prob-|to pay the sum of $300.00 for a buil ably one of the greatest hindrances| calf for use on our pure bred herd, 
to the development of a good dairy| but I can now say, had I paid $3,000 herd is the indifference which is|for this same sire, the sum would paid to the selection of a sire. There | Not have equalled his worth, nor been 
is no surer or quicker way of build-| Commensurate, in value, to the grext 
ing up a dairy herd than the use ot | dairy characteristics he stamped up- 
a strong, vigorous and _ prepotent|0n his offspring.” 
bull which comes from a family of Of course there are men who will
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not give their cows dairy care, anil] and good cows can be selected from 

under such circumstances the scru!| any one of these breeds. It should 

bull will be quite as  servicable tc] be borne in mind that it is not alone 
them as the most highly developed|the breed that makes good dairy 

dairy sire. The dairymen who are|cows, but judicious selection and 
taking the proper care of their herds| breeding of the individual animals 

cannot afford to use scrub bulls. are equally necessary. In other 

words, the pure breds must te 

What Dairy Breed of Cows Shall !/sclected and culled if a strong, 

Choose? vigorous, large producing and _ profit- 

This is a question that is so often] able herd is to be maintained an.l 

asked, and, in a way, never an-| developed. It is not enough to say 
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Grade Holstein. Produced in one yeir 4.287 Ibs Milk; 4.04 per cent Butter 

Fet; 230 Ibs. Butter; Profit $18.99. 

swered: for it is impossible for any-|that an animal is a ure bred ut 
One to state what breed of cattle 13|{: is quite as important to add what 
the best for some other man te| she is capable of deing. 

choose. There is a personal factu A monkey feced dude was visitinez 
which enters into the choosing in the country, and fell into conver 
all classes of things, cattle not ex | sation with a farmer’s daughter. He 
cepted informed the young lady that he was 

There are four distinct daicy | descended from families of the reve 
breeds of cattle. namely, the Ho!-| lution and that he was a graduaie 
stein, Jersey, Guernsey and Ayrshire,!from college knew a great deal 

6
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about modern fiction, ete. After he) the other breeds because their tem- 
had finished bragging, she looked at|peraments do not harmonize with 
him a moment and said: “What can|his. The selection of a breed must, ou do?” therefore, be left entirely to tie 

This was a pertinent question 10 individual, and it is my suggestion 
sk this young man who had pedi-|that you study carefully each breed 

sree, znd it is one that is being before any one is selected. 
asked constantly, not cnly of per. It would be a difficult task, if 
sons, but of all classes of animals,| not impossible, for me to write in 
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Native. Produced in one year 3,443 Ths. win, +740 Per cent outer tat; 179 

!bs. Butter; Profit. $2.52. 

whether they be pedigreed or Rot. | de tail the characteristics of the 
The mindful dairyman and breeder | dairy breeds so that a person cou'i 
is seeking performance. | decide from reading the description 

Each dairy breed of cattle has its|0f each which breed he would pre 
rarticular characteristics, and before|fer. I can say, however, that the a person chooses any one of the| Holsteins are noted for their large breeds he should study the tempera-| ow of milk, which is moderately 
ment, disposition and chief charac-| "ich in fat; the Jerseys and Gola teristies of each one where aa seys for a medium flow of mitk, 

as which is rich in fat, and the Ayrshire, 
very few men who have studied cave standing between the Holstein and fully the different traits of the dairy Jersey and Guernsey, giving not as 
breeds who have not formed a per- large a flow of milk as the Holsteins sonal preference, and, in most cases, nd not as rich as_ the Jerseys or 
would not be satisfied with any of Guernseys.
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The lhuportance of Testing Cows. | not many cases where such a large 

The guestion is often asked, Does| increase could be made, without sell- 

it pay to take time to weigh and tes<|img and purchasing some animals, 

milk? If an increased production| Dut in this instance cnly a few cows 

of milk is not obtained by keeping a| Were sold, none purchased, but ty 
record of the herd, certainly it does|# better system of feeding and vy 
nct pay to bother with the scale and| disposing of a few cows, this won- 

tester. But what do the facts say?|derfal increase of fat was made. The 

We find in studying data upon this] owner was delighted and surprised 
subject that the average yearly prs-|to know that a better system of feed- 
duction has been materially in- ing and closer attention to his her! 
creased by knowing exactly what would make such a great difference. 
each cow is doing. He expressed himself thus: “The 

In a certain herd, where the miik|tesult of testing has been a great 

was weighed and tested for three|Tevelaticn to me.” 
years, the average production was It is interesting to note the extra 

raised from 194 pounds of butter fat|care that some persons will give 

rer year to 289 pounds, or an in-| their cows when they begin to keep 

crease of 95 pounds of fat per cow|a record of their herds. At the close 
per year. For the past few years,}of a second ycar's test, the owner 
Sutter fat has been worth, on aa|of a herd of which records had beea 
average, about 22 cents a pound|kept for two years was asked why 
which weuld make the 95 pounds cf| his cows made such a large in- 
fat werth $20.90. It cost in the|crease, for but few cows were sold 
neighborhcod of $5.06 more per year]and but few added to the herd, yet 
to board each cow in the third year|there was a large increase. The 
than it did in the first, by subtract- reply was: “I take better care of my 
ing this from the $20.90, we have| herd since I have begun to test; I 10 
$15.90 profit. There were i7 cows|not permit them to remain out cn 
in the herd, so the total net profit} cold and stormy days, and I see that 
was $277.30 creater in the third they are milked and fed regularly.” 
year than in the first. Ah! therein lies the secret of suc- 

By knowing what each cow is do-| cessful dairying, close attention to the 
ing, it was found that a little morel wants and requirements of the herd. 
grain was needed than was given The first year that this herd was 
in the first year to produce a larger} tested, the average production wes 
and more economical flow of milk;|157 pounds of fat; in the second 
the test showed that some of the year, the average production was 
cows were unprofitable, and they|207 pounds—a gain of 50 pounds ot! 
were sold and a few better cows were| fat per cow per year—made almost 
put in their places. entirely by giving the herd better 

It did not take $25.00 worth of time|care. While there are great aif 
a year to test this herd, and the re-| ferences in cows, there are just «3 
turn for the time spent was $277.30.| great differences in men and the man 
which was exceptionally large profit] who adopts the system of keeping a 
on so small an investment. record of each cow in his herd, not 

Another herd on which the scaie| only finds the poor and unprofitadle 
and the test were used averaged 141] cows, but he finds also what kind of 
pounds of fat the first year, and the|a dairyman he is. In other words, 
second 201. This was a gain of 60| testing gives him an opportunity to 
pounds of fat per cow. There are| eliminate the poor cows, select the
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calves from the best and to find his] Mr. Goodrich—I wanted to bring 
short-comings as a dairyman. out a very important fact, and that 

is, that it is the man more than the 
DISCUSSION. cow every time. 

Mr. Michels—Will you tell us how} mr, Scribner—Isn’t it a fact that they managed to raise that herd cf] sometimes breeders have their ideais cows from 200 to 325 pounds of but of what a good cow should be and ter in two years? What changes| they might sell some of their poorer did they make in the feeding aad cows, and they would be better cows care? than the other fellow would have? ‘Mr. Glover—It took three years to] Mr, Glover—That is all right; I increase the herd from 225 pounds of will stdte, however, that in this herd butter to 336 pounds. Fortunately,/there was one cow retained that 
the cows were divided, when the men did not average but 158 pounds of 
had the one year’s record of his herd.| butter for three years, and yet her In dividing, he selected cows that| bulls were sold for $50.00 apiece. I yielded him the most, and at the end| think in the interest of breeders, that of the second year the herd aver-|that cow should be eliminated and 
aged 275 pounds of butter. At the culled. 
end of the second year, he found be| Mr. Scribner—Was she of a dairy could eliminate a few of the othera,| breed? 
and he did so and went out and Mr. Glover—Yes, a pure bred regis- bought in two or three that proved | tered animal. 
good individuals, so that with the Mr. Michels—What about these elimination and the buying in and] test organiaztions that they have 
close observation, he increased that started in some parts of the coun- herd from 225 to 336 pounds of but-| try? Tell us something about ter per cow per year. those. 

Supt. McKerrow—Is__ elimination Mr. Glover—In Michigan they have the same thing as culling? started test associations, organized Mr. Glover—I presume it is. by some farmers that wish to have Mr. Hill—Don’t let anybody know] this sort of work done. They em- it. We have always been taught| ploy a man who makes the rounds 
we must not cull out our herds and| once a month, spending a day with sell to somebody else, but if we can] cach farmer. He watches the milk- do it by elimination, it is all right. ing at night, weighs the milk aad 

Mr. Goodrich—Whom should the takes samples, and the same thing is man sell his poorest cows to because| done in the morning, then he makes 
they do not pay him and be honest? the tests. This method gives a Mr. Glover—He can be honest and one day redord. The tester is then 
sell them, to about a $50.00 berson.| taken by the farmer to the next place There are lots of men looking ror] and there he repeats his operatica, 
Poor, cheap cows, and we want ta|and he visits each place every 30 
satisfy them. days. Now, from those 12 day 

Mr. Goodrich—You are not doing | records which he gets by these visits, 
that man any good to sell him aja yearly record of each cow is made, Poor cow that won't pay for her] and it will be very close to the cow's keep. exact yield of milk and fat, because Mr. Glover—I know it, but you} we all know that the cow does not 
can’t do him any good if you sell} go up and then down, but if she is him a good cow. well cared for, there is a graducl
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decline after say the fifth month. I Mr. Scott—Doesn’t that gentleman 

have known many a good cow to give|look as though he could run a 

just as good milk in the fifth as in| tester? 

the first month of lactation. Mr. Glover—I believe any man m 

Mr. Michels—Can you tell us abont| the hall could do it. 
the cost of carrying on this work? A Member—In regard to having 

Mr. Glover—I cannot exactly. the tester in the factory, where [ 

Mr. Michels—I have been carryiug|take milk, we are selling it on the 

on tests for about 200 patrons for|test plan and I notice our milk 
the last two years, free of charge | varies from one month to the other. 

as you have done in the state cf Mr. Glover—I should be suspicious 

Illinois, and I find now that I cannot|if the milk did not vary somewhat. 

continue the work and I was thinking Mr. Jacobs—I think it is more im- 

that probably it would be a good| portant that the weighing be doae 

time to start a test association. continually and regularly than the 

Mr. Glover—I think it is a dollar|testing. In our work we weigh one 
per cow that they ray, but I am not|day in each week throughout the 

exactly prepared to say. year and we are not so_ particular 

Mr. Michels—Mr. Glover’s talk] about the testing. We aim to test 
may szem rather wide to some ot|at least twice a year and I notice 
you, but I have known it to run|that when you get two or three good 

wider than the figures he gives. i|composite samples and tests of a 

have known cows that would run| cow at different periods of lactation, 

from 29 to 97. you have established her natural 
A Member—Would it be possible] limit of butter fat, and if you keep 

for the farmer to get an accurate] your records right, I think you have 
test with the facilities he generally|a very fair estimate of what she 
has? will do. But I think it very import- 

Mr. Glover—I believe that any|ant that we weigh oftener thau 
farmer owning any number of cows| once a month. 

could afford to buy a Babcock tester. Mr. Utter—Isn’t there more dim- 
You can buy them I guess from $3.60] culty in getting a proper sample than 

-up. I would advise you to buy aaj there is in the testing? 
$8.00 or $10.00 tester, for it will last Mr. Glover—I rather think that the 
you a lifetime. You will get full di-| greatest errors are made in not 
rections how to run it with the] properly sampling, not having the 
tester, and if it is possible I would| milk thoroughly mixed. The pipette 
advise you to go to the Farmers’| may not be the proper size. 
Short Course held each winter at our] Mr. Utter—At what temperature 
Agricultural College. Men aresai|do you sample the milk? 
mitted there who can only get awey Mr. Glover-—-I prefer to have it 
from home a shorttimeand they re-| about 90 degrees F., especially in the 
ceive instruction upon the different] winter time, in the summer time 
branches of farming, and included in| whatever the temperature of the day 
this course is the testing of milk.Jis. The fat in grass milk mixes 
Your creamery man can show you| better than milk made in the winter. 

; how to run a tester, and he will ve A Member—Couldn’t you take a 
perfectly willing to test your milk} sample immediately after milking? 
and show you how; it is a very Mr. Glover—Yes. 
simple operation. There are a few Mr. Goodrich—It is important that 
rules which must be learned. the acid should be warm, too. g
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Mr. Glover—Yes, it should be kept) in this county who wanted to have in a warm place, if not, set it in| his cows tested by his creamery min warm water for a little while before| and he took his two samples and ihe it is needed. creamery man told him that they A Member—Do you think the even} tested three and four per cent. The stirring of the milk is an advantage|truth was that milk was all out of 
in getting a good sample? one pail and from one cow. Mr. Glover—I do, because it will] Mr. Glover—That would seem oa become more or less leathery. 1} the face of it as not being an ac- course, the samples of milk should| curate test, but did the man that be covered. The operator at the] took those samples understand jnst factory should stir it thoroughly 0¢| how to do it? 
fore he samples the patron’s milk. The Member—He took one sample 

A Member—Should it be stirred| just like the other. He wanted tu 
before it is taken to the factory? test the creamery man, not the cow. 

Mr. Glover—Oh, I don’t think that} Mr. Glover—Of course the Babeovk 
is necessary, unless you keep it three|test does not make honest men, it or four days. cannot do that. 

A Member—You don’t think fre] A Member—If that man knew hia 
quent stirring of the milk has any-| business, he would say those two thing to do with getting a fair| cows test just alike, but he didnt 
sample? understand his business, and I ve Mr. Glover—No, I don’t, because] lieve there are a lot of them that 
milk 12 hours old that is emptied] do not. 
into the weigh can and stirred prop- Supt. McKerrow—Maybe the min 
erly, a very accurate sample can be| that took the sample didn't know h's 

taken. business, If he drew one sample 
A Member—Suppose a cow is giz-|fro-n the top of his pail and the 

ing 10,000 pounds of milk a year] other from the bottom, there would 
what should her milk test be to be} b2 inat difference. 
profitable? Mr. Goodrich—He doesn’t have ‘vo 

Mr. Glover—A cow that produces] do that; he can take one sample, 
300 pounds of butter fat per year ‘sa/ then let the milk stand 15 minutes 
Profitable animal. She may cost)and take another and there will ve 
you $50.00 a year to board her, and|:hat difference. I have tried it. 
of course that would be very high Mr. Glover—There is no excuse, 
in Wisconsin. farmers, why you should not know 

Mr. Hill—if they will weigh their] how to test your milk. It is a simple 
milk every day they will do muca| operation. Why should you, in this 
better. The boys will become inter-| age of advancement, with agricultur- 
ested in seeing who gets the dig-|al schools all about you, and you 
gest mess of milk from the cows ani/having young men in your families 
I believe each cow will go down|that you can send to these schools, 
less during the period of lactation. | not have your milk tested? When 

Mr. Glover—That is very true, but|the tests have been made, then you 
if you talk to the men about doing] can say: “Gentlemen, I know what 
it once a month, perhaps you ca0| my cows test, because my boy has 
get them started when you could] tested them.” We hear men say, 
not by asking them to do it every] when you ask them: “Do you know day. what your cows test?” “No, but 1 
A Member—There was a man down] think so-and-so.” Stop thinking ani
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go to doing. It is a business propo-| hibition and | will give you this list 

sition to have a thorough understan1-/and these judges will commence 
ing of what each of your cows tests|their work tomorrow at the noun 

and what your average test is.| hour. 

Farmers should be business me2,| Corn—Mr. Delbert Utter. 
the same as men who make their Smal] Grains—Mr. Geo. C. Hill. 
livings by buying and selling. Potatoes and Roots—Mr. L. E. 

‘ Scott. 
Comenittess, Hay and Ensilage—Mr. C. P. Good- 

Supt. McKerrow—I will appoint, as | jicn, 
a committee on resolutions, Mr. L. 4. Butter—Mr. Thos. - Convey. 
Scott, Chippewa county; Mr. George} GCheese—Mr. M. Michels. 
Church, Winnebago county, and Mr. Cows—Mr. F. H. Scribner. 

E. C. Jacobs, Dunn county. Horses—Mr. David Imrie. 
The local committee asked me to 

select judges of the products on ex- Adjourned to 7:30 p. m. 

EVENING SESSION. 

Conventicn met at 7:30 p. m. Supt. McKerrow in the Chair. Music by 

Orchestra and Ladies’ Chorus. 

CONSOLIDATION OF COUNTRY SCHOOLS. 

QO. J. Kern, County Superintendent cf Sshools, Winnebago County, Illi- 

nois, 

The last 15 or 20 years have wit-jat times, to enable every child to 

nessed great advancement in the] have at least a common school edu- 
educational interests of the towns| cation. 
and cities. Large sums of money Many farmers feeling that the dis- 
have been expended for material] trict schcol did not furnish sufficieat 
equipment in the way of better build-|training for their children have 
ings, laboratories, libraries, manual] moved to the cities, to be under tha 
training, etc.; superintendents ai.l|infiuence of better schools. Some 0 
teachers in cities have become more/them have complained that the city 
efficient and better paid; a stronx|school has educated their children 
effort has been made to adjust the|away from the farm. A moment's 
course of study to practical conti-| reflection is sufficient to see that the 
tions of life; business courses have| city school is for the city child, with 
been introduced into high schools|a course of study suited for condi- 
and the general public seems to maa-|tions in which the city child must 
ifest a deeper interest in the entire| earn a living. It is not to be ex- 
educational machinery. The growth] pected that a high school in the city 
of towns and cities has been phe-| will teach country children about 
nomenal and the resources of the peo-| things relating to farm life. The 
ple have been taxed to the utmost | city child, who, after leaving schoul,
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works in a ‘ counting room, store or I have said that the public interest factory does not need to know about/in the improvement of the educa- the care and composition of soil, rota-| tional facilities for the country child tion of crops, breeding and selection | must increase. This is inevitap'e of animals, feeding standards fo~ because of changing conditions of stock, ete., but the country boy who/ country life. The telephone, free expects to remain on the farm should delivery of mail and the trolley line know about these things if he «a- must touch tle educational interests 
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Kingsville, Ohio, Where Consolidation of Country Schools Started in 
1893. 

pects to be numbered among the sne-|as well as the financial and social cessful farmers of his day. interests of the farmer. Better : 
schools will be required in this our Time to Improve the Country School. period of settling down in the coun- The serious attention required by try after the country has been the new conditions of life is now settled. A writer in the November being bestowed upon the improv2-| 1903 “World's Work,” says: ment of the country school. There “In a sense we have settled the is a greater public interest in this country; and now we are beginning part of the educational field, much| to settle down. We are reaching a of which has too long been neglected. | period of an equilibrium of opper- This public interest must increase, tunity. : and two factors that may operate This large fact explains many powerfully to quicken this interest changes in the direction of our act- are the county superintendent o1 ivities and a corresponding change schools and the Farmers’ Institute. that is taking place in our national
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character; for what we do makes; last decade a period in our history 
what we are. It is a key to the right] that stands out by itself. It bas 

. Teading of the larger tendencies in| much to do with the great movement 
present American life. to consolidate industry. It brings 

The difference between a period] us back to all kinds of home prot 
of settling and a period of settling] lems—to the proper building and 
down is the difference between ad-| government of our cities and to the 
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Diagram Showing Transportation Routes, Gustavus Township, Trum- 
bull County, Ohio, October, 1900. 

venture and development. It isjalmost universal tendency to im 
expressing itself in a hundred ways—| prove country life.” 
in intensive farming instead of ex- Z 
tensive; in the concentration of in-|Forward Movements in Country 
dustry instead of duplicating it; ia School Education. 
building better homes instead of In harmony with the “almost uni- 
seeking other homes; in doing the| versal tendency to improve country 
jobs we have in hand better rather| life” are three clearly defined move- 
than in seeking other jobs. A‘l| ments to improve the country school 
this means greater efficiency. It | conditions to meet the requirements 
means sticking closer to busineas.| of a more complex civilization. They 
[t has much to do with the produz-| are as follows: 

«tion of great wealth which makes the| First—Better material environment
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for the pupil in the country school.[his active cooperation for the bei- 
This is seen in the tendency to plant} terment of school facilities for his 
trees and flowers in the sch»ol|children. There must some how be - 
grounds; to improve the schoo! | created a new educational ideal. The 
house; the out-door and in-door art|farmer must be met on his own 
movement; libraries, etc. ground. The reason must appeal to 
Second—Enrichment of the course} him from his own point of view. 

of study, the new education which The county superintendent of 
shall put the country child in syia-|schools, the farmer, the district 
pathy with his environment. A|school teacher and the country child 
course of training that shall be|are four powerful factors in the 
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Wagons used in the Transportation of Children Gustavus Township, 
Trumbull County, Ohio, October, 1900 

more practical and at the same time| creation of the new ideal with refer- 
Possess high cultural value. ence to the country child. I take 

Third—Consolidation of country/it the county superintendent, the 
schools. This is a union of several] chief administrative school officer for 
small, poorly taught schools, to ~e-| the country schools, is an earnest 
cure greater efficiency in school ad-| student of the changing conditions of 
ministration; a more economical use|country life and is ready to direct 
of public money; and a more ef-|the educational agencies at his com- 
fective teaching force for country| mand in such a way as will make the 
children. This third movement will] country school of most service. 
bring greater things with reference Educational Agencies. 
to the first two movements than is Ss 

possible under the single district} Among the agencies that are help- 
system. The problem is to get the ful in creating a new sentiment with 

great body of farmers to realize this.| "ference to country life are, 
1. The daily and weekly press. 

A New Educational Ideal. 2. Illustrated printed matter from 
It is very difficult to attract the|the county superintendents office dis- 

average farmer and genuinely enlist] tributed through the schools.
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8. Close cooperation of the country ; proper value, if labor on the farm 
school and the Farmers’ Institutes. |shall receive its just reward, the 

4. Organizations of young people,|country school must be improve 
such as boys’ experiment club and] to furnish the training demanded Ly 
girls’ home culture club. the times. 

5. Educational excursions to the 
State College of Agriculture. Movements Towards the Centers of 

There is not time here to go into Population. 
detail with reference to the use of 
these educational agencies. In my i ne ee mo country a s afar reaching one. If the in- 
judgment, there is nothing ‘so potant struction and training are all that 
as the influence of the see are desired, why are so many farm- 

ee ee ee ers moving to the cities to educacze P 
a iags Saintes. io othe aay aad their children? Is this tendency to 
varied interests affecting the farin desert the farm one that should be 

encouraged? It is imperative that the home and the country school is - fresh hiood 
exerting an influence that will tell| * See Ber ceat ot “= — Ee .| of the country flow into the city to for better things. If the articles es eS 
can be illustrated with pictures of|%Ucken its wasted energies, but there are many in the cities tovday actual conditions, so much the bet} ~ 

who should remain on the farm. ter. To get the attention of coun- By the federal census of 1900, 10 
try people and set them to doing es one a oe thi of the 16 townships (more correctly ngs for the improvement of the|~. 2 f Winneb: OR 

. district school requires some earnest homme) 6 eee a - y thought and work. show an actual decrease in popule- 
tion over the census of 1890, while 

A New Age. four other townships (towns) were 
Give the district school all tue] practically at a standstill, On ‘he 

credit for the great work it has done| contrary, the city of Rockford had 
in the past and will yet do in the|increased 32 per cent. Today 7) 
future. The same credit must be| per cent of the people in Winnebago 
given the reap hook, the hand loom|county live in the city of Rock: 
and the ox-cart. But no sensibie| ford. 
farmer will make use of them today 
simply because his fathers used th>1n Problem of the Small School. 
and people were happy then. This is The decrease of population in the 
@ new age. The future will be char- country districts weakens the dis- 
acterized by fierce competition ‘u| trict school. In a country school 
which technical skill and a high] of 10 pupils or fewer, of ages from 
degree of training will be necessary | six to 16 years, with children of all 
qualifications for success. Industrial degrees of advancement, it is impous- 
organizations, with facilities fo: |sible almost to have strong and 
transportation never dreamed of,| vigorous work. The classes consist 
will yet be attained. The farmer is of one, to or possibly three pupils beginning to realize that he must] each and the number of recitations 
know something of the scientific] vary from 21 to 35. Irregular at- 
basis upon which success in farming|tendance on the part of the pupils 
depends. He must be a_ thinker] increases the difficulty of the teach- 
along the economic lines likely to te|ers to have the children maintain affected by legislation, and if coun- their grades and decrease the num- try life shall be estimated at its| ber of recitations, thus enabling the
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teacher to give more time to a single/school, and there may be two or 

recitation. more of such schools in a township. 
The time of the average recitation] Also small schools may be consoli- 

is about 10 minutes, which is entire-| dated with a graded school already 

ly inadequate to enable the teacher|established, where conditions are 

to know what the pupil has mastered | favorable. Complete consolidation 

or to assist the pupils to form cur-|of country schools means the union 

rect habits of study. of all the schools of a township into 

During October 1903, I took the}a central graded school. There may 

enrollment of every country school] be consolidation of schools of two ot 
in Winnebago county. There are|more townships, as there are now 

106 one-room district schools. Of] union districts. 

these 106 schools, only 30 had an en I visited both kinds in Ohio in Octo- 
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The ordinary way. Going home from school, Winnebago County, 
Illinois, -ebruary, 1904. Thermometer 12 degrees below zero and 
a stiff gale blowing. 

rollment of over 20; 48 schools had| ber 1900. The trip was made in com- 
an enrollment of 14 or fewer; 14] pany with State Superintendent Bay- 
school and there may be two or|liss and Mr. John Black, chairman of 
fewer; while two schools had aa/the Committee of Education of theWin 
enrollment of five or fewer. What] nebago county Board of Supervisors. 
is the remedy for the small school? There is not time here to go into 
What is Centralization of Schools? | detail concerning our visit. That 
Centralization or consolidation of| you may get from my printed report. 

schools does not necessarily mean|I will only briefly give some facts 
that all of the schools of a township] with reference to two townships. 
must be combined into one school at . . 
the geographical center of the town-} Madison Township, Lake County, 
ship, regardless of local conditions. Ohio. 
There may be a union of three or Madison township represents an 
four districts, making a two-room| excellent illustration of what may
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be called partial centralization, that $7,243.00, a saving of $312.00 in one is, a grouping of two, three or four year. 
country schools into one without at-| 2 -Cost of transportation in 1896 tempting to take all the schoais was $332.00; for 1801 the cost wae of the geographical center of $1,618.00. 
the township. This methad 3. Incidental expenses for the would not be practical because of the township in 1896 were $2,509.00; for shape of Madison township. It is 1901 the incidentals were only one of the townships along the coast | $902.00, 
of Lake Erie and is nine miles lonz 4. Total enrollment in township and five miles wide. Most of the for 1896 was 390; for 1901 it was 411. townships of the Western Reserve 5. Per capita cost for education 
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Improving Grounds of First Consolidated Country School in Illinios, Seward Township, Winnebago County, April, 1994 Building Cost $6,000.00 and the Grounds, 3.6 Acres in Extent, Cost $1,000.00 More. 

are five miles square, while in other|in township in 1896 was, based on 
parts of the state where centraliza- the total enrollment for the year, tion is a success, the townships are} $19.36; for 1901 the per capita was 
more than six miles square. $17.50. 

Consolidation has been in opera-| Green and Gustavus Townships, tion in Madison township since Trumbull Co., Ohio. 
1895. We visited the schools at] yr visit to Gustavus and Green Unionville and North Madison. Supt. townships are fully described in the J. R. Adams, principal of the Unioa- printed pamphlet. Here we found ville school and superintendent cf complete abandonment of the distri-t Madison township, sent me the fo!-| schools of the townships and th> lowing data with reference to com-| union of all in one building geograph- parative cost. ically located at the center of the 1. The total cost for the township| township. Nine wagons are em- for educational purposes in 1896 ployed to collect the children in each 
was $7,555.00; for 1901 the cost was township, which is five miles squire,
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The schools of Gustavus were cen-|science room. ‘he first floor bas 
tralized in 1898, when a four room/two up-todate school rooms with 

frame central building was erectol| cloak reoms and hall way. The sec- 
at a cost of $3,500.00. The schou!s|ond floor has a school room, a !alb- 
in Green township were centralized} oratory and an assembly room. This 

in 1900, when a $6,000.00 brick build-| latter room may be utilized for a 

ing was erected, the people bein3| school room when other districts 
fully satisfied with the experimeut|join. The people are building for ; 

in the adjoining township of Gusta-| the future, for it is only a question 

vus. In Gustavus the average price|of time when other districts will 
paid for transportation was $1.25 »e>| abandon the small, unsatisfactory 

day and the longest route was thr2e| country schools ana send their chil- 

and three-fourths miles. The num |dren to this central school, which 

: ber of children enrolled under th] will attempt to do at least two years 

district plan was about 150 and had|of high school work. 

increased to 186 in 1900. In payiag The grounds have been planned by 

the bonds for building purposes and| Prof. J. C. Blair, Chief of Horticul- 

all transportation expenses and main | ture of the Illinois College of Agri- 

taining a four-room school, the tvtal|culture at Urbana. The scheme 
. expense had increased only $2569] makes provision for a boys’ play 

annually. So fully are these schouvls| ground, girls’ play ground, little 

described in the report that I shail] folks’ play ground, and experimen:al 

dwell no longer on them here. tlots of ground for the entire schy ul. 

Canaulidition ti lillesks: It rrovides also for the planting cf 

..| many varieties of trees, shrubs and 

ane aes eee flowers. Here is an ideal showing 
2 7 the possibilities of country life. 

county has the first one in the state. ij 
Last April districts 90,91 and 93 op ea ee ees 
of Sawant Gaui away on cake The consolidated district is ex- 
uni Pa Ae GaLaol tenaleas: wera’ che! actly one-third of a township which 

solidated. A few days later by 4 pel eee. Ciuare 5 Fy enn ny 
Sls Ot 58 far sid 46 acginat "Es therefore, 12 sections of land, or 

people of this consolidated district ie’ ike Gotee’ Saree ae 
voted to bond this district for $7,000] snows: = a Se 
on 10 years time at four per cent to District 90 ..... 0 ......0-e2- $58,399 
erect a modern school house on a District 91 .. 52.790 
central site. By a vote of 47 for and District 93 7 en ee 35.123 
~ against, the people authorized This represents one-fifth of the 

@ directors to purchase a site of} rai, cash valye by the LlHnois 
3.6 acres of some of the finest farm- revenue law. But as some of tke 
ing land in Northern Iiinois. The|jang cannot be bought for $150. oo x 
price paid was $1,000.00. acre, it ra aes 2 a 

s no exaggeration, perhaps, 
A central two-story building has}, claim one million dollars as the 

been erected at a cost of $6,000.90 | roa] value of this eiunonietes ats 
including all furnishings. School trict Ms 
began in this new building ‘ 

January 15, 1904. There is a base- School Levy. 
ment under the entire buiding, thus The school tax levied for 1903- 
affording space for the fuel and fu~-| 1904 for all purposes was $2,800. This 
nace rooms, a boys’ work shop, and|is a rate of nearly two per cent fur 
a girls’ gymnasium and domestic| building and operating expenses, The
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school law permits a maximum levy | school work? Longer school years, of five per cent annually for both better teachers, more regular attead- purposes. Of this sum of $2,800.90 | ance will give better results if more the amount of $1,000.00 is for the money is expended. Seward is not first payment of building bonds of trying to do the cheapest, but the $700.00 and $280.00 interest on the best thing for the children, and the full account. This levy of $1,000.00] best is the cheapest in the long run. for building purposes amounts i) Advantages of Consolidation. only about 13 cents per acre an- 1. There will result that inspira- nually on $7,680.00, and if the entire] tion and interest that always comes amount of $7,000.00 were paid in a from numbers. A school of eight or single year, it would amount to abvut| 10 pupils is not calculated to stimu- 92 cents per acre. And it is Bot} late a koy or girl to do the best 
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One of tne Tarce Abandoned Buildings at Seward, to Make Way for the Consolidated choo! Building as Shown in Preceding Cut. 

This Abandoned €chool Building is a Type of too Many Country Schoo! Buildings Still Used for School Purposes. Not a Square 
Deal for Country Children. 

too much to claim that this new| work. With only one in the class, 
school adds at least 92 cents ser] there is not that competition and acre. Offers have been made r«|rivalry which calls forth all the cently for farms of several dollars] powers of the child, that preparation 
increase per acre by outside parties| for the real struggle of life, 
who wished to move into this district] 2. Stronger classes may be formed, and educate their children. The] giving the teacher more time for the offers in every case have been re | recitation and the necessary instruc. fused. tion. 
Suppose the operating expenses are 3. It will result in greater econ- a little more in total during the omy in school buildings and equip- school year, will there not be better] ment. It will cost less to keep vae returns for all grades with an adde4| -entral building than several scat- Possibility of at least two years hign| tered school houses. The children
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will have the educational influence|be done by consolidation. How shall 

of a modern, sanitary, well-veuti-|I1 make others see the matter in the 

lated, well lighted and well heated| same way? A thorough study of con- 

building, instead of present conui-| solidation; an earnest appreciation 

tions. The first cost of such alof the difficulties; a practical knowl- 

building is not as great as the first} edge of farm life; a continual study 

cost of the school houses of a single| of the advanced methods of farming, 

township. and the results of scientific investi- 

4, There will be better teachers] gations with reference to agriculture; 

with better salaries. a steadfast devotion to duty; cour- 

5. The school year for the coun | age, sympathy, tact, enthusiasm, a = 

try child will be lengthened. ‘The| tireless energy and a hope that never 

attendance will be more regular.| flags are some of the things neces- 

More pupils will be found getting the| sary for the county superintendent 

benefit of the money expended ir] who wishes to create a new educa- 

education and the per capita will e] tional ideal with reference to the 

decreased. country school and the country child. 

6. A centralized school will afford 

time and opportunity for systematic Mistaken Zeal. 

instruction in the elementary prin Much mistaken zeal is being man- 

ciples of agriculture throughout the ifested in this matter of consolida 

grades. With trained teachers work- tion. It is mistaken to urge it upon 

ing under the direction of the col- the people on the plea of being 

' lege of agriculture, such a schocl cheaper. It has resulted in. lesa. 

will be able to meet the demand for|™oney being expended in many 

instruction in things relating to the places, while the almost universal 
farm. Here can be taught some- experience is that the per capita < 

thing with reference to feeding expense has been reduced, but iet 

standards and selection of stock; us not cheapen education for the 

fruit growing; constituents of plants; country child. It is the right of the 

rotation of crops, and composition country child to have just as good 

and’care of the soll. The centralised | Ctucational, opportunities as are now 
school may become in effect an ea enjoyed by the city child. Economy 

periment station, working under the and cheap are not always synony- 

direction of the expert investigators | ™0US terms. Considering the condi- 

of the state college of agriculture. tions of many small schools and the 
7. Consolidation will help to bring results being attained, it would be 

. better roads. As it is now, the economy for more money to be ex- 

farmers of northern Ilinois always| ended in total for a good central 

WANAee to get a load of milk to the] School than is now being expended 

central creamery if it takes fonr|™der the present plan. The reasous 
horses. Is not a child deserving as| 27 obvious. 
wich’ consideration asa can of milk?| 786 comservatiam and prejudice of 

the people must be reckoned with. 

Difficulties. A mistake is made when consolida- 
The problem is how to get the} tion is urged with an entire disregard 

country people to see the advantages | of geographical conditions and local 

The difficulties are many, but not ‘n-| sentiment. Some have the idea that 

surmountable. The time has comejall of the country schools must be 

for the improvement of the country] taken to the geographical center ot 

school. - my mind this can best| the township. Others urge too loug
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transportation routes. In my humole 5. Teachers will be thrown cut 

judgment, it is not for the best that] of employment. 
children be taken to a town or city.| ¢ fear that children will freeze 
We need, it seems to me, schools iM! on the way to school. 

pagreancy nee a These cbjections must be met in 
. the proper spirit. Country people 

Some Objections. are demanding the telephone, free 

1. Impracticable because of bad|delivery of mail, the daily paper, 
roads. electric lines and better roads. Coa- 

2. It will cost too much. solidation of schools will help to 
3. People don’t like the idea ot bring better roads. Better educa- 

giving up the home school. tional facilities for the country chil- 

4. Fear that land in abandoned} dren must keep pace with improve 

districts will depreciate in value. ment of country life. 

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 

Prof. W. M. Hays, Ass’t Secretazy of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 

I am glad I am here. I am glad|your attention tonight to the fact 

these little folks are here, and I 1m/|that in the strenuous times of tue 
immensely glad that our friend froin| Civil war there were a few men in 

Illinois has told us what he has aboat/that great body who thought that 

these schools. farmers needed not only the general 

If we look back at education, we] education of the schools, but an edu- 

see how free education started in the| cation that would teach the farmers 
old world and in the new; we see|how to farm, how to make homes 
many of the movements as they have} and how to live in the country, and 

come forward and we see how they|they passed a bill giving to each 

are taking root. We see that edu-|state a lot of land and forced the 
cation nowadays is not simply for] states, practically “Carnegize1” 

the few, but it is for everybody. The| them, giving them money with which 

schools, for a long time, were pro-|they must put other money, to ¢es- 

moted only by religious organiza-|tablish agricultural colleges, and 

tions; they did their pioneer work| this was the beginning of agricultur- 

well and when we began to have pub-|al education for both the farmers and ~ 
lic schools, we followed their plans.| the farmers’ wives of this country. 

We educated our children in the} These men built wiser than they 

three “R's” and then we went on| knew. They did not understand that 

and educated them in the higher| they were building a cluster of co!- 
studies, so called. After a long while,| leges that would build up a body of 

somebody found that we could eiu-} thought supplemented by Experi- 

cate them in the practical things of| ment Stations, for which congress 

life. such as we have heard Pref.| has provided and which the coa- 

Sern talk about tonight. gress practically pushed upon the 

I have lately come to know some-| states by an appropriation so large 

thing of the great body of our na-|that they could not refuse it. 

tional law-makers, the congress cf T have been looking at this matter 

the United States, and I want to ¢2l!|in the last few years from the ua
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tional side, from a local standpoint,|common school studies, will make a 
to see how we are going to meet tha}far broader course than the old 
situation. We all remember whenj| course of study, with its narrow car 
the first sewing machine was put on|riculum, devoted only to thought 

the market; the self binders and the| written by men one or two genera- 
self reapers were largely purchased,| tions ago. The broadest people that 
though the farmers hadn’t much|ever lived live now; the greatest 

money, and now we have come to| body of thought ever built up is ~- 
the time when we have invented a} being built now, and why should we 
great instrumentality, a great educa-}teach only ancient things? The 

tional machine, if you please, ani} most important history is the history 

we are up squarely against the poo-jof the day; the most important 

ple, against the proposition of paying} science is the science of today; the 

for it and having it. At Madisor,} most important education is the edu- 
® at St. Anthony Park, at Ames, Iowa,| cation of today. 

at the Illinois Agricultural College, Question of Ways and Means. 
and at others of the 50 agricultural But the question that is interest- 
colleges of this country, have been ing me now is, how are we going to 
wrought out some of the principles buy the aching? How are we s0- 

and the factors that go to make the} i. to raise money for schools of this 
agricultural collegiate education suc- kind? In every district five miles 

cessful. Over at Menomonie and at square in all parts of the country, 

your other agricultural high schools,| ~here land is worth $50.00 or more, 
at St. Anthony Park, where there 18/tnose schools are needed. Our ideas 
the first and largest agricultural high are changing as to the kind of edu- 

school, at all these places they are cation needed. We are coming vt? 

trying to find out the elements which| ... that to run a 160-acre farm right 
will properly weld together and cor- requires far better all-around exec- 

relate all these influences in building tive ability than to run-an ordinary 
up agricultural education in this bank, and there is every reason for 

country. Men are trying to work/tazing this matter up, preparing 
out a course of study that will give|. scheme of education and develop- 
technical education on agricultural ing a new system. We want to give 
subjects. There will be hundreds both the boys and girls a chance io 
cf thousands who will go into tne prepare for country life and give 
agricultural high schools soon to be them a splendid education along 

Tuilt up, and these, in connection) tnose lines at relatively small cost. 
with our experiment stations, sur Now, how are we going to do 

county agricultural departments, our] inice How are we going to get the 
great agricultural department in necessary money to pay for it? Are 
Washington and similar institutions) in. rarmers going to pay the cost of 
in all sections of the world, in course these schools, these agricultural high 

of time are bound to give us a body! schools and educational colleges? 
of thought and practical men lke 
Mr. McKerrow, which is bound to be What Congress Has Done. 
put into practical form and sent cut} Congress established the right 
for the benefit of those needing it.| principle, when, in 1862, it appro- 
It is not to be simply a study of how] priated a million dollars a year io . 

to make more money, but will cover| the agricultural colleges, and tne 

other subjects of greater educational] states did the right thing when they 
value, which, combined with the| more than doubled that amount by
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putting state money with it to build)thing for the agricultural high 

buildings and help hire teachers.| schools. That work has been begun 

Then in 1887, congress put three-|in some of our states, you know what 

quarters of a million into the staie| Minnesota has done; she already has 

experiment stations. In 1900, it put|two such schools, and I believe the 

in a million and a quarter by giving| time will come soon when Minnesota 

to each state $25,000.00 cash out «i| will have eight or nine of these ag- 

the National Treasury to help further} ricultural high schools. 

. build up the agricultural colleges, The local people must pay in the 

and just yesterday it did another] end most of the expense for the con- 

spendid thing, and United States | solidated schools, but the state cun 

Congressman Adams hag his name 04| go this far, and every state should 

the bill that gives another three-| go this far where it has any adequate 

quarters of a million for additional] means, to the extent of raising money 

equipment to the experiment stations|to pay for the industrial education, 

of this country, and there is another|and also pay something toward the 

movement, not only to duplicate tae} buildings; the people in the neigh- 

$15,000.00 that congress gave in| borhood should be induced to vote 

1887 by making it $30,000.00, but to| the necessary additional expense fur 

duplicate the $25,000.0 by giving|the buildings and grounds of the 

each college $50,000.00, and I have} consolidated schools and should re- 

no doubt but that will go through. ceive from the state a portion of the 

Congress is the great source of} added current expense of the school 

money for these expenditures as b®-| which continues from year to year. 

tween the government and the state,} The state legislators are wiser in 

because the government has an in-| these matters than the people of the 

direct way of raising taxes and can| district, because you know we send 

raise taxes more easily than the| to our legislatures some of our bright: 

state. The national government}est men, and of course we have a 

raises expenses for al! government| clear right to assume that a congress. 

purposes of about $10.00 a head for}man is even more wise than ths 

all of us, or $800,000,000 on a popu-| average state legislator, because we 

lation of 80 million. pick out of our state legislature some 
of our best men to go to congress. 

a pos ae = on ' We have got to get the money 

ow, the national government is,| om the top to promote this work, 

through its Department of Agricul-|anq we at the bottom have got to 
ture, doing to or three times as much pay more expense toward these 

as it has done through all these] cchools. 
agricultural colleges combined. it 

is spending more than six millions Some Vital Statistics. 

yearly in the Department of Agricul-| Let me give you just a few figures. 

ture itself. That Department has| There are something like nine mil- 

men investigating and building vp|lion little school children in this 

agriculture all over this country; i|country who are going to schoul 

sends men abroad to get new seeds| about 40 per cent of the full school 

and even helps bring in new animals.| year, or not more than that. There 

but the states are doing a great dea!l|are altogether nine million children 

for themselves. Now, what the govern-|on the farms who should be goiag 

ment did for the states was to fur-] to school, between the ages of five 

nish the place to build these institu-}and 20, there is only about an 

tions and the states can do the same| equivalent of 3,600,000 that are going
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to school. The schools cost prob- from our farms by easily five times ably about $60,000,000, and we ought | that antount, or three hundred mil- to put in double that amount to se- lion; in other words, I believe that cure our agricultural high schools and| one dollar will easily produce five colleges, we ought to run it up to|if put into this industrial education. $120,000,000. This would cost each | If Wwe can organize our people to bo farmer probably six, eight or 10 dol- more efficient in their plans, in their lars more than he is now paying; we |-daily work, it will pay all it costs, have in this country six million farm-| and there is no agency sufficient to ers. These farms produce annually meet these money demands to build six billions of money, one thousand up our country schools, except as | dollars per farm averaging i46| have Suggested. Such a system would, acres. As Prof. Kern has said, the|I believe; not only result in this add- children of these farmers are no: ed money value, but we would have having a square deal. The doctor, | in addition a great body of young the lawyer, most of the professions, | men who have received this technical can receive a technical education training who would go into the com- that costs very little. They de munities and by working out bette: manded it, and they got it. methods would greatly add to the We firmly believe that if this 60| wealth and civilization of that com- million dollars were added to our munity. 
whole cost of education in trainiag Music—Vocal solo and male chorus. these children for country life, that Adjourned till 9:00 o'clock next it would increase the annual income day.
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SECOND DAY. 

The Institute met at 9:00 o'clock a. m. March 14, 1906. Mr. David 

Imrie in the Chair. 

TOWN MUTUAL INSURANCE. 

W. A. McEwan, Milton, Wis. 

ee the interests of any business, it is 

y > well to determine whether it is in 
de » harmony with the principle just 

y aii b stated. 
yy »\ It is my intention, in presenting 

I \ this subject, to direct your thoughis 
I to the fundamental principles which 

i f underlie our town company mutual3. 

| rn The purpose of this is that we may 

. get a clearer vision of our relation- 

a ship one to another and to those 

- things which should be ours by com- 

A > mon inheritance. 

' 4 / The Ternt Mutual Defined. 

\ ] Webster defines the word mutual 

Y y as “given and received, or that 
N y which belongs alike or in common 

§ y/ to the parties.” If we bear in miad 
N J the significance of this definition, 

NS ” and then consider in contrast the 
Se y facts brought to light by the late in- 

ee vestigation of the Mutual Life and 
Mr. McEwan. other Life Insurance Companies of 

New York, we will observe that the 
In considering the subject assigned| name mutual may frequently be mis- 

me, it will be from the standpoint| applied; therefore we must use in- 
that “life is more than meat and th9/| telligent discrimination. 

body more than raiment.” Mutuality is the broad principle 

However much we may delight ic| "pon which all social relationships 

acquire the dollars, or become pes-| should rest and those which do not 

sessed of the things they will buy,| rest upor this foundation are the 

we should not forget that this is u9i| fields in which flourish the parasites 

the chief end of human existence.! which prey upon society. We do 

Every institution or class of institu-| not claim that mutuality should ce 

tions organized under the laws of ur] the highest motive of human action, 
country should fill a place in har-| but we do assert that without it as 

mony with the principle of “the|a foundation the higher ornaments of 

greatest good to the greatest num-| Christian character are barren aad 

ber;” therefore in seeking to advance | fruitless.
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Our Nation Founded on Principle of| shores and until such time as agricul- 

Mutuality. tural pursuits were established, they 
At the beginning of the life of our| must subsist largely upon the game 

aation, this principle was recognized| and fish which nature had provided. 

and the government was organized| In order to be successful in securing 
as a great mutual insurance com-| the game and fish, boats and other 

pary. Listen to the words with|implements were required. Very 

which the framers of that inspired|soon some person developed special 

document, the Constitution of the| skill in making boats. Another hai 
United States, announced to the|skill in making bows and arrows. 
world the reasons for its adoption.| Soon the demand upon these persous 

“We, the people of the United States,|for these things made it impossible 
iu orcer to form a perfect union,|for them to go out in search of fish 
establish justice, insure domestic|or game, but those who wish to c- 
tranquility, provide for the commen|cure these implements were willing 
defense, promote the general wel-| to exchange the product which they 
fare, and secure the blessings of|have secured by hunting or fishing. 
liberty to ourselves and our p9s-| Here we have the beginning of the 
terity, do ordain and establish this} division of labor and the recognition 
constitution for the United States o:}of the right of these workmen to a 
America.” To me these words|share in the common supply whicb 
seem like a grand anthem of liberiy| their labor has helped to increase. 
and equality which must find aa/ As the community or communities 
answering chord in the heart of every| Stow, the divisions of labor multiply. 
patriotic citizen. but the righteousness and justice of 

In proportion as the mutual prin-| the principle of mutuality remain the 
ciple has predominated in the various} same. The violation of this law has 
departments of our national life,| brought to some men wealth and dis- 
have we, as a people, been blessed.| tinction, while to others it has 
On the other hand, where selfish in-| brought want and misery. 
terests have prevailed, we have 

been cursed; therefore, it follows] Are We Growing Away From This 
logically that he who opposes those Principle? 
things that are mutual in their In our own country at the preseut 
nature and seeks to advance the sel-| time, it seems as though the greed 
fish interests of certain classes to| for gain has completely blinded men 
the detriment of the common good,|to this principle, which is the fou.- 
is a traitor to his country. dation of the national life. I would 

To illustrate and make this|not wish to convey the impressinn 
matter a little more practi-| that our institutions are all bad, 
cal let us go back to the/| but I will assert that where evil does 
beginning of social life in the first| exist it is because the mutual rela- 
settlements of our country. Our| tionship which should exist has been 
present social relationships are s°|discarded and that selfish interest 

complicated that we lose sight of the] has usurred its place. 

fact that each should do his share in If we scan the whole field of polit- 

producing the things required to sup-| ical and industrial activity, we find 

ply our common needs and that each| this tendency is very marked. Jn 
should receive such a part as his| political life the officia’ elected by 
service merits. When the first set | the people is most likely to give his 

tlers found themselves upon our] allegiance, not to the people who
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elected him, but first to his party,)able to say that the framing of this 

then to his own interests and those|law and presenting it to the legisla- 

of his friends. Nor does this disre|ture was the work of two former 

gard for the righteous law of mutual | members of our own local fire insur- 

responsibility confine itself to politi | ance company. These men were 

cal life, but we find among the dif-|John Stockman and Hon. Andrew - 

ferent classes and industrial pursuits} Barlass, both of whom have now gone 

a desire by organized effort to secure|to their reward. 

for themselves that which in justice] With the plan upon which these 

and equity belongs to others, the rich} companies operate, most of you no 

and powerful often invoking the law|doubt are familiar. It consists ia 

and by special enactments securing|simply pooling our misfortunes 

to themselves ill-gotten wealth. In]caused by fire or lightning. It is 

commercial and industrial pursuits we |the fulfilling of the command, “bear 

find capital, by every known device,|ye one another burdens.” One of 

endeavoring to avoid the responsipil-|the factors which has made these 

ity of open competition and by this}companies so great a success, is that 

means securing more than their right-| those chosen for officers and direc- 

ful share of the wealth produced. In|tors are men selected by the policy 

retaliation the various classes of la-| holders and who are therefore per- 

bor unions organize, not simply to|}sons in whom confidence is placed. 

protect themselves against the agres-| These men are usually those whose 

sions of capital and to secure thet} bread and butter is already provided 

which shall be shared in common by|for; therefore they are not hungry 

all, but rather to secure for themselves'| grafters. 

a larger slice than those who labor Another factor of great importance 

in some other branch of industry. is the matter of moral hazard, which 

This is fighting an evil by creat-|cuts a large figure with the business 

ing another evil of the same nature} of the stock companies. By the 

as the one of which they complain.| town company method, this matter cf 

We have at the present time an or-| moral hazard has almost entirely dia- 

ganization of farmers whose chief| appeared. One of the strongest de- 

aim is to control the market price|sires in human nature is to staad 

of their product. If it were possible, well in the estimation of one’s neigh- 

to thoroughly organize all the farm-| bors and as neighbors must help to 

ers of this country into such a so-| Pay any loss that may occur to prop- 

ciety, it would be as vicious a piece|erty insured in the company, the 

of business as the beef trust, of| property is not likely to be burned 

which we hear so much. in order to secure the insurance. in 
the report of the town companies of 

Town Insurance Companies. Minnesota for 1902, Elmer Dearth, In- 
After considering in contrast the|surance Commissioner, after showing 

things which human selfishness and|the average rate for the year to be 

avarice have created, it should be]19 cents per $100, said: “This 1s 

with pleasure that we contemplate|an exceedingly small cost. It shows 

the Farmers’ Mutual Insurance Com-| that the matter of moral hazard has 

panies, which our law designates as|been entirely eliminated from the 

“Town Companies.” town company business.” The aver- 

The law authorizing these com-|age cost in Wisconsin by report of 

panies was enacted by the legisla-|1905 was 18 cents per $100. Our 

ture of 1872. I am very glad to be| town companies are a bright spot io
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the activities of our state. Their In other words, the policy holders greatest value is not in the amount] received back in the payment of their of money saved the policy holder | losses only 34.21 cents of each dollar (although this matter is worth con paid for their insurance. The com- sidering), but in the fact that it cul panies received 65.79 cents of each - tivates a spirit of mutual helpful-| dollar as their share, 38.86 per cent ness and develops the democratic was paid for expenses, leaving them Brixciple whereby men are able bya profit of 28.93 per cent in addition 
organized effort to secure a common to interest during the life of the gcod in which all share. Policies on that portion of the Let us look at this subject from the premiums paid in to the company. dollar standpoint. It has been said| It will be impossible to make any “By their fruits ye shall know them,” just comparison between the raie tnerefore we shall exhibit some of charged by the stock and town com- the fruit. panies, for the reason that they are The official report for 1905 shows insuring different classes of risks, that there were 200 town companies | but we can say this, that although in the state and that they were car-| the average rate charged (as shown tying risks to the amount of $263,- by the foregoing figures) is more 440.846. They paid losses during| than 10 times as great as the town the year amounting to $403,661.45; companies, yet it required neariy the expense of management was 37 rer cent of these large premiunis $79,767.86; therefore the total cost to pay expenses, to say nothing of was $483,629.31. The story these the profits, while the town compauy figures tell is that the policy holders business shows an average cost for received back in the payment of expenses of only 16% per cent of their losses 83.5 cents of each dollar an exceedingly small premium. 

Paid in, and that only 16% cents At the present time our farmers’ of each dollar was used in the ex- town companies are saving annually pense of management, the annual] ¢o the citizens of the state (basing average rate of cost being 18 cents our estimate upon the rate charged 
per $100. by stock companies for farm insur- We learn the value of things large- ance) about $500,000. If it were pos- ly by comparison, for this very rea-| sihle that the whole insurance busl- Son our agricultural fairs are main- ness of the state could be done upon tained, therefore I do not see why we the same economical plan, it wouid should not apply this same principie | represent a saving to our citizens of to the insurance business. I “hesi-| several millions of dollars annuatly, tate only on account of the feelings | we have now compared the stock of the representatives of the old line and the mutual companies from thy stock companies. dollar point of view, let us now 

compare them from the moral side Stock Versus Town Companies. of the question, 

We will take the offieial figures of] The stock company contract is the the report of 1905 for the Fire and] gambler’s proposition. When they Marine Insurance of Wisconsin. | insure the dwelling of a person, they Amount. written during year, $407,-| say in effect we will bet you $1,000 053,326.38; amount paid as premiums,| against $10 that you do not have a $7,594,189.77; paid for losses, $2,598,-| loss in three years. Their expezi- 019.70. Ratio paid for losses ta ence shows them that they shall win premiums received, 34.21 per cent.| by a good margin. It is my opinion
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that the time will come when ou! | panies were organized provided that 
business men will demand a better|/each company might issue such 
method of insurance than this, and | policies, but this plan had been al- 
when that time comes they may turn} most unanimously rejected by the 
to the farmers’ companies and seek} companies as unsafe, for the reason 

to learn about insurance which is} that each company insures nearly all 

mutual in fact as well as in name.|/the property in its comparatively 
We do not believe that we have|small territory and should a severe 
reached the climax of perfection in| storm pass through this territory the 
the farmers’ insurance. business, but|loss might be so heavy as to prove 
we are at least on the right road. disastrous to the company. There- 

fore the only feasible plan was.to 
Some of the Benefits Derived From | scatter such risks over a large ter- 

. Mutual Companies. ritory. We found by investigation 
In the early days of the town com-|that the mutual companies in some 

panies, there were many difficulties|of the states around us were very 
to overcome. The details of the busi-|successful in providing satisfactory 
ness had to be acquired largely by|insurance of this kind at a small 
experience and when legislation was | cost. 
needed to foster the interests of] But there were difficulties for us 
these, they found that acting separ-|to face and one of these was that 
ately they could not expect to ac-| (judging from the figures in the of- 
complish much, therefore a move-| ficial report) the companies operat- 
ment, led by Wm. Greverus, of New| ing as “Hail and Cyclone” companies 
Holstein, was made, which resulted} were not satisfactory and that any 
in uniting the town companies in an| company in this line must rest under 
organization now known as the Wis-|this shadow until it proved itself 
consin Association of Mutual Insur-|to be better than others of its kind. 
ance Companies. The plan proposed was to select 

- The aim of this association is to| nine members of the association to 
Promote mutual insurance andJorganize a Tornado Insurance Com- 
especially the interests of the town| pany, no two of whom were to be 
companies. It has been a source of|from the same town company. It 
much value to its members by iu-| was also the aim in selecting the di- 
creasing their knowledge of the in-| rectors of the Proposed company that 
surance business. In addition to the|they should be located in different 
educational feature of the associa | parts of the state, that losses might 
tion, which comes from a free dis-| be economically adjusted by some di- 
cussion of the details of business,| rector located near the scene of loss. 
it has helped to secure some good] In accordance with this plan, a com- 
laws and prevented the enactment pany was duly organized and is now 
of some bad ones. One of the recent] in sucessful operation. It is our ex- 
matters for discussion in our associa-| pectation that this child of our 
tion was storm insurance. State Association will live to be a 
Although the town companies had| credit to the town companies, and to 

been so satisfactory in providing in-| the state, long after those who or- 
surance against losses from the ef-| ganized it have passed away. 
fects of fire and lightning, yet no sat- It might be well for those who are 
isfactory insurance had been pro- enjoying the benefits of our town 
vided against loss by tornado. The] mutuals at the present time to re- 
statute under which these town com | member that these companies did
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not come into existence full grown, {parties that are good people to let 
but that during their infancy the] alone and they are let alone. 
necessary care and thought given Senator Wolf—Did you find that 
them, represented (at least in part) | out? 
the self sacrifice of some one.| Mr. McEwan—It cost us something 
Whether our state shall be blessed|to find it out. 
in the future with more of this class Mr. Convey—In our local . com- 
of institutions depends upon the] panies, most of the parties take -out 
support given them by our citizens. |two or three hundred dollars’ worth 

,, |of imsurance on live stock, which 

practically covers all their property 
DISCUSSION, of this class. Is it customary for 

Senator Wolf—I would like to ask| mutual companies to take risks in 
Mr. McEwan how far, from his ex-|that way? The old line companies 
perience, this system of insurance ee a fe ae 
reaches the tendency toward dis- a fe Pe ice ee = 
honest claims? . tees and we hope sometime that will be Mr. McEwan—It is the force of the remedied. There should be a certaia 
infiuence of neighbor upon neighbor a 
that cuts that out of the business. taut. oa ag 
The fact that his neighbors surround- ber, but ‘that is not the practice. 
ing him are in the same company Mr. Convey—It seems to me that puts a natural check upon the desire -"e Weenie element in mutual insur 

to burn. property to secure the InguD| - 0) sustietss: Most of our losses ance, because he would come under are lightning loses on stock, and prac- 
a cloud at once in his neighborhood tically all the stock within the terri- 

Supt. McKerrow—He naturally| tory are covered by insurance to a 
feels there is an investigating com- certain extent. 
mittee all around him instead of in Mr. McEwan—The remedy for this 
front of him only. weakness is within the reach of each 

Mr. McEwan—In our local com-| company. It consists simply in the 
pany we have had some 34 years'| adoption of a by-law at the annual 
experience and we know certain] meeting of the company.
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John M. True, Sec. State Board of Agriculture, Madison, Wis. 

reference to the special work they 

ai ——mmemnmmmmnnms| §=6| ntend to follow. 

H r } | The Growth of Agricultural Educa 
| Bre. s | tion. 

i 3 It has been comparatively a short 

| Sr oe | |time since the term “Agricultural 

} Sa | | Education” was coined, and the 

} a | | meaning is still indefinite to a large : 

SS ae } | portion of our farmers; many of 

} EE a] | | whom not only fail to comprehend 

“es | | what agricultural education means, 
Ce | but have conceived a pronounced hos- 

i a. E> tility to any idea that recognizes the 

= e | necessity of any education for the 

zs | farmer beyond a tolerable acquaint- 

Pi | ance with the elementary branches 

\ taught in our rural schools. I am 

1 i aware that public sentiment has 
4 i |changed somewhat of late years, 

1 though in the early days of the Farm- 

| ers’ Institute work in many parts of 

our state, the bitterest opposition 

SSS — = | to it came from farmers who scouted 
the idea that they needed special in- 

Mr. True. struction in their work, and Instituic 
workers were met at many opening 

Ours is an age of specialties. The] sessions with evidences of prejudice 

time when a single individual could} or open hostility. 
be supposed to know pretty much all Twenty years ago, Plymouth would 

that was knowable is passed. In the| hardly have asked for the Closing 
trades, one man is no longer master| Farmers’ Institute. The Farmers’ In- 
of the complete processes of con-|stitute and the Agricultural College 

struction, but even simple pieces of| have very largely been the means 

mechanism pass through several| through which the seed has been 

hands in manufacture. In the learned| sown that has wrought the mighty 

professions, the general field is too} change of the past decade in agricul- 
broad for individual work, and it is|tural and kindred thought and 

divided into special departments, | method. No agricultural enterprise 

in each of which the specialist finds| has received special attention that 
ample employment. has not rapidly forged to the front 

In the schools, teachers are select-|and demonstrated the possibilities 

ed with reference to their special] of Wisconsin as a field of operation. 

ability to teach the subjects as-| Wisconsin butter, Wisconsin cheese, 

signed them, while pupils elect} Wisconsin horses, cattle, sheep and 
special courses of study with directiswine rank among the very best
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Products of the world, and promoters, claim to represent, are conclusively 
of these enterprises are still not|in evidence against the scrub, and 
satisfied, but . year after year are| prepare the observer for better 
reaching out for higher honors. things. 

The larger the fair, representing The Scope of Agricultural Fairs. the wealthier and larger districts, I have been asked to call your at- usually the larger and better will be tention to another factor in the pro-| the exhibits, most especially in the motion of agricultural and business live stock classes. Competition be education that is too seldom thought | comes sharper, superiority of in- 
Se ds eet B SE. : 
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Scene on Sheboygan County Fair Grounds. 

of in cms connection, —the Agricul- | dividuals is more closely scrutinized, tural Fairs of the country. It is true| and breed characteristics are more 
that at many of our smaller fairs the definitely considered. Here the edu- 
benefits derived from attendance are cational advantages to the looker- 
largely social; the exhibits are few | on are upon a higher plane than and their character is not high, but | those of the smaller fairs. 
they generally represent the best The educational benefits of a first: obtainable in the limited district of class fair are all important to the the fair and the farmers are enabled exhibitor. All things are good or 
to compare the results of their hest | bad by comparison. That which efforts in crop productions with those | seems in the eye of interested own- of their neighbors; while the better ership to approach perfection as seen specimens of live stock, though not] by itself, when brought into competi- the highest type of the breeds they | tion with superior quality in the show
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ring, frequently becomes plain and,for many other special attractions 
unsatisfactory, and the defeated ex-| popular at leading fairs. There 1s % 
hibitor is brought to see what con-|a class of shows sometimes seen at - 
stitute necessary characteristics for| fairs, though now ruled out by all 

a winner. well regulated associations, that has 
The great object lessons given at} no moral right anywhere and cannot 

our best live stock exhibits do more} be too strongly condemned. 
to fix high and correct ideals in the z 
minds of interested observers than all The Wisconsin State Fair. 
other-means in use, the written or In most particulars, the last Wis- 
verbal description of perfection in|consin State Fair was an admirable 

"animal form, the pictured excellen-| illustration of a first-class educa-~ 
cies of famous prize winners, as|tional fair. Not only were the ex- 
shown in our illustrated stock jour-| hibits for which premiums were of- : 
nals, fall so far short of the satisfac: | fered of a high character, but classes 

tion of actual critical inspection of} were well filled. 

some living, moving type of his} The carnival features were not of 
breed. an objectionable character, and sl 

To the novice, the great fair brings} arranged that no one was forced to 

the best of opportunities to become}see them unless he chose, they being 
famijiar with breed characteristics.| placed‘ in an enclosure by them- 
The peculiar color, form and other| selves. 
distinctive traits or markings of the| The track events were of a high 
different breeds of horses, cattle,| grade and gave great satisfaction to 
sheep, swine and poultry can here be| interested spectators. 
studied from representative selec Other exhibits not competing for 
tidns,,and by watching the work of| premiums but of a highly educational 
the judge in charge, he may also character, were those of the State 
learn what constitute points of ex-| Board of Control of the workman- 
cellence in the various breeds under| ship of inmates of state institutions; 
consideration. the State Fish Commission of the 

I-have met people who could see} different varieties of fish propagated 
little or no good in fairs. They| in the state; the Dairy School of the 
considered them simply places of}State University, representing a 
amusement of a questionable char | Vorking dairy; the Dairy and Food 
acter. Horse racing, balloon ascen | Commissioner with his interesting 
sions, acrobatic performances, and| 2XPOSition of the adulteration of com- 

J the like seemed to be all they saw,}| mon food products, and the State 
and- these they condemned. Well—| Live Stock Sanitary Board in its 
I don't consider horse racing, balloon| demonstration of the working of 
ascensions and feats of humen| ovine tuberculosis, illustrated by 
strength or agility the most import-|the slaughter of diseased animals 
ant things to be seen at a fair, and| 2nd an exposition of the diseased 
still very much worse things might | Parts. 
be witnessed by almost anyone with- The great trouble visitors to the 
out visiting a fair, and this, too, un.| fair found was in not being able in 
der the protection of well regulated| the brief time they had allowed for 
city governments. An honest horse| attending the fair to properly take 
race, conducted under Wisconsin laws, | @dvantage of the many interesting 
is in no sense disreputable or de-| 4nd instructive features presented. 
moralizing. The same may be said| Another important educational fac
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tor to be considered at the State| This is loyalty that is infectious, and 

Fair is the character of the judges|it means popular support; hence 

selected. No trouble or expense is} more money, hence larger premiums 

spared to secure judges of recog-|and a better fair. 
nized ability and fairness, whose gen- Perhaps I may be allowed to say 

eral reputation renders their work|that arrangements for our next state 

of special value in determining the|fair have already progressed far 

equality of exhibits upon which they}enough to warrant me in saying 

pass. As an illustration, take Mr.| that no fair in the country will be of 

Sharp Butterfield, of Canada, who]a higher order, stronger in points of 

for years has scored the birds in our] educational interest and profit than 
poultry department. He is in con-| our own—to be held in Milwaukee, 

stant demand as a judge in all parts] Se:tember 1014. 

of the country, and his work is in 

itself an education to breeders whose DISCUSSION. 
birds pass under his inspection. Senator Wolf—Have you ever 

Recent improvements upon oUr| known of a successful fair where 

state fair grounds will render the|there was no horse racing? 

means of gaining important informa-| Mr. True—I have heard of such 
tion in the future much pleasanter| instances, but I have never met ona. 
and more profitable. The erection] The fact of it is, whatever prejudices 
of the live stock judging amphi} we may have in this direction, we 

theater will enable the public to} must take into account really what 
witness the judging of animals i1|the fair is held for. In addition 
the horse and cattle departmeats|/to the educational and financial 
without exposure to heat or stovm,| benefits derived from it, there aco 
its seating capacity being 4000. This| social features that must not be left 
is one of the best buildings of its] out of mind, and if we are to coo- 

kind in the country. sider these we must see that the fur 

In closing I wish to urge upon you|is held for the whole people. It is 

to interest yourselves in your|a holiday and we should arrange +0 

fairs, both local and state. Under|that all classes of people are inter- 

the present state law there is little|ested in a proper manner. I think 

chance for demoralizing influences|in the present state of feeling that 

without endangering the procuring| there would be failure to the aver- 

of state aid. Fairs are made suc-|age fair that was held that had no 
cessful only by the active and loyal|horse racing. 

support of the people they represent. Senator Wolf—I notice that Mr. 

Show me a_ successful county fair} True talked under the head of the 
in Wisconsin, and I will call your at-| educational value of the fair. He 
tention to the fact that the people of} seems to lay great stress upon the 

that county or district lose no chance] social part of it. For one, I have 

to speak well of their fair. Their|always noticed that, when in -he 
criticisms are not given to the public.| grand stand, I take less interest in 

When one thousand people come to| the horse racing than in the people 

their grounds, I am quite sure they| around me. 

will claim there are two thousand} Supt. McKerrow—You seem to ap 
present; if anything is not first-class| preciate the social side of it too. 
they do not call attention to it, but Senator Wolf—That is what I go 
steer you around to something better.| there for. 

8
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DISCUSSION. 115 

Supt. McKerrow—Mr. True, judg- Mr. Convey—Is the racing feature 
ing of fairs of all kinds as you have|jof the fair as expensive as people 
seen them, do you think undue] think it is to the fair management? 
stress hag been put upon the side of} Mr. True—No, not by any means. 
agriculture and live stock produc-| The state fair has been severely 
tion, or too much stress upon the/ criticised in-some quarters, even by 

side of entertainment—features like| some of the stock papers of Chicago, 
horse racing, acrobatic feats, etc.,|for the amount of money offered in 
or has it been evenly balanced inj|race purses last year at the state 
general—not talking about one fair,| fair. The fact is, we paid out about 
but all fairs. We are citizens of the} $26,500 for first-class racing. I 
state and interested in all fairs. was a little interested to follow tnis 

Mr. True—I think in the past that]/up to see what the races actually 
too much attention has been given to} cost us, and it was less than $5,000. 
amusement features, which-seems tc} No, races well conducted are not ex- 
be a necessity to a certain extent in| pensive. Men that enter for purses 
the early days of any fair. Now a| very largely pay their own money in 

. fair that does not pay its premiums/ and draw it back again. 

and expenses in full, soon comes to Mr. Jacobs—Under this law, what 
be regarded with very little interest,| do you think of the policy adopted 
and in order to do this, you have gut| by some fairs of “doubling their 

to enlist the interest of  th@| premiums, and then charging an ea- 

people, you have got to get|try fee equal to the premiums, 10 
the people there, you have got/bring their premiums up on the rac- 
to draw all kinds. I think perhars|ing alone? 

in the past there has been a little) sunt mcKerrow—You mean where 
too much tendency to run amuse-| they deduct 25 or 50 per cent atfter 
—_ —— — : nek — the premiums are won? 
orst racing. s econ 

stronger, more wealthy, I think this ae ne res ae no 
will be regulated to a certain extent.| 00 coy juan Unde ccna 
My idea would be that the state|‘"°Y Simply deduct it. 
should stand more fully back of fairs,} Mr. True—I think they are not go- 
so as to enable them to be independ-| ‘28 to beat the state by any such 
ent to a certain extent; they can| Subterfuge as that. The Auditor of 
then pay their premiums and ex-| the state in passing upon those ‘c- 
penses, and this question of enter-| Counts, reduces them strictly to a 

tainment will not be so much to the|°@8h basis. The premium list ts 
front, The law passed in the last|?eauired and the premiums paid must 
legislature regulates this matter|CoTrespond with those advertised in 

somewhat; under the law now, no| the list. 
fair can receive state aid upon aj Mr. Jacobs—There is another point 
larger amount paid for races and at-|that has troubled us somewhat; 
tractions of that kind than that| perhaps it would not if we lived ‘n 
paid for cattle, live stock and ag-| some other county, but we have hid 
ricultural premiums. This is going| to come in contact with counties that 
to have a tendency to bring the edu-| were holding an inter-state fair and 
cational features, the substantial | were receiving a great deal more 
features, more to the front, and tu| state aid than the direct county faira. 

serve as a sort of gauge upon the| Now, don’t you believe it would ve 
amusements. better to put the counties all on ap
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DISCUSSION. HiT 

equal footing, all fairs on an equuly Mr. True—That requires a peculiar 
footing, except the state fair? location. It comes to be more ‘n 

Mr. True—I woud say, put the|/the nature of an exposition and it 
fairs all on an equal footing, do not|may be possible in some cases, as 
even except the state fair. The|]they are carried on in some of the 

state fair does not ask special fa | larger cities, but I do not believe it 
vors. The fact of it is, we are %t} would be feasible for us in this state. 
treated as well as the other fairs.| You cannot get the farmers to attend 
The other fairs get 40 per cent of] more than about two or three days 

their premiums, while this year we]at the fair, it is all the time they 

received $10,000, but at 40 per cent] really think they can give to it, and 
of the premiums, etc., we would have]I am inclined to think that one week 

received $16,000. is all the time we can safely de- 

Mr, Utter—Isn’t it true that the !o-] vote to it. 
cation of our fair has something to} Sut. McKerrow—A few of our state 
do with this question of attractions,| fairs have tried 10 days and two 

situated as it is near a large city aud] weeks,—tried that plan, notably the 

dependent upon the patronage ot] Ohio state fair two weeks, the Ili- 

that large city, rather than upon ‘he|nois state fair .v days at one time, 

agricultural patronage, as in other} and two or three others that I have 
places? in mind, but they have ali dropped 

Mr. True—Yes, that has been con-| back to a week; their experience has 

sidered. It has been thought that|not beon satisfactory. 

that was fair to all interests, ai- Mr. Bergeman—Would you recom- 
though I think our Board has revly|mend the assistance of the county 

given that up quite largely, and sas] board being civen to the county fair? 

come to prepare its premiums now Mr. True—I think that is an aa- 

with reference to the interests of tne|mirable way to encourage the man- 

state. You cannot cater in an ag-| agement of the fair to do good work. 

ricultural fair to the wishes of a|Some counties in the state are do- 
city population. It is better to take|ing that, and it seems to me that it 

the ground that you are working <ur|is a very proper means of supporting 

the agricultural interests of the state]a fair and placing it upon a proper 

and stand right by it. Get up a g004,| basis. 

strong, broad program, suitable alike] Mr. Bergeman—Doesn't it make the 

to city and country. population of a county feel a good 

Mrs. Howie—Don’t you think it is| deal better to assist a fair so it can 

about time the city people were etu-| stand cn its own feet without assist- 

cated up a little more to farm iife|ance as we do here in Sheboygan? 

and farm conditions, and that ihe|I think this is the tenth year of our 
fair is a very good means of bringing] fair. We commenced with nothiag 
about these results? and the expense of the last fair was 

Mr. True—I am confident that you} $20,000 with less than $2,000 debts. 

are correct and that the education Mr. True—With no aid from the 
process is going on. We notice that] county? 

from year to year, in meeting the Mr. Bergeman—No, sir. 

city people who are interested. Mr. True—You have made a re- 
Mr. West—Is it true that 10-day|markably gcod showing, In my 

or two weeks fairs are as profitable} county, Sauk, the county board aas 
as five-day fairs from a financial] never gone beyond giving a certain 
standpoint? amount for an educational exhibit.
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The county superintendent is allowed, maintenance of its fair. I see no 

to offer $100 each year in premiums| objection to counties doing it, if 

for an educational exhibit. I think] they choose to, but certainly you 

the Northern Wisconsin State Fair} have demonstrated that Sheboygan 

has aid from its counties in the| does not need any help. 

TURKEYS. 

Mrs. Clara 1. Ransom, Endeavor, Wis. 

hhh them. But Mr. McKerrow is look- 
tha >. ing far ahead, he knows the day is 

y » coming when she will be a national 

a topic; she will be on every tongue, 

and not our hearts but our mouths 
a yy will be too full for utterance. 

oie 2, P Some of the Characteristics of the ol a 
f + a Turkey. 

2 The turkey is calied a domestic 
a ee fowl, but she is not; she never will 

ee . be more than semi-domestic when 
— } compared with other fowls. In the 

# Set Sere poultry yard she is the. simplest and 
Peers ee ] most foolish of all fowls, but let her 

\ cee Sie Besa , get away in the fields (it is generaily 
‘ - Blais age “Pa your neighbor’s field and he hates 

\ _ EPs ia: Say turkeys) then all the craftiness and 
oe a, the cunning of her wild nature come 

\ Lic ie J to her, and how carefully she hides 
N 7 her nest; you know and I know aad 
Se e the crow knows where, as he gen- 

fits, fianaonn. erally gets too many of the eggs. 

When I look over the program of Turkeys More Profitable than 
this, the Twentieth Closing Farmers’ Chickens. 
Institute of the great and glorious I have always found turkeys much 
state of Wisconsin, and see the help-| more profitable to raise than chickens. 
ful topics to be discussed and the|It takes less food to raise one turkey 
intelligent people appointed to handle|than it does one chicken, if they 
them, and find my name attached in| have a tolerably wide range, as a 
“Turkeys,” I think that is the right} turkey is a seed and insect eatiag 
combination, as a turkey has ‘e| fowl, and I find the turkey has fewer i 
smallest brain in proportion to her| diseases and is more capable of p-:o- 
size of any creature. The simplest} tecting herself and young against her 
person and the simplest subject. It}enemies. She is hardier than a 
does not take any brains to talk|chicken after the first six weeks 
turkeys, but it takes brains to ratse| growth.
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Buying. sized hens, as the poults get the size 

Do not buy any wild, old hens, from the mother. 

but buy eggs of some reliable poultry 

raiser and raise them with a chicken Marking the Flock. 

omer I put a copper band on their leg 

What to Keep. with their weight and my initial on 
I know I should tell you to keep} and set down in a book any special 

two year old hens, but I will not. Aj marking of the fowl, sol can find 

young hen remembers her poult days| her easily if she does stray away. 1 

and your kindness to her and will| have known of small belis being 
not wander so far from home. An| fastened around the neck of the tur- 
old hen will each year widen ner| key for the same purpose. 
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Turkeys Raised by Mrs. Ransom. 

circle and go farther from home. My Kind. 

a oo eters = se on I have always found the black 

wee See Bs at turkeys the tamest, the hardiest whea 
Now, don't understand me to saj,| _ oa . ae 

young, mere active and less liable 
keep the culls of your flock, keep Earelwn Hiei hake whey will set 

the very largest and best marked o ao A ROS oer we ai 
hens you have. Sell the little hens, 12 or 15 pounds growth in less time 

they are excellent for broilers, have}|than the bronze. The bronze is @ 
the flavor of wild game and are used | grand show bird, but a little slow in 

as such in large hotels. Keep good-|coming to maturity. Too large a
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turkey does not bring so good a prize|and it will help to exercise the lit- 
in the market. tle turks to search for her. 

Eggs. I dust the mother and young with 

road dust and the least dash of sul- 
I always try to secure one, two sr phur and I do this every day until 

three settings of eggs from each hex} +n, jittie poults will dust themselves. 
turkey. My young hens often bes'n| mon 1 give them clean water and 
laying in the poultry house with the grit. 

chicken hens and never wander away. 

I put the eggs in a cool place and Feeding. 

each day turn them partly over so 

the yolk will not settle on one side. Now comes a little careful work if 
you expect success. It is natural 

Setting. for the hen turkey to take the food 

When I have about 30, I take some]in her mouth and feed her young, 

chicken hens, put a box where there] and the poults expect to find bugs on 

is no danger from vermin, put about] the leaves. A poult always looks 

nine eggs under each hen. I dampen} up and never down for its food until 

the eggs with lukewarm water about! taught to do so. Take the food be 

twice a week, as it is natural for|tween your thumb and finger and 

them to be hatched on the damp|hold it patiently in line with tbe 

ground and we must imitate nature|turkey’s eye until it sees and pecks 

as nearly as possible. Each day }|at it, then you will find him very 

turn the eggs partly over; if they | greedy. 

were hen’s eggs the hen would tuva 

them, but she does not like to turn Best Kind of Food. 
the large eggs. If the eggs lie con- : 

stantly on one side during incuba-| Boiled eggs, dutch cheese, bread 
tion, the turkeys will have cripplea|2"4 milk squeezed out dry is the 

feet. best for the first few days, then table 
a oat meal scalded up dry and wheat 

Hatching. and buckwheat screenings is the 

After 26 days they will begin to pip| steady diet when older. The poults 

and they are usually all fertile. %|grow so fast and feather so rapidly, 

generally have one hen turkey that|that they need food often until 

has set on a few eggs a week or i0|thoroughly feathered, then I give 

days and I give her the pipped eggs|them very little care. 

and let her hatch as many as_ pos- I feed them when small, chopped, 

sible, to avoid the chicken lice, which | cooked meat or stet once a day; it 

are a poult’s worst enemy. makes the feathers bright and 

glossy, and give them plenty of grit 

Pens. and clean water; never give thera 

Leave the young turks in the nezt|sour, sloppy, or unclean food; never 

as long as_ they will stay, as they| dope them with black pepper and do 

have the yolk of the egg in their sys | not daub them with grease, as noth- 

tem for nutriment, but when you fiad| ing discourages a young turkey iike 
them creeping from the nest, »ut]uncleanness of any sort. 

them in a board pen where there is After the first six weeks I allow 

plenty of shade, as the heat of the| them to care for themselves, giviig 

sun is destructive to them. them grit, water and feed three 

Do not confine the hen, let her|times a day and see that they are 

jump out and in as she chooses,| home at night.
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Diseases. same machine, my own hens’ eggs, 

Turkeys are subject to diseases|as well as eggs that I had of the 
and ailments which affect fowls,| neighbors. I was very particular 
most of which may be prevented 1f| with the turkey stock, not overfeed- 
proper care is given to feeding and|ing it during the winter time, where 
attention given to sanitary condi-|as these others in the same machine 

: tions. and given identically the same care 
were more or less weak and sprawl- 

DISCUSSION. ing. I think the strength of the 
A Member—The lady claims the| parent stock has something to do 

young turkeys had crooked legs be-| with the strength of your young 

cause the eggs were not turned. Do/| stock. 
you know that it was not on account} Mr. Scott—A lady said to me this 

of their being on a smooth floor and| week that she had been using an in- 
the legs simply slipped out? I have| cubator for the last three years and 
seen that, where they didn’t have any|she found that fault with incubator 

more trouble after they remedied|chickens, that a large percentage 
that condition and they didn’t talk| had crooked legs. Now, I would ask 
about its being a poor incubator,}Mr. Matteson if there are not incu- 

either. bators where the chickens fall be- 
Mr. Matteson—As I understood you,|!ow to the lower part and others 

you refer to crooked toes. where they do not. Your young in- 

Mrs. Ransom—No, the foot and ihe|cubator chickens are not allowed in 

leg would be crooked. the lower part, are they? 
Mrs. Howie—I have noticed my lit-} Mr. Matteson—Decidedly not. 

tle chicks would fall from the shelf Mr. Scott—As I understand, that 

to the nursery below and the legs|is where the trouble is, in the lower 
would spread and it would always| Part, and she had paper in there 

be the heaviest of the chicks, After] Which was smooth. 
that, I folded a towel and laid it Mr. Matteson—A great deal of this 

along the floor where they dropped| weakness is by absorbing too much 
and I have never had any trouble| moisture. A great many have ihe 
since. idea that a certain amount of mois- 

A Member—I put in some straw|ture must be used. If there is too 

and there was no more trouble. much moisture, it goes into their 

Mrs. Ransom—I have always found|bodies and they are not strong 
where a turkey cripples up that it| enough to grow right. 
doesn’t pay to bother with him. The} Mr. Herbst—I believe a good deal 
best thing is to wring its neck. of this trouble about weak legs comes 

Mr. Matteson—Don’t you think this| originally from not handling the eggs 
weakness comes from the parent|right at the time they are laid. Of 
stock? course, the stock must be right, but 

Mrs. Ransom—That is what they|an egg, from the time it is laid until 
accused me of, but I would have tur-/it is hatched, should be turned, If 
keys by the hundreds and no crip-| you will notice the hen, who pre 
ples, and others who had purchased|sumably understands her business, 
eggs of me would have their young| while she is setting, you will see that 
turkeys crippled up where I had| every time she goes back on the eggs 
none. those eggs are turned. That hen 

Mr. Matteson—I have had experi-| handles those eggs sometimes more 
ence in putting them both in the|roughly than we would and I believe
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good, strong chicks can be produced] Mrs. Lehmann—It is only a min- 
by giving the eggs good air and turn-| ute’s work, and it pays. 

ing them. In Mr. Matteson’s machine} Mrs, Ransom—I have always found 4 
there is no place for the chicks to|a good copper band all right. 

fall after they are hatched out, but} Mrs, Lehmann—You want to do it 

if a cloth is in the bottom then they] of course when they are real young 

have a chance to catch hold and give|and then you can identify them if 
the legs some exercise, which gives} they wander away. 

them a chance to strengthen, but on} Mrs. Ransom—I have mine at 

a smooth floor they do not have that] home, I know where they'are all the 

chance for exercise. time. 
A Member—A friend had an incu- Mrs. Lehmann—But if your neigh- 

bator and a brooder at the same time] bors do steal your turkeys, they can 

and when he put the chicks in the] get those copper bands off. 
brooder, they got crooked legs, and Mrs. Ransom—You see I have a 

he claimed it was because the hea'|record in a book beSides. 
came from the bottom, but at th Mr. Herbst—The marking of the 
same time he had paper in th | whole foot is a good thing, to my 

brocder because he didn’t want it] mind, not only for the reason that 

dirty, and he thought that the trouble] you can keep track of them if they 

came from the fact that the paper| get away, but for this reason, you 

got muddy on the bottom. have a record of the turkey hens, or 

Mrs. Lehmann—Do you confine your|a record of the poultry, a number, 

turkey hen? and if the bird turns out to be an 

Mrs. Ransom—I allow my hen her|exceptional bird of its breed, you 
freedom, I let her jump in and out,| want to breed from it the following 
but I confine the young ones. year. I believe you should keep a 

Mrs. Lehmann—Have you had any|Tecord in this way of every bird in 
experience as to whether apples are| the flock and breed from the very 

bad for turkeys after they are almost] best each year. In regard to the 
grown? band, of course the other party can 

take that off, and I do not think the 
‘ Mrs. Ransom—I never heard of band would be proof against anybody 

Ec getting your bird. What I advise 
Mr. Matteson—I do not believe|is the sealed band, but of course 

there is anything in that. I have|inat can be removed by fire. i 

raised a great many turkeys in my| Mr. Matteson—You spoke of keep- 
life. Of course I always aim t0|ling the eggs cool. How cool? 
keep them away from myownapples,| Mrs, Ransom—I always put them 

but I know they get some of mY|/in the cellar where the temperature 
neighbors’ apples and I never knew] is quite even, about 65 or 70. 

them to hurt them. Mr. Matteson—I would hardly dare 
Mrs. Lehmann—Don’t you think it} to keep eggs that high. I think 50 

is advisable to mark turkeys-the day] or 60 is plenty high enough. 
they come from the shell, so as to Mrs. Howie—How long would you 

keep a record and know them from} keep them to get the best results, 

your neighbors, to mark them in the} before setting? 

web of the foot? Mrs. Ransom—There are very few 

Mrs. Ransom—I never tried that.|unfertile eggs in turkeys’ eggs. I 
I thought so much of them I couldn’t| would keep them till I had about 30 

bear to hurt them. then I would set them. I wouldn’t
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keep them over 10 days. I keep from Mr. Herbst—Are you required to 
10 to 15 hens and it wouldn't take me| use artificial moisture where the eggs 
Jong to get a setting. are being incubated? 

Mrs. Lehmann—Don’t you think, Mr. Matteson—No, under norma) 
Mr. Matteson, that we have to be| conditions there is no necessity for 
more careful about the eggs we put|that. I wouldn’t care to take the 
into the incubator? risk with a turkey hen, I would use 

Mr. Matteson—Yes, I always think|a common hen afterwards. 
so. You can tell by an examination] Mrs. Lehmann—I have found a 
of the air sac of the egg. If you] great deal of difficulty in putting 
have an egg tester, it is very easy eggs under the turkey hen as they 
to know whether you are right or| were piped. I will tell the way I 

wrong. Examine the air sac and| think is preferable. I take them from 
if that is all right there is no danger| the incubator, after they are pipped, 
of crooked legs. If your test shows| and then slip them under the turkey 
the air sac occupying about one-| hen. 

fifth on about the eighteenth, say, for Mr. Matteson—In my practice, I 
turkey eggs, or about the fourteenth| have found it far better not to set 
day for hens’ eggs, from that time eggs as fast as they are laid. We 
on the turkey grows and occupies a| hatch them all at once, and when wa 
certain portion of the air space, so| have a whcle lot, we can plan better 
you have got to use that for your] for them, and our practice is to leave 
guide. I never have had any trouble! them all in the machine until they 
in getting too much moisture. strengthen up nicely. 

THE STATE’S WORK WITH TUBERCULOSIS. 

Supt. Geo. McKerrow, Madison, Wis. 

This question of tuberculosis in| the Board as one of its members, ani 
cattle is one of the questions that is| finally elected president of that or- 
keeping Dr. Roberts, who should| ganization. 
have been present with us and talked Our work was new, we studied the 
to us on this subject, very, very busy,| work of the Danish government and 
because the dairymen and eattle|the work of Pennsylvania and the 
owners of Wisconsin are waking up| work that had been started in some 
very much over this question. of the eastern states and fallen 

oo , | through; also the work in Illinois, 
Organization and Work of the Sani-| 414 we outlined our plans. One of 

tary Board. the first things that our Board did 
Some five years ago our state leg-| was to delegate me to go to the city 

islature provided for a Live Stock| of Chicago and investigate the ques- 
Sanitary Board, to be composed of| tion of killing tubercular cattle un- 
three members selected from the|der government inspection at the 
State Board of Agriculture, the Bac-| slaughter houses in Chicago, as Illi- 
tericlogist of the State University,| nois had previously done to some 
Dr. Russell; and the State Veterina-| extent. I went down there, talked 
rian, Dr. Roberts. I was selected by| with the representative of the gov-
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ernment, the inspectors and the]ing pretty strongly upon them and 
Chicago city inspectors, watched the} where the chances are that only a 
work of killing in the abattoirs, with| few will be passed at the slaughter 
the Live Stock Exchange representa-| house, we kill them upon the ground. 
tive, and we decided to ship cattle that | We have the farmers come in and sce 
had responded in Wisconsin to Chi-|the work; many of them come to 

cago to be killed under government | scoff, but remain to be converted and 
inspection, These cattle were ship-| go home and test their herds, so that 
ped there, some of them passed in-| now, during the past winter, at near- 
spection; many of them did not. ly every Institute that I have attend- 

Later we have shipped to slaughter|ed in the state of Wisconsin, I have 
houses in our own state at Milwau-|had one, two, five or 10 farmers 
kee and Eau Claire, and these cat-|come to me to make inquiry about 
tle have been killed under govern-|the matter of testing their herds for’, 

ment inspection. Those that are|this disease and many of them tell 

fit for food are saved for that pur-| me also that they have had their 
pose, and those that are condemned|herds tested. The students in the 
go into the tank. The hides, of| Agricultural College have learned the 
course, are all available. art of testing and have tested their 

While I was in Chicago discussing| home herds. Many farmers in 

the question, the government in-| Wisconsin have tested herds very 

spectors told me they found very| satisfactorily, we have seen their 

little tuberculosis among the fat|charts and we know that the work 
steers that came from the south-|has been well done. The farmers 
west, the cattle feeding districts of] are becoming educated and waked ua 
the country, and they credited it|and it is well that they should be. 
very much to the fact that these cat-| This disease should be wiped out 

tle were raised out of doors, never} from the herds of Wisconsin. If we 
housed, but as the cattle came from| started to wipe it out as they did in 

more northern sections, they found | some of the eastern states, by who'e- 
more of this disease, while the cat-|sale inspection and slaughter and 

tle coming from the dairy districts of] wholesale payment from the state 

Wisconsin, Minnesota and Michigan] treasury, we would be in the same 

showed a much higher percentage of} fix that they were in those eastern 

it, especially the dairy cows that|states, the legislature would refuse 

were sent in and killed as canners;|to appropriate any more money aloug 

the inference being that cows in|that line, because the bill was so 
these northern latitudes had de-| heavy that the tax payers would not 
veloped the disease to a considerable | stand it. 

extent, not produced but helped along] But by educating them up gradual- 
in its development by being kept in| iy, we believe we have got the peo- 
stable air germ-laden with the bac-|pie now where they will take the 
teria, the germs that produce tuber-| matter in their own hands and will 

culosis. all make the effort to-clean up their 
We have been testing herds in herds. 

Wisconsin for some five years under 

this latter plan and management. The| /2™ not the state veterinarian, 
farmers have been educated; where|>ut I know something of the work 
we find a herd in which the animals| that is being done, and will be glad 

show that the disease has been work-| to answer any questions.
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DISCUSSION. to the owner, whereas if he had sold 
Prof. Hays—Do you pay any of the| him to the state, he would only have 

cost? had $33.33. 
Supt. McKerrow—The state of Wis The third plan is having appraisers 

consin, through its Sanitary Board, | appointed to appraise these cattle at 
has adopted three plans, or options, | two-thirds of the value, the amount 

for the farmer whose cattle may be|to be paid by the state, when the 
affected. First, we give him the priy-| Proper officer sends in an attested 
ilege of keeping his cattle in quar-|Statement that the premises have 
antine, not to be sold, but to be| been thoroughly cleaned up and dis- 

closely quarantined under the dires-| infected, and the state pays no money 
tion of the Board; the milk, if sold| until they have that assurance. The 
for use, must be pasteurized. The] disinfection must be carried on un- 
young calf can be raised healthy on| der the plan outlined in the bulletin 

pasteurized milk. That is the only| that our Board sends out. If this 
object of the quarantine, and it is| Party had turned this animal over 
only on a farm where the farmer has| Under this option, he would have 
pure bred cattle and he wishes to! been the loser of over $50. Then it 

2 save something from the herd that|the member of the Board who In- 
this will pay. The animal, of coursa | SPected the animal thought he was 
when scld, is sold under the direc-| Worth shipping, he would ship him; 
tion of the Commission. otherwise we kill them on the ground, 

The second option given is that of |advertise it in the neighborho-d, 
shipping the cattle to one of the|bire parties to skin them or sell the 
abattoirs and they can take the re | Skins, and the carcasses are buried. 
turns from the cattle and in that way| Mr. Scribner—Are there any out- 
the state has no responsibility, other} Ward appearances by which you can 
than seeing them killed, and some-| detect the disease? 
times it is better for the party to] Surt. McKerrow—As a rule, no. 
have that option. A case in point|Of course, if the animal is coughing 
is a farmer near Whitewater who] and emaciated it looks like it, 
had a very large, fleshy, Shorthorn| Mr. Goodrich—I have been an ap 
bull weighing over a ton. This was|Praiser in such cases. The veteri- 
the only animal in the herd that re-| Darian had said they were tuberculous, 
sponded, he was killed under Ip-|and if they are, they are not wo:th 
spection and passed, bringing the | anything, unless for meat. It was 
owner $85, whereas the state could| hard to know how to appraise them, 
only have paid him $33. it puzzled me. 

The third option is the option of Supt. McKerrow—Such appraisers 
turning it over to the state and gat-|™must be men of good judgment. 
ting two-thirds of the valuation, and| Knowing that those animals were 
the law says that no appraiser shall | tubercular, what would you pay for 

appraise an animal for more than| them, honestly? 
$50, so this man with his 2,000-pound| Mr. Goodrich—I wouldn't pay any- 
Shorthorn bull, would simply get| thing. 
$33.33. He concluded he would have} Supt. McKerrow—Then, I sup- 
his bull shipped to the city of Mi!-| Pose you would appraise them at 
waukee, he only showed the disease} nothing. Did you appraise them at 
in one spot, and was passed by the | nothing? 
inspectors of meat, was wholly fit} Mr. Goodrich—No, I didn’t. 
for food, and this bull brought $85| Mr. Utter—If you hadn't had to
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have those slaughtered, they could]had been appraised, it was shown 

have kept them perhaps a year cr|that they did not have tuberculosis, 

two and got some value from them,| would the state then have paid the 

so they would have some value te-|full value of those cows? That is. 
sides the value of the beef. if the cow responded to the test, but 

Supt. McKerrow—They would have|upon the post mortem did not show 

the value that they would have un-| tuberculosis? 
der quarantine conditions. Supt. McKerrow—Well, I think of 

Mr. Utter—But suppose it wasjall the cattle that the state has 

kept secret, they would have had a| killed, we haven't had a half of one 

value, and very many herds are in|per cent come out in that  condi- 
that condition where the owners 4o]/tion, so that is hardly a _ practiciu 
not know they are diseased. question. 

Mr. Aderhold—It would be unlaw- Mr. Jacobs—Under what conditioas 
ful to sell the milk. does this testing have to be done to 

Supt. McKerrow—But when the] obtain state aid? Who is authorized 

owner does know that the animals|to do this testing? 
are diseased, he is laying himse'f Supt. McKerrow—The State Veter- 

liable and he does know it after they|inarian is authorized to do the test- 
are tested, and the appraisers know] ing, and he can appoint veterinarians 

it. as his assistants to do it. The Board ~ 
Mr. Aderhold—The question has|has been honoring the testing where 

been asked as to whether there cre|everything showed it was properly 
any outward signs of the disease.|done, that has been done by students 

Last week I was talking to Prof.| and farmers in the state. Where gov- 

Hastings, who is in the Bacteriolog-| ernment tuberculin has been secured 

ical Department at Madison, and has| through the Experiment Station and 

had considerable experience with th2|the official report returned back, 

results of testing herds in this state,| that has been made official by the 
and he told me that during the| department; that is, when the charts 

months of January and February, ihis| are properly made and _ everything 

winter. in the towns of Deerfieid| shows that the test has been properly 
and Marshall, Dane county, 10 herds| done, some of these herds, in fact, 
were tested for tuberculosis. There} all of them, as far as I know, that 
were 234 cows in those 10 herds,| have been turned over to the State, 
there was no reason to suspect that| have been taken hold of and killed 
the disease was present in any herd,|just the same as if the veterinarian 

and out of those 234 cows, 58 were| had tested them, and the post mor 
found to be tuberculous, which is 25} tem has shown a correct test in every 
per cent. case, so far as I know. 

Supt. McKerrow—I do not wish to| A Member—That rule didn’t hold 
contradict what Mr. Aderhold has| good a few years ago. 
said, but there was a good, sub-| Supt. McKerrow—No, that is the 
stantial reason to believe that tuber-|Truling we have worked on more re- 
culosis might be in those herds, be-| cently. 
cause it had been found in seversl| Mr. Imrie—A neighbor of mine nad 
herds in the vicinity of Deerfield »2-| his herd tested a year ago and they 
fore these were tested. From physti-| found three in the herd had tuber- 
cal appearance, there was no rea|Culosis. They were not very bad, 
son to suspect them. perhaps too bad for use, but instead 

Mr. Utter—If, after these animals] of burying these, he cooked the meat
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and fed it to the hogs. Is there any scr a an prefer to test it 
2 efore if possible. 

eae ee coies that? Mr. Matteson—Isn’t there a chanze 
Hunt. MeKerfow There te°no den- for fraud where people test their ger if the meat is thoroughly cooked; aan Hovdst 

that is the decision of the scientists, Supt. nb sRodcow—1F thes hayacbacs 
both in this country and in other tested within 30 days previous to 
countries. It would not be danger-| ‘eS! y 

your making the test, the chances ous for human food when thoroughly are they will not respond. You ee Sere ee E eG diad alee government do not pass it. demands that a health certificate Mr. Scott—To what extent are} 447 come with every animal im- hogs subject to this disease? ported into the country, and yet 
Supt. McKerrow—In Chicago they] there have been cases of valuaole 

Teport quite a percentage and the| Shorthorn cattle that came with a 
Percentage much on the increase 1:i| certificate of health from Canada aoa 
hogs. Up at Eau Claire, Mr. Drum-| also the old country, that have re- 
mond, one of the gentlemen who ruas|sponded in three or four monchs, the packing house there, told me | after they have been in the United 
year ago now that unless something| States, and it is said that some «! 
was done to stop the effects of tuber-| our honest Canadian neighbors and culosis in hogs that they were handl-| mnglish neighbors have actually teut- 
ing, they would soon have to cut the] ed these cattle just before they were price ina general way 25 Per ceat,| tested by the veterinarian, so that or quit packing, because for several] they did not respond. You can cheat years it has been right on the in- in almost anything, I suppose. 
crease, and he held the same opinion Mr. Loomis—Isn’t it a fact that that many of us do, that this was duc] cattie that are diseased often do not very largely to the skim milk that respond? 
was fed these hogs coming from Supt. McKerrow—Not often. Ocva- herds that were affected. sionally an animal that is badly dis- ._ Mr. Scribner—That is one thing] euceq will not respond, and yet thay in favor of the farm separator, w2 will show it on the post mortem. I can feed our own skim milk from our have talked that over with Or. cows if we know our own cows are Roberts and I understand such cases all right; whereas, if we have ta! win) not exceed one or two per ceat take the skim milk from the factory, of the diseased animals. where there is a mixture of all kinds Mr. Convey—With regard to tube: of diseases from all kinds of herds, culosis ‘in hogs, in the last report >7 it makes a lot of trouble. the Department of Agriculture, thuy Mr. Convey—Would you introduce reported over 30,000 tuberculous new stock without having it tested? hogs in the Chicago market for the Supt. McKerrow—No. sir; I do not year previous. 
think I would. My own son ha3 Supt. McKerrow—Yes, it is In- tested our herd of cattle and found creasing very rapidly in Chicago. Some responses and we have decidei Prof. Hays—I heard Dr. Reynotis not to bring any cattle onto the make the statement recently at the farm from this on until they are| American Breeders’ Association that tested. We are planning to test as to the matter of ventilation and everything that we buy and bring on-| light, it was becoming clear from x- 

9
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periments at his station that abun4-] of the healthy cattle put in with the 
ance of light is of even more im-| diseased cattle into the light, airy 
portance than an abundance of air|barn, were diseased. The disease 
for cattle in the barn, and I daresay | worked freely in the dark barn and 
something of that kind may be true} captured them all, while in the light 
in hogs. I wish further to say I am| barn half of them were able to resist 

fully convinced that with a compre-|the disease, and I presume it was 

hensive system of animal breeding | because the sunlight had killed most 

we can greatly increase the ability | of the germs, at least there were not 

of our cattle and hogs to resist tuber+|so many to be taken up. 

culosis, and you all know that there A Member—Are not cattle that are 
are some families that now resist|shut up in the stable most of the 

better than others. There are some| time more susceptible to the disease? 

of our human families espcially sub- Supt. McKerrow—That depends o 3 

ject to tuberculosis, while there are} the condition of the stable. 

some people that are so constituted The Member—If it is light and airy, 

that they throw off disease. There] well ventilated? 

are other families that become weak- Supt. McKerrow—It wouldn’t make 

ened in certain organs, for instance,|so much difference then. [f there 1s 
the lungs, and allow these germs to|no diseased animal in the herd, they 

get a foothold and produce the dis-|are safe, but if there is a diseased 
ease. animal, they are not as_ subject to 

Supt. McKerrow—That is true. If|the disease as if it was dark and 
you will look up in the bulletins the| badly ventilated, but probably they 
experiment tried in Pennsylvania, | would be better, when the weather 

you will see an experiment right|was suitable, to get more fresh air. 

along that line. In Pennsylvanta Mr. Imrie—Suppose that in testing 

the Sanitary Board, in connection|a herd, the veterinarian had found 
with the Experiment Station, tried | that an animal brought from another 

putting diseased animals with the|herd was infected, and he also found 

healthy animals; they - divided a|that the same man had sold into 
bunch of cattle and put a lot of|another herd that was infected. Is 
healthy and diseased animals into a|there any law by which you could 
dark barn; then they put the same|keep that man from selling diseased 
proportion of diseased and healthy |animals all around the country? Dr. 

animals into a light, airy barn, es-| Reynolds told me he knew one full- 
pecially well lighted so that the sun-| blooded herd in Minnesota that had 

light fell all over the inside of the|tuberculosis and he said the man 

barn, and we all know that suniHght| was constantly selling all around the 

kills the germs. I have seen Dr. | state. 

Russel kill a lot of these germs by Supt. McKerrow—In Wisconsin the 

putting them under the light for a| Live Stock Sanitary Board has power, 

few hours, while those kept in the| where they have evidence like that 

dark remained alive. Now, that ex-| good, strong, substantial evidence, 

periment proved that there was a| which is better than circumstantial 

great difference between a light, airy | evidence, they have the power to test 

barn and a dark, close barn, because| that herd and would do so. 

in a year’s time, I think it was, all] Mr. Scott—I know of one herd, a 

the healthy cattle put in with the| portion of which were found to be 

Wiseased cattle in the dark barn| tuberculous a year ago; 28 cattle tid 

were diseased, while only about half| not respond to the test made in Marcy.
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They were turned out to pasture in| your attention to a new organization, 
May and they were found to be tuber-|}the American Breeders’ Associa 
eculous in October. tion, that had its preliminary meet- 

Supt. McKerrow—Well, the seeds|ing two years ago last fall in St. 
were well started before they went | Louis, had its first at eee 
out, probably, though they were not | year ago in Champaign, Ill, and 
in shape to respond. last January had its second meeting 

Mr. Utter—Do you think the State|at Lincoln, Neb. It isa fully 
Board of Control would have the |launched organization which is try- 
power under the law to make a rul-|ing to unite in one body plant and 
ing that every public institution |animal breeders, to study general 
where they keep a herd of dairy cows | principles and facts and the business 
must have them examined for tuber- | of te It 7 op a — 
culosis? And if so, don’t you think | organization, as at is covered py 
they should do it? the National Live Stock Association. 

rq | This organization has nearly 40 com- Supt. McKerrow—Yes, the Board 
of Control I should think would do | Mittees See eee ie oe 
it, I think they do have them tested ne eae ae a cee 
me oo ea t 1 tary of the organization. You can 

“4 Mr. ‘ sadith t aa o- a _ easily find my address and we would 
a eee ag Soest: m ey ee ae like to have you members of that 
eRe os “ies Si as aes Association. The membership fee is Seay eie Denes. $1.00 and there are some seven or ae McKerrow—It is a dangerous eight hundred members. The re 

plan. quirements for membership are sim- 
Prof. Hays—I just want to call ply interest in that subject. 

THE DAIRYMAN. : 

C. P. Goodrich, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

There has been a great deal of tims and a good dairyman can make no 
and breath and talk spent on the profit unless he has good dairy cows. 
dairy cow, to try to improve her and 

to induce men to feed her and care Dairymen Born, Not Made. 
for her better, so that she may be Some years ago I attended the 
able to bring more profitable results. meeting of the Indiana State Dairy- 
Now this is all right; there nas|men’s Association. I talked about 

been none too much said or done in| the cow, the breeding, feeding and 
this fine. At the same time, I will | care of her that would insure profit- 
say there has not been enough said | able returns. The audience were all 
about the dairyman. It is necessary strangers to me. I was unable to 
that both should be of the right type|arouse much enthusiasm. They 
to insure success. One can accom-|seemed—with two or three excep 
plish nothing without the other. Good | tions—to be cold-hearted on this sub- 
dairy cows will bring no profit un-| ject. When I sat down, after talk- 
less handled by a good dairyman; | ing an hour, I felt discouraged, felt
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as though my efforts were wasted,| he hates the cow, she will hate him 
and that it would have been better | and will not do well for him. If he 
for all parties .concerned if I had|loves his cow, she will come to him 
stayed at home. After I had finished | when he returns home from a few 
my speech, a gentleman in ‘h2|days’ absence to be petted and talk- 
audience arose and said: ed kindly to. It reminds me of that 

“Mr. Goodrich does not understand | verse in “Mary’s Little Lamb:” 

the situation here. Now, he is a|“‘What makes the lamb love Mary 

dairyman. I know it; otherwise he so?’ 
could not talk in such a way abont The eager children cried: < 

the cow. I have no doubt his|‘Why, Mary loves the lamb, you 
father was a dairyman before him know,’ 

and quite likely his grandfather. And The teacher she replied.” 
I will still further venture the guess While farming is the best business 

that he and his people came fromthe |in the world, and dairying, for “he 
state of New York, or some other|man who by nature and education is 
eastern state where they have been |adapted to it, is the most profitable 

dairying for generations.” and surest of bringing good return; 

He was guessing just right all the |of any branch of farming, there are 

time. Continuing he said: many farmers who may do well wita 

“But we Hoosiers are different. We| most kinds of live stock, always fail 

hate the sight of a dairy cow. I tall|in dairying to get returns enough te 

you, Mr. President, the man must be|pay for the feed their cows eat. 

bred right as well as the cow. It 
would take 200 years to breed us Some Pointed Illustrations. 

Hoosiers up so that we could love the| In every place where I have takea 
dairy cow as Mr. Goodrich does.” a cow census of the patrons of a 

I have thought of what this man|creamery, 1 have found such men. In 
said many. many times, and the] a recent census I took in this state, 

loner I live the more I am impressed |! found two neighbors, one of whom 
with the truth of what he said. For| received in returns from the cream- 

many years I have made a study of| ery $66 per year per cow, while the 
the cow. Studied how to provide|other got only $22 per cow—oa2 
her with the proper feed to enable;third as much. The one got $2 from 
her to do her best in giving milk; |each dollar’s worth of feed his cows 

studied her likes and dislikes; ob-|ate; while the other got 85 cents. The 
served how she craves a variety of/one loved his cows, took pride in 
food; how she likes a good, clean, | them, studied them, studied how to 
healthy stable, and how she enjoys, feed and care for them, so as to give 

a good bed. I have studied the form|them the most comfort and make them 
of the best producers by the hour in| Produce the most. He liked his busi- 

my own stable and at every other|ness and it made him a happy man. 
place where I had opportunity. The] The other took no pride in his cows. 

cow stable is a delightful place for|He kept them, he said, because he 
the true dairyman. knew that to keep his farm up he 

Of late years I have been study-| must keep some kind of stock to eat 

ing men as well as cows, and I find|up at least part of the products of 
that the man who dislikes the dairy| the land to keep up the fertility. But 
cow and spends as little time as pos-| he spent just as little time with his 
sible in her society at the cow stable| cows as possible and was never sat- 

will not succeed well with her. f|isfied with them. In looking his
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cows over, I thought I saw symp-|dairymen, but I talked about the 
toms of Jersey blood and said gu. dairy cow as well as I could; toll 
“Yes,” he said, “I had a Jersey ball | how prosperous the Wisconsin dairy- 
once.” Then I noticed some that} men were; how rich their land waa 
showed a little mixture of Ayrshir2|and how high it sold, and so on. 
blood. He said, “I had an Ayrshire| After the meeting adjourned, a 
once.” Then as I spoke of some that bright, intelligent looking man came 
had the look of Galloways, he said:|to me and said: “I have a large 
“I had a Galloway once and they are farm, have been in the beef business 
the best of all.” Now, if that man| for many years, but for the past 
was fitted to keep any kind of live| few years there is very little profit 
stock at all, it surely was not daizy]/in it. Would you advise me to go 
stock. ' into the dairy business?” 

Another farmer I visited white| I looked at the man and saw that he 
taking this census I must tell you] was probably 60 years of age. I was 

. about. He had a large farm, good]in doubt as to what I ought to say. 
buildings, good horses, a fine flock of | Before saying anything. I put my 
Shropshire sheep and good hogs. hand in my pocket and drew out a 
When I came to look at his cows,| picture of Brown Bessie, (I always 

I saw they were blocky, broad carry the picture of some famous 
backed, beefy cows. I said to him: cow) and held that before his eyes. 
“You don’t like dairy cows?” I watched his countenance, but I 

He said emphatically: “I have no| did not see his eye kindle with de 
love for a dairy cow.” When he saw light, and a glow of enthusiasm over- 
I was about to write down what he| spread his face as would have been 
said, he modified it a little by saying: | the case had he been a lover of tha 
“Say I have not much love for them.” dairy cow. I think Brown Bessie 

As I looked around, I saw off at the | was the most Perfect type of a 
further end of the row of cows a dairy cow that I ever saw, and I 
grade Guernsey, a fine looking dairy | cannot even look at her picture with- 
cow. I said, “What have you there?”| out a quickening of the pulse. I said 

: “Oh!” he replied, “The oldswoman | to him: “What do you think of that 
claims her. She milks her and feeds | picture?” He said: “Oh, I suppose 
her pets her and thinks the world of | she is very good for milk.” “Do you 
her and so I keep her, but I ha‘e|not think she is the most beautifal 
her, she loédks so like the devil!” cow you ever looked at?” “Oh, no,” 

The returns from the creamery | he replied, almost in tones of disgust. 
showed that this herd barely paid “Why?” I asked. “She is too 
for the feed they ate. Now does scrawney, too bony,” he replied. anybody suppose that this mancould| Then I said: “Don’t you go into the 
ever succeed with a dairy herd? If] dairy business; you are too old to 
he were given the best herd of dairy | learn to love a dairy cow after hav- 
cows inthestate, they would rapidty]ing spent your life so far in caring 
deteriorate as dairy animals, because | for and admiring beef animals.” 
his breeding, selection and feediag I still believe my advice was right. 
would all tend toward making a beef|I have seen other men who were 
herd. past middle age make the change this 

When I was attending Farmers’ | man contemplated and, in almnst 
Institutes in the state of Michigan a every instance, it proved a losing 
few years ago, I talked at a meet- business . 
ing where there were but a very few It will be seen that although |
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think dairying the most delightful, as) lieve in, I pelieve in their quitting 
well a8 profitable business, I do not} the business, not pretending to pe 
believe in all farmers trying to ve|dairymen, and jf they would only 
dairymen, for they cannot all succeed|take the trouble for a little while 
at it. to keep accurate aecounts of their 
Consumption of Dairy Products !n.| expenses and receipts, most of them 

creasing. | would quit. 

We are sometimes told that we| Supt. McKerrow—When you go 
ought not to talk and preach so much | around and meet parties who admit 
in favor of dairying, because if we|they haye no Jove for cows, what do 
induce everybody to keep more cows| you think aboyt them? 
the business will be overdone and Mr. Goodrich—I can tel] them by 

prices go down sg low that no one| their looks. 

cap make it pay. But we need not Mr, Convey—Wouldn’t the qual 
he alarmed. The consumers of dairy| purpose dairyman do for the dual 

products in cities and manufactur-| purpose cow? 

ing districts are increasing faster Mr, Gogdrich—Yes, that might 

than are good dairymen and good|work. I like dairymen. I think 

dairy cows. the great majority of them are su- 

My conclusion is this: All good|perior. I think the higher a man 
dgirymen who love the dairy coy]|stands in the scale of civilization, 
shoyld increase the number and im: | the better he is adapted for dairying, 
Prove the quality of their cows, an!|and that is true the world aver. 
they will increase their profits : |Qver the whole continent of Africa 

the years go by; while the men why | those savages do not milk as many 

hate dairy cows and are consequent | cows as are milked in Wisconsin. 
ly making no profit out of them, hai Supt. McKerrow—Why don’t you 
hetter quit pretending to be dairy-|say that they are next to the sheep 
mep and if there is any decent, hon-| men? A 
orable business that they are fitted Mr. Goodrich—Oh, well, there are 

for they had better do that. some men that are not fitted fur 
keeping cows, or for keeping she3o. 

DISCUSSION. When a2 continent of America waa 
Mrs, Howie—Mr. Goodrich, like| first discovered, there wasn’t a dairy 

wine, improves with age. Years ago|cow on it. The trouble with our 
I went to an Institute and Mr. Gooi-| American Indians is that they are 
Tich rgse yp and said, “I neyer put|not civilized enough to keep cows. 
apy sentiment into my business; it] We had a Farmers’ Institute on aa 
ig all dollars and cents.” Today he| Indian Reservation. I was sent up 
recognizes the fact that love is sll| there to attend that Institute, That 
important, even ag a factor in suc-| Reservation is a traet of land eight 
cess in dairying. miles by 12 and the number of in: 

Mr. Goodrich—I am of the same|habitants was 600. No white mag 
mind I always was. It was always| was allowed in business there, but 

because there is money in it. there is a white man there who is a 
Mr. Jacobs—What do you think] missionary and he had got it into 

would be the result of applying the| his head that if we could ever get 
same test to the dairyman that we] the Indians to keep cows they could 
dg to the cow, eliminate culls that do| have a creamery there and no white 

not come up to the standard? man could interfere with them, there 

Mr, Goodrich—That is what I be | would be no competition and they
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could make money. I. talked)and his father, they were both dairy with him about it and he wanted 1/ men, . 
Should talk dairying to them, and | If nobody objects, I feel almost 
talked and talked to them, and they | inclined to say something about mil!- listened respectfully, and those|ing machines. 
young fellows were bright, they were| The Chairman—Let us have it, Mr. pretty well educated, they have got a | Goodrich. 
good schoo] there, but I didn’t get a Mr. Goodrich—The first milking question out of them about cows, and | machine I ever knew of was invented I don’t believe they are capable of| about 60 years ago, and it was a fail- handling cows, The thermometer/ure. There have been a great many 
was 18 degrees below zero when we| invented since, there is the Thistle, 
went in there and there are not a|the De Laval Lactater and a great 
half a dozen cows on that reserya- many others that claim that they do tion, except those that the missionary | the mechanical work, but none of 
had, and every one of those was out] them get hold of the affections of of doors that night. I asked this| the cow, and without that they never . missionary how many cows he had|can work as well as some living and he said he had eight. I asked creature. I do not doubt there are him who milked them, and he said|some that will do better work thaa - Indians, “but they are not giving | some men, but there never is a bet much of any now, the cows are dry,’| ter milker than the calf is. Did you 
and he said they were dry most ot|ever know of a cow holding up her the time, and I told him, “I don’t be-| milk from her calf? Down in Mis- lieve that a cow will give down her souri, where I go Sometimes, they 
milk for an Indian,” and I don’t ve-| let the calf take hold and milk first, lieve she will, A man to get milk] then a woman slips in and takes the 
has got to love the cow, or the cow | calf’s place. We must never forgat has got to love him, and she wont that milk is a product of nature love him unless he loves her. whereby the mother feeds her off- Mrs. Howie—And there is some spring, and the maternal love goes more sentiment. with it, and so if the milker could Mr. Scott—I suppose she loves him | in some measure get the affections uf for the money there is in it, the same | the’cow just as the calf does, then he as he loves her. would be a success in milking every Mr. Goodrich—She loves him be-|time, I always thought I could da cause she doesn’t know any better. milking pretty well, but I had a heifer Mrs. Howie—There is one thing 1] once that I thought a great deal of, disagree with Mr. Goodrich about. | her mother and her grandmother, har He doesn’t believe in allowing the | ancestors for several generations had sheep men to come in and be dalry-| been excellent cows, and she was a men. Two weeks ago I heard one| beauty. When she came in I thought of the nicest dairy talks, it was from | she was going to be a better cow a prominent sheep man, he had goue | than I had ever had before. I iet out and bought a separator. Let him | her have her own calf for four days come into the fold, Mr. Goodrich, do} and she was So very much attached not keep him out. to it that when I took it away from Mr, Goodrich—I know whom you|her I couldn’t get the milk. She was are talking about, and he has in-| gentle enough beeause she had been herited that from his grandfather handled right, but I couldn't get the
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milk. It kept on that way, I would|she did before. Now, when I see a 
go to milk her, her udder would be | milking machine like that, a milking 

large, filled full, and hard. but 1|machine that the cow will follow 

could not get the milk. I knew I} around and lick it and snuggle up to 
had to do something, so I let her have | it and fairly ask it to milk her, thenI 

her calf on one side and I was on | will believe in it. 
the other, and it was a race between Mr. Everett—They had a milkiag 

us who got the most, but we got ‘t.| machine down at the National Dairy 

I had to run the business in partner-| Show a few weeks ago invented vy 

ship with that calf for several day3.|a Virginia farmer. I paid a good 

Supt. McKerrow—She thought she/deal of attention to it and asked a 
had twins, I suppose. good many questicns, and to illns- 

Mr. Goodrich—I don’t pay any at-|trate what Mr. Goodrich has said 

tention to that kind of talk. I final-| about the affection of the cow for 
ly crcwded the calf out, but it was|the milker and for the calf, I will 
never satisfactory, she was nev2rj|relate what the inventor of this ma- 
just sat.sfied, so that at times I could | chine told me. The pail that con- 

not get all the milk, and the conse-| tains the milk stands near the cow's 

quence was she dried up earlier than| head while she is being milked, and 
she ought to have done. Still I kept} he says that the cows have invari 

her year after year, for I really be-| ably adopted that machine, and will 

lieved that she was an excellent cow.| stand and lick that pail during the 

She looked something like Brown/entire process of milking. 

Bessie and we called her “Brownie.” | The Chairman—Perhaps they salt- 

I hired a German boy 17 or 18 years|ed the machine. 

old to work for me, and from the| Mr. Goodrich—I think I will have 
very first Brownie fell in love with|to tell you that the German after- 
that German boy; I don’t know why,| wards got married and he didn’t care 

I don't believe he was any better|nearly so much about cows after that 

looking than I was. Anyway she gave|and he wasn’t near as much of a 

down her milk to him. He _ stayed|success in milking cows. 

with me two years and she was the I think I will have to tell you au- 

best producing cow I ever had. Thenjother thing. Near the close of a 

he went away and stayed nine| beautiful June day, I was riding cn 

months and Brownie did not give|theplainsout west witha young man 

down her milk good to any one else.| Off to the west of us on a rising 

He was homesick ali the time, and| ground was a large herd of cattle, 
he told me afterwards how he wanted | five or six hundred of them. As we 
to see those cows and Brownie] were riding by a sod house there was 
especially, so he came back. He came]a girl of 16 or 17 summers came out 

out nine miles to my house. His} with a bright tin pail in her han. 
father and sisters were right near}She was neatly dressed in a calico 
there, but he didn’t stop to see them,| dress and looked nice and tidy, al- 

he just kissed my grandchildren and|though she was _ bare-footed. She 

shook hands with my daughter-in-| looked off toward that herd of cattle. 
law and rushed out to where Brownle| and she called out in a sweet, musi- 
was, and you ought to have seen|cal voice, “Come Sookey, come 

the tears run down that German boy’s| Sookey,” I saw a Jersey cow raise 
face, he came back crying, “She knows.| up her head and come walking to- 

she knows me,” andfrom the day he| ward that girl as rapidly as she 

came back she let down her milk as|could. I said to the young man who
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was riding with me, “Hold on, we|the pail, and it wasn’t long before 
will see something.” We drove|the foam was up to the top of the 
under the shade of a cottonwood tree | pail. The girl got up, patted the 
and I took out a map, pretending to] cow, the cow went off and the girl said, 
be looking at it, I didn’t want to at-| “Goodby, Sookey,” and the cow went 
tract the attention of the girl. But | off with the rest of the herd. I said 
the cow came up to the girl, and|to that young man, “There is a dairy 
she mooed and acted just as a cow|maid for you.” He said, “you bet,” 
does that is loving her calf and she]|and I heard a sort of choke in hi3 
wants to feed it, and the girl patted | voice, and I looked and saw the tears 
her and she said, “Oh, Sookey, you|running down his face. That wa3 
beautiful thing, you good Sookey.’| several years ago and that girl aad 
Pretty soon the cow squared herself | that young man are now married and 
around and fixed herself in position|have some sweet children and tha 
to be milked, and the girl set her-|best dairy cows in the state where 
self to milking and pretty soon it| they live. 
went ting-a-ling, a silver stream into Adjourned to 1:30 p. m. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

Convention met at 1:30 p. m. Mr. L. E. Scott in the Chair. 

OFFICIAL TESTS OF DAIRY COWS., 

Prof. F. W. Woll, Chemist, Wisconsin Experiment Station. 

- — Among the various agencies that 
yo > have been brought to bear on the 

/ er » improvement of our dairy herds uf 
fi late years, the system of official 

testing of cows must be accorded a 

prominent place. This system has 
— Fs been developed as a result of the 

i is invention of the Babcock test and 
- the rapid adoption of this test in 

i P j R creameries and among _ progressiv2 
| 5 2 dairy farmers in all parts of the 

| 4 J country. Until cow owners learned to 
i , appreciate the great difference in 
\ the quality of milk from different 

\ cows and herds, and found out that 
a sil this difference could be accurately 

\ established on their own farms by 2 
y practical and simple method of de- 

termining the fat in the milk, like 
the Babcock test, it could not be 

y expected that they would be particu- 
Y larly interested in finding out the 

i“ 3 capacity of their cows for dairy pro 
duction. But from the beginning of 

Prof, Woll. the nineties, we find this interest
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constantly increasing; a sentiment;ance along this line were “officers or 

also soon became general that the] assistants of an Agricultural Experi- 

work of determining the productive} ment Station or Agricultural College, 

capacity of dairy cows should be done|or persons whose integrity and abil- 
by an outside party, since both the|ity are vouched for by the director 

breeder himself, and the particular|or the professor of dairy husbandry 

breed association to which he be-|of such institutions.” 
longs, are directly interested in mek-} A great deal of credit is due to 
ing a creditable showing. This was|the Holstein-Friesian Association for 

especially brought home to the dairy| the pioneer work done in the line uf 

public through the incredible tests of | official testing. The system of Ad- 

Jersey cows during the eighties,| vanced Registry established by that 
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De Kol Mechthilde Longfield (No. 53 97) owned by E. C. Petrie, Elkhorn, 

Wis. Production of butter fat dur ing seven days at 4 years old, 20.154 

ths., equivalent to about 2314 ths. commercial butter. 

which iusts were called offiical and, association in 1894 was the begin- 

were made by authorized supervisors,|ning of a work which has since 

acting under the authority of the}grown to large proportions and has 

Jersey Cattle Club. Since the money | been of the highest value to our dairy 

value of not only the cows them-|/interests. The American Guernsey 

selves, but of their progeny and re’a-| Cattle Club in 1901 followed the ex- 

tives, depends to a large extent en|ample set and the American Jersey 

the results of the official tests, it is] Cattle Club in 1908, although in both 

plainly seen that the conduct of|cases their system of testing differs 

these tests should be in the hands of|from that of the Holstein-Friesian 

some disinterested third party, and| Association, as we shall see pres- 

the parties to whom the breed asso-| ently. 

ciations naturally looked for assist-} To show the growing importance of
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Official tests, I give the number ocf)results obtained are considered above 
tests of Holstein cows conducted an-| suspicion and are generally accepted 
nually since the beginning of the|on their face value. 
Advanced Registry system of this as-| Most of the official dairy tests con- 
sociation in 1894; 35, 60, 56, 68, 200,|ducted by our station are for Hol- 
255, 328, 663, 732 and 1157; a total of |stein breeders and for a period of 
8,554 cows of the Holstein breed |seven or 30 days, by far the greater 
alone tested during the ten-year | number of tests being conducted for 
period ending May, 1905. The|seven days only, at the time of the 
Guernsey Cattle Club can show a|maximum production of the cows, 
similar rapid increase in the number shortly after calving. Two years 
of cows tested for their Advanced|ago the Holstein-Friesian Associa- 

Register, tion also arranged for tests of cows 
: far advanced in their lactation, viz., 

at least eight months from calving, 
Metheds of Testing Cows. for the purpose of demonstrating the 

A brief explanation of the various | “staying quality” of their cows, i. e., 
methods of testing dairy cows in| their capacity for continued dairy 
which our Experiment Station is now| production, By providing for such 
engaged will be of interest at this|tests one of the main criticisms of 
point, We are prepared to conduct | brief official tests was partly done 
so-called official tests and semi-|away with; still it is easily seen 
official tests of dairy cows; the fo~| that there is a chance for misleading 
mer are conducted by regular super | results also by this system, and it is 
visors appeinted by our station, who] very likely that the other kind of 
are on duty at the farm during the|dairy tests mentioned a while ago, 
entire time of the test; each and | semi-oficial tests, will gradually take 
every milking of the cows:is watched, |the place of the official tests con- 
weighed and sampled, and the| sidered so far, 
amount of butter fat in each milking] On the so-called semi-official tests, 
is accurately determined by the Bab-|one of our regular supervisors of 
cock test. The work of the super-|dairy tests visits the farms of the 
visors is further checked by tests | breeders who have entered cows fur 
made at the station of composite yearly records, once every month, at 
Samples of all milkings during the|a time not previously known to the 
progress of the test, and all records owner, and conducts a test for one or 
made are certified to under oath vy | two full days, one-day tests being 
the supervisor, the owner, the milker,| made for the Guernsey Cattle Cluo, 
and the feeder of the cow. It is|and two-day tests for the Jersey Cat- 
gratifying to find that, as a result of | tle Club, as well as on the yearly 
alt precautions taken, the general] tests conducted under the direction 
Bublie accept the records made on|of our station. The average per 
these tests without a question, This | cent of fat in the milk for the one or 
holds good as regards farmers or | two days is taken to show the aver- 
breeders directly interested in the age quality of the milk yielded by the 
prdduction of cattle of a certain | cow during the month; at the end of 
breed, as well as partisans of other| each month the owner furnishes a 
breeds. While the latter may criti-| swora statement of the milk yield of 
cize the tests on account of their|the cow for the month, and by mul- 
briefmess or the special conditions un tiplying this figure by the average 
der which they are condueted, the | per cent of fat found on the monthly
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test, the production of butter fat for]men copy from the milk record 

the month is found. sheet in the stable the weights 2f 

The weak point in this system Iies|scattered days’ milkings and these 

in the fact that the owner himself|figures must correspond with those 

furnishes the figures for the miik|furnished by the owner at the close 

production of the cows on year; |of the month. Fourth, as in the case 

tests, but these figures are checked | of the official tests, our supervisors 

up in several ways: send in a composite sample to the 

First, the milk yield on the day ot|station for analysis, as a check on 

days of testing must correspond with|their tests at the farm, and fifth, 
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Lilly Gewina 2nd (No. 67090), owned by R. C. Luedke, Watertown, Wis. 

Production of butter fat during seven days at 2 yrs. old, 13,087 tbs., 

equivalent to about 15!4 tbs. commercial butter. 

the figures reported by our supervis- | our supervisors, as well as tne farm- 

or. Second, the time of the month-|ers themselves, are required to make 

ly test is not known beforehand tc|an affidavit as to the correctness of 

the owner and only shortly before-|the figures which they report oo 

hand to the supervisor. A compari-| yearly or on brief official tests. 

son between the yields on the days I think it will be granted that the 

directly preceding the testing days and|safeguards thrown around the senmu- 

those obtained on the latter by our|official tests render these practical- 

men, would at once show whether|ly above suspicion. It cannot ve 

the owner was in the habit of creiit-| claimed that the figures for annual 

ing his cows with more milk than | production of. butter fat obtained oy 

they actually produced. Third, ovr|this system oftesting, are absolutely
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correct, from the fact thatthe aver-)the value of a cow for continued 
age quality of the milk on only one | dairy production. 
or'two days during the month is 

taken to represent the quality of the The Cost of the Tests. 
milk for the entire month, but com- A few words will suffice in regard 
parisons with other methods of arriv-|to the expenses and other facts tn 
ing at the annual production of the|connection with the tests. The ex- 
cows have shown that the records|penses of the tests amount to $2.00 thus made are, at any rate, withia|per day and the necessary traveling 
one or two per cent of the correct | expenses in seven-day or longer tests, 
figures; that is, if a cow is credited | $3.00 per day for one-day tests, and 
by this system of semi-official test-|$5 for two-day tests. These ex- 
ing, with an annual production of,|penses are borne by the breeders 
say 360 pounds of butter fat,.she may | whose cows are tested and are pali 
have actually produced somewhe-o| by them to the Experiment Station; 
between 355 and 365 pounds, ani] we credit the supervisors conduct- 
she is as likely to have reached the ing the tests with these amounts oa 
higher figure as the lower. This ts| our monthly station pay roll. The 
as close as we can hope to get at it|supervisors are in the employ of 
by any method, except by an official | the state while conducting the tests 
test covering the entire year, whien|and are responsible to the station fur 
is impracticable, on account of the|the correctness of their work. Ac- 
large expense connected with such a cording to a recent ruling, these posi- 

test. i | (3! ]tions are included under the civt- 
The general trend of opinion|service law and appointments are 

among breeders and writers on dairy |made on basis of the standing of 
topics of late seems to be that tests| applicants in special examinations 
conducted for a_ relatively bricf | held by the Civil Service Commission, 
period of seven or even thirty days|thus giving further assurance, if 
are not as valuable for the purpose | need be, that the work done in this 
of showing the capacity of cows for line will be done in a careful, just 
dairy production as are one or two-|and efficient manner. 
day tests conducted at intervais 
throughout the entire year or lacta- The Scope of the Work of Testing tion period. Realizing this fact, ou: Cows. 
station last fall arranged to conduct To give an idea of the extent of 
Semi-official tests of Wisconsin cows|the work done by our station during under similar rules as those govern-| the past year, I may say that we con- 
ing the yearly tests of Jersey cows,|ducted last year 864 tests in all, ot 
and during the past four months|356 different cows. During the 
about a dozen cows, all of the Ho'-| twelve years up to October last year, stein-Friesian breed, have been tested | we conducted tests of 1684 cows, the 
by us for yearly records. These tests | breeds being represented as follows: 
bid fair to become quite general in| Holstein, 1,243; Guernsey, 248; Jer- 
the future among our Progresstya | sey, 108; Red Polled, 34; Grades, 30, 
breeders, and the opinion has been Shorthorn, 12, and Brown Swiss 9. 
expressed by excellent authorities} As an illustration of the method of 
that tests of this kind will be likeiy| yearly testing of cows done by our in time to largely replace brief of-| station, I have prepared a chart ot 
ficial tests, since they furnish the] the results obtained last year on the 
only certain method of determining | test of the champion Guernsey cow,
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“Yeksa Sunbeam.” This, as mos<, least five times more than the av2r- 
of you are aware, is the cow that] age annual production by cows in our 
produced an equivalent of 1,029|state. The-figures given on the 

pounds of butter during the year, at} chart are reproduced below: 

Yeksa Sunbeam (A. G. C. C. No, 15439). 

Dropped April 2, 1895; Calved Sept. 11, 1904. 

Yearly Test, Oct. 1, 1904-Sept. 30, 1905. 

| Station Tests. | Production. 

Month. | 
Milk | Fat Fat | Milk Fat 
lbs. per cent. Ibs. Ibs. Ibs. 

SF 36.2 | 4.09 1.479 gia 
ths OE. <- anasisinn ee 43.8 5.69 2.494 1428.2 81.26 
Ng kes ca <n since oxen 45.1 5.62 2.536 1322.5 74.32 
Bs ME cn cn sass ee os 40.7 | 6.08 2.475 1294.4 78.70 
GO oe eee seen 39.5 6.04 2.389 1217.0 73.51 
eae so Sores 38.4 5.75 2.208 1060.8 61.00 

Mar., a 36.7 | 6.05 | 21292 | 1185-1 | 71:70 : 
Bp Oa. seaccietent eee + 6.99 2.159 1089.6 63.09 
May, ese cates ccizane 87.4 5.75 2.153 1127.5 64.83 
GUND Oe sn sicacesienas 41.1 5.25 2.156 1158.4 60.82 
BOI Wiis oy ene ccc 39.0 5.88 | 2.292 | 1266.0 74.44 
DB cnt sacen occ 42.7 5.42 2.316 1463.8 79.34 
Sept., °05.....0.....00.1 48.8 5.67 2.453 | 1307.5 | 74.14 

feo i [na 857.15 

The cow was served June 12th and|come as the highest authenticated 

is helieved to be due to calve by the | production of butter fat by a cow for 
end of this month. She was, there |a year. By way of contrast, it sug- 

fore, six months from the time of| gests what can be done with other 
calving at the end of the testing|cows when intelligent methods of 

year and this fact renders her pro-| breeding, rearing, handling and feed- 

duction during the month of August,|ing enter into the management of the 
about 11 months from calving, sti'l| dairy herd. Systematic, liberal fe31- 
more wonderful, viz., 47 pounds of|ing is a most potent factor in bring- 
milk and 2.56 pounds of fat per ‘tay |ing forward the latent capacity of @ 

(equivalent to three pounds of com-|cow for dairy production, but it is 
mercial butter), with an average tes*|importznt to have good material to 
of 5.42 per cent. work with—to use a good purebred 

The remarkable record of this cow | bull, of a strain that has proved cap 
will be likely to stand for years to|able of creditable milk production, to
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give the young stock their start] variations in the tests made the dif- 

along dairy lines, and then to be en| ferent months? 

constant watch and cull out anima's} prof. Woll—It is difficult yes oftea 
that do not come up to a reasonable | impossible, to account for the changes 
standard of production. in the percentage of butter fat in 

The subject assigned to me, or th*|the milk during the progress of the 
time at my disposal, does not permit} jactation period. We have found that 

of my dwelling further on this phase | cows in a heavy condition of flesh 

of the dairyman’s business, but !t|after calving are likely to start in 
will be clear to all who will give the| with a very high per cent of fat in 

matter some thought, that by the at-| their milk and the per cent will drov 

tainment of facts regarding the regularly for a week or two till the 

actual milk and butter fat producti»» | normal quality of the milk of the 

of dairy cows, through this system 0! | cow is reached. There are other cows 
official testing, and by publication of| that will start in quite low and will 
these facts among dairymen, material | sradually come up to a higher per- 

is furnished for learning the capabil’ | centage of fat in their milk, and we 

ties of certain individuals, familiies!have no assurance that the same 

and breeds for dairy production which | thing will occur the next time the 
will aid in rendering the work‘of the |cow comes in. Each cow seems to 

breeder of dairy cattle less uncertain |pe a law unto herself in regard to 

and will enable him to improve t's |that matter. We do know this much 

herd with considerable more assur-|that when cows freshen in a good 

ance of success than was possible | condition of bcdy flesh, they are ap* 

before this system had been estab-|to give milk of a somewhat higher 

lished. An official test of a heavy-|percentage than normal, and will 

producing cow is of direct money|come down to a normal per cent, 

value to a breeder, asit increases the | ordinarily, within a couple of weeks, 

price he can get for her or her off-|and cows that are gaunt and thin 

spring; but more than this, it fur-| after calving will, as a rule, give mi'k 
nishes him with exact information ‘1 | containing a lower per cent of fet 

regard to the ability of certain cows |through the entire lactation period 
and families to do excellent work in|than would be the case normally, 

a dairy line. It will therefore te} with a satisfactory body condition of 

of the highest value to him in this|the cow. 

line of building up his herd and main J ner—There are very many 

taining a high standard of production oe i oe a eee aie yield 

by his cows. than this cow did, but where this 

cow showed her good qualities was 

piscussion. oe eas Be ‘ou; e year, 
A Member—What is the age of *bst OnE e year from the time she frest- 

cow (referring to Yeksa Sunbeam)? | 104 than she did at the time she 

Prof, WollAbout 0 aor freshened. She was giving more milk 

Supt. McKerrow—When was the} + tne time she ought to have been 
first test taken—4.09 per cent butter dry than when she first freshened. 

fat? wi Bs 

aot Wolk—Abont 10 days after| “us 8 & Temarkable case. 
freshening; the 20th of September,| Supt. McKerrow—Is that cow & 
as I remember. '|farrow cow? 

A Member—How do you explain the Prof. Woll—She is believed to be
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in calf and due'to calf about the end 1905. The actual quantities of mlik of the month, but it is not certain. produced per day for different months Mr. Scribner—When she first came | may, of course, -be found by dividiag in, she gave 32 pounds of milk a day, | this amount by 30 or 31, as the case and in a year from that time she give | may be, and you notice she had the 43 pounds a day, highest production for any one month Prof. Woll—This ought to be re- during the month of August, when membered in regard to the figures |she was 11 months from calving. in the table, that the weight of miik Mr. Goodrich—Doesn’t this indi- produced by a cow wiil vary consider- eate that nothing short of a yeaciz able from day to day. The figures | test proves the value of a cow for given in the table show the quantities | dairy work? We know that the one of milk produced on some one day | day’s test is of Ssearcely any value, during each month; supposing, for | and that a weekly test is not of mucn instance, that our man, instead of value, and even a test taken at the mid- coming to the farm the 12th of Jan-| dle of the period of lactation, say, four uary, when she gave 39.5 pounds of or five months from the time of caly- milk, had come the following day | ing, doesn’t tel] a good many thing;, she might have given 38 or 40 pounds, | when made by the average man. | and the test of the milk might also| Some cows start in with a heavy flow have been different. The figuces | and begin to dry up much earlier thin in the first part of the table, there-|others. This is one of the kind that fore, show only in a general way the | keeps right on, her last month i; daily production of the cow from | just as good as the first month. month to month, on account of the Prof. Woll—I agree with you that natural variations in the daily pro-| the true criterion of the value of a duction of a cow. To arrive at tn¢}cow for dairy production is to make true average daily milk yield, the] the test throughout the year. This total credits for the month are ai |system of semi-official testing for vided by the number of days in the yearly records that we have esta)- month. i lished at our station is. in my opinion The Chairman—Isn’t it a fact that] superior to anything else in that line she gave more milk the last fiftzen Mr. Goodrich—I commenced yerrs days than she did the first fifteen | ago to test my own cows, and the days; that is, counting from Septem- | cow that for the first month produced ber 15th to October 1st, 1904, she did| more than any other cow, for the give not as much milk from Septem-| whole year couldn’t pay for her feei, ber 15, 1905 to October 1, 1905? did not produce anywhere near as Prof. Woll—Yes, that is true; | much as some other cow that did a the breeder naturally wishes to mahe great deal poorer to start on. It is the best showing for the cow he can,/the cow that keeps on steadily and therefore selects the twelve coa- through the year that pays. secutive months during which the A Member—How does the milk ut highest production occurred. The cow|a heifer compare in quality with the did not do as well in the nineteen | milk from older cows? days that were left of Septemher Prof. Woli—Iit_ is hardly safe to 1904 as in the corresponding days o: lay down general rules in regard ta the following year, so her record be- cows, for there are so many excey- gan on the ist of October, 1904 and tions; but we find when we consiier ended on the 30th of September, | the averages for a large number cf 
10
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animals, that heifers give a little; tests along in the life of each cow 
richer milk than older cows and that|for three consecutive periods of lac- 
the quality decreases slightly with | tation, the second, third and fourth 
later lactation periods, but the dif-| periods, and then get an average of 
ference is not large enough to be|the three years, wouldn’t that be a 

worth considering. A difference | sufficient test for practical purposes 
of one or twotenths of a per cent] of our best herds to give, for instance 
is all that could be expected on|to a prospective buyer of a cow, £2 
the average, and there are a good|far as her individuality is concerned? 
many cases that go the other way, Prof. Woll—Yes, I think it would 
so that if you take a small number | be, and I think for practical purpos:s 
of cows you can prove almost any|it would not be necessary to go a3 
proposition; if you take a sufficiently | far as that. My experience leads me 
large number of cows, you will find|to believe that, as a Tule, it is onlv 
it to be the rule, however, that heif-|in exceptional cases that you find a 
ers will test slightly higher than old-|cow in an ordinary dairy herd that 
er cows. will do very well one year and popr- 
Mr. Jacobs—From what was!ly the next year, so if you have on? 

brought out here of the value of the] year’s thorough test of a ‘dairy cow, 
yearly test and the uncertainty of|it seems to me that we have gotten 
this cow being in calf at this time,| material that is very valuable and 
I think it will indicate the necessity | sufficiently accurate to enable one 
not only of yearly tests, but of tests|to judge whether that cow is a good 
being taken continually year after}one to breed from. 
year. Now, it is quite possible that Prof. Hays—Could that not be 
if this cow is farrow at this time, the |abused by breeders making recoris 
next year’s test would be very much |for their cows which might not hold 
against her; that is, if she had a]another year? 
caif once a year, that she could not Prof. Woll—Yes, certainly. It is a 
make a good test. Another point,| point for the farmer to inquire into, 
don’t you think, Professor, that she|the exact conditions under which a 
has shown her inherent ability to|test was made. I take it there is 23 
Produce milk of that percentage, but | excuse for a man to buy a cowon the 
the weight of the milk is something | strength of the results of a test that 
that might vary very much from year] he does not look into. 
to year; that she might give milk of Prof. Hays—How many herds of 
very much less quantity another year,|20 cows each could one inspector 
but the quality would probably be]|handle? Could he handle 20 heris? 
about the same? Prof. Woll—Yes, he could in tas 

Prof. Woll—Yes, the per cent of|state of Wisconsin; he probably could 
fat in her milk would not be likely] not in Texas. 
to vary materially from yeartoyear;| Mr. Convey—I would like to ask 
that is, if she is in fairly good condi-|the professor about the test whore 
tion of flesh all the time. they tested Shorthorns for three con- 

Prof. Hays—If you had the tests of | secutive years and kept getting bet- 
the cows in a herd for their second,| ter results. Was it because that cow 
third or fourth periods of lactation | was maturing, or that you got her 
for the entire period, wouldn’t that | well started? 
be sufficient to give you the practical Prof. Woll—We have had cows that 
valuation of the different cows? Tho| did their best work the first year 
question is, if we could carry those] and gradually came down, and we
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have had other cows that have kept [penses for each month and divide the improving for several years, From | total expense by the number of herds our records, I could give you illustra- in which tests are made and charge tions of all possible experiences in each breeder an equivalent for the that line. You have to consider 2 traveling expenses. That will amount large number of tests in order to|to between $2 and $3 a month, so you draw any general conclusions or|can test 10 cows for $3; that is, $36 rules as to changes in the Production |for the year, and say $2.50 for of cows under different conditions. traveling expenses; that will make Supt. McKerrow—Isn’t it Possible|the expense of testing ten cows that in this case the system of feed-'a year less than $70, or about $7 a ing, the feeder and the milker has head. 
| something to do with it? Mrs. Lehmann—And it will cost Prof. Woll—That certainly is tru2; /about the same to test one cow in those factors very likely were of the | one herd? 

utmost importance in bringing about Prof. Woll—Yes; our man is there the yearly record of Yeksa Sunbeam. and he can just as well test ten cows I think it only fair to Say that the/as one; in fact, he had better test a results obtained on this test could larger number than one, so he may never have been obtained except |be kept occupied and interested in under approximately ideal condi-|the work. 
tions; they were as nearly ideal as A Member—How often should milk can ever be hoped to be reached. | be tested at the cheese factory and The cow had alfalfa and clover pas- | creamery? 

q ture in abundance throughout the sea- Prof. Woll—Once every week, ten son, and with other test cows she was | days or two weeks, as agreed upon; ; taken from one pasture to another | but that is another question. i every couple of weeks, and the| Mr. Nordman—This cow whose clover pastures, at least in the month | picture is before us is now credito) of August, at the time of my visit | with being the best cow in the world f there, were as rich ag any I have |for butter fat production, though we seen for years. Furthermore, only | know that there are other cows that the best of feeds were given the |did as well, but those cows are with cow throughout the year, so she was calf surely, so the comparison is not 5 Placed under very nearly ideal con-| quite fair, is it? 4 ditions in the feed line. Prof. Woll—No; we all understand fi Mr. Scott—Don’t you think the sv-| that. 
i Periority of the northern Wisconsia Mr. Convey—What do you consider \ grasses had a good deal to do with;to be the best condition for a cow at the record made by the cow? calving time, one in Plump or thin Prof. Woll—You have the right to | condition? 

i! draw that conclusion. Prof. Woll—At the present time, Mrs. Lehmann—What is the aver- |after the use of the bicycle pump has ! age expense of testing a cow? become quite well known as a remedy i Prof. Woll—On the Guernsey tests. |for :nilk fever, there is not so much our men are at the farm one day | danger in having the cows in a fleshy each month and they are only allowed | condition at calving time, as was for- { to test 10 cows at a time. The ex-|merly the case; now we rather pre- 4 penses amount to $3 and traveling ex-| fe: to have them in rather good body penses. We make these tests in a | condition, it is apt to increase the per circuit, add up all the traveling ex-|cent of fat during the following lac- 
q 

ie
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tation period. Previously, there was ; the latter part of the summer; fly- danger of milk fever if cows were fed | time is the hardest time of the year much grain directly before calving; | for the cows, and if they are nearly now that danger is largely removed. | fresh during the latter part of the A Member—How many cows can be|summer, their flow of milk will be tested at a time on the official seven likely to be decreased for the whole or thirty day tests? remaining part df their lactation : Prof. Woll—Six cows. A  good| Period. The hot weather cannot do so many cf the cows placed on official} Much harm in the case of fall-caly- 
tests are milked four times a day,;iMg cows whose production at this and nearly all the others are milked | time of the year is low anyway. The three times a day, for at least seven |best results may therefore be ex- days. We have found that six cows | pected from cows that calve in the 
are aS Many as one man can take | fall, because the highest production care of under these conditions and|then comes at a time when the cows keep his records up to date, can be kept comfortable and fed such A  Member—Then the expense combinations of feeds that will be 
would be the same for testing one eReS roa peste the maximum cow as it would on six? yields of mi!k and butter fat of which 

se is the cows are capable. Besides, under Prof. Woll—Yes, sir. this system of dairying, the highest Mrs. Howie—What difference do! production comes at the time of the you find in the yield of cows per year | year when the highest prices are whether they come in in the fall or paid for dairy products. 
in the spring? The Chairman—This Round-up In- Prof. Woll—We have .not obtainsd stitute is highly favored over some any data on that point in this work, | of our previous Institutes, from the _ but it is generally conceded that fail | fact of the valuable help we are get- cows will do best. You have all che ting from the Department of Agri. conditions better in hand during the culture at Washington, and we are fall than you have during the sum- happy in hearing again from Profes- mer months, and especially during | sor Hays at this time. 

PLANT AND ANIMAL IMPROVEMENT. 

Prof. W. M. Hays, Ass’t Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D. Cc. 
Never in the world was there such | dollars worth of farm property, we 

a time for the organization of an ‘» | shall run up somewhere between 25 
dustry as we now have in American | and 30 billions. 
agriculture. These are piping times Out of the six billion dollars worth 
of peace. Weé are producing annual-| of farm - products produeed by our ly six billions worth of farm pro4- people, there are fully five-sixths of 
ucts. Statistics produced in the last | that which are subject to the opera- 
five years from 45,000 farmers, show | tion of the breeder, the plant breeder 
that the selling value of the farm | and the animal breeder. In indiv:}- lands of this country has increased | ual cases as, for instance, with datr; 
more than 33 per cent. The next cattle, wheat, sugar beets, potatoes 
census four years hence will no do1t | and a great lot of other plants and 
show that instead of 20 billion animals, it has been definitely proven 

,
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_ just as sure as any fact has been) treated in anything like an adequate z 
Proven in any experiment station.|way. I started to try some experi- 
that We can increase these values by | ments, but in those days there wasn’t 
breeding, at a relatively small ex-| much money for these things. I 
pense, 10, 15, 20 and 25 per cent, and | started in with hogs, thinking I could 
I stand here to go on record as be-| use large numbers, but I soon saw 
lieving that with a relatively small | that that Was very expensive, so I 
expenditure in American agriculture | took up plants and began the study of 
through the National Department »: | the Principles of this subject, hoping 
Agriculture, the experiment statious, |I might Set results that would help to 
the co-operative associations, corpor-| give this kind of work a basis in the ations, firms and individual effort.|minds of legislators, a belief so 
that we can in a relatively short num-|they would put public money into the 
ber of years, say 10 to 20 years, i:-|¥reeding, not only of plants, but of 
crease the value of our products 10|animals. I happened to be nearly the per cent more than they would other |only one at that time who thought wise be, by this breeding, and that |seviously of the unity of principe 
this breeding need not cost one per!in ani.nal and plant breeding. We 
cent of that 10 per cent. are all coming to recognize those In my own experience with wheat | Principles now. There is not much and corn breeding, this statement is | difference in breeding corn and wheat 
amply justified. It is much more|on the one hand, as compared with justified in Mr. Burbank’s work with | breeding animals, no more than thers 
fruit, vegetables and flowers in Cali-|is in breeding two species of animals. fornia. It is substantiated with a| You cannot use the same manner of % "lot of your dairy breeding. You have| testing or figuring cut your results shown that you can produce a cow|in breeding swine that you can in that will give one-half more than breeding corn, but the general prin- 
that same cow formerly gave at a|ciples are the Same, and the broad- reasonable expense for the feed, at |€St generalization I can bring to it is 
comparatively little increase of ex-|this, that there is one in many, in ‘ pense. It is a business proposition, | thousands, that has remarkable in- 
Mr. McKerrow, that we get busy oz | dividuality with the breeding power 
this thing. Ten per cent of five bil-|to work it into a new and valuadie lion dollars means 50 million dollars|Strain or breed. That is true in i annually, and in 20 years that means | corn, it is true in wheat, it is true f a lot of money added to the wealth of | in flowers, and it is true in cattle, it i this country. is true in all classes of animals and y 

Plants. If we will once get thorough- f A Course of Action Outlined. ly in our minds that great fact and fi The elements of a business plaa| will then reorganize breeding on a ft are being worked out. Some of them | basis where large numbers can be i are shown right here in your own Ex-|handled under a system, so that the i periment Station work, showing how | breeding power of our different par- i to use the Babcock test and the scule|ent animals are .brought into com- f in getting at the valuation of your] parison and then brought together, cows. Twenty years ago I was teach-| fluxes of blood, if you please, are ing animal breeding; I saw the weak-| produced by welding together these uf ness of the body of thought given out| best blood lines into families and in the books on animal breeding, and| fused; if we will do that in a large, that this subject was not  being| systematic way, with the results of i
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comparison and with what has been, the greatest thing in the formation 
done in plant breeding along this|of our government to build up the line, we will have gained one point. | farm and the family home, the best we will have learned how. nstitution in our land, and I cer- 

This great American people is com- tainly do not believe in treading that 
ing to the front, and it can afford | down. We have seen, however, in 
io put up the necessary one per cent | great industries, the- great trans- 
to gain an actual 10 per cent in-| portation, mechanical and commer- 
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Copmanthorpe Performer, First Prize and Champion Hackney Stallion 
at Royal Show, Derby, England, 1906. 

rease in our animal and plant prod-| cial industries, that they are becom- 
ucts. ing merged, they are taking away tie 

s individuality of the workers in that Requires Systematic, Concerted Ac. line and merging them, making them 

tion. only cogs in a wheel. I am not her 
We have been working in an in-|to defend anything of that kind in 

dividual way. We believe in giving | agriculture: I do not believe we want 
every man a chance to do his ow.|to merge our great interests so as to 
business and to build up his own| destroy our individuality; the great- 
family on his own farm in his own | est God-given right to this country 
home, so that we will grow a greal|is to own a farm and raise a family, 
people; and our agriculture is built|as it cannot be raised anywhere else, 
on that plan. Our forefathers had theif you are within reach of the right 
good sense to build on the 160-acre|kind of schools, in the country. 
homestead plan, and it was almost In 1899 I had figured out some
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things in this plant breeding indus-| that respect. We give each one of try. I was using thousands of ia-| these plants a uttle plat three feet dividual wheat plants and clover Square with hills four inches apart 
plants and timothy plants, planting | each way, we harvest the plants and one seed in a hill and keeping a] thresh them out with a little machine record of every part of the process, | we invented, they have been har- working up the experiment as sys-| vested in a little bunch, and thea tematically as you do with your dairy | we sort the grain, numbering ‘be cows. For years I had been wanting plants, 
to look through the British Islands In the case of the dairy animal, and see what forces were at work] we had the breeding power of the ' -that brought about the production of | cow or bull in terms of 100 or 159 those great breeds of live stock | of the parentage. In this case, the that have made the reputation of cer- same plant was both father and tain localities. I went over there mother, but the principle is just the and into those special counties that same. We invented a new term, had produced those great breeds of and we call this the the “cyngenetic” | live stock. I went into the county power, or breeding power. We dia of Lincoln, was at the county fair, 1|that again and again, so that at : gathered points about there, and it|the third year we had it in terms j began to dawn on me how they hai] of 300, the mother plante I will not | handled the breeding business in that go into details, but you can see that county. They had used large num- we got in two or three years some } bers. So I began to realize that remarkable varieties, which we sent } our herds are scattered all over this] out to the farmers, sending four 4 great country, while there their | bushels each to a certain number of q basic grounds are~ close together. farmers, asking each to Plant it g There they could bring together | opposite the wheat he was com- enormous numbers and make compar- monly growing and to make com- i isons. If there was a ram that pro- parisons. One year we sent out io i duced a great crop of lambs, every-| 490 farmers and we got reports from i body knew about it and followed up|nearly all of them, but we had to those things, so that the best ones throw out all but 87, because we # were chosen out of thousands and | found Some flaws in them. i taking in three or four generations 

i in connection with their fairs anj|A Plan for Localizing Breeding In- f exhibits and shows, right there one terests. 
could learn to do as we do with cora, Now, the question comes as 19 F to take a large number of plants, give | how we can adopt this business plan the same apportunity to each by plant- | of making comparisons in a broad ing one seed ina hill; then out of say, | way in large numbers with our dairy 10,000 plants, we throw out nearly | cattle. Mr. Glover, now with “Hoard’s all of them, saving only the best Dairyman,” did a lot of work down plants. Then we harvest those dy | in Mlinois, and your people at this ; themselves, we shell out those ears Experiment Station have done a lot picked out from one or two hun-] of work; Mr. Haecker, of Minnesota, dred of the very best Plants, we|has done a lot of work along that i mark those one hundred plants ani line, and found out how simply and j we will make each one another plant. cheaply to make tests as to the value f Wheat is a self-pollenating plant, so} of the invididual cow. The test is 4 it is easy to experiment with it in pretty nearly worked out. If Prot. 

|
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Woll had his herds in close prox-|duce at least five milking Shorthorns 
imity, so that it would be practic-|to be approved by the committee. 

able to apply these tests to every|Let this Association be formed and 

cow in the herd for three years dur-| appoint one man to represent :', let 
ing her lifetime, he could in that way|the Experiment Station appoint a 

establish a record of the individual |second man and the National Depart- 

value of that cow—this is the point|ment of Agriculture a third man, let 

I want to come to: I believe we|these three men be the council who 
want a little evolution in breediag|shall govern certain things concern- 

our live stock. We have begun with |ing this breeding. Let public money 
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Bapton Viceroy, First Prize Yearling Shorthorn Bull at Royal Show, 
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an experiment to try to localize th’s|from the national government anil 

matter, just as the breeders in Eng-|the state Experiment Station be 

land localize their breeding. We are|used to find our cows, or to bring 

‘about ready to undertake it in 10} them into that Association, not con- 

counties surrounding the Experi-| fine that to this country, but find 

ment Station of Minnesota. Our|them anywhere they can, England, 

plan will be to take up some of the| Austria, or anywhere they can find 

lines we recognize as important, for|this kind of stock; let the govern 

instance, milking Shorthorns. We!/ment go to the expense of finding 

will let some officer of the Experi-|out those animals and then let these 

ment Station undertake the promc-| individuals put up the money for the 

tion of associations of at least £0|purchase of them, or use public 

farmers each, who will agree to pro-|money to pay for them and let tbs
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public funds be used to pay & maal/of the things that can be accom. to work under this council of three plished, but we must remember al men to superintend this breeding. | ways that it requires a large num- Then have certain rules; divide the ber of any specific kind of animals. cattle into three classes; let this| As you all know, fine work along this council have an option on all animals line has been done in corn breeding that it may use, certain animals thut by the Funk Bros., in Illinois. As tu cannot be sold out of the association, | dairy animals, I might say we do not but must be kept in the association | have enough of the kind of testing to breed from, keep all the best ani-| that has been talked about, and you mals there. dairymen deserve credit, you are Then, a second class allowing the working out more of that principle association to sell to whoever wants | of testing and breeding than all of 
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milking Shorthorns for breeding pur-|the beef men. It is along these | poses, or any other purpose. lines that we shall arrive at the Then, the third class, not to be al-| values of individuals, thus enabling lowed to be sold or used at all, us to tell which family, which flux of This plan can be applied not only| blood, would be the most profitable to milking Shorthorns and all kinds|in the end. In this case we have of dairy cattle, but horses and swine spoken of where we take the milking 4 for general pork production, bacon Shorthorns, we would soon learn hogs, any class of the larger animals | which flux of blood it was, whether I am simply giving you suggestions |one that leaned always toward the 

j
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dairy type, or whether one thatjI am advocating this to discourage 

leaned always over to the beef type.|the great work of the breeding of 

Those things would take care of|animals in America by private indi- 

themselves, we will get over the idea | viduals, farmers and corporations. 

of theorizing and taking sides, sayimg| We believe this association would 
the dairy cattle are all right or the|help the business of every breeder 

beef cattle are all right, instead of|and farmer, just as the Island of Jer- 

saying that, we would say, here is|sey and other local governments have 

the stuff that does the business and|helped breeders. I believe that the 
we want some of that kind of cattle.| business of breeding is to be built up 

I might say that some one recentiy | all along the line. 
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made the suggestion for a name for The organization for plant breeding 

this plan of organization for breed-|is going along in a different way; it 

ing, by calling it the “Circuit Sys-|does not need to be gotten at in 

tem,” I suppose because the man| just this circuit way of breeding live 

handles the business on a circuit, and|stock; there is some of that work 

I believe that public money can be] that can best be done at the state 

used in this way, not only lega:ty,| experiment station; others can best 

but with great advantage to the|be done by large city firms and 

great people. We are pushing the| other lines by private individuals, but 

agricultural idea through the State] all this work is along on a line with 

Stations and Agricultural’ High|the same principles. This matter 

Schools and this is simply another}may branch out on many lines. I 
suggestion. Do not get the idea that! worked all of 10 or 12 years on the
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breeding of wheat and got very im-; you simply produce this remarkable portant results, so that some otf result by selection. I offer that il- those new varieties cover now 10 or lustration, not perhaps as anything 15 million acres. Of course these Practical, but to try to realize that matters must be worked on long lines. | here is a great force in nature that You must be patient. As the lady | we have not so far been properly or- said, it takes 21 years to grow a boy, | ganized to work out, Why should and it takes patience for the develop-| we go on developing electricity, en- ment of any good thing. gineering, everything along the line 
of science, and not developing the in- DISCUSSION. herent forces that nature has given A Member—Would you expect to| us to use in our line of business. establish a new breed of cows by this] Take the very best foundation you plan? can get to breed from. | a Prof. Hays—We might call it a The Chairman—I understand that breed, or a  sub-breed, or a this government has taken up the family. There are many cases matter of developing a class of Car- where new breeds ought to!lriage horse from the American bred be established and this work may | roadster. 

ramify into many lines. For instaace Supt. McKerrow—I understand one ' the zebras recently brought into this|of the Professors from the Wyoming ’ country could be bred to ordinary | College that they had hope of enter- q donkeys, such as we use in making |ing into an arrangement with the | mules, and those in turn bred to our government by which they are going 5 horses would produce a new species | to develop breeds of sheep for range q of American animal that would te|conditions in the west. 5 as large as our largest mules and as Prof. Hays—Yes, that is true. F long lived, with as good feet and legs Supt. McKerrow—And your plan f and requiring as little food and as| would go still farther, to start the i little veterinarian service. Since 1| development of certain breeds of cat- | have seen what Luther Burbank has| tle, breeds of grains, ete. in dif- i done in breeding two genera to-/ferent localities throughout the } gether and producing a new species, | United States. 
I have no aversion to taking Short- Prof. Hays—Yes; we find in grains, horns and Jersey cattle and breeding | for instance, that there is one grain them together for hundreds of years, |that suits about half a dozen states. even if it costs a hundred million | For instance, the Red Fife, or Blue dollars; it might pay. We should | Stem wheat, flourishes from Wiscon f not be afraid to branch out in the Gi-| sin westward to the mountains, and rection of producing better crops | that js about as large an area as any and of the two great ways to produce | ene variety will succeed in. You all better crops, one is to produce bes-| know various apples are restricts. q ter conditions for the crops and|in their area of production. Some of ‘one is to produce better breeding | our breeds of live stock have a wide power. If you can increase the pro-} range, but if varieties sprang up in i ducing power of wheat so as to raise | Jersey cattle, there would be varie- j the amount of crops from 20 to £5] ties suited to Alabama, to northern i bushels yearly, in 10 generations you Wisconsin, to the dry ranges ort 4 can increase it a thousandfold. So west, as well as the varieties suited far as heredity is concerned, it was/ to the Island of Jersey. We are now all wrapped up in that first germ and all breeding cattle that we got from 

| 
q
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the Island of Jersey, but there is no;plant, and that outdid the old \a 
reason why Wisconsin could not prd-|riety some 12 bushels the first 
duce more from cattle bred specifi-| year. So I am satisfied from that 
cally for our class of foods and|and from other grains I have used 
climate, so that we will have families|that the Professor is on the right 
of live stock for each agricultural | track for improvement and the onty 
region, just as we are getting vavie-| question is whether he has the best 
ties of apples and fruit crops for eaca| plan to back it up by the govera- 
agricultural region. . ment. Uncle Sam has backed up a 

Mr. Convey—I am afraid some cf] good many good plans. I have seen 
these people will take a lot of satis- something of the unity of effort that 
faction in your talk in a direction|he speaks of among the breeders of 
which you would not wish. In this Lincolnshire, Oxfordshire, Shropshire 
state we have been trying to de-|and other counties of England, Scoz- 
velop a new breed of cattle and there | land and France, so there is no ques- 
seems to be great danger that some| tion but what if you can bring sev- 
will get clear out of the way over|eral good breeders together, in the 
into the beef line if they follow your | same locality and follow the same 
teaching, and if they follow along| line up to success, you will advance 
that line they will soon be in the|the cause of breeding as a whoie. 

ditch. The only question is the workiug 
Prof. Hays—Pretty near, but you| sut of the plan, professor, and that 

put Uncle Sam behind the breeding] is what we hire you for, I suppose. 
proposition and he does not change Mr. Convey—I have been in Min 
with every wind. You will get a|/nesota and Dakota andI know there 
continuous plan. is no man in the northwest that tie 

Supt. McKerrow—I want to give| people have more regard for than 
you some experience. A good many| Prof. Hays, because he has developed 
years ago I noted in the agricultural|a strain of wheat that they are aii 
papers that they had a species of| anxious to get, and they speak very 
wheat that was giving wonderf: gratefully of him there. I have teste1 
yields in the state of New York. I]some of the new grains introduced 
sent and secured some of that wheat| by the Department of Agriculture 
for seed. We were growing a very! and 1 know they have done real good, 
fair variety of winter wheat, but we|so I would nct have you think I de- 
sowed these two kinds in the same| sire to reflect on the professor’s plan 
field. The new wheat, the Clawsen|at all. I only wanted to call your 
wheat, yielded 45 bushels per acre; | attention to the fact that we have fol- 
the old variety on the same soil] lowed a lot of promiscuous breediag 
yielded 22 bushels per acre; that] which has cost us more money thia 
would mean, if it was applied to 2|we can ever catch up with. 
million acres, a good deal of money. Prof. Hays—I want to put myself 
A little later I sent to the Ohio Sta-|right. The plan that I have talked 
tion for the Velvet Chaff winter| about is not a plan to start in and 
wheat, which beat the old variety] produce new crosses year by year by 
ten bushels an acre. Stilt later I| producers of live stock; I am talking 
sent to Guelph, Ontarlo and secured| about a ciass of professional breed- 
still another variety of winter wheat,| ers who can stand 30 years in this 
called Dawson’s Golden Chaff, which| work. It is absolutely wrong to 
I understand, started from one farm, | cross breeds, except once in a while 
the farmer having grown it from one for_a given purpose, but ordinarily
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it is apt to do as much harm as good,;have great deal better herds, and 
or a good deal more, and we should| even the fact that the government 
avoid it. What I am talking about | has put upon it the stamp of its ap- 
is a.well considered plan, followed up proval would help bring a big price. 
to. the fifth or twentieth generation. | Once let the people see that there 13 

Now, in this plan of circuit breed- profit to the farmer generally in this 
ing. you.can see that in assembling | plan and they will want to help it 
these.animals from all over fhe along, that will help to accredit the 
earth as the years go on, you would | scheme to all the people. 

. LAWFUL MILK. 

E. L. Aderhold. Neenah, Wis. | 

have the right climate and the 
J ~ grasses and water in abundance suit- 

TAR » able for the production of high- bas > Sad » grade dairy products. This industry 
a a aN N keeps our soil rich and brings us in 

i « - - \ money—fifty million dollars a year. 7 s \ We can double this income without 
fs atti 6 E off \ having approached our capacity ‘or 
Ptkersee. I + Sp production. 
eee EAT ie. SN | Over Production. 

es pe eae | Fifteen years ago there was much pees , fe ae talk about over-production. Today 7 poe — F yg we hear little of that, for we have 
Pe a come to believe that the increase in : ° the population of this country will ‘ a Ss take care of the increase in the pro- i g y duction. Yet there is over-produc- i \ y) tion, but it consists solely of low 

. / grade gocds, the kind that leaves a . . bad taste in the mouth of the con- 
NS Y sumer. This inferior stuff, in :ny 
=O estimation, constitutes the only seri- 

ous menace to the welfare of Wis- Mr. Aderhold. consin dairying. 

The dairy industry of the Badger Where the Menace Originates. ;) state has grown so large that in] Ask me where this menace origi- ; Point of production, it is equalled by | nates and I will answer by taking yuu only one state in the union and ex-|to a Promiscuous lot of cow stabica, { ceeded by none. It is fortunate for| where we will find some pretty de- { us that such is the case, because cent, clean stables. At most of them, Prosperity goes hand and hand with| however, we will find a lack of fresh intense dairying. It would be dis- air and sunlight; we will find some i astrious if the growth of this indus- Jeaky gutters, some unsound ficors try should discontinue, because we and a lack of absorbents; strong
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: odors, filthy cows, and, perchance,;force of the commission of ten 
diseased cows. dairy inspectors. The efforts of 

Then I will take you to a promiscu-| these ten men will be directed to the 
ous lot of cheese factories and cream-| enforcement of our dairy laws with 
eries. Some of them we will find] special reference to the sanitary as- 
above criticism, but at others we may pect, they having the right to enter 
find strong odors and unclean uter-|and inspect any premises or build- 
sils, and the chances are two to one|ings where milk is produced, or 
at each factory that for every vat full | where dairy products are manufac- 
of milk taken in the operator takes | tured or handled for sale. 
in a few cans of downright dirty milk, These ten men were appointed in 
or milk in unclean cans. the month of July last and a cam- 

By this time, the question “Where| paign was at once begun on factory 
does this menace originate?” will e| inspection, the individual inspectors 
answered to your satisfaction and| working by counties, locating the 
you will be convinced that it is| factories, obtaining names and post- 
largely the result of indifference | office addresses of the operators and 
and neglect. makers, acquainting them with the 

laws and with the purpose of the The State’s Work One of Prevention. commissioner to enforce the same; 
It is clearly the duty of the state|a report of the sanitary conditioas 

to safeguard this great industry sy|was also made and, in case they 
the enactment and enforcement uf] were bad, the operator was informed 
such laws as will make this indiffer-| that a second inspection would be 
ence punishable. It may be argued'|made, following which prosecution 
that such laws restrict personal| would follow unless conditions had 
liberty, which is true. They restrict} been greatly improved. 
the liberty of the few to the benefit] By Christmas time this inspection 
of the many. Every good law does| had been extended over the entire 
that, if enforced. There is so much/ state and reports were sent. in of 
at stake that we cannot afford to, some 2,850 factories. 
drift in this matter. Milk is never | The second inspection of the ma- 
clean unless efforts were made i> jority of unclean factories was post. 
have it so. The majority of dairy-| poned, because winter had set in. In 
men are willing to make the neces-|a few counties, however, the second 
sary efforts, but there is a sprinkling| inspection was made last fall and 
of them nearly everywhere who will| where little or no improvement was 
not unless compelled to by law. noticeable, prosecutions were prompt- 

The state should protect the follow-|ly made. 
ing two parties: The producers cf It was realized that above all the 
clean milk and the consumers of all|milk supply should be clean and 
dairy products. pure, but we knew that some fac- 

tories were very unclean and we 
The Work of the Dairy and Food| could not consistently ask a patron 

Commission. to furnish clean milk to a dirty fac- 
Mainly through the efforts of our tory. That is why the factory inspec- 

present Dairy and Food Commission-|tion was made first. 
er, Mr. J. Q. Emery, our dairy laws] Since January 1st, a campaign of 
were made more perfect and work- city milk inspection has been in 
able and the last legislature wisely Progress and the work of purifying 
provided for an increase in the|the milk supply at factories is due
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to begin before long. This willjson thereat authorized to use the 
include stable inspection. same. 

I might add that it is the purpose| Sale of Impure Milk and Cream; 
of the chief commissioner to be ag-| Penalty for. [Section 4607, Statutes 
gressive in this work, but not op-| of 1898, as amended by ch. 138, laws pressive, to secure a general com-|of 1905.] Any person who shall sell 
Pliance with the dairy laws as soon|or offer for sale, furnish or deliver, 
as possible with no more prosecution | or have in his possession with intent 
than necessary to secure the desired | to sell or offer for Sale or furnish or 
results. In following out this spirit, | deliver to any creamery, cheese fac- he has detailed two of his men to at-|tory, corporation or Person, any tend all the Farmers’ Institutes this| adulterated milk or any adulterated winter, there to discuss the subject |cream shall be guilty of a misde- of “Lawful Milk.” meanor, and upon conviction there- 

of, shall be punished by a fine of not 
less than twenty-five dollars nor moze Dairy Laws of Wisconsin. than one hundred dollars or be im- | Dairy and Food Commissiéner; Ac ! prisoned in the county jail not less cess to buildings, etc.; stencils for | than thirty days nor more than cheese. [Section 1410 b, Statutes of sixty days. 

1898.]_ The commissioner, his ageut |. Standard for pure; evidence. [Sec- f or assistant shall have free access tion 4607a, Statute of 1898, as to any barn or stable where any cow amended by ch. 138, laws of 1905.] In is kept or milked, or to any factory, | all prosecutions under the preceding building, dairy or premises where section, or any other section of these any dairy product is manufacture i, | statutes, or laws amendatory thereof { handled or stored, when the milk or supplementary thereto, relating from such cow or such product is t>|to the sale of adulterated milk or be sold or shipped, and may enforce adulterated cream, the term adul- such measures as are necessary to/terated milk shall mean: Milk con- secure perfect cleanliness in and taining less than three percentum of around the same and of any utensil | milk fat, or milk containing less H used therein, and to prevent the sale than eight and one-half percentum of of milk from cows diseased or fed up-|milk solids not fat, or milk drawn on unwholesome food .... Said from cows within eight days before commissioner shall adopt a uniforn or four days after parturition, or stencil, bearing a suitable device or milk from which any part of the motto, anumber and the words cream has been removed, or milk “Wisconsin full cream cheese” and a| which has been diluted with water or space for a number, and upon proper any other fluid, or milk to which has application therefore and under such been added or into which has been regulations as to the custody and | introduced any coloring matter or use thereof as he may prescribe, is-| chemical or preservative or deleteri- sue the same, with the proper num-|ous or filthy substance or any foreign ber inserted, to the Proprietor or] substance whatsoever, or milk drawn i manager of any cheese factory ia| from cows kept ina filthy or un- | this state; he shall enter in a book healthy condition, or milk drawn from j kept for that purpose the name, lo-}any sick oor diseased cow or cation and number of each factory | cows having ulcers or other Tunning i using such stencil, no number being | sores, or milk drawn from cows fed duplicated, and the name of the per- unwholesome food, or milk in any
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stage of putrefaction, or milk con-jany sick or diseased cow or cow 
taminated by being kept in stables | having ulcers or other running sores, 
containing cattle or other animals.|or milk drawn from cows fed un- 
The term adulterated cream shall|wholesome food, or milk contami- 
mean cream containing less than/nated by being kept in stables con- 
eighteen percentum of milk fat, or| taining cattle or other animals and 
cream taken from milk drawn from|cream from any such milk, or cream 
cows within eight days before or four|in any stage of putrefaction are here- 

days after parturition, or cream from] by declared to be unclean and un- 
milk to which has been added or in-| sanitary milk or unclean and un- 

troduced any coloring matter or|sanitary cream, as the case may be. 
chemical or preservative or deleteri- 
ous or filthy substance or any foreign Unclean and Unsanitary milk, 

substance whatsoever, or cream from Unclean and unsanitary milk. 

milk drawn from cows kept in aj (Section 1, chapter 67, laws of 1903.] 
filthy or unhealthy condition, or| Milk which shall be drawn from 
cream from milk drawn from any sick | cows that are kept in barns or stables 

or diseased cow or cows having ulcers! which are not well lighted and ven- 
or other running sores, or cream from | tilated or that are filthy from an ac- 
milk drawn from cows fed unwhole-| cumulation of animal refuse or from 
some food, or cream contaminated |any other cause, or from cows which s 

by being kept in stables containing |are themselves in a filthy condition, 

cattle or other animals, or cream to|and milk in or from cans or other 

which has been added or into which | utensils that are not kept in a clean 
has been introduced any coloring mat-|and sanitary condition, or milk to 

ter or chemical or preservative or|which has been added any un- 
deleterious or filthy substance or any | clean or unsanitary foreign 

foreign substance whatsoever, or | substance, is hereby declared 

cream in any stage of putrefaction; | to be unclean and unsani- 

provided, that nothing in this act|tary milk; provided, that nothing 
shal] be construed to prohibit the sale |in this act shall be construed to pro- 

of pasteurized milk or cream to which| hibit the sale of pasteurized milk 

visecogen or sucrate of lime has been'or cream to which viscogen or su- 
added solely for the purpose of restor-| crate of lime has been added solely 
ing the viscosity, if the same be dis-|for the purpose of restoring the 

tinctly labeled in such manner as to| viscosity, if the same be distinctly 
advise the purchaser of its true char-|labeled in such manner as to advise 

acter; and providing that nothing|the purchaser of its true character. 

in this act shall be construed as pro- Sale of. [Section 2, chapter 67, 

hibiting the sale of milk commonly|laws of 1903.] No person, firm or 
known as “skimmed milk,” when the! corporation shall knowingly offer or 

same is sold as and for “skimmed | expose for sale, or sell, or deliver for 
milk.” Milk drawn from cows with-| sale or consumption, or to any cream- 

in eight days before or four days af-|ery or cheese factory or milk con- 
ter parturition, or milk to which has|densing factory, or have in his pos- 

been added or into which has been| session with intent to sell any un- 
introduced any coloring matter or|clean or unsanitary milk. 

chemical or preservative or deleteri- Manufacture of food from. [Sec- 

ous or filthy substance or milk drawn/| tion 3, chapter 67, laws of 1903.] No 
from cows kept ina filthy or un-| person, firm or corporation shall 

clean condition, or milk drawn from| knowingly manufacture for sale any
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article of food from unclean or un-| Sale of Imitation Cheese and Butter. 
sanitary milk or from cream from the Filled cheese; oleomargarine; pen- - alties. [Section 4607¢ of the Statutes Premises and utensils to be kept| of 1998, as amended by chapter 151, clean. [Section 4, chapter 67, laws | taws of 1901.] Any person who shall of 1903.] All premises and utensils by himself, his agent or servant man- employed for the manufacture or ufacture, buy, sell, offer, ship, con- 
sale or offering for sale of food prod- sign, expose or have in possession for ucts from milk or cream from the sale, any cheese manufactured from 
same which shall not be kept in or by the use of skim milk to which clean and good sanitary condition are| there has been added any fat which is hereby declared to be unclean and un-| foreign to such milk. or who shall by sanitary. Any milk dealer or any himself, his agent or servant manu- | Person, firm or corporation furnish-| facture, buy, sell, offer, ship. consign, ing milk or cream to such dealer, or expose or have in possession for 
the employe of such person, firm or|sale, within this state, any skimmed- corporation, who operates a cream-| milk cheese or cheese manufactured ery, cheese factory or milk condens- from milk from which any of the fat ing factory, or manufactures, re- originally contained therein has been works or packs butter for Sale as a removed, except such last mentioned food product, shall maintain his! cheese is ten inches in diameter and premises and utensils in a clean and nine inches in height, or who shall, ~ sanitary condition. by himself, his agent or servant, ren- Cans, bottles or vessels to be|der or manufacture, sell or solicit or 
washed. [Section 5, chapter 67, laws accept orders for, ship, consign, of- 
of 1903.] Any person, firm or corpor-|fer or expose for sale or have in 
ation, who receives any milk or Possession. with intent to sell, any cream in cans, bottles or vessels, article, product or compound made which has been transported over any wholly or partly out of any fat, oil or q railroad, or boat line, where such oleaginous substance or compound cans, bottles or vessels are to be thereof, not produced from unadul- fi returned, shall cause the said cans,|terated milk or cream from the same, | bottles or vessels to be emptied before| and without the admixture or addi- i the said milk or cream contained tion of any fat foreign to said milk or therein shall become sour, and shall cream, which shal] be an imitation of 
cause said cans, bottles and vessels yellow butter produced from such | to be immediately washed and thor-| milk or cream with or without color- oughly cleansed and aired. ing matter, shall for the first offense Penalty for violating either of the| be punished by fine of not more than Preceding five sections. [Section 6,|/ five hundred dollars, nor less than 
chapter 67, laws of 1903, as amended | fifty dollars and for each subsequent 4 by ch. 154, laws of 1905.] Whoever offense, by imprisonment in the coun- 4 violates any provision of this act|ty jail not to exceed sixty days nor fi shall, upon conviction thereof, be| less than ten days, or by fine of not | punished by a fine of not less than more than five hundred dollars nor. j twenty-five dollars nor more than] less than one hundred dollars, or by one hundred dollars for each and| both such fine and imprisonment. every offense, or shall be imprisoned Nothing in this section shall be con- in the county jail not less than thirty | strued to prohibit the manufacture or days nor more than sixty days, sale of oleomargarine in a separate oh ee PET TEM
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and distinct form and in such man-|has been committed and who first 
ner as will advise the consumer of|made complaint thereof; the re- 
its real character, and free from] mainder shall be paid to the school 
coloration or ingredient that causes | fund. 
it to look like butter. Standard measures adopted for 

Babcock test. [Section 1, chapter 43, 
Fraud in Labeling Cheese. laws of 1903.] In the use of the Bab- 

Penalty for. [Section 44382, | cock test, the standard milk meas- 
Statutes of 1898]. Any person] ures or pipettes shall - have a cap- 
who shall sell, offer for] acity of 17.6 cubic centimeters, and 
sale, ship or consign cheese labeled |the standard test tubes or bottles for 
with a false brand or label as to the] milk shall have a capacity of 2 cubic 
quality of the article, or shall use| centimeters for each 10 per cent, 
any stencil or label furnished by the] marked on the necks thereof; cream 
dairy and food commissioner of this | shall be tested by weight and the 
state and bearing the words “Wis-| standard unit for testing shall be 18 
consin full cream cheese”. otherwise grams, and it is hereby made a mis- 
than upon the bandage on the side| demeanor to use any other standards 
of full cream cheese and upon the| of milk or cream measure where milk 
package containing the same, shalljor cream is — purchased by or fur- 
be punished by a fine of not mure}nished to creameries or cheese fac- 
than fifty dollars nor less than} tories and where the value of said 
twenty-five dollars. milk or cream is determined by the * 

Fraud in Dairy Manufactories. ‘per cent of butter fat contained in the 
same, or wherever the value of milk 

Wrongful use of milk, etc.; fraudu-| or cream is determined by the per lent accounts. [Section 1494a, Stat- cent of butter fat contained in the 
utes of 1898.] Any butter or cheese same by the Babcock test. 
manufacturer who shall knowingly Sale of false measure a misdemean- 
use or allow any other person to use or. [Section 2, chapter 3, laws of 
for the benefit of himself or any] 1903] Any manufacturer, merchant, 
other person than he who is en-| gealer or agent in this state who shall titled to the benefit thereof any milk] offer for sale or sella milk pipette 
or cream from the milk brought to} or measure, test tube or bottle which 
him, without the ‘consent of the|is not correctly marked or graduated 
owner thereof, or who shall refuse as herein provided shall be guilty of 
or neglect to keep or cause to be} misdemeanor, and upon conviction 
kept a correct account (which shall thereof shall be punished as _pro- 
be open to the inspection of any per- vided in section 4 of this. act. 
son furnishing milk to him) of the] To under-read or over-read unlaw- amount of milk daily received, or of | ful. [Section 3, chapter 48, laws of the number of pounds of butter, and|1903, as amended by ch. 99. laws of 
the number and aggregate weight of 1905.] It shall be unlawful for cheese made by him each day, or of (he owner, manager, agent or any 

. the number of cheese cut or other- employe of a cheese factory, cream- 
wise disposed of and the weight of|ery, or condensed milk factory to each, shall for each and every offense} falsely manipulate or under-read or forfeit not less than twenty-five nor over-read the Babcock test or any 
more than one hundred dollars, one-| other contrivance used for determin- half of which shall be paid to the ing the quality or value of milk or 
person upon whom any such fraud cream or to make any false determin-
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ation by said Babcock test or other- stance it was more the fault of the wise. factoryman in my estimation than of Penalty for violating either of the the farmers that used those cans, preceding sections. [Section 4, chap-| because they would not have been ter 43, laws of 1903, as amended by | used had they known that milk would chapter 99, laws of 1905.] Whoever | not have been accepted in them. They shall violate any of the provisions of were simply drifting, and the fac- this act shall be guilty of a misde- toryman was drifting also. meanor and upon conviction thereof Prof. Hays—Do you think this shall be punished by a fine of not less | rather extreme way of making your than twenty-five dollars nor more dairy products sanitary is going to than one hundred dollars for each and| give you an increased price for your every offense, or be imprisoned in goods? 
the county jail not less than thirty Mr. Aderhold—Certainly, it will in- days nor more than sixty days. crease the consumption. There is 

no question but what we are wasting DISCUSSION. four or five millions of dollars a year Supt. McKerrow—I understand you now on account of imperfect dairy to make the point that this law is Productions. That is not all, but it for the protection of the consumer. has a great bearing on the develop- Does it protect any of the producers | ment of this industry. Our repu- in saving their reputation and the | tation for butter, for instance, is not reputation of clean milk? as it should be, not as good as that Mr. Aderhold—It will, when it is|of Minnesota, and not as good as the generally enforced. It is a crime reputation of Wisconsin butter was - to offer unclean or impure milk at] five years ago. It is getting worse factories; it is a crime to accept it every year on account of the abuse when it is offered and when this law] of the hand separator system. - is enforced, of course it will neces- Mrs. Lehmann—yYour Teport goes sarily be separated, kept apart from all over the state of Wisconsin. In the other. When we make these many places the milk that goes into | inspections on unclean milk and un-| cheese factories is below three per clean cans at the factories, which cent and they don’t know it. All campaign will soon be begun, we that is asked of those patrons is will keep watch of what a man ac-| quantity, not quality. Can’t you say cepts at the factory as well as of something in this Teport that will what is offered. We can obtain a| suggest to our dairymen that they compliance with this law probably | must Produce a better quality? In quicker through the factories than these factories all the milk is pooled. we can by going to every farmer, 1 These men do not intend to be dis- i was at two factories in one week last | honest, it is partly a matter of care- 4 fall and in one of them there was a] less breeding, and I ask this question t very large number of unclean cans. In/in the interest of the men who are the next factory there was not a/trying to get the best results for the i single unclean can, they were all in work they do. What I say is true | good condition. simply because the/in Dodge county. and many other factoryman insisted that they should | counties. be so and milk was not accepted un- Mr. Aderhold—I do not think there less it was all clean. That was the] is as much of that as the lady seems difference in the management of|to think there is, I think you will those two factories. In the one in-] find most of the milk testing three 

'
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per cent or a little better, if it has)7.500 cu:ds of milk, so long as she 
not been tampered with. Another | gives .he necessary amount of it. 
thing in your Dodge county factories, Prof. Hays—Don’t 7,000 pounds 
the factorymen do not, all of them,| make a good deal more cheese? 
know how to test milk, so you can- Mr. Aderhold—No, not a good 
not lay it to the cows in all instances. | deal more. 
The farmers do not expect that their} A Member—Has a case ever been 
milk is going to be tested at all, and|tried in the courts where a man’s 
it may be that there is a heavy dew] cow gave milk testing only 2.8, 
very frequently. where it was bought on the test? 

A Member—Can you bring a crim Mr. Aderhold—Not to my knowl- 
inal prosecution against a man who| edge. 
delivers milk from his cows just as| A Member—Those fellows that pay 
they give it? by the test ought to do better than 

Mr. Aderhold—If it is below three|®2y factory that does not go by the per cent, I think you can. We have test; that is what a good many people 
certainly got to have a standard. say, but I don’t see any difference. 

They have to work just as hard any- 
Mrs. Howie—Would you prosecute way. You know of factories that 

the owner of that cow? have paid by the test around here 
Mr. Aderhold—The cow is never to| and gave it up, and I don’t see any 

blame, Mrs. Howie. The trouble is} good in it. Of course the cheese 
that those people pool their milk] factory man ought to test twice a 
instead of paying by the test. Those| month, or at least every month, but 
cows that give thin milk are all/at the same time the value that you 
right, but the milk ought to be paid] put in the test is not in there. 
for by the test. In this county.}| Mr. Aderhold—I will tell you what 
Sheboygan, just one-third of thelis the matter with Sheboygan coun- 
money paid out at cheese factories |ty farmers on this question of paying 
is divided by the test. I inspected] by the test. They pick all the flaws 
factories here last summer and I] they can on the test system and over- 
know. You have 114 factories in| look the disadvantages of the pooling 
Sheboygan county, cr had in opera-|system. At the Experiment Station 
tion last summer. Two of them!at Michigan, Prof. Michels did some 
were making butter exclusively, the|}work in order to determine which 
rest of them were making cheese and|was the more just, the test system 
a few of them butter also, but just|or paying by the 100 pounds in mak- 
one-third of the cheese factories were|ing cheese, and he used milk test- 
using the Babcock test and dividing|ing as low as three per cent and as 
the money. Many of these people|high as five per cent. He com- 
have the idea that if cows give rather | pared the weight of the cheese with 
thin milk that it should not be paid|the weight of the butter fat and he 
for by the test, but that is radically} found there was a variation of six 
wrong. These Holstein cows pro- | per cent on a range of from three to 
duce just as much butter fat per cow] five per cent milks. Then he com- 
as any other breed, but they have] pared the weight of the cheese with 
got that fat mixed up in a larger/the weight of the milk and the 
amount of milk, but that doesn’t|variation was 35 per cent. Now, 
make a bit of difference, the cow] then, it was six times as near just 
gives 300 pounds of butter fat a year,| and fair to pay by the test as to pay 
whether she mixes it with 5,000 or| by the weight of the milk, but you
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fellows never think how wrong it is Mr. Nordman—in this county, or 
to pay by the weight of milk. You | anywhere else, where they sell by 
keep harping on the fact that you weight, wouldn’t a man be a fool to 
do not think it is quite right to pay get anything but these big milkers, 
by the test. the big Holstein cows? 

Mr. Dassow—Would the professor} mr Aderhold—That is the only have the same results if he had com- way they can compete, because the 
pared four per cent and five per cent|/man who furnishes the thinnest milk 
milk? gets the biggest profit. . 

t eee ee gerne aD PST eae Nordman—How much percent- 
oe om te = ve butter fat can you get into | 

ference in the quality of this cheese ee 
made from five per cent milk and Mr. Aderhold—You can get all of 
four per cent milk? it into cheese, except about three- 

Mr. Aderhold—The man that buys| tenths of a per cent, and the whey 
cheese will not notice any difference. | from rich milk does not contain any 
There is a little difference in the|™ore fat than the whey from thin richness of it. but it is not recognized | milk. 
by the buyers. F Adjourned to 7:30 p. m. 

EVENING SESSION. 

The Convention met at 7:30 p. m. Mr. Delbert Utter in the Chair. 
Musie by Quartette. 

WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE. 

= Mrs. Adda F. Howie, Elm Grove, Wis. | 

It is no modern innovation that has pleasing examples of the powerful 
given women an active and promin- sway of women in this field of labor 
ent place in this pleasant and lucra-|that it woud be difficult to find a 
tive occupation, for if we are to rely | single age or country where land or 
on a carefully compiled history,| cattle have not been benefitted by 
according to Prof. Mason, of the|her subtle wisdom and tireless ef- 
Smithsonian Institute, women were | forts sso that it will be needless to 
the first to engage in this fruitful|turn so far back in the annals of 
calling, and any biblical student who agriculture as to the days of Ruth q 
has thoroughly investigated the sub-| with her garnered sheaves and wifely i ject will readily recall a regretable| devotion to substantiate a claim for | incident of an early day that un-|her salutary effect on every branch of i 
questionably credits woman’s in-| this inspiring and intricate business. 
fluence with the hasty abandonment | And while little credit has been ac- 
of Adam's earliest horticultural oper-| corded to the women who have been 
ations. In short, the ancient and instrumental in developing the dairy 
later days history of both the old| herds of the old world, the assuring 
and new worlds are so replete with|stamp of her successful efforts are
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Plainly mainfest in each breed that Some Royal Examples. : 
has ever attained a prominent stand- Yes, women have ever been con- 
ard of excellence. spicuously present during the plod- 

The charms of the dairy maid have ding march of agricultural improve- 
been for centuries an inspiring theme ment, and if we choose to turn so far 
for both poet and painter, and the] back in the world’s record as to the 
beneficial results of tenderness and | seventeenth century, we will find one 
love have worked so potent a spell|of the most Pitiable examples of 
upon the characteristics of foreign womanly longing for a simple life in 
cattle, that shrewd American buyers| the gruesome story of Marie Antoin- 
are eager to exchange their clank-| ette, who found relief from the politi- 
ing dollars for the perfection of out- cal intrigues and formal state restric- 
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Queen Marie Antoinette’s Dairy, Photo taken by Mrs. Howie. 

line and quality that has been faith-| tions among the dainty appointments 
fully transmitted for hundreds of | of a tiny dairy that had been erected 
years in a blessed atmosphere of|in the palace grounds. History does 
love and gentleness. not name the breed of cattle that sup- 

The refining instincts of woman plied the Delf jars with their precious 
have loyally guarded as a heaven] offering, but it requires no great 
blessed gift the finer qualities and] flight of a practical imagination to 
she, by solicitous care, has striven | assume that the little Isle in the Eng- 
in every possible way to preserve the | lish channel near the coast of France 
graceful types and valuable char-| was drawn upon for a type of kine so 
acteristics, in order to perpetuate|pleasing as to find favor in the 
these virtues in future generations.|royat stables. And one can fancy 
The result of such earnest endeavor|a queen’s delight when she walked 
is so plainly evident that comments among her cattle. A stony-hearted 
are unnecessary, even to convince|recorder of facts reveals that the 
some of the most skeptical. lower ranks of her subjects scorned
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the unfathomable nature of a Toyal|a more abundant crop and whose 
lineage that would revert, even for gentle and sympathetic methods have 
recreation, to so humble an occupa-| exerted so beneficial an influence in 
tion; still others of broader concep-| the development of flocks and herds, 
tion felt a thrill of genuine admira-| but women of wealth and rank, with 
tion and pity for one, who dwelling | refinement and culture, have person- 
among many that outwardy gave her|ally added material of value to a 
homage, should turn to her barn and | world’s agricultural record. . > R 
dairy to satisfy a longing for a quiet, England's dearly beloved and 
simple life and sincere affection. And | revered Victoria—The Good—took 
while the humiliating sorrows and pride and pleasure in well tilled fields 
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Mrs. Howie at the Agricultural School at Penrith, Cumberland Co., ) 
England. 

tragic death of the unhappy queen/and living creatures that added | are now no more than faint echoes in| beauty and value to the royal farms, | a turbulent passage in French his-| and the women of America who seek 
tory, the picturesque little dairy |so closely to imitate foreign customs, { with its stone walls, thatched roof need feel no hesitancy or belittlement | and self-same shelving of glass, still | of station, in giving personal super- 
stands in the palace grounds of little vision for the certain betterment of 
Trianon, a pathetic monument to the | both land and stock. 
Sweeter nature and nobler impulses Another noteworthy example of re- of a victim of vicious persecution. gal affection for this calling, brings 
And yet, a later period in our civ-| us to the present time and is that 

ilization reveals the fact that women | of the Queen of Holland, who but a 
are still taking an active part in till-| few months ago added thirty cows to 
ing the soil and propagating the| the royal stables, we are informed 
stock. Not alone the sturdy peasant | for the purpose of taking commercial 
of a foreign birth, whose skillful la- advantage of her agricultural] pur- { bor wrenches from the miserly earth | suits, but one may read between the )
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lines and attribute a more subtle;number that have been reared in 
motive in a natural craving for a|cities and whose artificial lives have 
simple, wholesome occupation that | grown distasteful, have gained 
might serve in a measure to stifle money, health and prominence by 
the grievous disappointment of a|striving for success, there are yet 
blasted ambition for an ideal home|many others eager to exchange 
life, where the sweeter ties of wife | methodical drudgery for a life of 
and mother-hood would mitigate the|freedom and independence. 
more irksome obligations of even an Any woman with inherent ability 
idolized sovereign. to intelligently act and who possesses 

. . a real love for nature, will find ample 
A Calling Especiaily Adapted to encouragement and assistance to en- 

Women. ter this profession. Our Agricul- 
Women in our own land and in the | tural colleges fling wide their doors 

rresent day have, for yarious rea-| to admit women as well as men, and 
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Howie. 

sons, turned confidently to the allure-| to the enquiring mind and industrious 
ments of this noble pursuit. Among {spirit there is ready opportunity to 
them may be noted women whose|become familiar with every phase 
education and refinement would give}and contingency of the business, so 
them ready entrance to any social or|that with a preparation of this kind, 
business world. That a sincere love|a woman may buckle on her armor 
of nature and creditable achievement | and set out with a certain confidence 
has prompted the selection of this|of winning an enviable position, and 
wholesome and fascinating oceupa-| with this equipment of knowledge, a 
tion, cannot be questioned when one | definite purpose, and the courage to 
observes the absorbing interest taken | toil inceasingly, the American woman 
in the work. And while a goodly|may ably compete in all branches of
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this work with every district and|violets, luscious berries or a skill- 
province of the old world. fully handled flock of early broilers, 

Our rich lands and vast holdings | when grown on a far less acreage, 
have in the past been the means of may yield a profit that would push 
encouraging a reckless waste and a] into the background of insignificance 
hurried over-sight of the seemingly | the more prosaic crops that usually 
trifles that are such mighty factors satisfy the ambition of even an up-to- 
in the improvement of land or stock. | date husbandman. 
The crudely prepared many acres | “The Voiceiess Who Have Known the 
rather than the carefully cultivated Cross Without the Crown of Glory.” 
few, wield a powerful influence in Yes, there have been many gratify- 
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The Dairy School at Kilmarnock, Scotland. 

the loss or gain of a single crop,;ing examples of woman's efficiency 
and when the life-long efforts of any | and perservance to mark every stage 
farmer are measured in proportion |in the annals of this great work; 
to slovenly habits or painstaking | women, who single-handed and alone, 
methods, the progress of a calling | have successfully battled with every 
may be noted in a like ratio. problem of the art. In many cases 

The average woman has no ambi- they have received their full mead 
tion to be burdened with lands be-| of praise and honor, for a restless 
yond her ability to thoroughly and] public, ever striving for the unique, 
systematically cultivate, and while| have singled them out as objects de- 
her artistic tastes may lean to more serving of special commendation, and 
aesthetic commodities than corn or| the ever ready press has generously 
swine, a crop of carefully tended taken up the hue and ery and as
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eagerly held them aloft to a widejers the cross and sets out to fulfill 
world admiration as models of wis-|her life’s mission. 
dom and courage. In our own state may be found 
And yet, throughout our land,|™many such women, who have not 

there are hundreds upon hundreds of oe el — a 
farmborn women whose greater | M0 e an e yu ve 

~ deeds have passed unnoted, whose |Provided the means for a superior 
persistent efforts, devotion and suc-/@ducation for the children who were cess have entitled them to more than|@ependent upon their efforts for 
a local praise. The farm-wife, who | Support. 
perhaps has been shielded from} And last, but by no means least, 
care, or relegated to a place of thank-|for she outranks them all, standing less toil and subjection, who, when | from time immemorial in the very 
an All-wise Providence has suddenly | Vanguard of agricultural progression, 
bereft or released her from the ob-|the farm woman, who unassumingly ject of her love or fear, finds it]}and without thought or wish for pub- 
necessary to cope with the bread on neete an Lundgae — ee 
winning problem, and the first gush S m she 
of her enema tears sabia in-] Pledged to love and honor, bending 
to active life an understanding of | ©Very energy of supporting influence 
the dormant energies she must put | and endeavor towards an ultimate forth in order to surmount the ap-| Success. This is the real one who ; 
palling obstacles that rise before her, | Should be rightfully extolled by the 
the sight of her fatherless little ones |SWeetest sentiment of a world-wide 
is a potent inspiration and spur. She | $ratitude and admiration. She whose 
stolidly dons the sombre emblem of ea post samt soe sue — 

hi avement and bravely ste; ve weakened in a lifelong struggle . into — clouded iw brightened a eae oa 
way of the future. 

Her first thought and act seeks to loved ones. ‘The cheerful wife and mother, whose courageous efforts and perpetuate the memory of her dead, sunny nature, whose God-loving faith 
for what farm woman ever permit- and whee patient metic: ehnes 

—— ee ee re ae heroic victory over poverty and dis- 

commemorative of his many virtues, a ae co foes 
by the more pretentious block of peoniinenss She whose purity of 
granite that might serve to hold him purpose ben made her self-sacrificing 
firmly in his proper place, while she, Christian life an everlasting cman: 
uncomplainingly, took up the burden to all coming generations. The gzen- : 
of mortgage and debt, with perhaps tle, refined, dignified tone af aaahie 
the additional load of his death bed acy aided: .. whbte! tinh a: exaltech 
expenses to swell the amount. What herand solide. children rise up to 
if ‘her lips are a little more ~~ call her blessed. The annals of the drawn when the last straw is laid : 
upon her wifely devotion by the Past have boasted many such women : and the present comes eagerly for- methodically drawn will that plainly ward to do them justice. Thrice 
states the grudging amount she is! plessed is every land or nation that to receive “so long as she remains can claim them. These are the women 
a widow?” She has no time for tears} who have honestly earned distinction. 
or resentment, but valiantly should- They have toiled unceasingly and
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graciously accepted every burden|shouia pe indelibly traced beneath 
that has been laid upon them and by | each jewel emblazoned name through- 
a faithful adherence to duty have|out the pages of a sublime history 
stamped such resultant effects of an| that could be most tenderly and rev- 
elevating character upon their life erently written as a fitting tribute 
work that “honorable achievement” |to women in agriculture. 

SOME PHASES OF THE WORK OF THE DAIRY DIVISION, UNITED 

STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 

Clarence B. Lane, Assistant Chief, Washington, D. C. 

products last year was estimated at 
hii. $665,000,000. No crop but corn | 

yo > produces an income equal to that of y \ the dairy cow. About 19 millions : 
li ps corn produces for us in one year 
£ 1,600,000 pounds of butter, 300,000,000 4 
ee pounds of cheese, 250,000,000 pounds 

mii cai of condensed milk and 20,000,000 | 
y , \ pounds of milk to be consumed as | 

ed market milk. In other words, we 
¥ consume annually per capita about j 
atl 20% pounds of butter, 3.72 pounds of 

cheese, 2.3 pounds of condensed milk 
- and 255 pounds of market milk. 

Si se Considering therefore the magni- 
' eae } tude of the dairy industry, it is very 

\ =; “a } important that the national govern- 
V S / ment should have a Dairy Division to 

o y look after the interests of those en- 
N A gaged in this work. The Division { 

N y was organized as most of you know N y in July, 1895; at that time the appro- i 
NS y priations for the work were small i 

- and it was not possible for the few 
men employed to cover a very | 

fry Lane large field. The work was largely } 
collecting and disseminating infor- 

I am very glad to have this oppor-| mation and statistics and answering 
tunity to talk to you for a little while correspondence relating to a great 
about an industry which sometimes | variety of topics. The small number 
seems cOmmonplace and unimportant, | of men employed and the lack of 
but which in reality is one of our|funds did not permit original scien- 
most important industries. Almost | tific investigations. The few early 
every person of our population of | bulletins published, however, were 
over 81 million is dependent upon it, very popular and some of them have | because they consume dairy products | had a circulation of over 300,000 
in some form. The value of the copies. The work of the Division ;
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fas steadily grown and at the pres- For a number of years the Na- 

ent time there are 20 men on the/tional Creamery Buttermakers’ Asso- 
force, most of whom are trained |ciation has offered prizes to butter 

scientists. The policy of the Division | makers receiving highest scores for 

now is to show dairymen modern|their product, but for some reason 

methods by means of object lessons|the milk producer has never had an 

and practical work, rather than tell] opportunity to exhibit his product, 

them how through bulletins and cir-| which is fully as important as that 

culars, which, of course, did not ap-|of the butter or cheese maker. The 
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Samples of Milk and Cream in Contest, National Dairy Show. 

peal as strongly to the ordinary dairy-| Dairy Division had hoped for some 
man. I shall only be able in the|}time to give an opportunity to milk 

short time I have to mention briefly | producers to exhibit their product and 
some of the branches of the dairy |have it scored for flavor, commercial 
industry which are under investiga-| qualities, keeping qualities, etc., and 

tion. to award medals and diplomas for the 

Bae : best product. 
Work of the Division at the National} hoe National Dairy Show at Chi- 

Dairy Show. cago seemed to offer just the oppor- 
The most recent work taken up wa8/} tunity for such an exhibit. A press 

the inauguration of a milk and cream | bulletin was therefore prepared, set- 

exhibit at the National Dairy Show | ting forth the nature of the exhibit 
in Chicago. This attracted much at-|and the conditions for entry, and sent 
tention from dairymen throughout] broadcast over the country. Most of 

the country. the advertising was done, however,
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through the dairy papers and period-; cream as accurately as butter and 
feals; as it was impossible to com- cheese, or any other product. The 
municate with five million milk] exhibit in detail will be of some in- 
Producers direct. terest. 

“it was arranged to have exhibits in Certified Milk. 

three classes: Class I, Certified milk] 4. already stated, there were eight 
that is milk sold under a guarantee] entries in this class, and the quality 
as-to its percentage of fat and solids of all the samples was good. None 

and the number of bacteria con:| oF them had a distinctly disagreeable tained; Class II, Market milk, or milk flavor. The chemical qualities of 
that is sold without any guarantee) tne milk received most careful atten- 
and without any special standard; | tion and the percentage of butter fat 
and Class III, Cream—it was specified ranged from 3.8 to 5.3 and averaged 
in this class that it should be up to|45 The percentage of total solids { 
the standard of 18 per cent fat. ranged from 12.40 to 13.94 and aver- 

A sreat deal of interest was man-|aeeq 13.33. The uniformity of the | ifested in this contest from the start composition of these samples is very ‘ 
and responses came from all parts! noticeable and would naturally be of the country—13 different states be- expected in this class. | 
ing represented, some samples com-| ‘The number of bacteria in the cer- ' 
ing from as far east as Boston, from tified milk samples ranged from none 
the south as far as Maryland, and to 51,000 per c. c. and averaged ‘ 

from Kansas on the west. 7,877. The absence of putrefactive The principal condition of entry| sna undesirable bacteria was notice 
was that the milk and cream should|»)¢ in most cases. The acidity varied 
all be produced on February 12th, !trom 171 to 198 and averaged .186 packed in ice, and sent to a cold stor- per cent. It should be remembered 

age house in Chicago, where it re-|that all samples were three days old 
mained until scored. The scoring when tested. The scores varied from 
was done by three experts of the/s7 to 9 and averaged 96. AS you 
dairy industry, and careful analysis | 411) see trom afew samples I have was made of the milk and the kind here, the appearance of the packages 

and quantity of bacteria. So many | was very neat and attractive. No 
te te ee eee wae sediment was found in any of the rought together at one time an 
place and subjected to such a ee Tee semen. 
thorough examination. Much less dif- Market Milk. 
ficulty was experienced in scoring} There were 23 entries in this class { 
the product and awarding the medals|and all of the milk was sound and 
than was anticipated, By heating |sweet when tested. Here we found 
the milk to a temperature of 100 de- a great variety of flavors—one of | 
grees, any taints in the flavor could silage, two or three had a suggestion i 
readily be detected, and the quality|of a cowey odor. If any of you have i 
of the flavor determined. Many/never heated samples of milk from i 
thought that such a test would be| different dairymen and given them a ; 
impossible, owing to the difficulty of|careful test for odors and flavors, ' 
shipping cream such long distances] you will be surprised at the differ- { 
and putting it upon a fair basis in|ences you will find and how easy it 
regard to the time it was produced.|is to detect any off flavors. 
The results, however, demonstrated The composition of this milk ranged . 
that it is possible to score milk and|from 2.6 to 6.0 in percentage of fat
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and averaged 4.5. All but two samples | teurization, temperature, storage, 
passed the standard of 3.25 per cent | quality of cream, and time of storage 
which was used in this test. The|are under investigation. The im- 
total solids ranged from 11.42 to] portant subject of fishy flavors in 
15.36 and averaged 13.57 per cent.|storage butters has received careful 
All but two of these passed the stand-| attention. Problems of churning and 
ard of 12 per cent. . The acidity working, and the important problem 
ranged from .171 to .258 per cent and|of hand separated cream and its 
averaged .204. All but three passed | treatment are also being investigated. 
the standard of .225 per cent. The| This work is being done in co-oper- 
total score ranged from 71 to 96 and| ation with the Experiment Station at 
averaged 90. Five samples contained Ames, Iowa, and reports are being 
sediment. There is absolutely no| prepared and will soon be published. 
excuse for having sediment of any Problems in cheese making have 
character in the milk and we had to|also been taken up, including mak- 
condemn it; six points were taken off % 

carelessness on the part of the pro-| HoH HT HHH ducer. This is one of the first things pjssesisssssstazaisssisestiay inst s EES Ee the consumer should look for and 7A se 
if it is found it indicates a dirty) Ae ' dairy. The total bacteria ranged) “HaaPet rege tatty ? from 400 to 21,000,000 and averaged | sR : 952,273, or leaving out the highest} RH eH. | (21,000,000) the average is 39,273.| “Eufitiay totnnEe | The liquefying bacteria ranged from | sits -#pE eat Hts | none to 710,000 and averaged 41,177.| HEH pret EE Heotoeae | 

Cream. , ESSERE csr | The cream samples were of a very| HH aE err St ee vce two * oe of them “1A 2605 SOS $703 SAO BS FS aN | Di larly so, considering they were i i « 
three days old and some had traveled iene eee in poung et at dif- a thousand miles. They ranged in ferent temperatures 
percentage of fat from 17 to 44. The : 
Seidity zanged from 171. to 270. “All}in> curing, _storing and paraffining 
but two passed the standard of 251 cheese, and its - digestibility at dif- ) 
a ae The total bacteria ranged ferent stages of ripening. Several 

‘om 1,200 to 2,800,000. The total thousand pounds of cheese are now in 
Scores ranged from 86 to 98 and storage at Plymouth, Wisconsin, and Stemeset 96. it is expected the results will be of 
Other Lines of Work now Under Way-| much interest and value to cheese 
The Dairy Division has a number | men. 

of lines of work under way, including} For over two years investigations 
the study of the problems in butter| have been under way in the manu- | 
making, water content, flavors and| facture of Camembert cheese in co- . 
storage. Large quantities of butter | operation with the Eperiment Station | 
have been made and placed in storage |at Storrs, Connecticut. - The work 
in Chicago by experts of the Division.] was taken up in hope that a product 
Such questions as quality, salt, pas-/could be produced in this country
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which would rival the French article | farms in the different sections to be 
and thus give the farmers and dairy-} used as headquarters for object les- 

men an opportunity to produce the}sons and disseminating information 

million pounds or more of this kind]in modern dairy practices. 

of cheese which is now imported. Another prominent feature of the 
The results have been fully up to|work of the Division is that of pre- 

our expectations. Three experts|paring plans for farm _ buildings. 

have been at work upon the bacter-| Dairy inspectors who travel about 
iological, mycological and chemical | the country will tell you that most of 
phases of the subject, and they have|the barns are dark and damp, poorly 
found out of one hundred or more|lighted and poorly ventilated, 
varieties of mold and _ bacteria/resulting not only in the cows 
studied, only two are required to pro-|being unhealthy, but in poor 

duce the proper flavor and to carry|dairy products, including not only 
on the ripening. This greatly sim-| milk, but butter and cheese as well. 
plifies the manufacture. Pure cul-| There is room for much improvement 

tures are now prepared of the im-|along this line and dairymen from all 
portant molds and can readily be dis-| parts of the country have made appli- 
tributed to those desiring to produce | cation for plans for new barns and 
the cheese. A bulletin will soon be|for remodeling old ones. The work 
published giving practical methods in| thus far has been greatly appreciated 
its manufacture. Some dairymen in| by dairymen who want to be up-to- 
this country have produced  this|date in this respect. It is proposed, 
cheese with great success. In fact,|later, to study problems connected 
many of the large cheese dealers| with construction of creameries and 
have handled the American product |cheese factories. The inspection of 
and pronounced it even superior to|renovated butter factories is dele- 
the foreign cheese. Producers of] gated to the Dairy Division by the 
this kind of cheese in this country) Secretary of Agriculture, and six in- 
have the advantage of foreign pro-|spectors are kept busy visiting the 
ducers, for the reason that they can|70 or more renovated butter factories 
ripen the cheese under proper condi-|eyery month, and also many of the 
tions and put it on the market quick-| markets where the products are sold. 
ly, while the foreign product has to| A careful supervision is therefore 
be shipped green and thus ripen un: | maintained over the manufacture and 
der unfavorable conditions. sale of renovated butter. Certificates 

Another subject that has been|are issued for the renovated butter 
taken up by the Division is that of|exported. The production of this 
dairy development in the  south.| product throughout the country last 
One man has been constantly en-| year was 60 million pounds. 

gaged during the past year in study-| The study of milk and cream in its 
ing the dairy problems of the south,| various phases has already been re- 
with a view to assisting in the de-| ferred to. A number of other inves- 
velopment of the dairy industry in tigations bearing on the _ subject 

that part of the country. Much in-| have been under way during the past 
terest has already been manifested] year. and as funds allow this work 
and there is constant inquiry for sug-| will be extended. The milk supply of 
gestions along dairy lines from this|several cities has been carefully 
section of the country. The force| studied and some work has been done 
will soon be increased and it is along the line of dairy machinery and 

hoped to establish demonstration] appliances, methods of handling and
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pasteurizing milk, and other problems | tion of our cows, and any effort made 
entering into the production of first-| to raise the standard of production 
class milk. by culling out the poor cows or by 

breeding or feeding will result in th 5 a a Some Elanei or the: Futuce _|adding many millions of dollars to 
ae hoped later to do some work the dairymen’s profit. The Dairy 

stone, the Hing of creamerg anil cheeee | cion expecta soon to ascict in ex 
factory management and problems tablishing Cow Test Associations. connected with these. There are a . 
problems in such management that| The Advent of the Milking Machine. 
are not understood by most owners These are times of great progress 
and managers in a degree sufficient | in many of our industries and the 
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Milking Machine at Work. 

to insure best results in quality of | dairy industry is keeping pace 
product and in profits realized. with others. The dairy farmer 

The Division contemplates doing|}in many of our country towns 
some work soon along the line of|now has the trolley, the rural deliv- 
dairy farm and stock management. |ery and telephone which keeps him 
The cow test associations in Europe|in touch with his markets. Some 
have been a great benefit to dairy-|one has said that only a few years 
men, and equal rewards are promised |ago you could always tell the dairy- 
in this country if this idea is adopted. | man in an audience by his dress. ap- 

One of the weakest points in pearance and actions, but today 
American dairying is the low produc-| it is very difficult to pick him out. 

12
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The progressive dairyman is a busi- years of waiting and many disap- ness man who conducts all branches Pointments, recent improvements of his work on a business basis. He|have been perfected in these ma- know what it costs him per hundred | chines which make. them simple in pounds to produce his milk, what it | construction and, so far as the costs him to produce a pound of but-| investigations of the Dairy Division ter, what it costs to keep each cow | have gone, thoroughly harmless and in his herd per year, what it costs to rapid in their work. This will be raise crops, in fact, he is a first-class | welcome news to all who have con- business man. The progressive dairy-| siderable interest in the dairy busi- man is ever ready to adopt any | ness. 
improved machinery. One of the Perhaps one caution should be most recent machines to which his thrown out, and that is that the attention is being called is the cow| machine should be kept absolutely milker. For more than a quarter clean, otherwise the sanitary condi- of a century, machinery has been | tion of the milk will be inferior to successfully used in separating the that from hand milking. Experiments cream from the milk and churning it} thus far show that it is not a very into butter, but a machine for milk- difficult matter to keep all parts of ing cows has been most difficult to| the machine reasonably sterile. supply. It has long been realized Where the machines are properly that a successful and practical cow handled and care is taken to adjust milker would be a revolution of the the teat cups to suit the require- dairy industry, as it would rent ments of the individual animals, the the work of milking much easier and! yield of milk compares favorably reduce the necessity for the hired with hand milking, but where dairy- help, thus making the dairymian more men are careless in handling the independent. Because of the neces- machine, it is doubtful whether the sity of having a milking machine, yield secured would be as high as science has lavished its most invent- where good hand milkers are em-. ive genius upon its development. Ployed. Only about one-half of the The reports of the United States help is required where machines are Commissioner of Patents show that used in comparison with hand milk- during the period of 34 years, from ing. 

1872 to 1905, inclusive, 127 patents It is the object of the Dairy Divi- were taken out in this country for sion to be of the greatest possible as- milking machines or separate parts sistance to dairymen along all lines, of them. A number of machines have and the co-operation of individual Mais wiae ae ee dairymen and dairy associations will ‘om ie ’ 
ji suction, or the two combined. but assist in accomplishing this result. 

have fallen short of being practical] Adjourned to Thursday, March 15, in some vital point. After many | 1906, at 9:00 a. m, 
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THIRD DAY. 

The Institute met at 9:00 o’clock a. m., March 15, 1906. Mr. R. E. Roberts 

in the Chair. 

FARM BUILDINGS. 

Geo. C. Hill, Rosendale, Wis. 

The evolution of farm buildings in|stock or store crops and tools as they 
the older sections of Wisconsin | increased, until on many farms were 
during the last 50 or 60 years is quite | little villages of buildings. These 

remarkable. All about are seen/are now being superseded by 
new modern farm dwellings; many of|larger buildings, fewer in number, : 
them of good size and attractive in| more artistic in finish, more compact- 

finish, and the fine, large barns loom-|ly located, and supplied with modern 

ing up, ornamented with numerous | conveniences. | 

cupolas and gables, cause one to won- | 

der if there is a big premium offered Phe Modern Farm Home. 
for the finest barn. The farmer's new home is roomy, 

The few old farmers left call to|the inside being arranged jointly by 
mind the conditions of a half century | the housewife and the architect, the 

ago; a log or block house of one|kitchen receiving special attention. 

to three rooms,with an airy loft, cur-| The whole house is warmed by one 

tained or partitioned into two rooms] plant and furnished with an up-to- 

for the boys and girls. The occu-|date water supply and conveniences. 

pants of this attic were no hot-house| Plenty of sunlight and ventilation 

plants. There was plenty of ventila-|are provided for. An open grate fire 

tion, and the beds occasionally were|is a good ventilating scheme anda 

spread with a pure white coverlet of| capital place to pop corn. Roomy 
sifted snow. The barn was a log or| porches provide for and invite the 

straw stable for the horses. The] enjoyment of out-door life in mild 
oxen and cows had the warm side ofa| weather. The house is equa] in 
straw stack by day and into which|every respect to the town dwelling. 

they burrowed by night. The sheep/And is there any reason why it 

and colts took to the brush. There| should not be? 
was no tuberculosis under those con- An Ideal Barn. 
ditions. The wood house, tool house The up-to-date style of barn for 
and wagon shed were out under the| housing and feeding stock and _stor- 

big blue. The scythes and grain|ing hay is 34 or 36 feet wide and 54 f 
cradles hung in the oak tree, the} to 100 feet long. Eight to nine feet 

plow and harrow were turned up|is sufficiently high for the basement } 
against the rail fence, and the wag-!story. The feeding floor is in the i 

on stood by the roadside. center, lengthwise, flanked with two ‘ 
After a few years, pine lumber and | rows of stalls. The silo is located so 

shingles were plentiful and cheap]as to open directly onto the feeding 

and the farmer improved his condi-| fioor. 
_tions by building a frame addition to The superstructure rises 18 to 20 

the house, and one after another,|feet above and is topped with a 

small one story buildings to house|gambrel roof. A bank basement has 

t 
{
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some advantages, if the bank is on| windows is, four square feet of glass 

the north or west side. In such case,|for each animal. The stable must be 

there is a stone wall on the bank/|supplied with a good system of venti- 
side, otherwise the stone wall base-| lation. The air-tight construction is 

ment is a great mistake. It is more|a different proposition from the old, 

expensive than wood, is a conductor |loose-jointed, self-ventilating barn. 
of cold and heat, is a waste of room,| Foul, damp air must be gotten out 

but mainly is more difficult to con-|and pure, dry air supplied, remem- 

struct with sufficient windows. Even|bering that a 1000-pound animal 

with an equa] number of windows in| throws off seven pounds of water in 
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Twin Brick Silos, 34 feet in Depth, Capacity 300 Tons, opening into 
the Basement Stable 34x96 feet, with Wing 26x56 feet, on Farm of . 

Geo. C. Hill, Rosendale, Wis. 

a 24 inch stone wall as in a 10 inch;24 hours. This must be gotten out 
douvie board wall, they are far less|and not suffered to condense on the 

effective, walls. 
If the stable is for dairy cows, the I have recently visited two new 

ceiling and sides are tight to retain | barns, samples of scores of Wiscon- 
the animal heat, and smooth to pre-|sin barns, with stonewall basements, 
vent dust from collecting, and to fa-|containing two or three small half- 
cilitate cleaning and whitewashing.|sash windows. The owners showed 
The outside walls are insulated by a| with much pride and satisfaction the 
dead air space, and in frosty weather| warm, air-tight construction. There 
the doors and windows are doubled] was no ventilation, except by opening 
for insultation and to prevent conden- | the windows, and the ceiling and 
sation. Mr. H. E. Cook’s rule for| walls reeked with condensed mois- j
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ture. Such stables are disease breed-|ings in our county have been remod- 
ing establishments. The animals] eled into calf barns. 
kept in them would be better off The granary should be made ver- 
hibernating in the straw stack, as of|min in proof by lining with sheet 
yore. metal. If raised on piers two feet high, 

The basement story, if constructed |there will be a saving of labor in 
with large rolling doors on the south loading and unloading grain. 
or east side, makes an ideal sheep The corn house is a double one, 
house. If there are two or more| with a driveway between, all roofed 
barns, it is best to locate them at|over. The driveway is a handy place 
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Shelter Belt of Hard Maples, Planted 35 Years ago by Geo. C. Hill, 

Protecting the Orchard and Farm Buildings. 

right angles, forming two or morej|for driving to shelter, to hitch a 

sides of a hollow square for a pro-| team, or leave a loaded wagon. 

tected stock yard. One of these There is a separate building for 

buildings may be the horse barn and|the poultry. The location may de- 

carriage house, conveniently facing} pend on who is to care for the flock; 

the house yard, and opening in the} however I would not plant it in the 

rear into the barnyard. garden. 

All the stables have concrete fioors An ice house is a necessity, and on 

and possibly cement may be the com-|the dairy farm may be under the 

ing material for the entire structure. | same roof with the milk room. If lo- 

ae cated so that the water supply of the 

The Other Buildings. barn passes through the milk room, 
Large, expensive hog houses are of| it will be a convenience. 

doubtful utility. Several such build- Ample room for housing tools may
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be provided for in the barn; also a tions to putting it up higher are that 

work and repair shop. These may be| there would be trouble with that sol- 

on the first floor of the bank barn,|id construction, it would be a con- 

conveniently opening out on a level} ductor of cold and heat and a great 

with the ground above. A room|place for the condensation of mois- 

eight feet high is sufficient, the space | ture. I do not think I have given any 

above used for storing hay. valuable hints, except in that stone 

With an experience of over 30| wall basement matter, and I want to 

years, we have come to prize a four|emphasize that as the most import- 
or five room cottage occupied by|ant thing in the subject given to me. 

farm help. In several cases - the| Since this paper was written, I came 

house has been the means of retaining | over 40 miles of road and looking out 

good help six to eight years, besides the window, especially this side of 

relieving the farmer's family of work} Fond du Lac, it is a universal prac- 

in boarding the help. tice among the people in this section 

Shingled roofs should not be less} to build stone wall basements, even | 

than one-third pitch. A half pitch| where there is no bank, and I believe 

shingled roof will outlast two quart-| it is the greatest mistake that can be } 

er pitch roofs, besides affording made by a builder. You seldom see 

double the storage room. All the|more than one or two small half 

main buildings are supplied with| windows in a side and it is not a fit ' 

eave troughs and leaders, and kept| place for the housing and feeding of ‘ 

well painted. stock. 

The average farmer should not} Mr. Nordman—When those _base- { 

himself build any large building. Be-| ments are properly lighted and venti- 

cause he may have put up a_Ppig-pen| lated, I cannot see that there is any | 

or smoke house, does not prove his|greater objection to them than there j 

ability to properly construct a house would be to wood. 

or barn. He may have a correct idea Mr. Hill—I never have seen one 

of what he wants, then let him em-|yet with a stone wall that had suffi- 

ploy a good builder and have the|cient windows, while I have seen a 

building properly constructed. number of new barns with wooden 
walls that were well supplied with 

DISCUSSION, windows. It is very difficult to con 
Mr. Jacobs—You seem to dislike aj| struct a stone wall with the proper ] 

stone basement. In our section it is| amount of light. It is impossible to 

quite common to build the first story| put four square feet of glass into a { 
of the barn out of stone, on account|stone wall for each cow that is in f 

of its being more durable and warm-|that stable, as there should be in 

er, and I have observed and been of|every stable. More than that, it is 
the opinion sometimes that the best] difficult to insulate them; that is, it i 

construction was a stone construction|is difficult to make a double stone i 

up to the level of the window sill,| wall and without a dead air space in 

then either frame work or brick from| there, it is a very imperfect construc- 

there up between the windows.| tion. F 

What do you think of that kind of Mr. Goodrich—I agree with Mr. 
construction? Hill about the stone wall basement. 

Mr. Hill—Of course we have got to| This winter, in the prosecution of 
have a stone foundation somewhere|my business, I have gone into the 
below, but I do not see the necessity| barns of every patron of a certain 
of running it up. Some of the objec-| creamery and almost every barn hasa
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stone waii basement, either stone, sufficient for cattle, bur 4t 1s a rank 
wall all around, or on three sides,| mistake. I think a 12-foot wall is 
and I did not find but one that was] none too high, and I think it is better 
well lighted. There was no wall on|to have it that way nine months of 

one side of that barn and that was|the year when you are milking every 

one continuous window clear through,|day in the barn than to just plan for 
and of course the stable was well|the three months of extremely cold 
lighted, and it had a good system of| weather. You cannot let light in 
ventilation. The stone wall base-| there if your wall is only seven or 
ments are not healthy, they are damp| eight feet high. You want plenty of 
and cold and almost always dark. head room, just as you do in a school 

Mr. Scott—Was the wall in that] or in church or a hall, and lots of op- 
one stable you speak of dry? portunity to have fresh airand you 

Mr. Goodrich—That wall was dry.| never can get it in a low basement. 

There was a good system of ventila-| Another mistake that many of us 
tion and a good, big shaft, so there} make is to build a straw shed on one 

was a good circulation of air; it was|side of our basement and shut off 

the healthiest and the best producing] the light. We need all the windows 
herd of cows amongst all the pa-| we can get in on both ends and on 
trons of that creamery. He was 4a| the sides, too. 

good man, he knew how to build! Mr. Scott—In this Farmers’ Insiti- 
barns, although it was in a side hill| tute work through the winter, we 

where he had a wall on one side. have sat in halls shivering through- 
Mr Convey—We realize that in or-}out the entire forenoon, waiting for 

der to have a substantial building we|the space above us to heat up. As 

have got to have a good foundation.|the warm air rises, of course, you 

We cannot afford to put a farm build-| have to heat the top of the building 

ing anywhere near the ground, even| first, and that is true of the stable, 
if it is within a foot of the ground, it|the lower part of it is the last to get 

is liable to decay. It is difficult to| warm. We used to think we had to 
get good light in a stone wall. In|have those great high ceilings, but 

many barns the light only comes in| under the King system of ventilation 

when the sun is exactly opposite the| there is no need of building a stable 

window. We run our windows in| higher than nine feet and it seems to 
sections to the sills. My idea of a|me that a stable of any ordinary 
perfect barn would be to build as| width, you can get the light in in that 
high up as you wish to and allow} height and we have to consider those 
room for full windows. In our case,| things, because we have long, cold 
we only put in half windows. If we} winters in Wisconsin, especially in 
had stopped in time to put in full] the northern part of the state. I 
windows and had them in sections,| have in mind a basement that was 

say, three windows in the place and| built 15 feet high and I have seen it 
those pillars between—we use an 8|covered with ice on the sides and on 
by 8 post for each separate window—| the top ceiling, and it is well built, 

it would have been better. In that| too. 
way you can have light and good venti- Mr. Hill—How do you get up that 

Jation and a good foundation, too.|12 feet to whitewash it? 

The ventilation is entirely independ- Mr. Convey—We have a. spray 

ent of the walls. People build their) pump. 

stone basements entirely too low. Mr. Hill—We want to remember 

They think that seven or eight feet is} that this stable is warmed up with
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animal heat and we can hardly af-|summer time without having the 
ford to warm up 12 feet with animal high ceiling. My advice to the farm- 
heat. So far as the summer season | ers is to use the stone for paving the 
is concerned, all the windows open,| barnyard, or to grind up and put on 
we have them covered with netting | your roads. 
and have plenty of fresh air in the 

SMALL FRUIT FOR FARMERS. 

J. L. Herbst, Sparta, Wis. 

our families with the product of the 

small fruit garden, but there are ; 
(| other advantages to be derived. 

I I believe in a small fruit garden, 
e well taken care of, we have some- ' 

lag thing that will interest the children 
[tee and help to keep them on the farm. 

| Be I believe a well kept fruit garden 
makes the farm more valuable and 

| & the home life more pleasant and 
al é attractive. The farmer of today 

fae whose home grounds are kept neat j 
] es and attractive, the lawn dotted here 

% ee and there with ornamental shrubbery, 
| 3 ss the back yard devoid of rubbish and ; 
! ; ; a small fruit and vegetable garden ' 
! 2 well taken care of, is placed in the ' 

a minds of those who pass by as the ; 
P successful farmer and one who is ' 

E iA taking an interest in the welfare of 
] his family and his home surroundings. 

| There is no reason why each and | 
every farmer of our state should not 

ERS SLY 2a raise enough fruit for his or her use. 

The impression that most of us carry 
Mr. Herbst. is that a special location as_ re- 

gards soil and slope is nec- | 
Farmers in general throughout our|essary and special cultivations 

state are beginning to see the ad-|and extra work must be done in 
vantages of a small fruit garden, and| order to get the required results. 
yet @ goodly number of those who| Any one that understands the prepar- 
are interested in agricultural pur-| ations of soils for the different farm = 
suits give but little thought to the| products and the cultivations to 
raising of enough fruit for the family | bring them to maturity can grow 
use, and it seems to me that still|small fruits. So much is written 
more care and attention should be|now days in our various agricultural 
given to this subject of supplying our| papers on the care and cultivation of 
own tables with fresh fruit through-|small fruits that there ought not to | 
out the season. We not only supply|be any trouble for one to care for
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the small plot of ground devoted to Avoid the traveling tree agent who 
fruit for the home use. The proper|has something new with a high 
varieties, properly set out, given|price attached to it. Your local 
clean and thorough cultivations and|nurseryman can tell you best what 

winter protection, are all that is nec-| varieties will do well with you. 
essary for the success of growing our In making our _ selections, we 
small fruits. should aim to have early and late 
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“Tardy” Strawberry. 

Varieties Should be Adapted to Soil | varieties of each sort we plant out. 
and Location. In strawberries we should select an 

In choosing our varieties, we| early, medium and late variety, so as 
should aim to get those that are|to extend the period of having ripe 

adapted to our particular soil and lo-| Strawberries as long as we possibly 
cation. It is a great mistake to pur-|can. The same selections should be 

chase plants from a section where made with all of the other fruits 
soil, climate and conditions are much} Which we plant. By the proper se- 

different than ours. Besides plants|lections of varieties we will have a 

purchased from a distance invariably| succession of fresh fruit for our 
get dried out in transit and are less | tables from the first week in June un- 

liable to stand transplanting, the| til the middle of September. 
freight or express charges are much Z 
more and they stand a greater Give the Plants an Early Start. 

chance of being on the road much The best results can be obtained 

longer than if purchased near at|in getting a good stand of vines by 

home. planting early. The mistake too of-
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ten made is not getting the plants set] All of our fruits, such as red rasp- 
early enough in the spring. Too] berries, blackberries, currants, goose- 

many of us make the mistake of| berries and grapes, can be planted in 
waiting until the spring crops are in| the fall with as good results as if 

before setting out the fruit garden.| they were put out in the spring, if a 

All trees, plants and vines stand] good fork full of coarse manure or 

transplanting, are more liable to live} mulch of some kind is thrown over 
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Eldorado Blackberry. A Good Early Variety. | 
| 

] 

and make a better growth if planted|each plant after it is set out. Black 
in a dormant condition, or before|raspberries and strawberries are best { 

they have started new growth in the|set in the spring. 

spring. We should, therefore, get 7 j 

our plants as early as possible and Preparing the Soil. 
set them as soon as they arrive. To In preparing the soil for the set- | 
the one who cannot attend to this in| ting of plants, see that it has been 
the spring, I would say do it in the} well enriched with barnyard manure. 
fall, just before the ground freezes.| Plow and harrow, making the soil 

{
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fine and mellow. Mark off in rows|the weeds between the plants in the 
rather long, as cultivating can be|row. Do not let your work stop as 
done easier than if in short rows.| soon as the plants are set. The man 
Set the strawberries in rows 3% or| who plants his corn and potatoes and 
four feet apart and place the plants expects the crop to grow and produce 
about two feet apart in the rows.|abundantly without cultivation or 
All the cane fruits should be in rows hoeing does not have to look for a 
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Ancient Briton Blackberry. 
A Good Late Variety. 

seven or eight feet apart and plants; place to store his corn in the fall, 
about three or four feet apart in the|and we cannot expect the fruit gard- 
rows. Grapes should not be  set|en to thrive and produce if it is al- 
closer than eight feet apart. If| lowed to shift for itself. 
plants are set late in the fall, mulch z P 
as stated above; if set in in the Winter Protection. 
spring, cultivate immediately after] The cane fruits, the raspberries, 
and continue frequently throughout| blackberries and grapes, should be 
the season. Hoe often to keep down given winter protection by laying
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them down and covering with dirt.)}ample supply for the average family 

Do not cover with straw or stalks,|for the year round. 

as mice will harbor in them and girdle ss 

the cane, which destroys them for Some Good Varieties. 
fruiting the following year. Straw- The varieties which I would recom- 

berry beds should be given a good|mend for general planting are: 

coating of straw or any coarse litter Strawberries: Excelsior, Dunlap 

for winter protection. Remove the|Lovette and Gandy. 
covering in the spring as soon as Blackberries: Eldorado and An- 

growth starts. The mulch which | cient Briton. 
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Northwestern Greening Apple. 
. 

was on the strawberry beds can be| Black raspberries: Conrath, Co- 
placed between the rows to act as a|lumbian and Nemaha. 

protection to the fruit in wet weath- Red raspberries: Marlboro and 

er. Cuthbert. 

: The Results. Currants: Victoria and White 

A good sized fruit garden for the Grape. * 
: average farmer is about a quarter of Gooseberries: Houghton and 

an acre. The plants to set this out pean: : 
should not cost over $15.00 and pos-| tapes: Moore's Early, Delaware 
sibly can be bought for less money. | #24 Niagara. 
This fruit garden if properly taken 
care of will produce between 40 and DISCUSSION. | 

50 bushels of fruit when plants arein Mr. Matteson—I understand that | 

their prime, and I consider this an] the manure you apply must be pretty
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well rotted. Now in applying a] Supt. McKerrow—Would Mr. Con- 
heavy coat of that, are you not likely | vey’s family be a fair sample, 14? 
to be troubled with the large white Mr. Herbst—I think that sized 
grub in your strawberries? fruit garden would supply even Mr. 

Mr. Herbst—Well, I prefer the well | Convey’s family. 
rotted manure to use for fruit garden, Mr. Convey—I object to the report- 
the plants get the benefit of it much] er taking down anything that is not 
more quickly than if it is put on| facts. My family is large in num- 
fresh. ber, but small in size. 

Mr. Matteson—In your list of rasp- Mr. Whiffin—I have often noticed 
berries, you did not mention the]it is much easier to recommend 
Older raspberry. Did you ever use| things at Institutes than it is to fol- 
that? row the recommendations. It would 

Mr. Herbst—Yes; I believe the| take just about half the time of one 
Conrath is better; it has a larger| man at present high prices to take 
berry and a little better flavor. care of that garden and I think it is 

Mr. Matteson—Is it as hardy for| rather large for the average farmer. 
cold dry weather as the Older? Mr. Herbst—I cannot see where 

Mr. Herbst—Yes. I think so. you can put in so much time on a 
Mr. Scott—That has not been my| quarter of an acre, if it is planted in 

experience. We have found the|rows. A good deal of this work can 
Older the most hardy with us up a/be done with. the horse cultivator, 
little further north. Oftentimes the|and that cultivation doesn’t amount 
snow will cover it, because it is ajto but very little. It can be done 
low bush. whenever you are out cultivating 

Mr. Herbst—You must understand| your potatoes and corn. But very 
that the list I gave you will not hold| little hoeing is necessary, about all 
in all sections of the state. There|that is necessary is to keep it free 
are sections where certain varieties | from weeds, well cultivated. 
do a great deal better than others, Mr. Scott—Mr. Herbst is right. 
and very likely in Mr. Scott’s locali-| We have laid out our garden so we 
ty or in Mr. Matteson’s locality the|can cultivate nearly everything be- 
Older would do better than the Con-|fore going out in the corn field or 
rath. They are both good varieties. |the potato field, we take perhaps 

Mr. Matteson—I wasn’t saying any-|half an hour and run through the 
thing against the varieties recom-| garden, reducing the amount of hoe- 
mended but I do wish to speak par-|ing to the minimum, and it is time 
ticularly in favor af the Older as an| well expended. Now, about our bush 
early variety, and with us a very fine|fruit. I would advise planting that 
market berry. a little farther apart than Mr. Herbst 

Mr. Goodrich—I understood Mr.|does. Of course, seven feet looks a 
Herbst to advise one planting a fruit| good way apart, when the bushes are 
garden to get plants adapted to his|small, but when they grow up, you do 
locality and his soil. not have more room than you want 

Mr. Hill—You recommend a quar-| between them. I would plant them 
ter of an acre producing 40 or 50/not nearer than eight feet apart in 
bushels of small fruits for the aver-| the rows. 
age farmer. What do you mean by| A Member—Why do you not rec- 
the average farmer? ommend the Warfield? 

Mr. Herbst—Why the average Mr. Herbst—Because it is a pis- 
farmer's family throughout the state.|tillate variety and you have to plant
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something with it, the Dunlap or the; across and break every plant, thin 
Lovette, I would recommend. them down. 

A Member—Do you know anything Mr. Matteson—Warfields are very 

about the McKinley? liable to be too thick, to grow too 
Mr. Herbst—The McKinley has not] many plants. 

been tested enough to know. Mr. Eastman—In our country we 
A Member—Will you get more ber-| have got to have the Warfield. The 

ries by hill culture? gentleman spoke about his raspberries 
Mr. Herbst—I wouldn’t plant by| getting too high. Why not take off 

hill culture. There is a little more] the tops about 18 inches high? The 

work on that and on the farm we/gentleman also spoke about putting 
want to get all the berries we can|straw around them. If we did that, 

with the least work. You will get] the mice would eat them all up. 

petter berries by hill culture, and Mr. Herbst—When you _ set your j 

they will be liable to be a little| plants out in the fall, there is no 

larger, but on account of the extra} growth for the mice to disturb. 
work I do not want to advise the] Only that little stub sticks up above 

farmer to grow them that way. the ground of the blackberry cane 

Mr. Matteson—How wide would|and the berries will not send out ; 
you have these matted rows? any growth or mature any till the ‘ 

Mr. Herbst—Not over 16 or 18|next year. My idea of putting coarse ; 
inches wide. Some varieties being| manure on top of that plant was to 
very strong, the plants will stand|keep it from heaving out in the ' 

in the row very thick, and if the|spring. That stub is dead in the 

row is too wide and too thick and it| spring. 
happens to come a little dry weather, Mr. Scott—I advise this gentle 

there is not enough moisture there| man to get some cats. I was going to 

to mature the crop, so I would not|commend Mr. Matteson for reducing 

advise too wide a row. the width of his rows of strawberries. 
Mr. Matteson—The soil I grow|I believe he will get more straw- 

fruit on is different from yours; | berries. We do this by using run- 

that might have something to do with|ning cutters, they are really rolling 

the width of the row. I used to grow | coulters. Another method is to 
them 16 or 18 inches wide, but 1] take a hoe and stop all further run- 

have narrowed them down to eight | ning. 

or 10 inches wide. Mr. Matteson—The gentleman 
Mr. Herbst—The heavier your soil,|speaks of mice troubling his rasp- 

the more plants you can leave in the| berries. Do you follow cultivation? 

row. Mr. Eastman—Yes. 
Mr. Matteson—But if it comes on a Mr. Matteson—I do not see why 

dry season with the heavy clay soil} you should have trouble with the 
that we have, it is not as liable to|mice then; we- have no trouble ! 

mature the fruit in the center of the] at all with that method. 
row. Mr. Eastman—I would like to 

Mr. Eastman—I want a row 30}/know why Mr. Scott wants his 
inches wide; I am doing business| strawberries in such narrow rows? 
for money, not for the farm. Of Mr. Scott—I think it is a recog- 

course, I handle them according to] nized fact that the plants to do 
the plants, sometimes I find them/| their best should be about 15 inches 

getting a little too thick, then I go| apart, not less than that. As a mat-
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ter of fact, we have our rows on they Mr. Herbst—We shipped about 
average 14 inches in width, and from] 250,000 cases of berries during the 
center to center three and a half feet] season, very fine, large strawber- 
apart. ries, and the price ranged from $1.00 

Mr. Herbst—I supposed we were to $1.65; the average was about to discuss this from the point of the Oe ee 
farmer and not for commercial pur- $1.10. It has been an unusually good 

poses. If you want to discuss it| year for high prices. 
from the commercial standpoint, I Mr. Eastman—yYes, it has been 
will talk with you after the meeting. the best year we have ever had. A 

Mr. Eastman—I wish you would h in Mil k frered $1.45 
tell us what your strawberries |7°US® 12 ee ee 
brought last summer by the case of| for what berries I had, and that pays 

16 quarts. very well. 

WHAT A WOMAN CAN DO WITH BEES. 

Mrs. Clara I. Ransom, Endeavor, Wis. 

I wish I had the power and the SSS 
eloquence tc persuade all farmers ———— 
wives to keep a few colonies of bees. Y = P 

They require very little care and ae 
give one large returns for the money ee 
and time invested. Gp Z 

=n Starting In. — 
If you are contemplating buying a — ———___ — 

few colonies, buy of some reliable CEN SS. 
man a good, heavy colony. Do no? Ne SRS 2 
think it exorbitant if he asks you] Ze 
double the price in the spring that) 2@\Wh —es== Ve 
he offered them to you for the fall a NZ = 
before, as a good, strong, wintered N GZ 
over colony is a valuable thing. \ (2 
Learn to handle them. As knowledge] & ee 
is gained, the apiary can be enlarged | 
to profitable size. es = 

Do not buy bees in old boxes or] 2a 
home-made hives, but buy them in Zea 2] 
good Langstroth hives, with about eZ 
nine or 10 frames to the hive, that arenes ht ——— ant 4 ‘ Langstroth hive 
can be easily lifted out and examined. : pumas, 

The Makeup of a Colony. a few, and the worker or neuter, of 
In each hive there should be three| which you cannot have too many. 

kinds of bees, the queen, of which| The sex of the bee is determined 
there should be only one, the drones|by the kind of comb you have in 
or male bee, of which you need only|the hive. Be sure to have nothing
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but worker comb. In the worker| back, but if we do not set them out 
comb, each cell should be about the] early, the bees get restless, and they 

size of the ordinary comb honey|soil the hive and the comb and 

cells. In these, beginning in the early| diarrhoeal difficulties ensue. We 
spring, the queen lays an egg, the|set them back in the cellar until 
workers put in some pollen for food,| the willow blossoms appear, then we 

sea] them and then they set on them|set them out for the summer. 
to keep them warm, just as a hen Put a little salt where they can 

does on a nest of eggs. You take out] have access to it, and have a shallow 

a frame, hold it so the cold air|dish of water with a few shavings 
strikes it and see how they will flat-|in it, so they will not to go to the 

ten their bodies and cling to the card| watering tank for it. | 

to protect the brood. Always set your hives facing the 

The drone comb has much coarser|east, so the bees can get the early 

cells and if yeu find you have any| morning sun and thus get them out 

frames to it, cut it out and put in ajearly in the morning. Put chip dirt 

sheet of the artificial comb founda-| around the hive, so the grass cannot 
tion, as the drones are a great drain | grow through. I always put a heavy 

on the workers; they are obliged to| chalk mark around the stand to keep 

Pe See be aca he 
cee! | peeewrarny 
eS a LYS A tacasa 

eee 4 Cees 
ee S| SOR Mice Car) 

AS AEA: NS 

Artificial Comb Foundation. 

feed them and they have no protec-|the ants away, as they cannot cross 

tion against them. Late in the fall | it. 

the workers will kill off the drones, The first warm, quiet day I open 
leaving only a few to winter over,|the hive, scrape out all the dead bees 

but it is nothing but carelessness on|and mold, find the queen and clip 
your part allowing them to be there.| her wings, put on one or two sets of 

Then there are the queen cells; |supers, then lay on an oilcloth with- i 
you find them at swarming time. They | painted side down to keep the bees i 
are about the size and shape of a|from crawling into the top of the | 
smal] peanut and from three to seven|hive. Now they require no more at- 
in number. tention until swarming time. 

Tose . 
Method to Pursue in the Spring. Swarming. 

We always winter our bees in an When they swarm, I take my queen | 
outside cellar, the ordinary family|trap, pick her up as she crawls 

cellar is not suitable. In the spring | from the hive (it is the old queen and | 
we set our bees out on the stands|the young bees that leave), set the 
as soon as the days are warm enough, | old hive off from the stand, throw a 
that they may take their cleans-| blanket over it, set a new hive on, 4 
ing flight. We may lose a fewj/and by that time the bees, finding 

that will chill before they get|the queen is not with them, | 

13 j 
I 

| 
|
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are coming back. I _ set the|sting you and it swells your flesh, 
queen trap on top of the frames,| your system will become accustomed 

that I have filled with artificial|to the poison and soon it will not 
comb foundation, and when they|annoy you any more than the prick 

have settled I turn the queen loose} of a pin, and it is an excellent pre- 

among them. Sometimes within | ventative of rheumatism. 
five minutes from the time they 
started they are busy at work. Then Uses of Honey. 
I put on about two sets of supers, Honey is excellent for sore throat, 

for these are the honey-makers. Now]cough and _ colds. White clover 

I turn to the hive they come from,| honey is the purest blood purifier 

I open that, go carefully through it, | known. Many of our most expen- 

and remove all the queen cells, ex-|sive bakery goous are sweetened 

cept one well built one. If I should] with honey and as a, warm biscuit 

not do this, in nine days they will] eradicator it is nequalled. 

swarm again and in four days a lit- 

tle handful of bees will start out that DISCUSSION. 

asta FT, | A Member—When you use that 

0 y/ a OG ” / word “artificial,” what do you mean? 
“wx Mrs. Ransom—It is the factory 

made comb foundation that we put 
! ’ in the frames and sections to start 
A > the bees so they will build straight 
Rie] ce comb. 
BS ee A Member—How warm are your 

h i = winter quarters? 
eee A Mrs. Ransom—As low a_tempera- 

™ ture as we can. We simply keep it 
Bingham Bee Smoker. down almost to freezing. I shouldn’t 

ean never make a strong colony. | think you people here would need to 

Avoid this by cutting out the extra put your bees in a cellar; I am much 
farther north. 

queen Cells. : 
I always save every scrap of bees- A Ee your cellar under 

wax, melt it and sell it. That pays Bround? 

for my comb foundation, which I Mrs. Ransom—Partly eondes 
think profitable to use. ground. Of course, I aim to keep it 

above freezing. How do you keep 

yours? 
Outfit. The Member—About 45. 

The outfit you need is a veil, a Mrs. Ransom—It never freezes in 

bee knife, a turkey wing and smoker, | our cellar in the winter. We occa- 

steady nerves, some courage andj|sionally have to clean out the en- 

patience. trances, they are dying all the time. 

7 Mr. Nordman—lIsn’t it the main 

Handling the Bees. thing to keep the cellar dry and well 
In all your operations with bees,| ventilated? 

you must use gentleness. All quick, Mrs. Ransom—Yes, we have a 

sudden jars and motions irritate] ventilator in there and we keep that 

them. Work slowly and carefully and|open unless it is very stormy, bad 

you have nothing to fear. If they | weather.
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CALF RAISING. 

L. E. Scott, Stanley, Wis. 

I believe that every calf, like! a little. We want to get busy in 

every child, “has a right to be well|this matter. Nowhere are well bred 

born.” I believe it is not only the| sires more easily available than in 
right, but the duty of every farmer| Wisconsin. With males and females 
to see that his calves are well bred.| winning championships at our world’s 

It is a duty that he owes to his wife | expositions, with cows beating the 

and to his well born children; it isa| world’s record in official tests, with 
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Prince Fairmount, 11301. A. G. C. C., at Three Months, 

duty that he owes to his community; {service animals of some merit in al- 
it is a duty that he owes to his own] most every township, there is hardly 
pride and to his reputation as a good|an excuse for any farmer, large or 
farmer and a useful citizen. Lastly, | small, anywhere in the state, breed- 
it is a duty that he owes to his poc-|ing from an inferior scrub sire. Once 
ket-book and to those that are de-| well bred, it is equally important 
pendent there-upon. that the calf be well raised. 

I shall spend but little time in ex- 
hortation. Gradually men are com- A Few General Rules to Follow. 
ing to appreciate the value of well In our practice, we leave the calf 
bred stock, but the progress has been| with its mother the first three or 
rather slow. We want to hurry up|four days of its life in a clean well
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littered box-stall, taking care that] first few days together in quiet? But 

the dam is kept quiet, lightly fed and|lest I become sentimental, let us 

given frequent small draughts of] consider the cold facts. 

tepid water. This is an old, old cus- I am confident that the calf does 
tom and while you mig... rather hear] better; I believe that the cow does 

something new in a Farmers’ Insti-| better, and that both are better pre- 

tute, this old-fashioned way has never| pared or the separation which is to 

been, and never can be improved up-| follow, than when separated at once. 

en. You cannot change Nature’s laws Anticipating a very common ques- 

and the wise, motherly, old dame|tion, I will say we find no serious 

has stored up in the cow's udder an | difficulty in teaching the calf to drink 

ideal food for her young one in the}nor with the cow when separating 
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Dorothy, Eight Months Old and Still Drinking. 

form of colostrum, and demands that|them at this period. We now teach 

it be taken in the prescribed man-|the calf to drink, feeding its mother’s 

ner, towit,—in small quantities, slow-| milk. Just how much, will depend 

ly, and well mixed with the saliva, | so much upon conditions that I am 

the first process of digestion. Can any|unable to state definitely, but will 

one imagine a stricter compliance] say 6 pounds per feed, twice a day to 

with these rules than for the calf to|a Guernsey or Jersey, or possibly more 

partake of these first few meals in| to a Holstein, but I have had no ex- 
its own awkward way? Who has a| perience with the latter or with the 

better right? Ay more! Who, with-| beef breeds. Could milk be at hand, 

out compunction, would deny either} sweet and warm, at the noon hour, it 

dam or calf the enjoyment of these} would no doubt be better to feed a
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smaller quantity, say 4 pounds, three | quarts, because I want you to weigh 

times a day, and if we could spare}the milk. In absence of a regular 

the time, I would certainly favor| milk scale a 25-cent fish scale will 

milking and feeding three times a day. | answer. Just hang your pail on 

It would undoubtedly be better for|the hook and pour in the milk. It is 
both cow and calf, and the product] only the work of a moment and may 
of the dairy would certainly be great-| mean dollars in results. I have found 

er. Whether this increase would}/in my experience that a variation of 

be commensurate with the extra|less than a pound in a calfs ration 

time expended, is a question with|has caused trouble and that is closer 

me. than you can guess the amount in 

I say I cannot tell you how much] pouring the milk into a pail. 

to feed. I have only given you a We feed whole milk about two 
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Fannie Fairmount, 19017 A. G. C. C., at 21 Months of Age. 

starter and you must be your own| weeks irom birth of calf, and then 

judge beyond this. If the calf is|add a little skim milk direct from 

thrifty and wiggles its tail vigorous-| the separator, taking at least a week 

ly when it reaches the bottom of the|to make the change. Sometimes, in 

pail as though it would like a little} case of milk from high testing cows, 

more, put in another pound or half| we put in a little skim milk soon af- 

pound at the next feed. But be care-|ter the calf is taught to drink, but 

ful, at the first indication of indiges-| usually the calf is from three to 

tion, which may readily be detected] four weeks old before it is deprived 

by watching the droppings, hold up| of all butter fat. By this time it is 

a little on quantity at the next feed.| eating some hay, the best we have in 

I speak of pounds rather than] the mow.
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About this time we put a small|tion with calf raising, it is what to 
handful of standard middlings on top| do for scours. 
of the milk and about a teaspoonful] There are two distinct diseases 
of blood meal or blood flour on top| known by this name. The more 
of that. The middlings prevent the|serious, but, fortunately, the one 
latter feed, which is heavy, from set-| least frequently met with, is a germ 
tling into the corners of the pail and| disease called white scours. Of its 
the calf in lapping up the middlings| origin or treatment but little is posi- 
gets the blood meal. Just now we| tively known by even our best author- 
are using blood flour and like it the]ities. So many out-breaks have oc- 
best of any highly concentrated feed | curred in aborting herds that some 
we have ever used. . In addition to|claim there is a close relationship 
this, a few whole oats fed immediate-| between the germs that cause both 
ly after the milk, is most excellent,| diseases and that the calf is born 
and I do not object to a little corn| with the germs already in the di- 
meal in connection with these nar-| gestive tract. Others claim that the 
row feeds, especially if the hay is|germ enters the system through the 
clover or alfalfa. raw naval and claim immunity by 

sprinkling the bedding and stall witn 
Thee Fee carbolic acid water before the calf is The calves should be kept under dropped, and upon birth, annointing 

shelter the first six months of their the naval with some good disin- 
existence in roomy, well ventilated fectant. For this last purpose a 
pens, with stanchion front and man- mixture of iodoform and_boracic 
ger, to be used at feeding time. acid in equal parts has been recom- 

The pens should be littered daily mended. These precautions are no 
with dry straw, shredded corn fod-| goubt wise where-the disease is an- 
der, or, best of all, where obtainable, ticipated. 
dry saw dust. With the quantity As a remedy, high authorities ad- 

of bedding usually employed, if al-| vise castor oil, but I have never yet 
lowed to be trampled under foot for seen good results from its use, and I 

a time, rather than removed daily,| wij) confess that I have had a preju- 
the pen will be kept drier and more | qice against the castor oil bottle dat- 
nearly odorless. A cement floor is ing from infancy. I am_ seriously 
the most uncongenial bed possible impressed with a maxim which 1 
for a calf, or any other animal to lie once got from a veterinarian, which 

upon. is: “Better do nothing than do 
We do not like to have calves uD-| worse.” 

on grass while feeding milk and} | have never had but one case of 
have had far better success with dry | this disease. The dam had aborted 
feed in connection with it. We used twice and the calf showed symptoms 
to feed silage, but are withholding it} soon after birth, which developed in- 
now from our younger calves, as we | to quite a severe case in a few hours. 
find that the more hay we can get!y milked the cow nearly dry, so that 
them to eat, the more milk we can|the calf could get but little nourish- 
feed without causing bowel trouble, ment, and that in the natura] man- 
and milk is the ideal food for the|ner | The calf soon recovered and 
young. is now one of the thriftiest aimals 

A Perplexing Question. in our stable. But of course, “one 
If there is one question asked more] bird does not make a summer,” and 

frequently than any other in connec-| this is only one case.
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Mr. George Wylie reports good re-|say too much about that, because I i 

sults with soothing syrup, giving | haven’t had much actual experience i 

two or three teaspoonfuls daily, ac-|Of course, I realize that this is a 1 

cording to severity of case. Mr. H.|cheese district. If we are going to | 

©. Taylor, while administering pre-| have good cows, we have got to raise { 
scribed medicines, says he has had|them from our own calves, and I be- l 

the best success with those calves| lieve that what whole milk we need 

that were left with their dams.|for that purpose is money well ex- | 

Calves with this disease usually die | pended, because we are going to raise H 

or recover in a few hours. nice, thrifty calves. 

The other form of scours is far more} Mr. Nordman—It is worth more 

common, but not nearly as serious. | than any of this commercial food that 

It is usually a mere diarrhoea re-| we are able to buy. | 

sulting from indigestion, the primary Mrs. Ransom—I have had scours 

cause of which, nine ti). es out of ten,|in calves and have had trouble that | 

is injudicious feeding. Sweet milk in|} way. For my worst cases I used , 

proper quantity, fed from clean pails,] white oak ashes, poured water on ‘ 

with what fresh water the calf|them and gave the water to the . 

wishes to drink, plenty of wholesome, | calves. I have never lost one since 

dry feed, fed in a manger, roomy,|! began that practice, and I have had 

dry and well littered quarters are all| them bloated, laying on the ground. , 

factors in raising heakhy calves. Since I learned to do that, when 1 ! 

think a calf’s stomach is getting a 1 
little out of order, I give them a lit- if 

ee tle white oak ashes, and I have Mi 
A Member—I think the gentleman] found that straightens up the calf’s 3 

has outlined a very good system for}|stomach and starts it again on the 

raising calves, but it would not] right road. H 

work in Sheboygan county, for the Mr. Goodrich—Mr. Scott spoke of ihe 

reason that our milk is too expensive.| two kinds of scours, one kind the 1 

When milk is bringing 96 and 97]lady has just been talking about,— } 

cents, you must give us sométhing to] that is the common scours that comes ty 

take the place of it. from the feeding. The kind he first a 

Mr. Scott—I think the milk for the; spoke of is the white scours, they J 

first few weeks is well expended in| have it sometimes when they have () 

getting the calf started. I have had|never taken a drop of anything into at 

experience in raising calves on whey,| their stomachs, they are almost i 
and I think our Experiment Station | born with it, at least they have it i 
should take up this work of|very soon after. Now, my son has a i 

raising calves on whey. | herd of thoroughbred Jerseys that he j 

This new food that has come into|thinks a great deal of, and that dis- , 

use, blood meal and blood flour, is a|ease broke out in his herd. He is i 
concentrated food. The manufac-| quite an investigator, and he came it 
turers claim it contains 87 per cent|to the conclusion that it is a germ | 

protein and I believe it is an ideal|disease and that the germs are in ay 

food to feed in connection with sweet|the barns, in the quarters, but with : 

whey, and after a calf has a good] all the disinfectants they could use { 

start with milk, I do not see any|they never were able to get the it 
reason why you cannot grow calves| germs out, but if the calf was seen | 

with sweet whey by using the rich|in time, it could be saved; if not, it i 
protein foods, but I do not want to! was lost. The idea is that the 

ay 

ii 

| 
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germ may have access to the body| Mr. Scribner—As near 98 degrees 
of the calf through the umbilical cord as you can possibly get it. 
and if that is disinfected right] Mr. Scott—I fully agree with Mr. 
away every calf can be saved. He|Scribner as regards ordinary scours, saved them all for a while, except]it is wholly within our control, but 
one, when there was sickness and the white scours is a very different death in the family and the calf was| thing, and as yet we know but little 
not thought of, though it was a very} bout it. It is a germ disease, and valuable calf, one from a very valu-| while this experience Mr. Goodrich 
able cow, and they lost it. He uses, | has relatel is very valuable and has I think it is zenoleum, and he saves | worked well with his son, like abor- his calf every time when he gets at] tion, this disease is very contradict- it in time. ory and we do not always know the 

Mr. Scribner—There is a good deal} origin of it or what to do to obviate 
of this trouble too by not taking | trounle. There is a good deal to proper care of your calf stable. 1] learn yet. 
believe the calf should have the best 
place in the barn, the lightest and Taote 
best ventilated, with good, clean beds. 
I do not know that I have ever had| Presentation of Medal to Mr. Scrib- 
a real hard case of scours; we have ner from Wisconsin Jersey Breed- 
been very fortunate or lucky or some- ers. 
thing. I think perhaps it has been Mr. Jacobs—Mr. Chairman, as rep- 
due to weighing the milk. We are resenting the Jersey breeders of Wis- 
very careful to weigh the milk and consin, I want to say that at their 
give the calf only the right quantity |last meeting, they voted Mr. Scrib- 
and al the right temperature. It is|ner a medal for his work in the de- 
So easy to put three or four pounds] partment of Jersey breeding, and I 
of milk into a pail and knock that take great pleasure in handing him 
temperature down 10 or 15 or 20 de-|the medal which they voted him at 
grees before it really gets to the calf] that time. 
and that is bound to cause trouble. Mr. Scribner—I wish to thank the 
Once in a while we find one getting | worthy gentleman, Mr. Jacobs, and 
Started a little wrong, and our! those connected with him in this pres- 
remedy is simply to drop off the eulation, very heartily. Of course, 
whole milk for two or three feeds, | in my starting out with my little 
give them skim milk, and we have dairy herd, I had no idea where it 
been able to regulate it every time] would land me. I simply started out 
by using this simple remedy. You|te improve my own herd and have 
know by the odor and the looks of kept steadily on that line. 
the calf as soon as you stick your Mr. Chairman—I presume most of 
head in the barn if there is anything you know that this is the gentleman 
out of the way. If we are a little| who owned Loretta D., the 
watchful, we can avoid a good deal great cow at the St. Louis Exposi- 
of trouble. tion, and he will now tell us about 

The Chairman—At what tempera-|his methods in developing such a 
ture would you feed the milk? cow.
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DEVELOPING A Cow. \ 

F. H. Scribner, Rosendale, Wis. 

Cows, like men, are good or bad, | 

ae 3 oftentimes because of their environ- /} 
Eee el ment, bringing up and education. We 
7 ae _ | look for and expect men to be good if 

Ss 5 Ren | | brought up in good and religious fam- ) 
tm _ ilies and communities. I have often 
i Cel Rees heard it said, “Give me the first six 

=o, eS years of a child’s life and I will tell . 
- <4 ee | you with a great deal of certainty 4 

jee iP what the future of that child’s life t 
eee ae | will be,” so I believe that the con- 
ips ™ | |ditions under which an animal is 

z ee reared determine in a large measure 

| ene ‘ her future usefulness or uselessness. 
ee 

Fe How to Obtain Profitable Cows. i 

i . As with men, the parentage is of 1 

| great value and we look for and have 7 
good reason to expect cows to be bet- ¢ 

© ter cows from a long line of productive be 

<j ancestry, so this then is the stepping 

stone in the developing of a dairy i 
| cow. if 

| s A profitable cow in my estimation & 

is one that can produce in a :} 
Mr. Scribner, year, or still better a_ series ! 

of years, a _ good, maximum i 
When we stop to think that allj yield of butter at a cost that will U 

kinds and breeds of cattle undoubt-| yield a good profit to her owner and ( 
edly originated from the same pair] also produce a strong, healthy calf 

that the good Lord created at the]each year. This should be one of 

beginning, we begin to realize what|the requisites in securing a sire for f 
an artificial production the cattle of|the head of the herd; not only see 

today are; how environment, condi-;that he is from a productive strain, | 
tions and tastes of men have de-|but from a family of regular breed- ; 

veloped them along different lines,|ers, because he not only reproduces t 

until we have many different breeds,| his good qualities, but often inten- | 
with characteristics peculiar to each | sifies his weak points as well. See 

breed, and each breed breeding true| that he is as near perfect in confor- I 
to the type, color and conformation | mation and dairy make-up as possible, f 
of its own peculiar breed. Of course, | for with all the care we may exercise 

this was the work of ages and re-|in the mating of our animals, some 

quired a great deal of skill, patience | faulty ones will develop that we had 

and perseverance, but it shows what| not figured on, so if we have looked 

can be accomplished if we have a} well to this end, to see that the sire 
definite aim in view. is right and that the dams we are 

f
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to use for foundation are right, we;ask them to take care of a lot of have gone a long way toward their feed so they may develop and be development. profitable animals, but if fed and I recently heard of a breeder who] cared for in a careless and harmful examined the little heifer calf when manner, their digestive faculties it came into the herd and if it did| have been impaired, and they simply not have so many developed teeth Say, “we can’t do it.” and the udder and teats just so well I am still a believer that heifers developed, it was knocked in the should not freshen too young. If al- head. I want to s y that if we had lowed to drop their first ealf at from 
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A Well Developed Yearling Jersey. 

practiced such a methed in our herd 28 to 30 months of age, they will get we should have slaughtered some of % little more growth and strength, our most valuable animals, for we and we believe their digestive capa- have found that all heifers do not de- | bilities are also strengthened. velop alike, some are veritable lit- There are many things that enter tle cows at six monihs old, while | into the development of the dairy others do not develop real good cow cow, and possibly if any one was drop- qualities until three or four years of | pea out the best of results could not age. 
be obtained, and the man who uses 
that part of his body above his ears Some Steps that Lead to Success. the most freely usually succeeds Calves should be fed in such a way | best. 

as not to impair either srowth or di- We have come to believe that a gestion, for later on we are going to} large part is due to the feed end ot
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the question. The organs of diges-] may not have an abundance of good, 

tion, like the other organs and | rich, juicy foods, best suited for milk 

muscles of the body, are developed | production. 

best by constant use; the breeder The successful development of 

who through neglect has not provided | cows rests largely on the breeder's 

in some way for the emergencies that | equipment. Loretta Ds, Yeksa Sun- 

always come, is short sighted. We | beams or Shadybrook Gerbens do not 

all know that when a cow once|come by happenstance; they are the 

shrinks in her milk, how hard it is to] result of equipment. First, right 

get her back, and quite ofien it is im-] breeding; second, right feeding; 
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A Well Developed two-year-old Jersey. 

possible, even with the best of feeds, | third, right care. One man in writ- 
so it stands us in hand to provide |ing about cows says, ‘The cow does 

in some way fer these times and|not make her mitk from running 

either have some soiling crops grow-| brooks or sunny skies.” To be sure 

ing, or enough silage stored up to|she does not, yet I believe that the 

supplement the shert pastures of|water and the sunshine are quite 
summer, also to supply succulent feed |important factors in the best milk 

for winter use. production. Convenience for water- 
I believe there is such a thing as|ing and at the right temperature 

compelling success. Every breeder|means something, and the pleasant- 

should have such a complete under-|ly situated cow stable, with plenty 

standing of his business and the in-|of windows for the sun to shine 
dividual needs of each animal so that| through, means something; good, 
there is no time in the year when she | warm, clean stables, well ventilated,
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balanced rations, kindness, patience,|heifers to take to St. Louis; he 

watchfulness, stick-to-itiveness, all] thought he picked out two of the best 

mean something. and they showed up fine; he left two 

I made the assessment in our town]|at home that did not look so well, 
last year and in getting sta-|but when he came back in the fall 

usties, asked how many cows were | those two heifers proved to be better 

kept during the year and how many |than the other two; they had not de- 

pounds of butter were made, and in| veloped alike, so we cannot always 

all the town only found three or four] tell which will make the best cow, 

men who could answer definitely.| we have got to wait and see. 
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A Well Developed Jersey Cow. 

Each one knew how many bushels of Mr. Seott—Don’t you think it is of 

grain and potatoes were grown and|great importance to see to it that 

how many tons of hay, but when it|your heifers are fed supplemental 

came to the cow question it was all |foods when the pastures are dry? 

an utter blank. Is it a wonder then Mr. Scribner—Certainly. Our heif- 
that the average butter production of|ers are fed just as well as our cows, 

Wisconsin is so low when so little|}and I think it is just as important 
interest is taken? in developing our heifers to make 

productive animals as any other one 

DISCUSSION. thing. We may breed well, but if 

Mr. Scribner—At the time of the] we do not feed right and have plenty 

St. Louis Exposition, Mr. Hill, who] of supplemental foods, keep them de- 

lives near my place and we are very} veloping along the best lines, we 

intimate together, had picked out two] surely have made a mistake,
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Supt. McKerrow—How about Lor-| Loretta Ds or Yeksa Sunbeams. It is 

etta D? Was she a heifer that de-|the liberal feeder—well, the liberal 

veloped early, or was she one of| feeder may be a poor feeder too—the 

these late developers that you spoke|man who feeds a lot of corn meal 

about? and such food as that may bea 

Mr. Scribner—She was one of the| liberal feeder, but he is liberally 

later developers. We thought Lor-|feeding the wrong kind of food, so 

etta D. was a mistake. She did not|that we want to raise the right kind 

show what she was until she got to]and a lot of food on our farms. We 

be five years old. I thought when] want to raise a lot of clover hay and 

she dropped her first calf she was|alfalfa and corn fodder and we want 

surely a failure and I was positive of} the kind of an animal that is able to 

it when she dropped her next calf.| eat up all of this food and turn it 

With her next calf she commenced to] into milk. We want to see that she g 

get into form and with her next calf, has a rather slim, long neck, not too ‘ 

she was in splendid cow form. Some|short and not too thick. We want ‘i 

people think that form doesn’t cut|that sharpness over the shoulders. 1 ' 

much figure. When I go into a herd|do not object to a cow laying on a ‘ 

of cattle or a show ring, I am not|little flesh; in that way she may ; 

supposed to know anything about the| store up a little surplus energy for 

blood or the pedigree of the animal, |the calf, but when she does come in- 

I must pick them out by the way they | to milking condition, you will find her 

look to me, and I want to pick out shoulder coming down in the right 

the cow that in my estimation looks | Shape, like the peak of a roof, and 
as though she would be a profitable] when I see a cow with her shoulder 
worker. Now, I want depth, I want|im that condition, I say, “there is an 

to see plenty of depth to the cow. 1| animal that is turning her food in the 

like to see a good, strong, muscular’ right direction.” Some of the cows 

jaw, a good eye, and a good wide) that put all their food on their backs 

muzzle. The other day when I went|are like some of our women that 
into the calf stable to feed the calves, | Put all cheir money into clothes. We 

I noticed one calf had a good, broad| ‘vant a cow that puts her food into 

mouth, and I said, there is going to|the milk pail. We want a wedge 
he a good feeder, with good constitu-} Shape, not only this way, but that 

tion. When I go into a box stall| way (indicating). Then we want good 
and see a calf with a slim nose and | milk veins and a good udder. 
a narrow jaw, I say that one is not A Member—Do you grain your 

going to be a very large eater, it | heifers? 

will have a weakened constitution. Mr. Scribner—Always. I have been 

When we pick out a cow, we want to| asked many times how much I feed 

see that she has a good, strong, mus-| heifers when I feed them oats, and I 

cular jaw. we want a cow that is able | answer, “I feed them just what they 
to eat a lot, and the cow that has a| Will clean up every time, but no 

good. strong, muscular jaw is the one| more.” I have seen men who would 
that is able to eat a lot. It is not| Put six quarts of oats in a calf's 
the cow vou can get the least into| manger because they wanted to be 
that is going to be the most profit-| liberal. Some will be left of course 

able, it is the cow usually that you|@nd they will get musty. Feed in 
can get the most into. The man who| Such a way that they will eat it up 

is going to feed his calves in a| Slick and clean. 
stingy way, is not going to develop Mr. Convey—Did you ever know a
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large producer without good dairy|milker ever sets down on the milk 
form? sheet in my barn what a cow is giv- 

Mr. Scribner—I never knew a real]ing that he does not look back to 
large producer without a good dairy |see what she gave the last time. It 
form, but I have seen some fairjis a great educator and it does not 
producers that were not of quite so| take so long a time where you have 
good dairy form. milk sheets all ruled off, your scales 

Mr. Goodrich—They will give al|right there and your pails all weigh 
good mess of milk quite a while. alike, so you do not have to stop to 

Mr. Scribner—I want to pick a] subtract at all, but you set it right 
good dairy form every time, as I| down, and at the end of the month 
consider form a good indication of} you are able to tell all about it. We 
persistency. haven’t a bull calf or a heifer calf 

Mrs. Howie—Now, in regard to| that we do not have a record of, and 
those two calves that Mr. Hill sent to| this is kept up year after year so we 
the Exposition and the ones he kept} know which cows in our herd are the 
at home, don’t you think that pos-| best in the long run. 
sibly the keeping of those two at A Member—Will these qualities 
home had much to do with their de-| that you are leoking for in a good 
velopment, and that the ones that] cow apply to all varieties? 
were sent to the Exposition were Mr. Scribner—They apply to all 
held back by the treatment received | dairy breeds that I know of. If I 
there? am going into the show ring, I judge 

Mr. Scribner—We know that fairs | them all from the same dairy type. 
are not of any benefit to stock, but} A Member—And you have found 
of course these were fed and cared | that that would be the case with the 
for right. I do not think that had| best milkers in every breed? 
much to do with it. Mr. Scribner—Yes. Of course, 

Mr. Jacobs—After your cow is de-|breeds have their own peculiarities 
veloped and everything is done ac-|or characteristics. We find Guernsey 
cording to your suggestion, don’t you| preeders place a great deal of stress 
think there is a great deal of impor-!on the skin color and they claim 
tance to be placed on the way the| considerable from that, and there are 
milking is done? peculiarities in other breeds, but 

Mr. Scribner—I certainly do. 1]|when it comes to general make-up, 
think we should take great pains in| they are all about the same. 
educating our milkers and the best} Mr. Convey—I think one of the 
way to educate a milker is to put the|most important subjects . presented 
milk sheet up in your barn. I can-|in your paper is the matter of sum- 
not tell a man just how to do it,;mer feeding. Land is high priced, 
but if he has a milk sheet there he|you wish to keep up the quality of 
will pretty soon find out for himself.| your cows, would you think you 
If he is not getting the milk, the] could get along without summer feed- 
milk sheet will show it, there are so|ing, even if you had abundance of 
many things to be read. between the | pasture? 
lines of a milk sheet. It not only| Mr. Scribner—No, I do not. Even 
tells the amount which the cow gives,| last year, with all the rain we had, 
but also her persistency, and he|I do not think there was a time we 
soon learns that the cow that gives} did not need something to feed. Of 
milk the longest time is the most| course we had our silo to fall back 
profitable cow. I do not believe a|on, and that is one of the best things
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on the farm. Mr. Convey once|peas and oats later on feeding the ; 

asked me, “Which would you rather|corn in the barn, keeping up your 

have, a good silo or 40 acres more|summer feeding, that would be all 4 

land?” And I answered, ‘I rather] right, wouldn’t it? 

think I would take the silo.” You Mr. Scribner—Mr. Convey is right. 

have stored up there so much fine} We should grow some green soiling | 

food, always handy, and we really feel| crops to feed our cattle if we haven't 

that we could make better use of that] a silo. | 

good silo than of 40 acres more land.|_ yr, Nordman—Don’t you think as | 

Mr. Convey—Outside of silos, what) petween the two, fresh clover is bet- 
grain would you prefer to feed with] ter than grain? | 

grass? Mr. Convey—Fresh clover is all 

Mr. Scribner—Ground oats and right, but the season is so short. 
corn make ee good et pears Supt. McKerrow—You can have 

eee sus ans = o clover all summer practically if you 

ext are cutting it for soiling. 

wr. @erituier—Clover hay ts all oe So : 
ry season you do not get it ina 

gh nice condition. Corn is the only 
Supt. McKerrow—How will that fi : 1 

food to feed at that time. After 

grain and bay nix? that time, you can have nice food 
Mr. Scribner—Not so well for win- Pa i * a til 1a th 

ter, as there would be too much of neni nam = = —— i 

the Siattening . elements for most) me Om 92 clover. 
cows. I do not mean that grain is| Supt. McKerrow—Up in your par- 
the best milk food in the world, but| ticular corner of the state, that is a 
we have got to balance up our-ra-|800d way to do. 
tion. Grass has a great deal|. Mr. Scribner—Along the line of 

of protein, and we have got to bal-|supplemental foods for summer, 

ance it up with a little bit of car-|raise them if possible. This is the 

bohydrates. If we had put in wheat|cheaper way, and more than that, 

bran or gluten or oil meal, we would | the cows can stand it longer on some 

have a one sided ration. Corn meal| green soiling crop than too much 

and grass make a very well balanced|grain. While the grain is good and 

ration, particularly if that grass has|contains chemically what the cow 

a good deal of clover in it. needs, it taxes the digestive organs f 

Mr. Convey—I think you would do}too much, being harder to digest. i 

well to raise some kind of a soiling| Those that feed heaviest on grain | 

crop. With clover and corn meal and| have the shortest lived cows. | 

} 

} 
} 

| 

| 
|
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POULTRY HOUSES AND RUNS. 

Cc. E. Matteson, Pewaukee, Wis. 

The question of how to build and In order to make this subject clear 
equip poultry houses and runs suf-|to you, I wish to say at the outset 
ficiently large and roomy to accom-| that all recommendations given here- 
modate the number of fowls kept on] in are for winter use entirely. We 
the farms seems to be the hardest of | need not worry much about the spring 
all to get at. There are but few]and summer months, nature assists 
people who keep fowls but what have] us at such times, but fall and winter 
realized the profits to be derived|eggs are always more profitable, 
from them, but it doesseem so hard|and if we expect these profits we 
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Brooding House and Yards showing Indian Runner Ducks in Yards at 
the Poultry Plant of C. E. Matteson, Pewaukee, Wis. 

to get them to provide room enough ; must be prepared in advance, so that 
for them to do their work in. Some|our winter layers are not caught out 
17 years of experience has taught|in the inclement weather of Wiscon- 
me that plenty of room is just as es-|sin, which is sure to come in its sea- 
sential as warmth. They really go] son. 

hand in hand and should be com- - 
bined in the construction of all poul-| Lecaticn and Plans for Hen House. 
try buildings; in fact, if they are If a new house is to be erected, its 
not combined, the house is not|location is the first thing to con- 

modern, sider. A south or southeast slope
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is to be preferred, principally to af-|sents food, and there is little danger 
ford good drainage and to catch the] of getting them too warm. My houses 
early morning rays of “Old Sol,” and]are constructed so that two colonies 

if possible protected on the north] occupy one roosting room, they be- 
and west by either a grove or some|ing kept apart by a lath partition 

of the farm buildings. (poultry netting is better). The doors 

A stone foundation is preferable to| are arranged so they open directly 
setting the house on posts and skirt-|into the scratching shed, which acts 
ing it around with boards. As to/as a storm shed to the roosting 
size, that must be determined by the|room; all openings from the roost- 
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General View of Poultry and Fruit Farm of C. E. Matteson, showing ' 

Part of the Building used for Poultry; also Plum Orchard, Rasp- 
berry Plantation, etc. 

number of fowls that are to be kept.Jing room go directly into the shed, a 
Multiply the number of fowls you] fact that should not be overlooked; 
wish to keep by six, thus allowing] in fact, every move in the building of 
six square feet for each fowl, which] the house should be to get the part 
indeed is none too much, then plan|of the house in which the fowls sleep 
the size of the house accordingly. warm and comfortable. 

Partition off, so that the roosting . 
room occupies only one-third of the Equipment of Roosting Room. 
whole amount of room, and have that Roost platforms and perches should 
built just as warm as you would|be placed in the warmest part of the 
build your own dwelling, because} room, not forgetting convenience in 
warmth in the roosting room repre-|cleaning, ete. This platform, or 

14
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dropping board, as it is more com-) light for 35 fowls. You May put as monly called, should not be over many windows in the shed as you three feet from the floor, perches} wish, but be sure to hang them all not over eight inches above the plat-|on sash bolts, so that a thorough form. The perches should be flat. airing can be given each day as the Nest boxes should be located some- | fowls are. busy working in the sheds. ° where in the roosting room, always | The roosting room, especially, where lower than the perches, so as to the fowls sleep, should be thorough- avoid the fowls going to roost on | ly aired if possible each day. them. One word of caution right 
here, is not to have any of the fur- Yards. niture of a Poultry house nailed I wish to emphasize with all my there as a fixture; everything should | might that a house is never complete be movable, so that any time we wish | without a yard; no matter how small to clean and treat for the little red | the house, it is not complete unless mite, or general cleaning up is desired, | the yard is attached to the south to there is nothing to hinder us and no} correspond to the size of the house. hiding places for these little pests.| Not that I advise the yarding of This applies especially to the nest| fowls on the farm where an abund- boxes—never think of nailing them. | ance of range can be given, but I use just rude boxes of the proper | there are times when Wwe need yards, dimensions, set loosely on a platform | and if we do not have them the fowls not too high from the ground floor, | suffer in consequence. each box being an individual by it- My winter yards are 16 feet wide self, which makes it easy to clean.| by 48 feet long, but where summer Do not have too many of these boxes. | yarding is practiced, I have them at | Generally a house is furnished with |least three times as large, so that more than are needed. green food will grow in them the en- 

tire season, and to furnish a nice The Scratching Shed. range. 
Where single colonies are kept, 

| only one shed need be erected, al- DISCUSSION. y ways to the east or west of the roost- A Member—How do you place your ing room and just twice as large. Al-| perches? Would you place them though this scratching shed is cheap- obliquely on an incline? ly built, only a single thickness of Mr. Matteson—That depends on matched boards, closed in on all| how you locate them. If they are sides, it is really the most important | located so that your fowls must get part of the whole house. It is their up from one side, there is danger, if kitchen; it is where we want them to}/you have them level, of the fowls spend most of their time during the| filling up the first perch first. In day. that case, make it slant about 20 Now, as to windows, put them in| degrees, oe 
for the purpose of light only, not for} A Member—Is it desirable to use heat, as many do. If you do, you will|nearly or all glass front in the be sadly disappointed. Put in just scratching shed? 
what you need for light only, and] Mr. Matteson—I am not here to have those right down near the bot-| object to that, although it is unneces- tom sill, so as to get the light on the] sary, but it is especially objectionable floor where the fowls are. One win-| in the roosting room. You see we dow 9x12, 12 lights, is plenty of have in mind that We are going to
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build that roosting room soit will|the clear and the roosting rooms are i 
be warm at night. You see your|lathed and plastered. | 
room faces west and with windows,| Mr. Hill—When Mr. Matteson built | 
instead of radiating heat after dark,| this house a good many years ago, he 
it radiates cold. We have got to|didn’t know so much about hens as 
have windows for light. he does now, and he put up a weather 

Mr. Herbst—I imagine you ventilate| vane in the shape of a rooster; his 

by opening your windows? Do you|wife asked him why he didn’t put up | 
have anything over those openings at|/a hen instead of a rooster, and he } 

all? said it would be too much trouble to 
Mr. Matteson—These windows are| climb up there to gather the eggs. 

hung on sash bolts, they will open} Mr. Matteson—The eggs would roll 
from the bottom or the top. We do| down this incline, all the way down. } 

not leave the windows open when the| You want to remember one thing, I i 

fowls are in there. am not recommending this house for " 

Mr. Herbst—I have found out that|summer use, andI would recommend 
poultry will take cold if there is a| you to have your fowls roost in this | 

draught. I have common gunny-|shed in the summer time, it would be 5 
sacks stretched over my windows, | too close in the summer in the roost yi 
and most of the time my windows are} room. All you need to do is to put ib 

raised. Plenty of fresh air can come|up your temporary perches in the 
through, but it is not in a draught.| shed, and there in the roost room is i 

At night time I open the windows ac-|a splendid place to set the hens. G 
cording to the weather. A Member—What are your objec- i 

Mr. Matteson—We air out during] tions to having the hens remain in 5 
the day when the fowls are supposed| the winter house during the summer 

to be out scratching, doing their| time? ” 
work. Mr. Herbst thinks they can| Mr. Matteson—There are no direct i 
stand more cold than we do, but they} openings out of doors, and at best it ae 
certainly need a good deal of air.|/is liable to be stuffy and warm in % 
Ventilation must be used on a good| there during the sultry season, and i 

deal smaller scale with fowls than| that is one of the sources of cholera. 4 
with your larger animals. We have| A Member—About how large a ‘ 
an inlet to this house and in a roost-| house would you build for 100 hens? * 
ing room I have it arranged so there} Mr. Matteson—I would have alto- 
are two openings to scratching shed| gether about 600 square feet, about i 
for winter use. The inlet is on each| 200 square feet in the roosting room’ 

side and during mild weather we|and 400 square feet in the scratching 

leave those open and that permits a|room, and I would partition off the 

draught way below the fowls and|roosting room by all means. The 

takes off the carbonic acid gas, all] house I first constructed is all lathed ' 

that is liable to accumulate. and plastered; it is the most expen- 5 

Mr. Herbst—Do you prefer a high|sive and the poorest house I have. { 
or low ceiling? It gets too warm and they have to 

Mr. Matteson—I am pretty high|go airect from that warm room out } 
myself, and of course I have to have|of doors. Another thing, I use an } 
the houses high enough for me to get] earth floor and I like that, it makes 5 
in and do the work. For the comfort|ideal conditions; it ‘keeps them i 
of the fowls, I do not think it is nec-| scratching and gives their plumage a ‘f 
essary to have them over six or seven | nice, bright color. k 
feet; mine, I think, are seven feet in| Adjourned to 1:30 p. m. | | 

4
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 
Convention met at 1:30 DP. m. Superintendent McKerrow in the Chair. 

—————— 

STABLE SANITATION. 
E. L. Aderhold, Neenah, Wis. 

It would be an easy matter to find | faulty, not enough light, cob webs evidences that the question of stable|and dust over-head; in some we Sanitation has been- badly ignored, | would find leaky, rotten floors, putrid and, in some features, entirely misun- | soil underneath, strong odors and derstood by the masses of milk pro-| cows plastered with dung. ducers, 
Milk produced under such condi- 

= 
iicinipanssitiattae 

tg tee pe ne 

| 

; eee 4h 
a Bee: 

23 fe . oe Seen = ee: fp Ee ae ee Sos Ef Oe ee coe ee a bor ae Ree, ener HOEIGAES, fe Venetians be as. : ee ee 
A Well-made Cement Floor is always Sanitary, 

In case we were to inspect a pro-| tions does not belong in the same miscuous lot of 20 stables, we might | class with milk that comes from clean find a few that have fair ventilation, | cows which are kept in a sanitary, plenty of light, white-washed walls healthful stable. and ceilings, sanitary floors, an ab- The man who works ina tannery Sence of strong odors, and where becomes so accustomed to the odor clean cows are kept. connected therewith that he fails to In most of the stables, however, | notice it. Ina like manner, the man Wwe would find the ventilation very | who daily works in a filthy stable
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; May not appreciate the odors that steer. The weight of said voidings prevail therein. plus the gain in weight of the steer The law requires that the stable Proved to be 49 pounds less in 24 Shall be well lighted, well Ventilated, | hours than the weight of food and not filthy, and the cows shall not be/ water consumed. % filthy. ‘ It was presumed that these 49 A penalty of from $25 to $100 for| pounds of food and water were dis- each offense is imposed for a viola- charged mostly from the lungs in the tion of this law. Stable inspection | form of moisture and carbonic acid 
aeriawes 
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The air passes straight out through the roof, 
will be in progress hereafter, so it gas; nearly half of it being converted behooves every dairyman to thorough- | into carbonic acid gas, ly post himself on the stable question. when one animal will discharge so 

large an amount of impurities, we Contamination of Stable Air. must conclude that, with a stable full “An experiment is recorded that | of live stock, the constant discharge throws some light on this subject. of impurities amounts to consider- The weight was kept of the food able. To this must be added the and water consumed by a steer weigh- | odor arising from the dung and, pos- ing 1,600 pounds, also the weight of | sibly, from a decaying floor and foul the solid and liquid manure voided | soil underneath. and the gain in the weight of the Upon reflection, it becomes at once 
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apparent that if the stable air is to; milk profitably if they are obliged to 
be kept comparatively pure, it must} shiver from cold. 

be kept rapidly changing. Inasmuch This picture illustrates the .King 
as the carbonic acid gas is poison-| system of ventilation, the principal 
ous, it is not fit to be breathed again, | features of which are that it removes 

being heavier than air, it settles to| the lower layer of air, but does not 
the bottom. The coldest air also} permit the warm air to flow out. In } 
settles. In the upper layer we find|a well constructed stable, this insures 

the heat and the best air in the|a rapid change of air without unduly 1 

stable. lowering the temperature. 
Outlet flues are built tight, usually 

Vere ation: of lumber, beginning eight or’ 10 F 
The system of ventilation in use in| inches from the floor and extending i 

many stables is an opening in the higher than the peak of the roof, to | 

insure a good draft at all times. > 
f When made of metal, ice is liable to 

a ee form on the inner walls. One such ; 
is > flue is sufficient for a small stable, u 
lip but the average stable would prob- | 

| tf ably be better served with two ven- i 

ef Ju tilators some distance apart, while a 1a 
ie very large stable should have more tH 

than two. i 
The proper capacity of the outlet ti 

| flues is determined by the totai 4 
weight of all the live stock in the ip 
stable, figuring one square foot of BR 

i cross section inside for each 5,000 * 

lst 4 pounds of live stock. For instance, b 
all * GA if the stock weighs about 20,000 ' 

|} ey Nil pounds, four square feet would be re- 

fa pee) md ee -s:.'#> | quired, which could be furnished by t 

~~~ one ventilator two feet square inside, i 
One method of ventilating a lean-to| or by two flues each 12 by 24 inches i 

stable. inside. Each flue should be provided i 
with a slide, for regulating flow of air f 

ceiling with everything else closed| when there is a very strong wind. f 
in cold weather. That system does| The lower layer of air at every part | 
not remove the foulest, coldest air; |of the stable should have an oppor- 
it does not provide good circulation; | tunity to flow along the floor to a f 
it does remove the best air and the | ventilator. j 
heat. Outlet flues may be placed where 

The only thing well done by this] they are the least in the way. If such k 
system lies in its demonstration of|a fiue happens to be placed close be- 

* the ignorance of the masses on|side a cow, she should be protected 

stable ventilation. from draft by a partition several feet 
ibaa Weastintinw. high and as long as the cow is. | 

We should aim to have the stable Inlet Flues. | 
air as fresh as possible, yet suffi- Fresh air is admitted through the : 
ciently warm. Cows will not yield| small flues at the walls which com- i 

I 
fh 

fi
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STABLE SANITATION. 219 - 

pel the air to travel upward about)can be best and most conveniently 

four feet, after which it is delivered | applied with a spray pump. 

at the top of the stable, where it 

meets the heat and becomes warmed. Floor. 

This arrangement prevents the warm}. The plank floor, as commonly laid, 

air from fiowing out, inasmuch as it|during the greater part of its life ; 

will not travel downwards against|time permits liquids to leak through 

the colder, heavier air outside. These | into the soil, which becomes foul and 

inlet flues are usually four to five|from which gasses rise upwards into i 

inches in diameter and are distributed] the stable. As arule it is a de 
on two or more sides of the building, | cidea.y unsanitary floor. Whenever 4 

say one every 10 or 20 feet. I think} a new floor is to be laid, cement con- a 

some of these inlet flues should be] crete should be used by all means. i 

extended so that they will deliver air} Then there will be no leaking and no al 

right over the cows, or over the cen-|decay. The platform where cows 

ter of the stabie. This would insure] stand should be covered with a one f 

a more perfect circulation. These|inch board floor. The pitch of the ’ 

inlet flues are, in my opinion, not of| platform should be one inch from bf 

very great importance, but I would|manger to gutter. The size of the ie 

urge every dairyman to install the | gutter according to some of our most iy 

outlet flues as soon as convenient | progressive dairymen should be eight “a 

and follow directions closely. inches deep by 20 inches wide. Other hi 

good dairymen maintain that it is not j 

Do Not Waste the Heat. necessary to have it so big. : 
The walk back of the gutter may be ‘ 

Heat in a stable represents food, 80|jower than the platform. It should j 

during the winter we cannot afford to| sjone towards the gutter and it should h 
waste heat. It should be utilized to| have a rough surface to prevent slip- ‘ 

the fullest extent possible in warming | periness. } 

fresh air. It should not be permit- The inner surface of the manger ta 

ted to flow, leak or be conducted out.| should be very smooth to facilitate 

That means a tight ceiling, tight | cjeaning. t 

walls, preferably with one or more Common decency, as well as the } 

dead air spaces or some other good | jaw, requires that cows shall be kept ii 

insulation. clean. It is not expected that farm- ¥ 
. ¢ ers will spend much time cleaning 

Light and Disinfection. cows. The owners of clean cows do 
Sunlight doesn’t cost anything, so|not. The sensible thing ‘is to ar- 

we should not deny it to cows. The|range the stalls so that cows can- , 

amount of window space recom-|not get filthy, and on this point some I 

mended by the United States Depart-| farmers will be obliged to do some { 

ment of Agriculture is six square | studying, otherwise they may get into , 

feet per cow. Windows should be | trouble. f 

long, placed vertically, most of them The proper thing is to have each i 

preferably on the south and east|cow lined up to the gutter. -To ac- i 

sides where they are protected from | complish this, the mangers, or gut- | 

the coldest winds. ter, may be made on the bias in order t 

Whitewash is a most effective, in-|to provide stalls of various lengths. | 

expensive agent of sanitation and| For instance: the stall at one end of 4 

should be used about twice each | the row may be six inches longer than i 

year on ceiling walis and fixtures. It| the stall at the other end. The cows |
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DISCUSSION. : 221 

may then be placed in stalls that | floor and so full of moisture, how will 
nearly fit them. The fit can be made| it follow up that shaft and get out? 
perfect by using an adjustable fasten- Mr. Aderhold—There are several i 

er. We cannot change the length|reasons. Here is the cold air coming i 

of the cow, so we should make the|in, and that is being expanded by the i 
stall fit her. Besides that, to be|heat. When expanded it takes up 4 
comfortable, the cow must be free to| more room and it will seek the lines H 

move her head sideways. The rigid | of least resistance to escape from the ii 
stanchion does not permit this free-|stable and this shaft furnishes the i 
dom, so the cow should not be sub-| least resistance. Another thing, i} 
jected to the punishment of being | this lower layer of air, while it is the if 

fastened half of her lifetime with | coldest in the stable, is warmer than 4 
such a device. As a matter of course, | the outside air, and that would have ij 
a box stall should be available at|a tendency to make it rise. Another aH 
calving time. thing, there is usually a little breeze ¥ 

The sprinkling of land plaster be-| blowing across the top of this shaft i 
hind cows daily, as practiced by some | that helps it out. in 
of the most successful dairymen,| A Member—I have been ventilating i 
tends to hold the ammonia in the|on the same principle, but sometimes : 

manure, thereby preserving the fertil-| in cold weather there is a steam rises yy 

ity and also lessening the contamina-|from the top of the barn. Is there “a 
tion of the stable air. any way of preventing that? hi 
Where horses and calves are kept Mr. Aderhold—Oh, there may be a ‘4 

in the same building with cows, it is| little moisture against the ceiling. I } 
an advantage to have them parti-| do not know just how good your ven- “4 
tioned off. tilation is, whether you have your ih 

Where manure is kept in the barn-| flues large enough. How big is your a 
yard, it should, if possible, be piled | Ventilator inside? a 
up some distance away from the barn| The Member—It is about 16 inches ‘es 
so that cows do not need to wade} Wide and four inches thick, right on ‘a 
through It. the side of the building. I only have ii 

Having provided sanitary, health-| one horse and one cow in there, it is t 

ful. comfortable quarters, such as|2 very small barn and there is always g 
every cow owner ought to have, the| considerable moisture being thrown i 

cows should not be left too long out- | Out into the air. hi 
side on winter days. The stable Mr. Aderhold—I do not know how a 

keeps the cows warm and the cows| your ventilator works. Mr. Scribner, 

keep the stable warm; they cannot| does the ceiling in your stable get 4 
do -. if left outside too long. moist? 

Mr. Scribner—.No, sir, our ceiling is i 
DISCUSSION. as dry as it is here, and I have about | 

Mr. Aderhold—If any of you will|45 cows in there. 
agree to put in this system of yen-| The Member—What do you _ con- t 
tilation and have it in working order|sider a proper temperature for a i 
by next winter, I will furnish you the| stable? 

plans so you cannot go wrong. Hold Mr. Aderhold—From 40 to 60 de i 
up your hands, if there are any such.| grees, I should think, would be about | 
I see six or seven and I have just| right. 
about that many duplicates. A Member—My stable is above 

A Member—If the air is so heavily| ground, and it is across the end of | | 
laden that it will settle down to the|the barn. There is a scaffold over t
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: DISCUSSION. 222 

it and a door in the front. - Could|have them from opposite sides and 
an outlet and an intake be put on| three or four sides might be better. 
the same side of a building? Supt. McKerrow—You are heating 

e Mr. Aderhold—You should have} the stable all over with the cows, and 
your intakes on as many sides of the] it is the diffusion of air you are look- 

builaing as you can, and there will | ing for. } 

be some on the same side where the| Mr. Aderhold—I think it is a good | 

ventilator is. You have got to watch| plan to extend some of those in | 

this thing; it happens sometimes| farther to diffuse air directly over i 

that air from a certain inlet goes | the cows. i 

right down and out through the venti- A Member—In my case, I could put | 

lator. When you find that the case,| them on three sides. i 

you will have to extend it a certain} Mr. Aderhold—That would be all Hi 

distance into the stable or close it up. | right. i 

A Member—Some folks claim that| A Member—How close to the floor 4 
the outlet should be right under| do you have those outlets? H 

where the air comes in. Mr. Aderhold—About eight inches. { 1 

Mr. Aderhold—I think you can Mr. Imrie—Would you have a slide et 

make it work that way. Watch the|in that large outlet up in the ceiling? i 

air at the inlets. You may in a few| Mr. Aderhold—That is a good idea e 

cases have to extend them a certain|in warm weather. When you can “4 

distance from the wall to get out of| have the doors and windows open, I ia 

this current. would just open that slide and let it “7 

A Member—The outlet could be| draw all the air from the top. 

run right on the outside of the barn?| Mr. Swart—How are we going to a 
Mr. Aderhold—Yes; you might have| keep those cows clean and nice? ip 

to protect it a little better from the Mr. Aderhold—They should be i: 

frost though on the outside. fastened in such a way that the x 
The Member—It would be less| floor of the stall remains clean, and ie 

work to put it in and would be more | then use the currycomb every day for - 
out of the way than it would be in-|a few minutes. 
side of the barn. The Chairman—How would you ta 

Mr, Aderhold—I don’t know, you| fasten them to prevent them from | 

can put it inside of the wall pretty! getting in the manure? 4 
near as well as outside, without hav-. Mr. Aderhold—I do not know that i! 
ing it in the way. You can have it)there is any general principle. Ask “ 
in the corners, or against the gable|some of these dairymen. 

ends, but any way to arrange it and Mr. Moore—I think one of the prin- i 

not violate the rules I mentioned | ciples is to clean the manure out so 
will do the business. the cow cannot get in it, In St. f 

Supt. McKerrow—But wouldn’t you | Croix county last week I visited 34 | | 

get a better diffusion of air in your| farms with the idea of inspecting the 

stable with the intakes upon both| condition of the hand separators, and 

sides, evenly divided all around’ your|in nine-tenths of those places, 1 k 

stable, rather than to have them on| found the cows were simply walking i 
the same side? manure piles. On one farm we found 

Mr. Aderhold—I would not recom-| the cows looking fine, they were bet- 
mend having the intakes only on one| ter groomed than any of the horses I i 

side; that would not work well, un-| Saw, and the reason for that turned i 
less the wind was right. You should| out to be that they had a newcomer
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girl who did the milking and took If they are swinging stanchions, they care of the cows. may answer the purpose, but the Mr. Utter—Where do those “new- stiff, rigid stanchions ought to be comer” girls come from? done away with. 
Mr. Moore—This one came from| The Chairman—The stanchion I Norway. spoke of is the swinging stanchion, Mr. Aderhold—How much time did and the intention is to put in a light you spend at that dairy? Partition also. But you could do it The Chairman—That is a leading | with these stalls that have no stan- question, we won’t require the wit-| chions in. The idea is to regulate ness to answer, but we will say that | the length so that every cow has a he is out for the educational benefit | stall in proportion to her length. of the state and that we will permit Mr. Aderhold—I said yesterday, un- him to stay a little while to help | der the subject of “Lawful Milk,” that along the cause of education. There this stable inspection was due to is another important thing that comes begin any time, and probably by next in on this question of the cleanliness fall there will be a good deal of in- of cows, and that is to have your) spection made. Now, the law says stall just right in length, so the cow that in case these inspectors find stands and lies down in the right | flagrant violations they shall prose- place. cute and the inspectors are sworn to : A Member—According to that, we do their duty. As I have said, it is would have to have the cows all the the purpose of the chief commissioner same length. to obtain an enforcement of these The Chairman—No, we can have a| laws as quickly as possible and with movable manager, or it is a simple | as little prosecution as is necessary matter to build some stalls a little to get the results. I do not want to longer than the other if your cows make any threats at all, but you must are of different sizes. understand that where we find fia- Mr. Aderhold—Have your gutter on grant violations of these laws there is the bias, so that at one end of the liable to be trouble, and the object of row the stalls will be a little longer | the Dairy and Food Commissioner in than at the other, and have adjust- furnishing a man to attend each in- able fasteners. stitute this winter and discuss this The Chairman—Some of the stan- | subject with the farmers, was to 

chions that are being offered have give them an opportunity to get in an extension, they can be changed | line with the law, and where it is to fit any length. necessary to make changes, do so be- Mr. Convey—I do not believe in| fore the inspector comes. 
having stanchions for cows; I think The Chairman—I want to empha- we have a good deal better system | size what Mr. Aderhold has said. In for handling cows. I think people should sending out men to attend the In- 
be punished for putting cattle in any- stitutes, the object has been that the thing like the old style rigid stan- farmers should not get ~ into trouble, chion. They are convenient, but| that they should be forewarned, but they are unclean, because the cows the trouble about this thing is that will not lie at right angles of the stan- the fellows that bring in the dirty chions. Where you have a good cow| milk to the factories do not come to giving lots of milk and a large udder, | the institutes, they are too busy at she will lie flat over on her side and home not cleaning their cows. It is 
another cow will step on her teats.| a great thing fora man to get the
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idea into his head that he had bet-; The dealer said he would do so. A 
ter keep his manure heap at home in-| week or two passed and he didn’t | 

stead of taking it to the factory in| hear from the dealer, and the Dean | 
his milk. We have some samples] asked him about it, why he had not | 

here left from the straining of milk | furnished those cattle, and he said he | 

and that would be an object lesson to} had not found anything that would 4 

many a farmer if he would only come] suit him. He said, “There is about t 

and see it. ‘ a carload down here in what the i 
farmer thinks is pretty good shape. ; 

Mr. Utter Called to the Chair. I think you could get them to feed for 4 

The Chairman—If we should go|a month.” The Dean said, “Buy them.” } 
down to the stock yards at Chicago|So they were brought onto the ag- iq 
and ask what they thought of Wis-|ricultural farm-and they were fed two 

consin beef, we would not get a very|months. He finally had the same in 
flattering reply. Even where we|dealer take them off to Chicago and i 
have pretty well bred steers, they are|sell them, and he came back and { 
not usually well fed, and perhaps the|said, “They brought a fair price,” Hs 
average farmer does not realize what | and the Dean asked who bought them, 

a really well fed steer means. Even|was it Swift or Armour, or who? He 
our Dean Henry was a little mistaken | said, “I sold them to a feeder to take P| 
in his conception of what a well fed} them down and finish them off about 
beef is. He wanted to fatten a car-|40 miles from Chicago.” That seems | 
load of beef on some experiments and | to be about the idea we have of feed- a. 
he went to a local buyer and asked|ing beef in this country, and so this | 
him to pick up a good, thrifty lot|talk we are going to have about SY 
of beeves, he said he would like to| ‘Silage for Beef Production,” comes i 
fatten them for the Chicago market. | in all right. * 
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SILAGE FOR BEEF PRODUCTION. 

David Imrie, Roberts, Wis. 

we should look to what our feed costs 
rors CE ee See eet] | us. 

} 13s | =) ©! | Some of the Elements that Enter in- eee ae erste eae to Beef Production. 
na Se bese To make beef cheaply, we must hee eee eee) | have the right kind of animals to feed ae See «| | 8nd the right kind of feed to develop 
Be s.| |them. They should be put on the 

5 . ee . market young, as it costs less to 
eos 5 cS make a pound of gain on the young 

ss animal. Then keep them growing 
from birth to the day they are mar- 
keted by feeding the right kind of 
feeds that will produce growth and 

zs q fat. Where corn can be grown guc- “ , cessfully, it is our cheapest fat pro- 
“ % Pad | ducer. Having grown our corn crop, } | 4 | | | how can we save it so that we can 

: realize the most from it? 
Sac ae S I contend (and all of you that have 

< r = | {silos will bear me out in’ this) that 
at es we can harvest our corn crop and 

oe = a . ae place it before our stock cheaper in 
~~ | the form of silage than in any other 

Mr, Imrie. way and with less waste, as it is all 
consumed. For beef production we 

My subject, as you have heard, is| want silage that is rich in corn. silage for beef production. The pro-| Yo not plant it too close in the drill, duction of beef for the last few years | about 8 inches is right, so that every 
has been rather discouraging, as| stalk will have a good ear on it. Put prices are low and feed stuffs are it in the silo at the proper time and comparatively high, so that the pro- you have an ideal food for growing ducer of beef has made but little calves, young cattle and fattening money, but on all Wisconsin farms] steers. 
the grains and grasses should be fed Do not misunderstand me and go to live stock, as we can market the away from here with the idea that crops in a more concentrated form good corn silage is all you need to and retain more of the fertility on the} make a success of beef production. farm by so doing. As soon as the calf will eat coarse We are not all dairymen or sheep | feed, feed him what silage he will eat men and we all like good, juicy | up clean twice a day, with whole oats beefsteak and some one will have to] and clover hay. we usually put our raise the beef. To make money out | steers on the market as two-year-olds. of any article placed on the market, | The first winter they get silage, what we must produce a good article and|they will eat twice a day, with do it as cheaply ag possible, therefore | ground oats and barley or oats and
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corn (two-thirds oats and one-third |124. I will take only two lots from | 
corn), clover hay and shredded corn | this experiment. Each lot were two f 
fodder. Feed until pasture is good.|years old, weighing about 1,000 H 
The next fall commence to feed be-| pounds each live weight. One lot i 
fore pastures begin to fail. Bring|was fed silage, alfalfa, corn and iH 
them to fall feed gradually. In fat-| kafir corn; the other lot had alfalfa, i 
tening, remember you cannot fatten |corn and kafir corn. I will not give ij 
on silage alone, no matter how well|the experiment in detail, but a sum- i 

eared the corn is, you must have|mary of it. 

more corn. We feed about like this. These steers were fed in three i 
In the morning, 35 to 50 pounds ot | periods each of 70 days duration, mak- f 
silage and a good panful of grounding 210 days. Prof. Otis says: 
oats and barley, or oats and corn, or| ‘In the grain column it will be : 

bran and corn, or shorts and corn; | noticed that the silage steers required ; 

about 10 o'clock they have what|a large amount of grain per 100 1 
shock corn they will eat. Their | pounds gain in the third period. This 
mangers are also filled with clover|is partly accounted for by the fact y 
hay. At night, they get the same|that the silage gave out during the 
feed of silage with the oats and bar-| latter part of the period, when it | 
ley, etc. After this is eaten, they| became necessary to feed dry hay | 
get crushed or snapped corn, what | alone, and partly by the fact that the 5 
they want, a little ofl meal is also| silage steers fattened more rapidly 1 
veneficial. After they are on full feed|and were ready for market earlier a 
we generally feed them from 100 to|than the others and consequently i 
120 days. gained less near the close of the ex- 1 

The trouble with us farmers is, we | Periment.” They were sold to Armour i 
cannot tell by actual figures just|& Co. The silage lot sold for 25 by 
what is gained by the use of silage in|cents per hundred more than those wh 
producing beef, as we do not weigh | fed without silage. The silage lot i 
the animals nor the feed consumed; | WaS Pronounced excellent, fat enough Fy 
the only way we can judge is from|for the ordinary trade. The silage i 
one year to another. As we have fed | lot contained the largest per cent of i 
steers on dry feed, on whole corn|fat. Armour & Co. said: “This lot 
and on ground corn and with silage, | possessed the per cent of fat desired 
I will say I have never had as|by the packers.” The carcasses of { 
good success as when I fed silage in| the silage lot showed good quality. ‘ 
conjunction with the other feeds men-| They were covered with the right 
tioned. We allow the steers to run|@mount of fat, the loins and crops f 
in a yard and feed in the barn, where | Were excellent; the carcasses showed 
they can go in and out as they please, | Very little waste and were salable in ’ 
with fresh water and salt always be- | 22y market. a 
fore them. Buys oy a. spule oe eS 14 

3 Feed consumed 1] 
Results of Experiment Station Ex- Sie ee eee id 

periments, at. a|. g ‘ 
Some of the experiment stations S\/e)313 } 

have been experimenting of late on s{o|]a/]3a 
silage for beef. I will not detain) = == | Lbs | Lbs. Lbs.| Lbs. \ 
you long with these experiments, | With Silage............) 446.8 715 |< 471'| “329 if 
simply giving you one from the Kan- Without Ste. | ane 733 Pi 485 i 
sas Experiment Station, Bulletin No. | f 

t 

f
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It will be noticed that for every Mr. Imrie—At just the same stage 100 pounds of gain the 471 pounds of | that you would cut it to put it in the Silage saved 18 pounds of grain and shock, while the stalks are green, 156 pounds of alfalfa. At 54 cents but the ears are ripe. Now, to put per cwt. for grain (average of corn and corn in the silo, it should be of a kafir corn) and 27% cent perewt. for variety that the ears will ripen first. alfalfa, this 471 pounds of silage There are certain varieties where made a saving of 52.62 cents, but this the stalk and the ears ripen at the is not all. The silage steers sold Same time, or the stalk perhaps a lit- for 25 cents per cwt. more than those | tle before, but I would have for the without silage. This added makes |silo some kind of corn of a variety the 471 pounds of silage worth that the ear will ripen first and the 77.62 cents, or, at that rate, $3.29 per | stalk will be still green, ton. 
A Member—What do you consider Average land in Wisconsin will Pro-} the best corn for the silo? duce from 12 to 25 tons of silage Mr. Imrie—Whatever kind of corn per acre. With the yield of 12 tons that can be raised most successfully per acre, there is an income, accord-} in your locality. We use yellow or ing to the above experiment, of $39.84] white Dent and I have used a little ber acre; at 25 tons the income would | Flint corn. Do not use sweet corn. be $83.25 per acre. The silage Mr. Convey—You did not state fed steers made a profit of $4.10 per | whether you planted it thick or thin? head, while the same grade of steers, Mr. Imrie—I said that for beef pro- on the same feed, except silage, lost | duction we plant it about eight $1.47 per head. inches in the row, so there will be From the above experiment and an ear on every stalk. If you were others from different states and planting it for the dairy cow, you from my own experience, I am fully | wouldn’t want too much corn, and convinced that silage is as beneficial you would plant thicker, but we want in the production of beef as in the as much corn as possible, production of milk or mutton, A Member—Where the corn gets 

ripe in the ear, is not most of the 
substance gone out of the stalk? oe Mr. Imrie—No, sir, it is just at its - Mr. Imrie—I realize that this be- height, very best point you can cut it ing right in a dairy section, there]is just when the ear is ripe. would probably be little interest in| A Member—You know that as this subject; very likely there is| soon as grain of any kind matures not a man in the room who has fed | or Tipens to seed, the substance is steers for years, and one reason has gone out of the stalk. In growing been because the prices have been ! flowers, the more constantly you will so low where they were feeding {pick them and keep them from seed- them for a long period it didn’t pay.| ing, the better they will bloom, be- Through experiments at the station,|cause the substance goes from the they have found that they could not | stalk, but as soon as they mature, it utilize pasture or anything of that| Seems to me that the substance is kind, it had to be weighed and figured | gone pretty much from the stalk. up, and all this counted against the| Mr. Imrie—It might be gone from profit, the stalk, but it is in the leaf and A Member—About how ripe would | ear, it is at its fullest development you put corn in the silo? when the ear is just ripe, all grains
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are. After that, the stalk begins to|and when a steer gets off his feed it | 
go down, of course. will take two or three weeks before {] 

Mr. Convey—in the examination | you can get him started again and i 
0. the corn plant, it is found to be| you lose that time. If you have this | 
somewhat different from other gréen | silage and feed carefully until you j 
crops; that is, it develops drying|get them on full feed, feeding in | 
matter very rapidly approaching ma- | that way I have never had a single | 
turity, and the main thing to be|steer go off his feed. It is almost 
guarded against in putting it in the | like feeding him on pasture and feed- 
silo is not to have it so dry that it|ing him grain. 4 will heat up again. If you get it in A Member—I have tried to avoid i 
with the largest amount of moisture, | that by having a large variety of 
it will be of the largest feeding | corn planted and cutting it up witn 
value. We aim to put it in as dry as|the feed cutter and feeding with j 
is safe to putit in, and thus we grain, 
avoid an excess of souring. Mr. Utter—I think there are more 4 

A Member—Why is field corn pref-| mistakes made in putting corn into : 
erable to sweet corn? the silo too green than too ripe. 

Mr. Imrie—You know in making| Mr. Imrie—I think so. In freez- rf 
vinegar, we use water and sugar. The ing corn, the leaves freeze and the a : 
sugar in our sweet corn turns sour. | stalk is greener than if it had not 
Years ago they used very large south- | been frozen, and I have had very good 
ern sweet corn and it made very | silage, although the leaves got quite ‘ 
sloppy, sour silage. dry, but there was plenty of moisture / 

A Member—That would not have | in the stalk. { : been true if it hadn’t been too green,| A Member—How would it do to put ‘ i would it? corn stalks in after they had been a Mr. Imrie—It must go through the | husked? 4 
heating process, or souring process, Mr. Imrie—I think if you husk it ‘ 
and the sweet corn makes it too early enough, it would be better than % 
sour, corn stover, but it is not as good as @ 

A Member—I am thinking of build-| if you put the corn with it. Dd ing a silo very soon at the asylum| A’ Member—Mr. Screvrow, over i 
farm. I have been feeding steers | here, has fed a few steers on silage. | 
for 20 years for use there, and we are |I wish he would tell us how he likes » thinking of building a silo, both for | it, 
milch cows and more largely to feed Mr. Screvrow—I like it first rate. ii fattening steers, and I want to know|I had five steers, I got them the 16th 4 as much about this as I can. of November, fed them on silage and ’ Mr. Imrie—I am glad there is one gave them a little timothy hay until t man in the audience who continues | the 12th day of Febuary, and towards J to feed some steers. You will find| the last I fed them about a bushel 
that in feeding this silage to steers, |of ground corn. Before Christmas I f | you can get them on full feed—that | fed them a little ground barley, but " is where the usual danger occurs, in | not very much, just to keep them go- getting them on full feed on dry corn, ing, and that was about all; about the without having a set back, especially | middle of January I started in with 
if you have a carload and are feed-| the corn and toward the last I fed ing them loose in the barn. Some| about a bushel of ground corn every F may get off their feed, and some that | day to five steers. I bought them are a little greedy will eat too much, | for $110 and when I sold them I got |
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$220, just double the money in not| thing about the results of using the quite three months. That was the | stave silo, 
first I ever fed. Mr. Imrie—I have not had any prac- Mr. Imrie—That was a good start. | tical experience with the stave silo Mr. Convey—In regard to husking | My silos are inside the barn, built corn for the silo, I would advise you | on the principle of a stave silo, but not to do it; the corn is too dry, too they are protected from the frost. light. Lots of people think it is dry | There are only two thicknesses of enough to burn up, but that is a board, without any outside covering, mistake. I have seen where a party} except the barn. Twelve feet of it cut and shocked his corn and after-| are in the stable, and below the stable wards he concluded to put it in the floor. I think in a cold country, if silo; it all molded and a good deal of | you build outside, that a_ stave silo the value was burnt out. You cannot would freeze; in fact, I know it put your corn in a_ better place than would. If you have a stave silo, you in the silo ta get full value out of it. | have to watch it, keep tightening the A Member—We have a man at hoops, or when you begin to fill it you Sheboygan Falls, Jake Barr, and he | have to loosen the hoops. You can likes sweet corn for the silo for milch get a bulletin from the Experiment cows. A year ago he cut his corn | Station giving a very good descrip- and put it into the shock, but last | tion of a number of kinds of silos, year he cut it and put it into the silo | and how to build them, with full di- and he likes it first rate, rections, figures as to the capacity of Supt. McKerrow—I knew some silos, etc. -In figuring the capacity of farmers in this state who picked their | a silo, you should always remember corn off years ago, but they have all | that you should figure the full number quit. of cattle to be fed and make the size Mr. Convey—Every one of them in proportion. It is better to have it quit it. A. O. Fox filled a large silo | deep and narrow than wide and shal- from a field of corn that had been cut low, because you have got to feed off and shocked and picked, but it spoiled | a certain amount every day, or it the silage. The question of putting | will spoil, especially when the Sweet corn into the silo has been | weather gets warm. I wouldn’t make thoroughly tested by our station, and | it less than 24 feet deep, and 30 is they do not recommend it. It will better. Go into the ground four to develop a higher degree of acidity | eight feet, according to how it is lo- than it should have, the same degree | cated and what you think about get- that you get in your immature field ting it out. It will always keep the corn. That matter has been tested | best down at the bottom where it is all over the United States, it does |an even temperature and it is air- Not give good results. tight. The most permanent kind, The Chairman—We have a few perhaps, are those built of stone and minutes spare time and perhaps it | brick; where stone is plenty and lime would be well to take up the subject | is cheap, it will make just as cheap of “Silo Construction.” All of you ja silo as any. 

gentlemen who have silos, please A Member—How would concrete raise your hands. There does not| be? 
seem to be many. Mr. Imrie—It is all right. They are A Member—I will guarantee there building them. 
are 50 silos in the town of Sheboygan| Supt. McKerrow—Concrete is the Falls. I wish we could hear some- building material of the future, About
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{ 
two weeks ago we were holding an | some stave silos in baras, ij 
Institute at a little village called|that seemed to be satisfactory | 

Stonebank, in the northern part of|for the amount of money they cost. | 

Waukesha eounty. We only had aj Of course they are cheap if they are i 
small audience, and we asked the| built inside and they seem to give i 

question how many silos were repre-| good satisfaction. ! 
sented, and I am satisfied one-third) 4 Member—Can a small silo be uy 
of the hands went up. This concrete | pujjt to produce good silage? : 
question came up and we had testi- Mr. Imrie—There is a limit. If ! 
mony from three farmers who had you get it very small, it might freeze . 

from © genticuam who bolt thom an| lame, Smeasm bet I do not think 3t i . a contractor, and he had his blue = A Wastes Where sox ‘jas — { 
ee ne tabs) ee four or five cows, wouldn’t you build | j s inside ? 

with heavy steel wire reinforcement, “2 L _ ads 5a aonk 
and were giving the parties great sat- ee Toe eee ye y 
isfaction. These silos were all 30 feet stave silo inside the barn, but by the 
deep, 15 feet in diameter in the clear time you figured everything it would I 
and cost about $300 each. The con-|"?dly pay for that number of cows, Pt but if you had the ground to raise the : crete was put in forms and it was built i , 
quite rapidly, from three to six feet corn on, you could keep more eows 

per day. There was an air space in the as soon as you got the silo. i 

wall. Of course there were ties in| Supt. MeKerrow—I would eut that 
the places where the joints came, but | down a little from 12 feet, I think | | 
the larger portion of it had an air| Would say 10. It is pretty small, but a 

space. That was cheaper than they|if you have the air space and it is g 
could build with brick in that locality. | inside the barn where you can keep it 8 
While they had plenty of field stone | from freezing, I think it would work i 
there, the farmers gave it as their | all right. 4 
opinion that they could build these} The Chairman—Superintendent , 
conerete silos just as cheaply as to| Emery, of the Dairy and Food Com- a 
use stone on their own farms. mission, has prepared a very inter- } 

Mr. Imrie—Did he use gravel or!esting exhibit of adulterated foods 
erushed rock? and he has been giving lectures 

Supt. McKerrow—Gravel, such as is | around the state, ecommeneing at the ‘ 
found in that district. Speaking of those | State Fair, which have given the con- : 
who have stave silos out of doors, !|sumer a good deal of information i 
will say that one-half of them are/about the kinds of food products # 
not satisfactory on account of their| they have been consuming, Today ’ 
being out in the wind and the snow; | we are fortunate enough to have this E $ 
they are certain to shrink up and | exhibit at this place and Dr. Fisher is a 
there is the trouble, but I have found | here to tell us about it. ' 

| 
a | 

| 
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FOOD ADUL TERATION. 

Dr. Richard Fischer, State Chemist, Madison, Wis, 

of gross food adulteration, we find 
oy pa ON on oes” Raat Sears Probably the first authentic records lie ae ae oe =| |}of such adulteration in the aie a OS ie writings of the historians of ancient baie oot es att. oe 
aa a aoe Greece and Rome. In Athens the it 4 Ss adulteration of wine reached such a alee 5 stage as to necessitate the appoint- ae . ment of a special inspector. Greek 

| | history has handed down the name of ees } |one Canthare, who excelled in in- P ie ‘s | genuous mixtures and knew how to - > impart the flavors of age and maturity |, = 5 to new wine. Pliny aludes to the i ) | fraud practiced by bakers in Rome: » | | ‘for they added to the bread a white H | earth, soft to the touch and sweet to 
} | the taste.” He also deplores the 

frequent adulteration of wine: “even 
the rich,” he says, “cannot obtain the 
natural wines of Falerno, for they 
are adulterated in the cellars and cer- 
tain wines from Gall are given arti- 
ficial coloring by means of aloes and 

SSS eee = other drugs.” 
In Europe, during the middle ages, Dr. Fischer. food adulteration was frequently prac- 

e ticed, the bakers, brewers, pepperers i = oy ae eee and vintnors being most frequently ee Wp have commenced wit the accused of corrupt practices. The fakg bbatinitie of Sonimerce ‘ta 40648 punishment inflicted upon offenders 
; : Soa was often most drastic, corporal and la wetie cee a even capital punishment being com: 

-| mon occurrences. As late as 1444 a mgt “Son cee dealer in Nurenberg who had sold 
; false saffron was burned together sophistication is possible. Again in |“! = n 

the semi-pastora] state in which the = — Bad be ne 
food of a family is raised from the buried alive there for the same of- soil on which they dwell, and cloth- f 2 ense. At Biebrich on the Rhine, = a ae in 1482, a falsifier of wines was con- 
their own firesides, commercial frauds demned to drink six quarts of his are unknown or undeveloped. own wine. It seems needless to say 

Without wishing to interpret the | that he died from the effects. This 
biblical references to the substitution | mode of punishment certainly seems of a stone for bread and of a ser-|an eminently just one, and if en- 
pent for fish as very early instances | forced at the present time would
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doubtless decrease the numbér of) tice of canning fruit and vegetables i} 
manufacturers of adulterated foods.|has become a lost art to many a | 
In Paris in 1525, a baker convicted of | house-wife. She finds it more con- | 
selling false bread was condemned | venient, even if not more economi- } 
by the court to be taken from prison | cal, to send or telephone to her gro- | 
to various publi¢ places with bared|cers for these things. It is not un- | 
head and feet, small loaves of bread| usual in the summer months to be | 
hanging from his neck and a lighted|served in hotels and restaurants | 
wax candle in his hands. In each|with ‘canned vegetables and fruits, | 
place he had to make “amend hon-| which could be obtained fresh in the 
orable” and ask mercy and pardon of|local markets at the time. Even 
God, the King and Justice for his| the farmer will sell his fresh fruits 
fault. and buy for his own use so-called 
While we thus see that food adulter-| fruit jelly made in a factory which 

ation has by no means been confined | never saw fruit. Ido not under- 
to modern times, the extent of adul-| estimate the great economic import- } ] 
teration has however increased enor-| ance of the canning industry, which, fr 
mously during the last 50 years. Tolbarely more than an _ experiment 
seek the causes for this increase im-|in 1880, has since grown to gigantic { 
plies a study of the reason for prac- | proportions. When honestly and JA 
ticing adulteration and this is always | intelligently conducted, it has certain- a4 
found (except in the rare cases of ac-|ly been a boon to mankind, especially | 
cidental contamination) in the desire|in the congested commercial and i 
for financial gain. While the innate | manufacturing districts, in mining | 
cupidity of mankind has perhaps not | and lumbering camps, on the treeless 1] 
increased during the last century,| plains and to armies in the field in i 
the opportunities for adulteration of | times of war. My reference to it in 
foods certainly have, and “opportun-|this place is merely to indicate the us i 
ity makes thieves.” Formerly most} great change of conditions during 4 
of the food consumed by families was | recent years, 
raised at home; whatever fruits and Modern science, especially chemis- i 
vegetables were desired for the win-|try, by discovering new foods and w 
ter were canned by the good house-|new food substitutes and imitations b 
wife; meats were kept by being dried | has undoubtedly done more to aid the i 
salted, pickled and smoked or/|food adulterator and therefore to in- ‘ 
frozen. The fare was comparatively|crease adulteration than anything ® 
simple, the demand for great variety|else. Fortunately this same science i 
in foods was not as great as it is|also gives us the means of ferreting A 
now. Necessarily only a few articles|out deceptions in food products. 
of food which could not be prepared | Many large manufacturing houses of 7 
at home were subject to adulteration. | food products now employ their own : | 
With the growth of our country and| chemists, while smaller concerns en- | 
the concentration of population in| gage the service of special consulting } 
cities, a change in the method of] chemists, sometimes for the purpose i‘ 
living has occurred. The small home, fof testing the quality of their crude 
the individual house with its little | materials and finished products, too : 
vegetable garden, its little orchard|often alas, to discover methods of 
(and I might add its cow barn and | lowering the cost of their products by | 
pig-sty) is rapidly disappearing, to] the addition of adulterants which \ 
be replaced by the apartment house,| they hope will escape detection by 
the flat and the tenement. The prac-| food analysts. Between the chemists | 

| |
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of these manufacturers and the food | ruining the business of the manufac- 
analysts a never ending game of| turers or producers of honest goods, 

hide-and-seek is in progress. The . 
scientific and skillful food adultera- What Constitutes Food Adulteration? 

tor might well be called a modern} Before going further, let us con- 
alchemist with this difference, that | sider the question of what constitutes 

while the alchemist of yore attempted | an adulteration in a food. According 
to change baser metals into true|to Webster, the yerb adulterate is 
gold, his modern successor is con-| defined as: “To corrupt, to debase, or 

stantly trying to make from baser or | make impure by the admixture of a 

cheaper materials mixtures that shall| foreign or baser substance.” The 

possess the appearance though not| Century diciionary gives the follow- 

the quality of more expensive natural | ing definition: “To debase or deterio- 
foods. The attempt to discover cheap |rate by an admixture of foreign or 
substitutes for natural food products | baser materials or elements.” Most 
cannot of course be condemned in it-| cases of food adulteration would be } 
self, and such substitutes if of equal | covered by these definitions, the ad- 
or similar food value, even though |! mixed substances being sometimes in- 

inferior in taste and appearance, may |jurious to health, but more often 
prove and have proved of consider-| harmless. As this, however, would 

able economic importance. As an] not cover all cases where deception 

example might be given glucose, pro-|is practiced or the health of the con- 

duced by the action of strong mineral |Sumer endangered, the general legal 
acids upon starch, After the acid is| definition of a food adulteration is 
neutralized, the product consists of | broader and includes all foods which 

dextrose, maltose and dextrin, to-}are either deleterious to health, or in 

gether with a small amount of harm-| whose sale fraud is practiced. Thus 
less mineral matter. The glucose so|the general law on food adulteration 

produced has ‘about the consistency |}in Wisconsin, which is essentially 

of honey, contains nothing injurious |that of most states of the union, 

to health if properly made, and has | specifies that all articles of food (the 

about the same food value as an|term food being here used in a broad 
equivalent amount of cane sugar. | Sense as including all articles of food 

However it is much inferior in sweet-| or drink or condiment by man) shall 1 

ening power and can be produced at| be deemed adulterated: If any sub- ‘ 

a much lower cost. If sold for what|stance or substances have been b 
it is and for a reasonable price, it | mixed with it so as to lower or de- 

must certainly be regarded as a le-|preciate or injuriously affect its 

gitimate substitute for cane sugar and | strength, quality or purity; if any in- 

a cheap food for the poor. But the|ferior or cheaper substances have 

true adulterator cares little or noth-| been substituted wholly or in part 

ing about the general economic value | for it, if any valuable or necessary con- 
of his discovery. His aim is to seli|Stituent has been wholly or in part 
his wares, not for what they are, nor abstracted from it, if it is an imita- 
for a corresponding price, but to dis- tion of or sold under the name of an- 
anne atl thacsieceacd! tar = oes oe other article; if it consists, wholly or 

. in part, of a diseased or infected. 

ere article at a price only | gecomposed, putrid, tainted or rotten 
slightly below the actual cost of the| animal or vegetable substance or 

genuine, thus killing two birds with | article, whether manufactured or not; 
one stone; making large profits and|if it is colored, coated, polished or
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powdered, whereby damage or in-]be taken in the selection of a solder 
feriority is concealed, or if by any] that is free or nearly free from lead, 
means it is made to appear better or | and in the use of a rosin instead of a 
of greater value than it really is; | zinc flux. All cans should be sol- 
lastly, if it contains any added sub- | dered only on the outside, since the 
stance or ingredient which is poison-| solder on the inside sets up a gal- 
ous, injurious, or deleterious to|vanic current with the tin, with the 
health, or any deleterious substance | result that both the tin and the 
not a necessary ingredient in its maii-] metals of the solder go into solu- 
ufacture. Fortunately, the great ma-| tion in appreciable quantities. I 
jority of adulterated foods are mere| have in mind the experience of a 
commercial frauds, but those that|canner in this state who sent to our 
are deleterious to health are of the laboratory a sample can of peas 
greatest vital importance and war-| with the statement that the contents, 
rant special consideration. In this | although recently made of pure in- \ 
connection it might be stated that gredients, had a strong taste. Upon ; 
Probably no manufacturer of foods analysis large quantities of zinc 
adds harmful substances with the in-| were found in solution. The cans 
tention of injuring the health of the| were of a very cheap quality of tin 
consumer, but either through igno-| and had evidently been soldered with 
rance or greed introduces them in| a zinc flux, the solder being both on 
spite of their injurious character. | the outside and inside of the can. An 
Among substances contained in foods inquiry brought out the fact that 
that are injurious to health, we must | these cans were never washed before 
first recognize accidental contamina- filling so that all the zinc salt used 
tions, such as salts of tin, zine and | for soldering the inside of the can 
lead introduced into canned goods by} went into the contents. I should 
defective canning; arsenic in glu-}recommend to every housewife to 
cose and its products, from the em-| carefully examine the tin cans she 
ployment of arsenical pyrites in the gets from her grocer and refuse all 
manufacture of the sulphuric acid | that show any signs of solder or cor- 
used in the conversion of starch in-]rosion on the inside and that do not 
to glucose, and copper compounds | show resin along the outside solder. 
from a careless use of copper and| Of course proper canning in glass will 
brass vessels in the manufacture of|eliminate all this difficulty. Foods 
foods. Ptomaine poisoning from properly canned may cost a trifle 
spoiled canned meat or fish or from more, but are well worth the dif- 
the consumption of spoiled milk, | ference. 
cream or cheese might also be in- The ptomaines previously referred 
cluded in this category. However to are strong poisons resulting from 
upon a closer inspection, we will find | the breaking down of organic nitrog- 
that these so-called accidental con- enous matter by certain bacteria. 
taminations are nearly always due to| Their presence in canned goods indi- 
carelessness, or to an attempt to] cates the use of already tainted food, 
lower the cost of the article and thus | or the insuffiicent sterilization of the increase the profits. It has been cans. When present in milk, cream well demonstrated that even in case] or cheese, it is due to lack of clean- 
of very acid fruits very little tin ts|liness or eare in handling. 
dissolved from the can, if a tin plate Copper compounds when present in of a sufficient thickness of tin is foods are generally intentionally em- 
employed. Great care should also ployed as coloring agents, especially
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in canned peas and beans. We are);containing wood alcohol. That this 

all familiar with the looks of many|criminal substitution cannot be as- . 
brands of French peas, of a color so|cribed entirely to greed but is due in 

intense as might make a fresh pea|large part to ignorance or misinfor- 

turn still greener with envy. The | mation on the part of manufacturers 

quantity of copper salt needed to|I have littie doubt. The statement 

produce this coloration is not very | has been frequently made that wood 

great but still far from negligable. A| alcohol when pure is less poisonous 

single can of colored peas has been | than grain alcohol; nothing could be 
found to contain the equivalent of | farther from the truth. While grain 

37 grains of metallic copper. Other | alcohol is in part oxidized to the rel- 

poisonous coloring matters employed | atively harmless carbon dioxide, in 

are lead chromate, barium chromate, | part eliminated unchanged, wood al- 

red lead, picric acid and many coal|cchol is gradually but completely 

tar dyes. Coal tar dyes are by far | oxidized to the poisonous formic acid | 

the most generally employed in col-| with the probable formation of the 

oring foods, because of their great| intermediate product, formaldehyde. 

permanence, as well as their intense | This formaldehyde seems to have a 

coloring power. Generally known | peculiar selective action on the most 

as aniline ‘dyes, they are all popular- | highly organized parts of the nervous 

ly regarded as being extremery poi-| system, probably combining with the 

sonous. As a matter of fact, they | nerve substance, so that partial or 

may or may not be poisonous in the | complete paralysis of the optic nerve 

quantities used. Some of them are | always accompany poisoning by 

inherently poisonous, even in very | wood alcohol. 

small doses; others are made so by . 
the use of arsenic or metallic salts | Use of Preservatives Most Pernicious 

in their preparation; still others are Practice. 
comparatively harmless. The food But of all harmful food constituents 

manufacturer who argues for their|that the food chemist has to deal 

use, however, rarely knows even the| with, added preservatives easily take 

chemical character of the dyes he em-| the front rank. While the use of 

ploys, to say nothing of their physio- | salt, spices, wood-smoke, vinegar and 

logical effects. He generally buys|sugar for the preservation of foods 

them under a_ trade name and if he| has been practiced from time im- } 

has any conscientious scruples on| memorial and is certainly unobjec- ft 

the subject may go so far as to de-|tionable, the study of bacteriology 

mand of the dealer a guarantee of |and the knowledge gained thereby 

their harmless character. Unfortu- | that the decomposition of most foods 

nately such a guarantee is frequently | is due to the presence and growth of 
worthless. micro organisms, namely bacteria, 

The high internal revenue tax on| yeasts, moulds and fungi, and that 
grain alcohol has made this sub-| anything that will stop the growth of 

stance so expensive that there is a| these organisms will act as a food 

great temptation for manufacturers | preservative have led to great changes 

to substitute for it the cheaper wood} in the methods of food preservation. 

alcohol, with the result that we fre-| Of these, the methods of preserving 

quently find in our daily papers ac-| food by heat sterilization or by cold 

counts of individual or wholesale} storage are easy of application and 

cases of poisoning from the consump-| very effective, but manufacturers of 

tion of whiskey or flavoring extracts|and dealers in foods have sought
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even cheaper ways of preventing | under controversy, packers and the their spoiling. manufacturers of preservatives con- This has led to the extensive and taining these chemicals being es- rather indiscriminate use of chemical pecially active in attempting to prove preservatives, the prime requisite of | their harmless character. However which from the standpoint of the in 1902, after a series of investiga- unscrupulous manufacturer is that it tions made by the most renowned be a good antiseptic, that it be prac- | and competent physiologists and tically tasteless and odorless and if Dharmacologists of Germany, the Possible difficult of detection even by | German government declared itself chemical means. The ideal chemical against the use of boric acid and its food preservative would be a taste-| salts in foods. About this time, less and odorless substance, which, | the Bureau of Chemistry of the while possessing strong antiseptic | United States Department of Ag- Properties would be entirely harmless, | riculture, under the direction of its even in the largest quantities in chief Dr. Wiley, commenced a study which it might be taken in food. It | of the effect of chemical food preserv- is very doubtful, however, whether | atives on man, commencing with such a substance will ever be found. | boric acid and borax. After the As an abstract proposition, it seems} most elaborate investigations ever fairly safe to say that any chemical | undertaken on such a subject, Dr. substance that will destroy bacteria Wiley concluded that borax and boric and yeasts will also interfere with acid taken in food, either in small! the action of enzymes and there- | quantities for long periods of time or fore with digestion. larger quantities for shorter periods 
The chemical preservatives that | of time, interfered with digestion and are most extensively used in foods at | were therefore deleterious to health. the present time are formaldehyde, Investigations are now being con- borax and boric acid, salicylic acid, ducted with other preservatives so benzoic acid, sulphurous acid and that in the near future we may ex- sulphites and fluorine compounds. | pect authoritative statements con- While the toxic character of some of cerning the effect of these compounds these compounds in the quantities | and definitely settle the question of used in preserving food is in dispute, | their deleteriousness, their indiscriminate use is certainly | But aside from the intrinsic poison- not justifiable, the less so, since ous character of food preservatives, the other methods of Preserving food |.even greater harm May come from already mentioned are entirely ef-| their use. Thus frequently they are ficient and free from all objection. | employed to cover up decomposition Furthermore, it seems fair to demand which has already set 1n. Reliable that in all cases where any doubt | sausage makérs inform us that when exists concerning the injurious char- fresh meat is used no difficulty is ex- acter of any ingredient of food, the perienced in making sausages that benefit of this doubt should be given | will keep for a reasonable length of the consumer, Before permitting the] time and it is only when the meats use of any preservative in foods, | used are slightly tainted that preserv- Proof beyond a reasonable doubt | atives become an absolute necessity. should be required of the innocuous The manufacturer of one preserva- character of that preservative. The| tive mixture sailing under the invit- question of the deleterious character ing name of “Freeze-em” gives direc- of borax and boric acid has been long| tions on the label for restoring
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tainted poultry to a fresh condition |less, but a bacteriological examina- | 
by soaking them in a solution of his| tion revealed the fact that there 
compound. Although the appearance | were over a million bacteria, largely 

of such poultry may be improved and | putrefactive, in one gram (15 grains) 

the odor of decay removed the prod-| of that meat. 
ucts of decomposition remain. The Experiments have proven that 
‘manufacturers and users of preserva-| while formaldehyde readily de- 

tives frequently ask us: “Is it not |stroys lactic acid bacilli, it is with- 

more dangerous to eat decayed meat | out much effect upon putrefactive and 

than the preservatives we employ?”|typhoid germs. Therefore when 
But who would knowingly eat | added to milk it will retard or pre- 

decayed meat? However the | vent souring while the growth of in- 

use of preservatives may render|jurious bacteria may go on unre- 
possible the consumption of partial-| strained. In fact they will grow 
ly decayed meats by removing the| more rapidly than in normal milk, for } : 
signs of decay. the growth of the lactic acid bacteria 
Sodium and calcium sulphites are|in this milk greatly retards the de- 

used extensively in the conservation | velopment of all others that may be ' 

of meats, either mixed with the chop-| present. While no mother would give i 
ped meat or sprinkled on the surface|sour milk to an infant, the addi- - 

of a larger piece. We have found in| tion of formaldehyde, by preventing : 
our laboratory as much as 50 grains|souring, removes the best if not the i 
of sodium sulphite in a single pound|only indication to her of age and yj 
of Hamburger steak. Although in it-|*herefore probable unwholesomeness. { 

self probably injurious to health by | The same may be said concerning the I i 
the neutralization of the acid in the] addition of soda to milk. In itself. j 
gastric juice and the evolution of | comparatively harmless, it may prove 

SO, in the stomach, its use is liable | dangerous by the removal of the dan- i i 
to be fraught with even greater dan |ger signal. One of the great objec- 
ger by making old and partly de | tions to the use of chemical preserva- i 
composed meat appear fresh. In| tives is that those who use them most 
themselves, sulphites are but very| freely are entirely ignorant of their } 
weak antiseptics. They do, however.| nature. Milkmen and butchers are a 
act as deodorizing agents and when;made the victims of enticing cir- 
applied to meat give it a bright red|culars and smooth-tongued sales- & 
color, resembling the bright red|men, who assure their prospective Bi 
oxyhaemoglobin of fresh meat. Meat|customers ,that the constituents of i 
treated with sulphites may therefore | their preserving mixtures are entire- u 
have undergone advanced decomposi-|ly harmless and (what is of even T j 

> tion with the formation of large | greater importance) cannot be de- | 
amounts of poisonous ptomaines and | tected by the chemist. Thus a bottle ; 
still look and smell fresh. The dan-|containing a formaldehyde solution i 
ger signals have been removed. A| was labeled “Freezine” and bore this | 
sample of chopped meat preserved|statement: “It freezes the bacteria t } 
with sulphites was brought to our|and immediately evaporates.” An- | 
laboratory by an inspector and was| other package of milk préservative } 
kept for three days at the laboratory | designed for preserving a single quart | 
temperature during the hot days of|of milk contained 45 grains of borax, | 
August. At the end of that time it| enough to neutralize a large amount | 
still appeared fresh and was odor-|of gastric juice and completely stop | 

16 | 

:
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digestion in a child’s stomach. Butch- | conceal inferiority and to make the ers buy sulphites and boric acid | foods to which they are added appear mixtures under the name of “Freez-| better than they really are. By their em,” “Preservaline,” etc. Of course | use the adulterator is enabled to these are all guaranteed harmless, | make a mixture of starch, paste, glu- so when the butcher uses them by | cose and a little acid pass for currant the handful he may feel free from | and raspberry jelly, to make spirit any moral guilt. It has not been an| vinegar resemble cider vinegar, to uncommon practice for butchers to| sell a solution of artificial vanillin throw all their meat trimmings and | and coumarin for pure vanilla extract, scraps in a greater or lesser state of |to make a bright colored tomato cat- decomposition into a receptacle, | Sup from green and from over-ripe sprinkle them over with Preservatives | tomatoes or from tomato refuse, or . and then at their leisure make them| even from turnips or almost any up into sausages or other chopped | finely comminuted vegetable matter. meat compounds. The absolute pro-| Old meats are made to look fresh, hibition of chemical preservatives in| SPoiled fruit and fruit refuse made such foods renders this practice im-!up into jams and preserves of a more Possible and insures to the consumer | enticing hue than the pure product; wholesome meat to begin with and} Orange, apple and raspberry cider cleanliness in its manufacture. made by the barrel without a trace of Before leaving the subject of food|the fruit from which they are sup- Preservatives, I want to sound a note | Posed to be the sole product, of warning to housewives against Manufacturers of food have told us the use of socalled “Canning Com-| time and again that artificial coloring Pounds,” which it seems are coming | Matter in food should be permitted into more frequent use every year, | because the public demands it, that Those examined in our laboratory |they must have it to Satisfy their were found to contain either boric | 2esthetic sense, that it stimulates the acid or salicylic acid in very con-|@Ppetite and aids digestion. As far siderable amounts. Following the |S the latter argument is concerned, direction of Mrs. Price’s Canning Com- | While it is undoubtedly true that the pound, for instance, would mean the | Sight of a beautiful red cheeked ap- introduction of about 1 per cent of | Dle or peach is enough to make “your boric acid to a food, certainly enough | mouth water,” it is only because of to seep it from fermenting, but alsa | Your recollection of the good taste of Probably enough ~ to keep it from|Such appearing fruit. As soon as being digested for some time after | YOU would come to associate the red eating. Since these compounds are | Color of some of the adulterated foods not sold as foods, their sale may not | With their particular taste, I fear the be unlawful according to our present | @ffect would be the reverse. With laws, and the housewife using them|Tegard to the aesthetic argument, I does so upon her own responsibility, | doubt whether the fact that people like to fresco their stomachs with Artificial Coloring Main Aid to Adul-|food containing artificial coloring teration, matter would place them on a higher Together with preservatives, arti-|Dlane of civilization than if they ficial coloring matters are undoubted | painted their faces with the same ly the main aids to the adulterator of | dyes, as did the aborigines of this foods. Except in a very few instances,| country. If that were the reason for : their effect and their purpose is to| using artificial coloring matter in
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foods, why not paint your beefsteak;fact on their label. We have their 

@ pea green and your pancakes ajassurance that this statement aids 
sky blue? If you desire colors to| them in selling their goods. Concern- 

Please your eyes during your meal, it |ing the quantities of coloring matters | 
is certainly better to use them in| used in food, I need only to refer _ | 
decorating your table or your room| you to our exhibit to prove that it 

80 you could continue to enjoy them] is anything but infinitesimal. : 
after your repast, instead of eating It would be impossible in the brief = j 
them and putting them out of sight.|time at my disposal to give you a i 

But do the public demand this| complete description of the character i 
artificial color in food? It may be|ot food adulterations as now prac- ; 
that some who have never seen cat-|ticed. The object of our exhibit is to 
sup or strawberry preserves “like| give an optical demonstration of a 
mother used to make” may prefer to|few of the adulterated foods that ' 
buy the artificially colored to the|have recently been picked up by our 

natural product, since both of these | inspectors in the markets of Wiscon- } } 

substances lose much of their color|sin and analyzed in our laboratory. In ; 

in the process of preparation, but | addition let me give you a brief state- ! 
aware of this matter, would you not| ment of the most common adultera- 

eat, the natural product with greater | tions of the more important articles ; 
relish, knowing that it contains no|of food as found in our laboratory. 

? 

ae baie eee ad een Common Forms of Food Adulteration. 

comes to my laboratory; the question Baking Powder: Containing alum, | 

immediately arises in my mind: |and deficient in available carbonic 4 

“what secret are you trying to hide acid and therefore leavening power. j 
underneath this gaudy hue?’ For Buckwheat Flour: Low grade 
foods properly made of pure materials | wheat, rye and corn flour. Also j 
need no color to make them attractiv: | sypsum. atl 
to the eye. Only two years ago prac Butter: Oleomargarine and ren- | 
tically eyery food manufacturer inth | »vated butter sold for dairy and i 
country, even though opposed t | Teamery butter. Butter containing at 
artificial coloring in other foods, in | 10 per cent of water. uy 
sisted that its addition to catsup! Chocolate and Cocoa: Containing ae 
was absolutely necessary to make| starch and oxide of iron. t 
that article salable: “The public de-| Candies: Paraffin, clay, stearic nil 
mand it,” they claimed. But when | acid. ae 
they came to realize that the permis- Catsup: Artificial color, chemical 7 
sion of this coloring enabled the| preservatives, tomato refuse (skin 4 4 
worst adulteratuu catsups to appear | and seed). 49 

as good as their best grades and} Cheese: Skim milk cheese sold for } 
therefore to successfully compete| Whole milk cheese. Whole milk ' 
on the market with their goods, they| cheese sold for cream cheese. 
decided that perhaps the public was Apple Cider: Adulterated by addi- i 
not so very insistent upon its de-|tion of preservatives (salicylic acid i] 
mands after all. One of the most|and hydrofluoric acid). Often diluted i] 
hopeful signs in this question is the] with water or sugar water. Some- j 
fact that all the more reliable manu-| times contains no apple juice, but is . | 

facturers of catsup are now prepar-| made from sugar, water, tartaric acid, i 
ing these goods without artificial | artificial flavor and coal tar dye. ii 
coloring matter and advertising that| Raspberry and Orange Cider and - | 

\ 
|
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Root beer: Made from sugar, water.) preserved with sulphites “and boric tartaric acid, saccharin, salicylic acid | acia or borax, and coal tar dyes, Milk: Formaldehyde, boric acid, ° Soda Waters: Often contain saccha- borax, added water, skimming, arti. rin, salicylic acid, coal tar dye. ficial color, 
Cod fish and Oysters: Boric acid. Molasses: Glucose, poisonous salts ~ Cream: Boric acid, formaldehyde, | introduced in the refining of sugar, gelatine, artificial coloring matter,| Sorghum: Glucose, deficiency in fat. Syrup: Glucose. y Evaporated and Condensed Cream; Olive Oil: Cottonseed oil and pea- Containing only 7-9 per cent milk fat, | nut oil and other foreign oils, Cream of Tartar: Composed of Pepper; Pepper dust, pepper hulls, calcium acid phosphate, calcium gul- cocoanut shells, olive pits, roasted Dhate, alum and starch. cereals, 
Grape Juice: Sugar water, tartaric Cayenne Pepper: Oxide of iron, acid and coal tar dye. Wine: Sugar, water, tartaric acid, Currant, Strawberry and Raspberry | tannin, coal tar dye, Jellies: Made from apple Ppomace, 

Starch paste, gelatine, glucose, art Restrictive Laws. ficial flavor, tartaric acid and coal tar} It is difficult to obtain a correct dye. estimate of the amount of adulterated Jams and Preserves: Made from | food stuffs consumed by the American under ripe or decayed fruit, from | people, but it is undoubtedly very fruit’ refuse, apple Pomace, starch | large, various writers having placed paste, glucose and coal tar dye..j its value at from $250,000,000 to over : Sometimes foreign seeds added. $1,000,000,000 annually, This does Lard: Cottonseed oil and beef | not of course Mean that there is no stearine, beef tallow. value at all in any of these adulter- Lemon Extract: Wood alcohol, ter-| ated goods, but their actual value is Pinless lemon oil, robbed oil of lemon, | always much less than that of the oil of lemon grass. pure articles for which they are sold, Vanilla Extract: Wood alcohol, va- | and immense fortunes have been built nillin, coumarin, prune juice, caramel, | up from the difference. coal tar dye. Naturally you will ask, what is be- Cider Vinegar: Spirit vinegar with | ing done to protect the people from artificial coloring matter, sugar, | this avalanche of adulteration that is = glucose or apple pomace, threatening their health, as well as Malt Vinegar: Spirit vinegar with | robbing their pocket books, Most of artificial coloring matter, sugar or] the European countries have enacted glucose, more or less -stringent pure food Wine Vinegar: Spirit vinegar. laws during the last half century, Spirit Vinegar: Pyroligneous acid. | those of Germany especially being Maple Syrup: Mixed with glucose, | rigidly enforced. In that country no cane syrup or sorghum, or made en-| city of 20,000 inhabitants is without tirely from sugar and a decoction of | its food chemist or chemists and ~ maple wood, hickory wood or corn manufacturers and sellers of adul- cobs. terated food are severely punished. Maple Sugar: Made by the evapora-| Of the more important countries of tion of the above. Europe, England is most lax in its Meats, Chopped Meats and Saus- inspection of foods and consequently * ages: Colored with coal tar dye and | we find it the dumping ground of a
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large amount of food that is unsalable) feat of this measure. It is probable 
in the countries from which it is ship-| that another attempt will be made to 
ped. Up to within recent years, the | defeat this bill in the present con- 
United States shared with England | gress by the introduction of another 
the unenviable reputation of import-| which has the sanction of the organ- 
ing large quantities of adulterated|ized manufacturers of adulterated 
food stuffs, but since the passage of|foods. In the interests of a long- 
an act on that subject by congress, all | suffering public, this latter bill should 
imported food products must conform|meet with deserved defeat, for a 
with the pure food regulations of the} poor National Food Law would cer- 
country from which they come. | tainly be worse than none at all. 
While in this way we are now fairly Most states of the union now have 
well protected from the adulterator | their own Pure Food Laws in some : 
abroad, we are almost absolutely at|form or other. In Wisconsin a few | 
tae mercy of the American species as| loose laws regulating the sale of { far as national regulations are con | foods had been Placed on the statute | i 
cerned, for while a state can pun | books as early as 1879, but as nobody 1 ish its offenders within its own bor | was entrusted with their enforce- i ders, it is ‘helpless in reaching the | ment, they were practically useless. | 
fraudulent manufacturer or jobber in| As in many other states, so in Wis- i other states. The state must hold|consin it was mainly through the ef- i the dealer within the state responsible | forts of the dairy interests that in 
for the sale of adulterated foods, as|1889 the office of Dairy and Food : that is the only way that it can pro-| Commissioner was created (together \ } tect the consumer, and that should] with that of Chemist and Dairy In- | | be of course the main object of all|spector) whose duty it was to enforce j pure food legislation, A National] the Dairy and Food Laws of the state. : aa Pure Food Law regulating interstate | In 1898 these laws were revised: to i commerce in foods and placing the | make them conform with similar laws | responsibility for the sale of adul-|in Massachusetts, New York and 3 terated foods upon the manufacturer, | Ohio, and at the Same time another 
while not a cure-all, would greatly|inspector and a stenographer and | improve the situation. For the last|clerk were added to the Commis- ay 15 years attempts have been made |sioner’s force, During the last three ; at every session of congress to have| years, this force hag been further in- | such a law enacted, but in each in-| creased so that now the commission i stance these efforts have come to| consists of the commissioner, two as- ¢ naught through the influence of man-| sistant commissioners, the chemist 7 ufacturers who owe their prosperity,| and two assistant chemists, a sten- 4 if not their very existence to the ographer and confidential clerk, and a4 fraudulent sale of adulterated food | 11 inspectors, a largely increased force, | products. At the last session of our | but still small considering that their j National Lawgiving Body a Pure] work includes the inspection of more i | Food Bill, having the endorsement of | than 6,000 grocery stores, 2,000 meat ; the National Association of Dairy and markets, 3,000 creameries and cheese } Food Commissions, passed the house | factories, 900 drug stores, and hun- { but failed of passage in the senate, it| dreds of city dairies. At the same | being an open secret that the so-|time the laws have been greatly | called Blended Whiskey interests | strengthened by the enactment of } were largely responsible for the de-| numerous specific laws making their | {
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enforcement in the courts much Woman’s Share in Combating Food 
easier. Among special laws in force Adulteration. 
at the present time are laws regula- 
ing the sale of dairy product, of| The importance of Pure and whole 
oleomargarine, renovated butter, vin-}some food cannot well be overesti- 
egar, honey, glucose mixtures, maple|mated. Upon it depends to a con- 
Syrup, fiavoring extracts, chopped|siderable extent the health, happi- 
meats and sausages, and foods con-| ness and prosperity of this and future 
taining chemical preservatives. In| generations. To secure it requires the 
effect these laws prohibit the sale of |}combined efforts of the state, the 
all foods containing ingredients in-}honest dealer and the consumer. 
jurious to health and all foods that] Upon the women of this country rests 
are mere imitations of natural or|a great share of the responsibility in 
well known manufactured food prod-|this matter. Let them study the 
ucts, but permits the sale of all other | problem of foods as diligently as they 
foods if sold exactly for what they are | are studying the problem of dress; 
and when properly labeled. This|let them study closely the character 
proper label is intended in all cases |of food adulterations so as to be able 
to be an honest’ label, plainly dis-|to discriminate between the pure and 
closing to the purchaser the charac-| the false and then apply this knowl- 
ter of his purchase. In the enforce- | edge in the selection of food for their 
ment of these laws, the commissioner | table. Demand of your dealers that 
has had the hearty support of all hon- they carry only pure food and patron- 
est food dealers in the state, includ-|ize only such as_ will accede to your 
ing the State Wholesale Grocers’ As-|demands. In doing this, however, 
sociation, Retail Grocers’ Association, | you must not forget that adulterated 
Dairymen’s Association, Buttermak-| food can be sold more cheaply than 
ers’ Association and Cheesemakers’| the pure, that it is more expensive 
Association. It is but fair to state to produce clean, sanitary milk than 
that the great majority of Wisconsin dirty milk, that you must expect to 
dealers intend to conduct an honest pay more for good, clean, wholesome 
business, but are themselves fre- 

: Ps meat than for the embalmed variety. quen.iy made the victims of unscru- 
pulous manufacturers and jobbers.|Furthermore, remember that the 
Besides prosecution, publicity is re-| State cannot protect you when you 
sorted to as a means of enforcing the | buy your foods outside of the state, 
law. Quarterly bulletins, giving the | that it is also extremely difficult to 
results of the chemist’s analyses of | follow up the sales made by traveling 
foods, as well as the results of in- peddlers and people buying from 
spection, and other pertinent infor-| them do so at their own risk. 
mation from the commissioner are The interest recently exhibited by 
distributed to food manufacturers and | the women of the country in the 
dealers and all other citizens applying question of food aduiteration is ex- 
for them. By disseminating knowl- tremely gratifying. mbit siatecc ene 
ege concerning the character of food tioned Gaia Sistue 1 
adulterations in Wisconsin and giving ig we may hopefully look 
the names of manufacturers of and | forward ‘to the rapid diminution, even 
dealers in adulterated foods, they|if not the total extinction, of this 
have been a great aid in forcing such | Modern parasite, the adulterator of 
foods out of the state. human foods.
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RESOLUTIONS. 

The committee on resolutions, ; meetings to 80 one-day meetings; be | 
through its chairman, Mr. L. E. Scott, | it, therefore 
made the following report, which was Resolved, By the farmers of the | 

unanimously adopted. state in this Twentieth Round-up In- 

Whereas, In His allwise providence, | stitute assembled, that we hereby 
God has seen fit to remove from|respectfully petition our legislature 

among us our beloved friend and co-|to increase the appropriation for this 

worker, Dennis B. Foster, and that in| work to an amount commensurate 
his death the Wisconsin Farmers’ In-| with the demands. | 
stitutes and the cause of agricultural Resolved, That the Round-up Farm- 
education have lost an efficient and|ers’ Institute of Wisconsin urge the j 

. conscientious worker, the state of|congressmen and senators from Wis- i 
Wisconsin a valuable and trusted cit-|consin to vote to abolish the free dis- : 
izen, and his family have suffered an| tribution of common seeds by the | 
irreparable loss; therefore, be it government and to favor the appro- | j 

Resolved, That we tender to his|priation of more money in the intro- ; 
family our sincere sympathy in their| duction of valuable new seeds and j 
bereavement, that they be sent a copy| plants, and in the improvement of : 
of these resolutions, and that the| plants and animals by breeding. i 
same be printed in the forth coming Resolved, That we, the citizens of 

Bulletin. the state of Wisconsin assembled at 
Whereas, At this, the Twentieth | this, the Twentieth Annual Round-up j 

Round-up Institute, the local commit-| Institute, in the city of Plymouth, do { | 
tee and citizens of Plymouth have|hereby urge upon our representa- t 
spared no pains and have left nothing | tives in congress to use their utmost | 
undone that would contribute to the| endeavors to secure the passage of i 
success of this meeting and the com-|the Heyburn Pure Food Bill, which ; 
fort and convenience of the workers|h s passed the senate, believing that 
and visitors in attendance; therefore, |its passage will materially aid the 

be it cause of pure foods. ; 

Resolved, That a vote of thanks be 
tendered them for their kind consid- CLOSING REMARKS, { 

% 

— re ee our Supt. Geo. McKerrow, Madison, Wis, 

thanks to the railroad companies for] Ladies and Gentlemen: We have 
granting reduced rates to those at-|been here with you three days and ‘ 
tending this Institute. . |have held the Twentieth Closing iy 

Whereas, The Farm Institute is|Farmers’ Insitute for the eState of 4 
now a recognized means of agricul-| Wisconsin. 4 
tural education second to none other, Those of us who have come from j | 

and around the state and from outside of 1 
Whereas, Our agricultural interests | the state to take part in this meeting | 

and consequent demands for this | are leaving you very well pleased, in- 1 
class of instruction have increased|deed. The Twentieth Annual Clos- 
far beyond our expectations, and. | ing Institute held here in the city of ; 

Whereas, The increased expense} Plymouth sizes up favorably with | 
has compelled the management to|those held in the nineteen other’ ad 
refuse more than two-thirds of the| places in the state of Wisconsin; | 
applications of farmers for Institutes, | indeed, I am told by the ladies who 4 
cutting the work from 100 two-day|have been in attendance at the | | 

j 

4
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ladies’ session, that that part of it thanks. Now, I hope that every one 
Surpasses all the others. The ladies | of you ia attendance upon these dif- of Plymouth should have credit for | ferent sessions have been benefitted, their efforts, though not any more | and if it has stirred you to doing a than the men. little better and a little more than 

I want to thank everybody that has you did before, it has certainly done 
helped to make this Institute a suc. you good. 
cess; the resolutions passed do that, Thanking you again, this meeting but I want to add my personal | stands adjourned, 

List of Prizes Awarded Wisconsin Farmers at the Twentieth Closing Farmers’ Institute and Mid-winter Fair in Wisconsin held at Plymouth 
Sheboygan Co., March 13, 14 and 15, 1906, 

Best collection of farm products Best exhibit of corn, diff..ent va- grown by exhibitor (corn, small rieties, grown by exhibitor, Two-row grains, vegetables, etc.) No. 19 Bow- Cultivator, price $53, offered by Miad- 
sher Feed Mill, price $40, offered by |land M’f'g Co., Tarkio, Mo., awarded 
N. P. Bowsher Co., South Bend, Ind.,| to Mr. H. P. West, Ripon. 
awarded to Mr. H. P. West, Ripon. i 

<s ‘ - Ra y : ives lal 
we iin oh ee ser 77 r=] 

(AVY, if tl 
ns / wf oe  é eC Q IR & ‘ ea oh a) X 

ts Midland Two-row Cultivator. 
== ee = Best exhibit of potatoes and roots Ee _ eo es | grown by exhibitor, Four-Horse Har- Matiura pes metae | tow, price $50, offered by the Cut- ie] By NED HER Co0.2 iY 5 away Harrow Co., Higganum, Conn., 

vst UTH BEND @ |awarded to Mr. C. McArthur, Ply- 
a IND. ez = | mouth, purchased by Supt. Geo. Me- 

Kerrow. 
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Best exhibit of small grains grown | Agriculturist,” awarded to" Mr. Jac. 
by exhibitor, 20-rod roll 11-48 Wire | Reineck. 
Fence, offered by the Adrian Fence Best sample corn ensilage, one-half 
Co., Adrian, Mich., awarded to Mr.| bushel, cash $2, awarded to Mr. Ed 
H. P. West, Ripon, Salzmann, Kiel. 

WE SELL DIRECT TO FARMERS. 
A {_  —— — ——— ————7} | r r ADRIAN WIRE FENCE Clo : Se oe . . as meee —— T [4 5 2 O— @-——@— ~vE Tie —@-——@—_ © | « T o—d__4_ é Bcd ab 
p—> he ( = 0 ! —o—4 

i it ~ = | i ood... } S ei o— oo "Marin -<p—p—> > >» eS , - 4 5 ’ 6 }—~_6~_@—_4~_6-_b__ 6 o_ 

?—o—— —o— o_o 
MANUFACURED AT ADRIAN , MICHIGAN. Made of the best hard steel Se galvanized. The Jocks will not slip, ae are nol driven down on the wire, oop not a wire is injured .16 cross bars to the rod. The heaviest woven wire standard farm fence on the market. 

WRITE FOR PRICES AND DESCRIPTION. z 

Best 10 ears Dent Corn, one season Second best sampie corn ensilage, 
ticket to State Fair, offered by Wis-| one year’s ‘subscription to Hoard’s 
consin State Board of Agriculture,|“Dairyman,” awarded to Mr. Gust. 
awarded to Mr. Ed. Salzmann, Kiel. Schillinger. 

Second best 10 ears Dent Corn, one} post sample clover hay, one year’s 
year's subscription to Hoard’s “Dairy-| subscription to Hoard’s “Dairyman,” man,” offered by W. D. Hoard Co.,| awarded to Mr, P, J. Haag. 

: Ft. Atkinson, awarded to Mr. C. Mc- : Arthur, Plymouth, Best sample Alfalfa hay, one year's 

Third best 10 ears Dent Corn, one SUC ee Hones Dairy ” 
years subscription to the ‘Wiscon- awarded to Mr. Frank Eastman, 
sin Agricuturist,” offered by the Ag- Best one-half bushel barley, one box ) 
riculturist Pub. Co., Racine, awarded | quarts, offered by Plymouth Brewing 
to Mr. Gust Schreiber, Cleveland. Co., awarded to Mr. J. P. Bonzelet, 

Best 10 ears of Flint Corn, one sea- | Eden. E 
son ticket to State Fair, awarded to] Second best one-half bushel barley, 
Mr. Alvin Zinkgraf. One year’s subscription to “Wiscon- 

Second best 10 ears Flint Corn,|Sin Agriculturist,” awarded to Mr. 
one year’s subscription to Hoard’s | Gust Schreiber, Cleveland. 
“Dairyman,” awarded to Mr. G.| Best four pounds dairy butter, Schreiber, Cleveland. =~ eight-bottle hand Agos Babcock Milk 

Third best 10 ears Flint Corn. one | Tester, price $10, offered by Vermont 
year’s subscription to the “Wisconsin | Farm Maching Co, Bellows Falls,
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Vt., awarded to Mr. J. W. Briggs,|Hoard’s “Dairyman,” awarded to 
Peebles. - Mrs, J. Struve. 

‘i Ze se Best American cheese, cash $2, 

Jor N awarded to Mr. Wm. F. Rehm. 
ly Pais @ ie Best draft team, cash $5, awarded fe 
e po to Mr. Albert Suemnicht. | 

4 f = Best single driver weighing over | 

F 1,100 pounds, cash $5, offered by 

IE ~~} 7 Supt. Geo. McKerrow, Madison, { 
ee Nees aes awarded to Mr. Otto Henze. | 

& ah AS ee Best grade Holstein cow over : 
ity iva nd 4 6. three years old, cash $3, awarded to ; 

ae Mr. Fred Daetz. I 
ee Best Jersey cow, cash $3, awarded | 

0) a ero, |to Mr. Nick Krumrey. ; 

_e = ey [G| Second best Jersey cow, one year’s ; 
aa - — es subscription to Hoard’s “Dairyman,” ; 

Cal ) awarded to Mr. Fred Daetz. : 

Best Guernsey cow, cash $3, award- i 

Agos Babcock Milk Tester. ed to Mr. Geo. Meyer. 
2 Second best Guernsey cow, one 

Second best four pounds dairy but-| year’s subscription to Hoard’s “Dairy- 

ter, one year’s subscription to} man,” awarded to Mr. H. F. Meyer. i 

COOKING SCHOOL EXHIBIT. f 

Best loaf of bread made from Ben Second best display of cakes, not i 
Hur flour, one sack Ben Hur flour, | less than six, one picture, donated by ; 
donated by Huson Bros. & Timm Co.,| A. H. Schram, Plymouth, awarded to i 

Plymouth, awarded to Mrs. W. W.|Mrs. C. G. Dietsch. : 1 
Giffin. Best lemon pie, one bottle cuticle . 

Best loaf of bread made from Cere-| lotion, donated by Corbett & Acker- 

sota flour, one sack Ceresota flour,| mann, Plymouth, awarded to Mrs. F. 

donated by H. J. Goelzer & Co., Ply- | Kaiser. 1a 

mouth, awarded to Mrs, J. F. Burke. Second best lemon pie, twenty i 

Best loaf of bread made from Atlas| cents, awarded to Mrs. A. Scheibe, j q | 

flour, one sack Atlas flour, donated | Sr. ‘ 
by Fred Hein, Plymouth, awarded Best baking powder biscuits, two ; 

to Mrs. J. F. Burke. bottles of sirup White Pine and Tulu, / 
Best loaf of bread made from Mad-|donated by Corbett & Ackermann, 

elia flour, one sack Madelia flour, do-| Plymouth, awarded to Mrs. J. F. j 

nated by Fred Hein, Plymouth, | Burke. | 
awarded to Mrs. C. G. Dietsch. Second best doughnuts, twenty-five — ; 

Best display of cakes, not less than | cents, awarded to Mrs. J. Schlaich. } 

six, one steam cooker, donated by The Following Baked in Farm Home. | 

pag 4 = gag awarded! ‘Best Devils Food made - by farm- i 
ane = ers daughter under 16 years, one ij
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pair ladies’ shoes, donated by A. J. Best dozen white cookies, twenty- Eichenberger, awarded to Miss Mar five cents, awarded to Mrs. J. W. garet Struve, Schuler. ‘ 
Best coffee cake and one dozen rolls Best dozen ginger cookies, twenty- one season ticket to State Fair, of | five cents, awarded to Mrs. W. W. fered by Wisconsin State Board ot Giffin. 

Agriculture, awarded to Miss Frances Second best dozen ginger cookies, Krumrey. fifteen cents, awarded to Mrs. G. W. Best white, brown and rye bread, Zerler. 
one season ticket to State Fair, Best sunshine cake, fifty cents, awarded to Mrs. Frances Struve. awarded to Mrs, H. Krumrey. Best spice cake and angel food, one Second best sunshine cake, twenty- Season ticket to State Fair, awarded five cents, awarded to Mrs. F. Kaiser. to Miss Frances Krumrey, : Best loaf hickory-nut cake, fifty 

Best loaf rye bread, One year’s | cents, awarded to Mrs, F. X. Zeigler. ere Mra ding | ek tok Seca cake, oe x twenty-five cents, awarded to Mrs. F. Competed for by Any One in the| V. Smith. : 
County, ; Best half-dozen cream puffs, not Best fruit cake, $1.00, awarded to| filled, twenty-five cents, awarded to : Mrs, F. V. Smith. Mrs. F. Kaiser. 

Second best fruit cake, fifty cents,/ Best apple pie, twenty-five cents, awarded to Mrs. H. Krumrey, awarded to Mrs. W. W. Giffin,
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WOMAN’S DEPARTMENT, | 

COOKING SCHOOL. 
Held at Plymouth in Connection with the Closing Farmers’ Institute, : 

March 13, 14, 15, 1906. 
Conducted by Miss Adella Sater, Orfordville, Wis. j 
Assisted by Mrs. Clara I. Ransom, Endeavor, Wis. ' 

Stenographic Report by Miss Nellie E. Griffiths, Madison, Wis. 

j 
| 

FIRST SESSION. 
Tuesday Afternoon, March 13, 1906. ' 

for the body. The relative value [ we Tins = of the different sorts of meat depends q il Bide ete chiefly on the amount of fat they con- ‘ cape sh SS cy ‘5 tain. Fat replaces part of the water, q 4 $22 and not the proteid of the leaner 
“g meats. Roasting and broiling should 

a only be applied to the most expensive | 
ee cuts, for the meat is more tender : " 4 : and requires less cooking. The j - 2 ae. E * a cheaper cuts are equally nutritious. } ‘ ae > ee but need greater care in preparing to : aan! at Ry ~ aw render the meat tender. In the best = aks ae + SSR I cuts, the meat is fine-grained, for it Aa Sond esses ae | | comes from that part of the animal i | Sa -_| | where the muscles are but little used. i Ree ee eee pee 236 The quality of beef depends on the reac ae ES Pls, | | age of the creature and especially on 4 \ ois oe en ees ~~ "| |the manner of feeding. Also upon ! Pk apes. SAT SSE Sa the time it is allowed to hang and | ee g SS SER BE Mee | ripen, i! FREE isd Seagal Question—Can you tell by the looks ti | Broke ar i * >" S| | of meat if it is tender? ee LAPETI OB Hf s T2eF | Miss Sater—Yes, to a certain ex- 4 eiKaw | | tent. Good meat is well streaked and 

coated with fat. he fiesh should | Miss Sater. be of a bright red color, fine-grained | z. and firm. Tough meat has long, i | Our program for the afternoon is coarse fibres, : j 
as follows: When meat comes from the market, | Roast Beef Yorkshire Pudding| remove from Paper immediately, ! Stuffed Onions otherwise the paper absorbs some of } Snow Pudding Boiled Custard.| the juice, | 

The principal nutritive constituent Never allow meat to stand in cold | 4 of meat is proteid and is thus one of water, as the juice will be extracted, | | the best sources of building material but wipe off with a cloth. | ‘ 

|
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This is a fivepound rib roast. To Clear Soup Stock. 
Usually I prefer to bone rib roast at 

home, then roll and skewer it. The Gamma a —_ — 
bones may be utilized in making allowing white and shell of one egg 
ak to each quart of stock. ‘Beat egg 

To Roast Beef. slightly and add to stock. Place on 
Wipe, put on rack in dripping pan,|front of range and stir constantly 

rub over with salt and dredge meat | until boiling point is reached. Boil 
and pan with flour. Place in hot|two minutes. Set back where it may 
oven, that the surface may be quickly |Simmer 20 minutes; remove scum 
seared, thus preventing escape of in-|and strain through double thickness 
ner juices. After flour in pan has|of cheese cloth placed over a fine 
browned, reduce heat and baste with | strainer. 
fat which has tried out; if meat is| Meat broths are not considered 
quite lean, it may be necessary to| nutritious, they are simply stimu- 
put trimmings of fat in pan. Baste|lants. Properly made stock contains 
every 10 minutes. When meat is|very little nourishment. The prin- 
about half done, turn it over, dredge , cipal extractives and the proteids are 
with flour and brown on the other |still in the meat, but the flavoring 
side. matter having been drawn out, it is a 

Roast Beef Gravy. tasteless mass. 

Remove some of the fat from the 
pan, leaving three  tablespoonfuls, Nemenre. Ruling 
place on front of range, add three E Recipe. 
tablespoonfuls of flour and stir until One cup flour, one-fourth teaspoon 
well browned. Add gradually one| salt, seven-eights cup milk, one egg, 
and one-half cups boiling water, or|one-half teaspoon melted butter. 
stock. Cook five minutes. Season|Turn into hissing hot iron gem 
with salt and pepper and strain. pans and bake 30 to 35 minutes in a 

hot oven. 
Soup Stock, Beat eggs very light, then add milk, 

Take the soup meat, having bones| flour, salt and butter. Beat the 
broken and meat cut into pieces, add| Whole mixture two minutes with a 
salt and cold water. Let stand about Dover egg beater. This is to be 
30 minutes, cover closely and cook| Served with roast beef. Very often 
slowly, keeping below the boiling | the pudding is baked with the roast, 

point from three to six hours. The| but I prefer to bake it in gem irons, 
last hour, the seasonings should be|as the pudding is not so greasy. 
added. Strain and cool as quickly Sift the flour once before measur- 
as possible. Do not remove  fat|ing for everything. For fancy cakes 
that has formed on the top of stock|we sift it several times. Fill the 
until you are ready to use stock. It|cup lightly; do not shake the cup for 

- excludes the air and keeps better. the flour will settle and consequently 
You will notice in making stock we| get more than should be. 

add salt and cold water at first, for These measuring cups I think are 
the reason that both extract the | indispensable. You can purchase 
juice which is desired. In boiling| them at any good department store. 
meat, the salt is not added until the] They come in tin, glass and granite 
last hour, for the juice is to be re-| and are divided into thirds and quar- 
tained in the meat. ters.
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Stuffed Onions. i quantities, there is a sheet gelatine 
Recipe. that is much cheaper. Remove skin from onions, and Some time ago, gelatine was sup- 

Posed to contain a great deal of food Parboil 10 minutes in boiling salted value. Gelatine is not a substance water to cover. Turn upside down which is capable of building tissues, to cool and remove center with a but it is as asparer of proteid, sharp knife. Fill centers with bread however, that gélatine is chiefly of crumbs and finely chopped onion importance in the food. which has been removed, seasoned 
with salt and pepper and moistened Pineapple Sponge, with cream or melted butter. Place This is another variation to the | in buttered shallow baking pan; Snow pudding. Make jelly as above, sprinkle with buttered crumbs and not using more than one-fourth cup bake in a moderate oven until ten- boiling water, and three-fourths cup : der. This may be served with white chopped or grated pineapple and one- ; Sauce and is very good ‘served with half cup Pineapple juice, and one beef or fish. tablespoon lemon juice. . Another filling that is very good is Question—In making Snow pudding, : two tablespoons finely chopped ham, it you had no lemon juice could you j one tablespoon butter, one egg, use lemon extract. speck cayenne, three tablespoons Miss Sater—No; I should not try bread crumbs, three tablespoons extract, a little acid is necessary. milk, one-half teaspoon salt. Question—Supposing you were on ; 

the farm and got out of lemons. Snow Pudding, Miss Sater—You could substitute Recipe. strawberry juice, raspberry or grape 1 One and one-fourth tablespoons | juice; in fact, any fruit juice that is { granulated gelatine, one-fourth cup | ot too acid, 
i cold water, one cup sugar, one cup| If you do not have gelatine, corn | boiling water, one-fourth cup lemon | Starch may be used, but it is not quite { juice, whites of three eggs. so palatable. 
i Soak the gelatine in cold water for| Boil one cup sugar mixed with two 10 minutes. Pour over this slowly | tablespoons corn starch and one cup the boiling water and stir until dis-| Of water until clear and transparent. Solved. Add the sugar and lemon| When slightly cooled add to the stift- | juice. When this mixture begins to|!y beaten whites of three eggs. Ada 14 thicken, beat until frothy; add whites | one-fourth cup lemon juice and beat 1 9 of eggs beaten stiff, and continue| Until cold. Set in a cold place until id) beating until stiff enough to hold its |Teady to serve. 
i shape. Fold or pile by spoonfuls on 

ia a dish, serve cold with boiled custard. Orange, Charlotte, A very attractive dish may be pre. Recipe. | pared by coloring half the mixture] One and two-thirds tablespoons | with fruit, red. , gelatine, one-third cup cold water, if I chose this Tecipe because it is one-third cup boiling water, one cup i | the foundation for so many desserts. | sugar, three tablespoons lemon i Question—What kind - of gelatine | juice, one cup orange juice and pulp, ~ : do you use? whites of three eggs and whip from if Miss Sater—I am using Knoxes’ two cups cream. 
i] sranulated today. If using in large Soak gelatine in cold water; dis- | 

. 
|
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solve in boiling water, add sugar,|the custard is done. Another way 
lemon juice, orange juice and pulp.| is to tell by the coating on the spoon. 
Chill and when quite thick beat until |In cooking milk and. egg mixtures, 
frothy, then add whites of eggs| they will curdle if cooked too long. 
beaten stiff and fold in cream. Line|The boiled custard may be restored 
a mold with sections of oranges, turn|to a smooth consistency by beating 
in mixture, smooth evenly and chill. with a Dover beater and placing it in 

@ coo] place, but it will not be as 
‘ Boiled Custard. thick as it would have been had it 

not curdled. Ifa custard is baked 
Recipe. too long, it becomes watery, it is not 

Two cups scalded milk, yolks of|as smooth, and the test is placing a 
three eggs, one-fourth cup sugar,| knife in the custard. If it comes out 
speck salt, one-half teaspoon vanilla. | smooth, with no custard sticking to 

For our boiled custard we use the|the knife, it is done. When baking 
yolks of the eggs, having used the|a custard it is necessary to place it 
whites for the Snow pudding, in a pan of boiling water and bake 

In making a custard, we scald the| in an oven that-is not very hot. 
milk first in the double boiler. When Question—Does the custard go with 
scalded bubbles appear around the|the pudding? 
edge of boiler. Mix the sugar and Miss Sater—It is not necessary to 
salt with the yolks beaten slightly,| serve a custard with this pudding, but 
pour the hot milk on the egg mixture.|I think the yellow and white is an 
but do not put the egg mixture into] attractive dish. 
the hot milk or the egg will not cook The custard should be stirred con- 
smoothly, then place it in the double|stantly while thickening and then 
boiler again, There are two or three| cooled quickly. I have seen custards 
tests for telling when the custard is} that were the right thickness when 
done. You have all noticed in mak-| removed from the fire, but allowed to i 
ing a custard that after the sugar has| cool so slawly that there was enough 
been placed in the milk a foam ap-} heat left in them to curdle the cus- 
Pears, and when the foam disappears tard when taken from the stove,
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The program for the afternoon is| then add the sugar gradually while as follows: continuing to cream the mixture. If Creamed Peas in Timbale Cases the whole egg is used, some say it is Eggs a la Goldenrod | better to put the yolks in first, then | Rice with Cheese the whites, but I have made very Quick Cake Coffee good cake by putting in the eggs j We will make the cake first, after creaming the sugar and butter. 4 
You will find it will get creamy and j Quick Cake. white by beating a long time. After i Recipe. adding the eggs, add part of the flour ' Onethird cup soft butter, one and | before any milk is added, which pre- onethird cups brown sugar, two|Vents curdling. If you add the i eggs, one-half cup milk, three tea-| Whites of the eggs separately, add spoons baking powder, one-half tea-|them last, folding them in after the i spoon cinnamon, one-half teaspoon | four is added. { grated nutmeg, onehalf cup raisins,| Beating a cake makes it light and i or onehalf pound stoned and chop-| Stirring it makes it fine grained. This ped dates, cake may be made with water. We Put ingredients in a bowl and beat | think a cake is finer grained if made ; all together for three minutes. Bake | With water than if made with milk, i 35 to 40 minutes, but it is not so rich and it dries out ' The recipe says “put the ingreqi-| Very quickly, : ents in a bowl and beat all together} Measure the flour just as carefully i for three minutes.” I have been told|®8 I spoke of yesterday. Never i that if you proceed as with ordinary | Measure flour until it has been sifted, cake batter this cake will not be a|then pile it just as lightly as pos- i success. sible in your cup. | | We have two kinds of cake mix| Baking powder is a mixture of i tures; those of the butter cakes and | sodium bicarbonate, cream of tar- those without butter, such as sponge | tar and a drying medium, either flour cake and angel food, Sponge cake] or corn starch. As soon as moisture and angel food are made light by the | is added to the baking powder, it air we beat into the eggs and made| gives off carbon dioxide, so the | light by them. Then we have those | mixture should not stand long after ] with baking powder in them that are|the moisture is added, as the gas ; made light by carbon dioxide. which is to make the mixture light i For this cake I use the “C” or light | will escape before we get our cake q brown sugar, I like it better than the | into the oven. } dark brown. In making a light cake, Today I will use one-half teaspoon | the fine granulated Sugar makes a/cinnamon,’ one-half teaspoon grated ; much finer grained cake than the|nutmeg. You can use chopped nuts | coarse granulated sugar we so often | and stoned dates chopped are very | get. good in it also, but today I will use i The usual method of making butter | raisins. The raisins have been stoned i cakes is to cream the butter first,|and washed, half a eupful, | 17 

| | * - j
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Question—Do you put everything Eggs a la Goldenrod. 

in without mixing them? 

Miss Sater—Hverything is put in in penee: 
the order of the recipe, then all com- Three hard boiled eggs, one-half 

bined and mixed together. teaspoon salt, two tablespoons but- 

I think there are more cakes spoil-|ter, speck pepper, two tablespoons 

ed in the baking than in the mixing.| flour, one cup milk, five slices of 

I- is essential to understand the | toast. 

oven in order to bake -a cake suc-]| Make white sauce and add season- 

cessfully. We have rules that divide]ings. Separate yolks and whites of 

the baking of a cake into four|eggs, chop whites finely and add 

periods. The first quarter it should| them to the sauce. Arrange toast on 

begin to rise; second quarter should|piatter and pour over the sauce. 

continue rising and begin to brown; |Torce the yolks through potato ricer 

third quarter should continue to] or strainer and sprinkle over the top. 

brown, and the fourth quarter should | Garnish with parsley. 

shrink from the sides of the pan. Foi the white sauce, put butter in 

It is a very good test of when the |saucepan, stir until melted and bub- 

cake is done if it shrinks from the|bling; add flour and seasonings and 

sides of the pan, unless it is a fruit |stir until thoroughly pblened. Pour 

cake or a pound cake. Or using ajon the milk gradually, stirring until 

sterilized straw is another very good | well mixed. 

way of testing a cake. A cake| This sauce is of average thickness. 

baked with molasses or brown sugar|For thin sauce, allow one table 

has to be baked very slowly, as it|spoon butter and one tablespoon flour 

burns very easily, especially if made|for each cup of liquid, whether it be 

with molasses. milk, stock or tomato juice. For a 

If you use allspice, use one fourth | thick white sauce that I use for cro- 

of a spoonful of cinnamon and one-|quettes or cutlets, allow two and 

fourth of a spoonful of allspice. one-half tablespoons butter and one- 

If the loaf cracks on top, the cake| third cup flour to one cup of liquid. 

nuxture is either too stiff, or the Just a word about the proper 

oven is too hot so a crust is formed | method of boiling eggs. Place the 

before the cake is sufficiently risen. | eggs in a dish that has been previous- 

If in too slow an oven, the cake is of|ly heated. Pour over them boiling 

a very coarse texture. water, allowing about one quart for 

I like a split spoon very much in|four eggs. Place saucepan where 

creaming butter and sugar. It| the water will not boil but be kept at 

hastens the process very much, 1|a uniform temperature, just below the 

think. boiling point. Cook from five to six 

Do not open the oven door for 15 | minutes if liked soft boiled, and from 

minutes after putting cake in the|20 to 25 minutes if hard boiled. The 

oven. A loaf cake usually has to be| exact time must be learned by ex- 

a trifle stiffer than a layer eake. It| perience, as it depends on the initial 

. takes longer for the heat to pene-|temperature of dish and eggs and the 

trate the loaf and therefore it needs | character of the dish. 

| to be a trifle stiffer to hold up the In using hard boiled eggs for mak- 

cells until the heat penetrates it. I|ing other dishes, plunge into cold 

‘| also think a cake with fruit needs to| water as soon as taken from the 

i be a ‘trifle stiffer. stove to prevent discoloration of 

Hel 
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yolks, which we see so often in hard|heart-shaped, diamond, round or 

boiled eggs. oval. 
Eggs belong to the same class of When buying timbale cases from a 

food as meat. They are a good sub-|caterer they charge 25 or 30 cents a 
stitute for meat, for they are rich in| dozen. I am sure the actual] cost when 
proteid. That is the reason a per-| made at home is not over 10 cents. I 

fectly cooked egg is not kept in boil-| think you can get 20 or 25 cases from 
ing water. There is one good rule to} this recipe. 

remember in cooking. Foods rich in] Today we shall fill these cases with 
albumen should not be cooked at a|creamed peas, but you may use 
high temperature, for it hardens the| creamed oysters, fish, chicken, sweet- 

albumen, thus making such foods | breads, or creamed vegetables. They 

more difficult of digestion. White of | also make a base for desserts. Never 
egg is the purest form of albumen, | fill with any mixture until ready. to 
therefore it is important to cook | serve. 
eggs at a low temperature to render Creamed Peas. 
them easy of digestion. 

Recipe. 

Use same proportions as in white 

ae a sauce for Eggs a la Goldenrod. These 
Recipe. are canned peas, so were opened 

Three-fourths cup flour, one-half| some time ago, washed and allowed 

teaspoon salt, one teaspoon sugar,|to stand. They have a better taste. 

one-half cup milk, one egg, one table- Question—Im heating the peas, do 

spoon olive oil. Mix dry ingredients, | you let them stand in hot water be 
add milk gradually and beaten egg; | fore mixing with white sauce? 

then add olive oil. Beat ingredients Miss Sater—Yes; just long enough 

with Dover egg beater until well} to become thoroughly heated. 
blended. Shape, using a hot tim- 

bale iron, fry in deep fat until crisp Rice With Cheese, 
and brown; take from iron and in- Recipe. 
vert on brown paper to drain. Steam one cup rice, allowing one 
Heat the fat and when quite hot put | tablespoon salt; cover bottom of but- 

in timbale iron, having fat enough to| tered pudding dish with rice, dot over 
more than cover. It is important that | with three-fourths tablespoons butter, 
the fat is just right, and the iron|sprinkle with thin shavings of mild 
must be the proper temperature. If] cheese and a few grains cayenne, re- 
fat is not hot enough, you will have] peat until rice and one-fourth pound 
a soggy, greasy case. The tempera-|cheese are used. Add milk to one- 
ture of iron can be tested by dipping | half the depth of contents of dish, 
point of iron in batter; if no batter| cover with buttered crumbs and bake 
adheres to the iron, it is either too] until cheese melts, 
hot. or too cold. Rice is the poorest of all cereals in 
When fried, the cases should be] proteid and fat, but it contains fully 

crisp; if soft, the batter is probably| 76 per cent starch. On account of 
too thick and should be diluted| the small amount of proteid present, 
with milk. rice is not adapted as an exclusive 

I do not like a smooth iron, for it] diet, but should be combined with 
is rather difficult to keep a case from| substances rich in proteid and fat, 
dropping off when fried. The fluted| such as milk, eggs, etc. 
irons can be purchased in any style; Prof. Atwater states that “a rice
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fed people are invariably weak physi-| Question—Do you ever cook rice in 
cally,” and it has been demonstrated | milk instead of water? 

by others that they lack invention| Miss Sater—Yes; when making des- 

and enterprise, a condition certainly | serts. 

true of the poorer classes among the 

Orientals. 
In steaming rice, allow three to Coffee. 

three and one-half cups of boiling 

water for one cup of rice. Place in Recipe. 

double boiler and steam until ker One cup coffee, one egg, three cups 

nels are soft, usually 45 minutes to| cold water, four cups boiling water. 

one hour. Seald coffee pot, mixed coffee with 

In boiling rice, allow two quarts of] egg slightly beaten, add cold water 

boiling water for one cup of rice.|and stir thoroughly. Place on range 

Twenty minutes is usually sufficient | and let come to boiling point. Add 

for boiling, if rice is not too old.| the boiling water, and place on back 

Drain in coarse strainer, -let cold]|of range where the coffee will not 

water run through rice to wash off] boil. The egg clears the coffee. Pour- 

the starchy water, and place in oven|ing in a little cold water will clear 

to heat again. It is better when|coffee also, but the egg gives 

serving rice as a dessert or vege-|it a rich flavor. Good coffee should 

| table to boil it, for the kernels are] be a rich amber color. If not boiled 

distinct. It is more mushy in steam-]it has a cloudy appearance; if boiled 

ing. Use a fork in stirring rice to] too long, too much tanic acid is de 

avoid breaking the kernels. veloped. 
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7 THIRD SESSION. 

. Thursday Afternoon, March 15, 1906, 

COMMON SENSE ECONOMY. 

Mrs. Clara |, Ransom, Endeavor, Wis. 

In we feas. of good things we have,self to a low sphere ot acuuu. 1 
had set before us in the last three|know American women are all am- 
days, I feel as did Peter of old, and | oitious and aspiring; how can they 
say: -t is good to be here.” I feei| be otherwise when all the men are? 
incompetent to stand here and teach, | Housekeeping, whatever may be the 
although I have spent my life prac | opinion of the new woman of today, 
ticing that one thing—economy, and]is an accomplishment not to be dis- 
have always tried to mix it with com- | paraged and in comparison to the re- 
mon sense, jations of real life and to the family 

I know as I look into your facesjall others seem trivial. It com- 
that I am talking to women who are | prises all that goes to make upa 
not striving to seek out for them-| well-ordered home, where the sweet- 
selves some prominent field of serv-|est and best of our lives are en- 
ice where they can attract the atten-|shrined. House-keeping should be 

tion of the world, but are willing to} learned in girlhood, instead of being 
be what God intended them to be,|taken up at marriage to be experi- 
true helpmates to their husbands and | mented on for the rest of one’s life. 
kind mothers; who are prudent, in-}A man will forgive his wife's inabil- 

dustrious and are willing to use their] ity to master one of Beethoven’s Sym- 
brains in the careful planning of} phonies, but scorched steak and sour 
every duty; their hands in labor for|bread—never! The mother should 
those they love, and who are cap-|teach her daughter all that goes to 
able of making the place for which} make up a well-ordered home—house- 
the French have no word that can be} keeping, cooking and sewing. Do 
translated into the English word] not iet professors in classes teach 
“home.” The Americans have the/|her what should be your duty and 

a word but not the article many times. | pleasure to teach. A woman may be 
Economy is a hard subject to| intellectual and accomplished, but if 

handle, because of the differences in|she is not a successful house keeper 

tastes and requirements in different |it is certainly discreditable to her, 
persons. Thoughtless people are apt|so no matter how talented a woman 

to think these habits of saving pe-| may be, or how useful in the society 
nurious, but on the contrary they are|in which she moves, if she is an in- 
the most generous and unselfish. The | different housekeeper it is fatal to 
people who spend every cent as they | her influence and a foil to her bril- 

*_ go and take no thought for the mor- | liancy. 
row are generally the selfish ones, 

q and the most important of all, a System in Household Duties Import- 

woman should be willing to bear her ant. 
full share of the burden of maintain- Many house-keepers there are in 
ing a home and not let any one per-|this broad land of ours who suffer 
suade her that she is devoting her-|grieviously for lack of practical
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knowledge of the daily routine of the; that a great deal of knowledge we 

work of a house. They are intel-| did not know we possessed but has 

ligent, interested and anxious to|somehow found its way into our 

learn, but from lack of training when | brain, will come readily to hand 

young are almost helpless in the man-| when needed. 

agement and arrangement of their If our great grandmothers heroical- 

homes. Their daily work is a mat-|ly raised ten children and manu 

ter of care and worry, a shining ex-| factured almost every article used by 

ample of labor never done, mainly | their families, even assisting in dig- 

because of a lack of routine or sys-| ging wells and rolling logs together 
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Let Your Table be a Delight as well as a Necessity. 

tem. Business men appreciate the | to build a house, why should not their 

great assitance of a natural arrange |grand daughters take care of their 

ment in which each duty with all its |families with all the surprising mod- 

manifold small accompaniments has|ern inventions? To be sure, the 

its time and place for accomplish | women of today have many claims on 

ent. It is a great help to a woman |their time and strength that their 

to systematize her work, but if she}grandmothers never heard of along 

finds herself ignorant as to how to|social, literary and religious lines. 

keep house, there is nothing very dif-|They must attend to their re 

ficult for her to learn. If you make | ligious duties, for “a woman without 

a poor batch of bread today, make a/religion is like a rose without per- 

good one tomorrow, but an intelligent |}fume;” they should study some to 

woman will succeed in most duties} keep abreast with the wonderful age 

at the first trial. It often happens|in which they are living, and all
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women have some social duties, for) washers that will almost run them- 
woman is a social creature, the asso-|selves. But many of these things, 

ciating with women of her own age| while they remove heavy manual 

and station in life keeps her young | labor, often deceive us into undertak- 

in mind, if not in body. The great|/ing more than we can carry out. 
lesson to learn is that work well done | Someone must supervise, and super- 

is robbed of its curse. No mother|vision is often more wearing than 

who has the happiness of her daugh |labor. Time is a good thing to save, 

ter at heart will neglect to teach her|but not at the expense of either 

the duties of the household, and no} physical or mental strength. The 

daughter should be willing to remain | simpler a home is, the less the strain, 

ignorant of the smallest detail that|the more elaborate we make it, the 

contributes to the comfort and at-|greateris the care of it, no matter 

tractiveness of a home. how many labor-saving devices we 

may have. 

Some Lessons in Economy. The solution of the problem is per- 

Economy in all things should be|fectly plain. What we need in our 

learned, but economy of time might|uomes is a much simpler style of 
be placed first. The greatest aid in |living and we shall have it when we 

economizing time is order, exact or-|learn to live less for display and 

der, “a place for everything and | more for substance; more for comfort 

everything in its place,” as soon as |and less for ostentation. 

the work is done. An orderly person | Co 
will perform more work in a given Some Guides for Furnishing a Home. 

length of time, other things being} Buy good, durable furniture. Bet- 
equal, than a disorderly person who|ter get a plain, well-made article ot 

is always searching for mislaid| genuine wood, even if it is not so 

articles. Not only should the house- | fashionable. Imitations are rare- 
keeper be orderly, but each member | ly satisfactory in furniture or carpets. 
of the family should keep his or her| Have nothing too good for ordinary 

articles in order. Wear or tear. 
I see no reason why a woman The carpets should be well chosen, 

should not use all manner of tools; | of warm, neat pattern; stretch 

j why she should not be able to set a]/smoothly over a soft lining, which 
pane of glass, mend the gate, or|saves the carpets and deadens the 

j paper a room; it will take no more| sound. Always begin putting down 

| good physical exercise than playing |a carpet in the corner to be covered 

| basket ball, rowing a boat, riding a| by some large piece of furniture, as a 

bicycle, or baking china, as our well-| carpet never runs quite true ona 

| to-do sisters do, and they are certain-| floor. Polished floors are nice, but a 

ly more profitable exercise. A ham-| great care. 

mer and nails and a little care will The lamps should be large and of 

keep a place in that neat order that] the best pattern for safety. If they 

so attracts one at sight. It looks|are bracket or hanging lamps, place 

as though people with live sensibili-|them where they will light as many 

ties and intelligence lived in it. Learn} rooms as possible. My dining-room 

to use the hammer and paint brush. | lamp hangs in such a way it lights 

Then a woman should do her work | the dining-room, the kitchen, and the 

easily with all the wonderful labor-| pantry for ordinary work. Stint your- 
saving devices of the age; bread mix-|self nowhere in light, warmth and 

ers, washing machines, and dish | cleanliness.
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We are responsible for the health lar and bring up at one trip everthing 
of our families and must allow no/I need for the day. I set my table 

scent or decay, whether from vege-| by stacking everything on the tray, 

tables, meat or refuse in our cellars, | and clear it off the same way. 
and no old clothes or soiled linen to In the evening I plan the work for 
taint the air. the coming day. We generally take 

When Sickness Comes. Monday to brush and put away Sun- 

1 Do not get into the habit of calling se yeraeseig — 
in a physician for every simple com-| — ous to last until washing and iron- 
plaint that comes to a family, but ing are done, We always try to do 
study the complaint carefully and zome: cooking; while .. we are. in the 

use home remedies as much as pos kitchen swith: steady. fire 
sible. All women are born nurses, ‘ 

if they will only develop their talent. Economical Selection of Meat. 
Your own common sense will teach Many house-keepers do not under- 
you when a physician is needed. ID| tang how to select meats wisely 
nine cases out of ten, good nursing and to buy econom.cally. Many women 
is more than medicine. And above au,| tryst the butcher, or perhaps buy at 
avoid these wonderful cure-alls that nap-hazard without any clear under- 

flood the market. standing of what they want, and 
The Family Sewing. with no consideration at all for 

Me ely snt et, eet ela cae etn average woman, with all her mani a Pe 

fold duties, to do much sewing, unless SS soon 
she has a special gift in | that line, | © aphid i aoe 
but it hardly pays when neat, ready-| The most expensive cuts of meat 
made garments are sold for less than|4re not the most nutritious; their 
the retail cost of the materia], stil: only virtue lies in being quickly and 

with cotton cloth in any width and — cooked and having a_high- 

the paper patterns sold so cheap, it | S°um oe Se The second 
is astonishing how successful one can | @2d third cuts from the neck of beet 
be in making well-fitting garments, | Fe 800d boiling pieces. Plunging 
Work dresses are best made from, ‘he meat into boiling water hardens 

denim or seersucker. They cost but|the fibrine on the outside, encasing 
a trifle more than calico and they and retaining its rich juices. The 
wash and wear so well. When you whole theory of correct cooking in a 

q put a patch on a garment, put on a nut shell is to retain as much as pos- 

good big one, as_ the cloth is worn | Sible of the nutriment of the food. 

thin some distance around the hole. pi ad ae a = 

The Woman with the Tray. juices of the meat. Boil it gently, 
If a woman will plan her work care-| as rapid boiling does not hasten the 

fully, I see no reason why she should| cooking and every degree of heat 

not do her work easily and quickly. | above the boiling point is wasted. The 
You have heard of ‘The Man with the|}round steak run through a meat 

Hoe.” I am the woman with a tray. | grinder and broiled is a most appetiz- 
I carry my tray upstairs with me,|ing dish. It is wonderful how little 

pick up lamps, papers, etc., and carry | wealthy people get for their money. 

ly as many as I could at two trips with | They buy the first half-ripe, out-of- 
f my hands. I take my tray down cel-|season fruit or vegetables that are 

i t 
}
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placed on the market and after they) put into cans. ‘rne string beans and 

have tasted them they wonder why | peas I cook as I would for the table, 

they are not fond of them. Do not} then put them hot into cans and seal 

buy expensive fruit and vegetables,| them, put them into a boiler of warm 

for they are usually tasteless, hot-| water and boil two hours. When 

‘bed products raised to please the eye|I take them out I tighten the covers 

and not the palate. Ina short time|and run some warm beeswax around 

the genuine wholesome article will be|the rubber. I can corn by cutting it 

on the market and the price within | from the cob, packing it tight in cans, 

the reach of all, put on rubber and cover, screwing it 

r tight. I put it ina boiler of water 

household Accounts an Incentive to/ ang poil four hours, then tighten top 

Economy. after allowing cans to partly cool in 
..hether well-.o-do, or in cramped | the boiler. All of these are like fresh- 

circumstances, you will say that|ly picked from the garden and far 

waste is asin against yourself and|superior to the tin-can article. 
t 

en — pies sof Purchasing the Househod Supplies. 

you can guage your means, but with- As far as possible buy all imper- 

in that limit be good to yourself and ishable groceries at wholesale or in 

yours. Make the most of your money. quantities, such as soap, starch, choc- 

Money is of use to feed, to clothe and olates, etc. Your dealer will will- 
to make you. happy. It is no use ingly sell quantities at reduced prices 

2 to you if spent before it is earned, or and it is quite a saving in the course 

if thrown away in nonsense. It is of the year. There is no economy in 

said that a wealthy French family | buying inferior groceries, get the best 

will subsist on what the average | nd let the economy be shown in the 

American family wastes, It does not | Way it is used, Let no part that is 
take any brains to throw food away, | Suitable for use be wasted. Did you 

but it takes some to get it eaten.|now that apple parings make the 
Many dishes are improved by being finest jelly? Shun the paste-board 

made over. I always make soup, | S0re cooky. 

salad and cake by the same recipe; | A Knowledge of Foods Essential to 

whatever I have on hand goes in Economy. 

some of those dishes. No one has mastered the art 
of cooking who does not know some- 

Place of Fruit and Vegetables in thing of the chemical elements of 

Household Economy. foods and the purposes they serve 

As fruit is the most healthful of all} when taken into the system. But do 

foods, use it freely on the table; the | not get the hygienic craze and do not 

variety that is the most plentiful and | confound things healthful with things 

cheapest in the market. It is well] uneatable. It is best for those who 

u to preserve some for winter use.| wish to practice economy to know 

Fruit for preserving should be care | what foods will best supply the needs 

fully selected and not over-ripe, and,|of a family and how the most real 

with the self-sealing glass jars to put| nourishment may be obtained. Have 

it in is easily kept. I can more veg-| variety enough to make your food a 

etables than fruit. Corn, peas, string | delight, as well as a necessity. The 

beans and tomatoes are the favorite} whole system of family life depends 

vegetables. I do not use any canning}on you. You are the engineer to 

| compound, simply cook tomatoes and| feed the fire and keep the wheels
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oiled. If you do your work well,| we put it on and cooked it the night 

your family will have strong bodies, | before, but there is a starchiness to 
steady nerves and clear brains with|that kind of oatmeal. Now, I never 
which to meet their work. There/do that, I cook it up quick in cold 
is a great work to be done in the/water. If you pour on boiling water 

American kitchen and if a woman |it prevents the grain swelling and you 

strives nobly and conscientiously, I} nave to cook it longer to get the 

see no reason why victory should not | grain properly and thoroughly cooked. 

perch on her banner of love. Poorly cooked oatmeal is very dis- 

I am afraid this all sounds very |tressing to a delicate stomach. 
monotonous and prosiac to you, but Question—Do you use oatmeal or 
that we earn money and _ throw it| rolled oats? 
away in a foolish manner is unfortu-} Mrs. Ransom—Rolled oats. We 
nately true. have gone back to the old-fashioned 

Scotch oatmeal, hominy and corn 
DISCUSSION, meal mush, all of these requiring 

Question—Do you pack the corn|more cooking, more chewing and 
real tight in the can? more work for our stomachs. They 

Mrs. Ransom—Yes; up to about/say we will lose the use of our 
one-half inch of the top of the can,| stomachs and teeth if we do not give 
as the corn swells some in cooking.|them more work to do, which all pre- 

For peas and string beans fill the| digested foods fail to do. : 
cans to the top. Question—You do not stir it while 

Question—Do you seal it? it is cooking? 

Mrs. Ransom—Yes; I put on a new/ Mrs. Ransom—I have a double 

rubber, screw the top down air tight.| boiler a cook it right up quick, 
lf any water gets in the can, it is|stirring it as li ue as possible, as 

liable to spoil the corn. Be sure t0/ that makes it salvy. 

put a layer of corn husks in the bot- Question—Is the corn covered with 

tom of the boiler. water when you boil it? 

Question—How long did you say) Mrs, Ransom—Yes, it is. I should 
you boil the peas? have emphasized that point. I put 

Mrs. Ransom—Just about twoj/on water enough so I will not need 

hours, and they are just as fine as!to add any more, but if I do have to 
fresh peas. add any I use hot water instead of 

Question—You do not put rubbers | cold. 

on the cans when you boil them, do Question—Should the water come 
you? up to the top of the cans? 

Mrs. Ransom—Yes; I put them on,| Mrs. Ransom—Yes. I lay the cans 
but I tighten the cover after I take|on the side. Just fill the boiler as 
the cans out and if I think the rub-| full as I can, and sometimes-I put 

ber is not a good one I put on a new| in two layers of cans with corn husks 

one. between the layers. 
; Question—How long do you boil Question—Do you let the cans 

your oatmeal? touch each other? 

Mrs, Ransom—I never cook it so| Mrs. Ransom—Yes, it does no harm, 
very long. unless you move the boiler, then 
Question—Would that be 20 min-|they might press together and break. 

utes or half an hour? Question—You put them in cold 

if Mrs. Ransom—Yes. I can remem-| water? 
f ber in the old-fashioned times when Mrs. Ransom—Yes, I put them in 

:
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cold water. I commence to count|kind of a woman. I have had con- 

from the time it begins -to boil and|siderable experience with hired help 

iet it boil four hours, and I have found that if I did not un- 

Question—Which is the best rub-| derstand the work so I could direct it 

ber—the black, the red or the white?| myself very often it would not be 

Mrs, Ransom—I always buy the|done in a satisfactory manner; a 

best rubbers. I get them for 10])woman should understand how such 

cents a dozen. work should be done, so she may di- 

Question—What age would yoU|rect the hired help. 

have this corn? Mrs. Howie—Don’t you think we 

Mrs. Ransom—Do not take it too] .10 4 jittle foolish to do it, even if 

young, because if you do it will be| we are able? You said the trouble with 
soft. It wants to be almost to glaz- us was we thought what other peo- 

ing, because in cooking it softens UD; | pie thought. Why not apply that to 

that is almost the last of our usiNS | oyrselves, Every woman should be 

the corn, It wants to be old, if it), perfect homemaker, but all house- 

ig not it is soft and mushy. We eat keepers are not homemakers. The 

to much soft and predigested foods.| ~ man who has so much system she 

Watch an Indian tear and chew his|;. ajmost painful is not always the 

hali-cooked meat from the bone. We] igeal homemaker. A woman should 

envy them their strong, white, even | understand how things should be done 

teeth. Who ever heard of an In-|apouyt her home, but if she can do 

dian having dyspepsia and artificial) .,mething and exchange the labor for 

teeth? They are not victims of the|omething she likes to do would it 
pre-digested food habit. not be better? The dear Lord gave 

Mrs. Howie—You spoke of a WOM-|y, talents and we should stick to 

an papering her home and doing her} inose and not try to spread ourselves 

own dressmaking and all that. Now.| ay over the world. We are like the 

perhaps a woman is not just inclined) man who gave the hen 41 eggs, he 
or fitted to do that; perhaps she does} yanteq to see “the blamed old thing 

not like dress-making but she likes spread herself.” 

to be nicely dressed. Now, if she ‘ 
- Mrs. Ransom—That is just what a 

—* aoe sean ae te aa successful house-keeper must do. A 

successful farmer is the most intelli- 
and have her dresses made by some gent of men. He has to study and 

one who is able to do the work? You eileen the wollte “sees 

would not compel a poor woman to do weather, the markets, the care and 

work she despises just because she rearing of farm animals, the raising 

needs to economize? Perhaps some of fruit and garden and use every 

oan me ne sare sigs a faculty and muscle he has, conse- 

teqeising a. fine calf, perhape ene quently he is healthier and longer 

enuls:.do rey perfectly and enjoy her lived than his brother, the profes- 
work. Don’t you think it would be a 
good idea for her to put her heart sional man, who uses one faculty and 

and mind on that and turn the money a few muscles. The same with the 

over for something she enjoys, housekeeper; the healthiest and hap- 

make an exchange? piest occupation that has ever been 

Mrs. Ransom—Certainly, I am that| devised for women.
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DOMESTIC SCIENCE AND ITS RELATION TO THE HOME. 
‘Miss Adella Sater, Orfordvilie, Wis. 

Among a great many people there, put before speaking of foods, I wish 

has been a mistaken idea as to the|to speak of the kitchen. 
real meaning of Domestic Science.| . 

How often do we hear that there is| The Kitchen the Index of the Home. 

nothing practical about the Science,| Jt has been said, ‘there is such a 

that it is only one of the many “fads” | close connection between the kitchen 
which we hear so much about, and|and the home that a story of the 

that the instruction received is mere-| Kitchens of the different nations 

ly fancy cooking. I am sure you| would be the story of the homes of 
have all heard this remark, “That)the nations. The mainstay of com- 
if their daughters can make as good /fort in every home be it that of the 
pie and cake as their mothers, n0| miijionaire or the man whose wage is 

- schools would be necessary.” but $10 per week, is in the kitchen.” 
That is all very good as far as it) Since the kitchen is the heart of 

soes, but conditions have changed|the home it seems to me there should 
Somewhat and more is expected of @| be more attention and thought given 

housewife. Schools and colleges are | to the building of this room. Kitchens 
beginning to teach this new science.| are very often too large. It takes 
Its importance has been recognized, | great deal of time and strength to 
and citizens generally appreciate the| perform the daily duties. Have a 
work being done in these schools, and] .maji kitchen with cabinet tables and 
it will eventually find its place in the| stove arranged so the work can be 

small towns and cities. done quickly and conveniently. 1 
Domestic Science pertains to every |haq the pleasure of helping to plan 

department of home-making, and not|the kitchen in the institution with 
merely with the cooking of meals.| which Iam connected and visitors 
It takes up the science of cleaning | invariably speak about the size, it 

and of hygiene, the care of the| being much smaller than is commonly 
kitchen, household economics, the] geen in similar institutions, 
Kind of food and its proper prepara-} | think every one will agree wat 

tion. the essentials of a successful kitchen 
Since this subject embraces S0/are order, which is “heaven's first 

much and means so much to health|jaw:” cleanliness, which is “next to 
and happiness, it fs essential that! soqiiness” and eternal vigilance, 
at least an elementary knowledge of | which is “the price of success.” 
the principles of this science should 
be a part of every girl's education. System in the Kitchen of Great Im- 

The first thing to be taught in any portance. 
school is the science of health, the] Too many housekeepers do not save 
value of pure air and water, and! steps in doing their ordinary work. 

what foods are necessary for | Systematize the work. Pick out the 
healthy body and the proper methods | most necessary things to be done 

of preparing them. each day and do them well. Have 
It is impossible to discuss every | certain work for certain days of the 

: branch of this subject in this paper,| week; plan meals for at least one 

i 
i 

i
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day and I find it a great help to plan | proper diet. This does not mean they 

for several days. The head must do not get a sufficient amount of food, 

save the hands and the heels. We the error lies not in the amount, but 

may get valuable ideas and many in the kind of food. 

helpful suggestions from various Three times a day the housewife 

magazines, and yet, after all every confronts these questions: What 

house-keeper must work out her own | shall we have to eat? How shall it 

salvation. be prepared and served? What com- 

Why is it we find so many nervous, binations are necessary to obtain as 

fretful women after the day’s work is | near as possible to a correct diet? 

over? Very often,she does not know What is food? Anything which 

how to employ the time to the best when taken into the body serves to 

advantage. Instead of planning her | build up the tissues, or to supply heat 

work so she will find time for her|or energy. Cookery is the art of 

rest, for music, for art, and time for preparing food for the nourishment 

a certain amount of reading each |of the body. The body is composed 

day, her time is spent in overcoming of certain chemical elements which 

difficulties created by her ignorance | are found in the food. Every meal 

of all that pertains to the manage- should be the result of the concur- 

ment of a home. rence of all kinds of practical and 

scientific research. In_ selecting 

Knowledge of Foods Essential toGood | menus, monotony must be avoided. 

Home-making. “Variety is the spice of life.” My 
The desire of every woman to bring | experience at the Ottawa Tent Colony 

her household expenditures within a} has been that a higher standard of 

reasonable limit has led many to a | efficiency is attained and maintained 

serious study of food values, and yet | by a variety of food, a change being 

it is astonishing how few have clear| made from one kind of meat to an 

ideas regarding the actual nutriment other, from one kind of vegetable to 

in the common food  materials.| another, always, however, giving the 

“That the best is cheapest is not true | body food stuffs in proper proportions 

of foods.” In too many cases, even| to supply its demands. It is quite 

those who wish and try to economize. | possible that any given food may 

know very little as to the combina- have all the required constituents, but 

tions which are best fitted for nour-|there may be too much of one and 

ishment and have still less informa: | too little of another. Lack of one 

tion as to the relation between the| nutritive constituent is commoner 

real nutritive value of different foods | than deficiency of all, or, in other 

and their cost. words, an ill-balanced diet is more 

It has been said “The fate of 2| frequently met with than one which 

nation depends on how they are fed.” is deficient all around. The con- 

To have a healthy mind there must | clusion must be that a mixed and 

be a healthy body. It is well known well-balanced diet is necessary for 

that a successful farmer does more | good health. 

than to buy good seed. If he is to be A California club woman states the 

rewarded for his labor and get good | following: “There is but few things 

crops, the soil must be cultivated. on which health and happiness de- 

Physicians have said that the| pends more than on the manner in 

various ailments and disorders found | which food is cooked. You may make 

among many school children are due homes beautiful, hang them with pic- 

to malnutrition caused from an im-| tures, have them clean, airy and con-
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venient, but if the stomach is fed with ; result of much improved kitchen con- 
sour bread and burned meats it will] ditions. The Department of Agricul- 

> raise such rebellions that the eye will| ture at Washington, D. C., sends out 
see no beauty anywhere.” bulletins to farmers and housewives 

Scientific research on the part of| for the asking. No recipes are given 
chemists and food experts has|in these bulletins, but fundamental 
aroused a great deal of interest on| principles are stated, based upon 
the part of many housewives, with a | scientific research. 

1 

4 
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MISCELLANEOUS READING.’ 

ee 

THE FARMERS’ BOY. 

Mrs. W. ©. Benson, Hartford, Wis. 

We have listened attentively and (you need not fear that he will wait 

interestedly to able discussions on | until you are engaged with your pa- 

best methods of acquiring best re-| per and sneak the horse by the door 

sults from all animals on our farms; |on the grass by the door to avoid 

the horse, the sheep, the.dairy cow. the noise of the wheels and the 

the fatting steer, the pig and hog, and | hoofs on the pebbles of the drive- 

even the dog have all been well| way); if you, being a smoker your- 

talked upon, but there is another lit- self and being so selfish that you be- 

tle animal to be found on most of grudge the boy even your poor com- 

our farms that it might be well to| pany while indulging in the poor com- 

devote a little time and attention to, | fort of a poor smoke and he is com- 

and that is the farmer’s boy. pelled to sneak out behind the wood 

“Now, it has been well proven house to have his smoke by himself, 

that to obtain best results from the | fearing that you might see him in the 

dairy cow she must be kept in per- act and repeat to him one of your ter- 

fect comfort, she must not even be|rible lectures that he is heartily tired 

spoken toin aloud tone, and the of hearing and pays no attention to 

same state of affairs exists with re-| because he knows well that these 

gard to all other domestic animals, faults and practices that you are rat- 

excepting this boy animal. One might |ing him for exist in yourself and he 

judge by the manner in which many has acquired them of you, if, I repeat, 

farmers treat the boy that places} you have taken this course, you will 

were exchanged, the higher taking | not be pleased with the effect on your 

the place of the lower animal. boy and will have made up your mind 

To the father of the boy we address | that boys don’t pay any way, but, re- 

ourselves now, and would ask of him | member, “Like father, like son.” 

to remember these words: “Like| One of our writers has said “We 

father, like son.” If you domineer judge the tree by what it bears,” so 

over your boy, if you allow him no when we meet with the steady, hon- 

pecuniary interest in the place, if est, upright young man, who has been 

you have not seen to it that at the raised on his ‘father’s farm and ac- 

opening of the district school he is quired his good practical education 

well provided with good clothes and|in the district school and finished 

shoes, and all the required books, and | in the high school of the nearby town, 

when he grows older if you have not whether we meet this young man en- 

taken him into the firm and taught] saged in tilling the broad acres his 

him to intelligently express his | father tilled before him, or if we meet 

opinions and give his views in all{him taking the foremost place in the 

business affairs; if you do not free | 'arge manufactories and business ia- 

ly allow him the use of a horse and|dustries of the big city, for this is 

buggy when he wants to go away in| true of this type of farmer’s boy, he 

_the eventing (indeed while he is dress: gets the best place and the best pay 

ing you might hitch up for him, then|in these institutions pecause he is
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the most capable and trustworthy ap-| ably been the aim and object of the 
Plicant, and in whatever capacity we| neighbor's boy all his life to attain 
meet this boy, we know that his/that height, while John would per- 
father made it a study how to obtain| haps much rather hire out to chop 
the best results from the farmer’s| cord wood; and by all means let the 
boy, and we very readily and truly} boy follow his inclinations. Instead 
say: “Like faher, like son.” of depriving the family of the use of 

And now the mother. I once heard| that money which would send John 
avery gifted woman say—‘“What|to college for a term or two and 
greater honor could be added to a| from which he would derive no bene- 
woman’s life than that she be the] fit, but would more likely be led into 
mother of a man?” Yes! But how|company the evil effects of which 
much lies between the babe and|would follow him through the re 
the man? One of the first lessons| mainder of his life, instead of doing 
of the mother to the boy should be| this let John hire out to his father or 
implicit trust and faith in his father | some neighbor, and do you see to it 
Even if the mother knows that the! that if he works fur his father that 
father’s judgment is at fault in the|his father pays him for the work. 
training of the boy, she must not ad | And that well earned money you help 
mit to the boy that such is the case.| John to invest in some way that will 
And above all things, do not let de-| be safe and yield him a little yearly 
ceit creep in, do not hide the boy’s|income. Then the money that would 

wrong doings from his father; if the| have taken him away to school, invest 
boy transgresses teach him to ac-/a goodly portion of that in newspa- 
knowledge his fault bravely, humbly,| pers and books, subscribe for a daily 
to ask forgiveness, and if punishment] paper and a few weeklies, subscribe 
is administered, make him under-| for all the local papers and pay for 
stand that the “way of the trans-|them; in this way help the boys to 
gressor is hard.” I have known] be public spirited and to patronize 
mothers who, when the boy’s father re-| the home industries. Get some month- 
fused them spending money, would|ly magazines—Harper’s, Scribner’s 
secrete it somewhere in the pantry on| and Munsey’s—do not think of get- 
the shelf, in some cup, or under some ting along without the “Youth’s Com- 
dish, where the boy would find it be-| panion” for the boys, have a few 
fore making his exit ona Sunday good ladies’ magazines for yourself ~ 
morning, to go and spend the day and| and the girls. You will find that the 
the money, she did not know how or boys will dip into them, too. And 
where. Oh, whata mistake! The| then make it a rule that all the birth- 
foolish mother, thinking she was help- day and Christmas in the family 
ing the poor boy to enjoy himself a| must be books. You will find they wil) 
little, he had to work so hard all the | much prefer to buy their own hand- 
rest of the week, forgetting that “just|kerchiefs and neckties and such, 
as the twig is bent the tree inclines.” | and will look forward eagerly for the 

And now fond mother, do not make | book which they know will come from 
that common mistake of raking and| one to the other. Begin early to cul- 
scraping everything together to get|tivate a taste for literature. We have 
enough money to send your John off | found it a good rule in our family to 

; to college or the university, or some| have a great deal of reading aloud; i of those institutions of learning just] whichever member begins a book is 
i] because your neighbor’s boy of John’s expected to read it aloud to the 

fh age is to attend there. It has prob-|others. Let there be no room in 
4
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your house where -there are not Let nothing in his life be so trifling 
books and papers to be found, even if| that you do not take an interest in 
they are strewn about and litter up|it. Be his confidant in all his child- 
the place—they are the cleanest kind] ish troubles and grievances and he 
of dirt. will naturally turn to you when the 

And then, some more of that money | greater cares of life come to him, and 
lay aside that you may all attend the| there is not much danger of the boy 
concerts and lectures and entertain-| coming to grief who makes a confi- 
ments during the winter. Let the|dant of his mother. But in order to 
father and mother go and take the] gain the boy’s confidence, you must 
children while they are smaller, and always have time to devote to him. 
when the boy can go to these places| what does it matter if this or that 

by mae let ty oe te = (om, | household task be not attended to if 
Panion frequently. On need Rot go the boy needs your time? By losing with him every time, but go once in this opportunity and then another 
awhile. And when you do go, don’t = g0.like a dowdy; don’t think that any and so another, the time in ee boy’s 
old thing will do for you to wear.|!ife comes when the mother’s wise 
Have good clothes and have them| counsel might have saved him, but 
well made and in the prevailing|she is too busy with her household af- 

: styles. Don’t wind a big, black] fairs, she has so many pies to bake, 
scarf around your head and say that | so many layer cakes and angel's 
is good enough for a farmer's wife,| foods, and rags to color for her new 
who will look at me? Your boy will rag carpet, and all that sort of thing, 
look at you and his heart will swell she has no time to spare for the boys. with pride and affection when he These things should not be so. Re- 
looks down at his well dressed, z smooth faced, cheerful mother, and| ™e™mber what it is to. be the mother 

he says to himself, what would I not|0f a man, and remember also that 
do for her? And so keep youthful] “the hand that rocks the cradle is 

} for the boy's sake.. the hand that rules the world.” 
; 

THE INFLUENCE OF FARM LIFE ON MORALS. 

Mrs. E. D. Baker, Edmund, Wis. 

The discussion of the best breeds) more so than the mother of the farm- 
of animals I am willing to leave to|er boy or girl. 
the farmer himself. Women have] In speaking of the influence of 
their opinions and preferences on the | farm life on morals, and on fitting the 
subject, but on the whole I think we young for the great issues of life, 1 
are willing to concede this point to| believe there is no place like the 
the husbands and brothers. But| farm to inculeate those qualities cf 
the kind of children this and the next body and mind, those principles of 
generation have to take up the re-| honesty and virtue necessary to fulfill 
sponsibilities of life, vitally concerns | the requirements of a useful man and 
every mother of the land, and no one | womanhood. 

18
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I belieye the Divine command to; It is not a difficult matter to gain 
“multiply and replenish the earth” is| the eonfidenece of your child whep it 
just as incumbent on the men and|is young, but if this opportunity is 

women of today as it was the day it| neglected it is more difficult as the 

was giyen utterance. 1 believe it is| years go by, and when parent and 

the duty of every man and woman/|child get out of touch, one’s in- 
who establishes a home to place | fluence is lost to a vast degree, 
ehildren in it. The home is not We are all largely children of cir- 

complete without them. When we| cumstances and we owe much of what 

haye done this, we haye only begun | we are to early influence and environ- 
the work set before us. The con-|ment. It is true we ean outlive or 
tinuation of this work is the question | overcome our natural tendencies, but 
yitally concerning every mother. we need help from the beginning. 

I believe we farmers wives have a I well remember when I was a 

great advantage in this work as we] child I was too lazy to live. I can 

have everything necessary to sustain | remember of erying because I had to 

child life; the incentive to right liv-| dress every morning before I eould 

ing and healthy growth of body and| have my breakfast and of thinking 

mind, while the mothers in the towns | life held few pleasures if I must 
and cities have many evils to con-| needs go through the process every 
tend with from the beginning to the| day. But once, and it has been a life- 

end of the fight. We who have never | long lesson to me, I was taken out of 

known the temptations of city life| bed, heartily spanked and made to 

from actual experience, can hardly| dress in five minutes. Since then I 

conceive of the snares laid for the| have been willing to make my toilet at 

young of our towns and cities. ‘east once a day, and I owe this 
The “supreme court” of these| change to a wise and adored mother. 

households are often an unknown I have found that life on a farm 

quantity in their own homes, the con | With husband and children to live 
trol] of the children being left to the| 22d care for, is not conducive toa 

muther, woo in turn, turns them over] 3Pirit of self-gratification and ease. 
te sct\erts or to the street, while| Our mothers and grandmothers 
they attend to the demands of so-| vere pardonable for desiring an 

ciety, the child giving account to no! »*asier mode of livelihood than the 
one for its actions. farm, for their lives were one of toil 

Woren of the country have com-| from morn till eve. But we of today, 

parati ely none of these issues with | With all of the comforts, many of the 
wich to contend. Here the child is|]uxuries and comforts of our city 

early teught the lesson of industry | neighbors, ought to be content, as 
and self-reliance; the boy with his | indeed I believe we are. 
father, the girl with her mother, be-| Our daily newspapers, our tele- 
come close companions and must of | Phones, our eonvenient railroads, and 
necessity know each other. We love|our spirit of progress bring us in 
and respect our friends as we know | touch with the whole world, and we 
them. Our child loves and respects | have none of the baneful influences of 
us agit knows us. Here lies our|the city. Here we can inculcate 

great opportunity. The parents who| those principles of honesty and in- 
neglect this chance to gain their| dustry, sobriety and virtue, untram- 
child’s confidence can never estimate|meled by outside influences that out- 

; what they have lost, nor what they| weigh our efforts in behalf of our 

have withheld from their children. child. 

: 
i
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I know we have to work, and to, is none too good for our children. We 
work hard, but it is not as hard on| Want to educate them the best we 

us or on our child asthe wakeful|C@m afford. It is the boy or girl 
, nights, the tear-dimmed eye, or the raised on the farm who reaches the 

remorse of 2 night’s debauch in ques- summit. The majority of our lead- 
ble. goclaty. ing men in politics, finance and com- 

erce today were raised on farms and 

The best in our hearts, the best in| the world will always have need of 
our homes and the best in our lives | such. 

- PLANT BREEDING. 

Wm. Toole, Baraboo, Wis. 

{ (Written for and read before the Merrimac, Sauk County, Farmers’ In- 

} stitute, Feb. 26-27, 1903, 

The subject chosen is a broad, graftage or cuttage, in the same di- 

One and could not well be covered by | rection as we get new varieties from 

a short paper suitable for this oc-|that form of bud variation called a 

easion, therefore we will consider it| “sport.” Many varieties of roses, 

mainly from an agricultural _ stand-| chrysanthemums, carnations and 

point, other flowers and some _ kinds of 

At some other time, it might be| fruit have been obtained by propagat- 

desirable to speak of pollenation,|ing from a single branch, which has 
and the floral envelope, of corrolia| differed from the balance of the plant 

and calyx, and the office and fune-| or bush, but it is not yet proved that 

tions of sepals and petals, filamet and| we may have trees more productive, 
anthers, style and stigma, ovary,|or with fruit varying in color or fla- 

embryo, etc., but so much can bejvor, because the cions have been 

done in plant breeding without re-| selected from particular trees of the 
J sort to artificial crossing, we will| given variety. 

touch but lightly on that phase of the For producing new varieties of 
subject. roses, orchids, carnations, and other 

Plant breeding mainly consists of| kinds of flowers, artificial pollena- 

continued selection from successive} tion is necessary for the sake of se- 
plant growths, for the sake of im-| curing certain combinations, and 

provement in some directions, as| probably in the creation of new va- 

increased yield, better quality, or| rieties of fruits more artificial cross- 

b greater variety or adaptation to cer-|ing and hyberdizing will be done 

7 tain conditions of climatic or other|than has been, but nature gives a 

b environment, hand so readily to this kind of work 
5 These improvements are more sure-| that many will always be satisfied 
i ly led up to through successive grow-| with natural pollenation to help 
‘ ing from seeds than in any other] them get new varieties from seed. 
} way, but the opinion is gaining] With trees, shrubs or plants which 

' among close obseryers that there is| are inereased from graftage or eut- 
| slight bud variation going on, which| tage, the new variety having been 

may be taken advantage of through! secured, the plant breeders work is 

f
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accomplished with that particular | we know that the same species often 
variety, but another problem con-/ differs in degree of hardiness in 
fronts the breeder of varieties of| different latitudes, as well as adap- 
farm crops, or other plants, which | tation to different soils, showing what 
are only reproduced, from seeds. The|nature has done in special breeding. 

new variety being found, it is neces- Much money has been spent by our 

sary to breed it to constancy, or even | government in procuring from other 

greater improvement. countries fruit, grains and forage 
There is a wide difference with | Plants, which through long periods of 

different species in tendency to vary,| time have been bred up by the people 
as we See in clover as compared with | Of those countries, to fit them to con- 

“wheat or oats, or tendency to mix or| ditions supposed to be similar to our 
cross, as shown in corn or melons.|9W0. We have hoped for much from 
The more a kind of plant is in-| Russian apples and the result has 

clined to natural variation, the| Paid well for the expense and la- 
greater the difficulty in establishing} or, yet this part of the world will 
a fixed character, and the greater the | 20t Possess just the kinds needed un- 
difference between any plant and its | til they have been bred up to. Turke- 

immediate parent, the stronger isthe | Stam alfalfa and grains from other 
tendency of its progeny to revert | Places promise to do much for Wis- 
towards the original type, but we|Cconsin’s farming, but if holding to 
know, as with the pansy, that con- present quality, or even, improvement 

stant breeding in one direction will| is not bred for, there will be con- 
establish a considerable degree of | tinued need for getting fresh supplies 
constancy. from the original sources. 

As most farmers allow their varie-| We expect and receive much bene- 
ties of grain to soon deteriorate, we | fit from our experiment station’s test- 
may feel that the man who keeps his | ing of varieties and this is leading 
variety of corn, wheat or other grain| in some things up to plant breeding. 

up to the original standard of excel-|!t is to be hoped now that our 
lence is deserving of the worthy|Short course students are organized 
name of “Piant Breeder.” In fact,}@S8 an “Experimental Association,” 

it better care was taken of existing | they will take up plant breeding as 
varieties, we need not be contint-| part of their home work. They should 
ally on the lookout for something|00t be content with receiving first 
new. I prefer to grow some varieties | benefit from the testing of varieties 
of garden peas myself for seed, | {from the government, but also should 
rather than chance getting the same| accept these new varieties as a foun- 
varieties in poorer quality from the | dation for future improvement. 

dealers. We have grown the same| I was much interested in listening 
variety of corn for about 20 years|to the address of Professor Hays, of 

and others come to us for a new sup-| Minnesota, before our short course 
Ply occasionally, because they have] boys at their annual reunion at Mad- 

let theirs run out. If we had given] ison. He told of the many thousands 
as thuch care to breeding our corn] of dollars annual gain to this state, 
as we have to our pansies, we would | resulting from breeding up varieties 
by this time have a still more su-| of wheat which are more productive 
perior variety. than any they have had heretofore, 

In regard to breeding to fit to} also of the many thousands of acres, 
i special environment of soil or climate, | 60,000, I believe, sown from the tenth 

q
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years increase from one grain of|run-out variety, and if each farmer 

wheat, raised the best kind for his locality, 

I was interested some years ago in|the results would be many dollars 

Professor Hays’ plans to establish a|added to the value of Wisconsin’s 

more hardy variety of clover. Ask-|farm production each year. No one 

ing him about it, and also speaking |has greater opportunities for selec-, 

about the possibility of breeding | tion than the farmer or market gard- 

medium clover a little later and ajener, and the good housewife who 

variety of timothy earlier, so that|loves her flowers may have oppor- 

the two might be fit for cutting at|tunity to save for the world some- 

one time, he said that the hardy|thing of beauty which might other- 
clover experiment was postponed | wise be lost. 

because of the immediate importance While there may not be much pe- 

of other experiments carried on. He|cuniary benefit directly resulting to 

thought the clover and timothy ex-| the individuals who make these plant 

periment might be sucecssful, but it|improvements, the good done to ag- 

was questionable if the timothy seed|riculture at large may be incalcul- 

' would sell.in the market as well as|able and to the young there is no 

# some of the dozen or more varieties| branch of nature study which would 

of timothy which he has originated. do more to cultivate the faculties of 

One need not be a college profess- | observation, comparison and discrimi- 

or to take up and make successful | nation than will this plant breeding. 

this plant breeding. Searching your|To be able to see the good things of 
wheat or oat fields, you may often] life and to make use of opportuni- 

find plants more hearty or with|ties ere they are gone, are qualities 

grain finer than the others which | well worth cultivating. 

crowd them. Here is a chance to There is one feature of plant breed- 
begin your selection. Several selec | ing which does not receive the at- 
tions may be made and as many plats| tention which it should. That is the 
started. Soon culling out and re-| adaptation of varieties to particular 
jection may follow, and in a few|soils. In testing varieties, great 
years you have a chance to see im-| yielding qualities are sought for. To 
provement made. If you have a good| prove this yielding power, the best 

4 variety, save a little every year by! of soil is chosen and little thought 
2 hand threshing for your stock seed.|is given to the sandy soils which 

Pure seed cannot be had from a|may be good of their kind, yet dif- 
threshing machine. fer greatly in their needs from either 

With corn more constant care-in|the black prairie or rich clay soils. 
selection is needed for best results, | In choosing the No. 4 or Swedish oats 
because of tendency to mixture and|as best at the Wisconsin Experi- 
variation. Secure the best variety| ment Station, many varieties were 
obtainable for your locality and make | tested, yet who knows but that some 

4 aclose selection each year, for a| other varieties might be best suited 
| breeding plat. Choose for fodder as | for some particular soils. 

well as grain and have a standard There are yet great possibilities 
i which is strictly adhered to. Do not] for further improvement in all lines 
} neglect to cut out before silking time|of plant growth. We need beautiful ° 
\ the blind stalks, or any plant which| roses approaching the hardiness of 

you judge to be off from your line| our wild ones. Our native fruits 
of breeding. A few years of such care|show natural variation enough to 
will give you an exalted instead of a| encourage hope for great improve- 

é
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ment. Much has been done with our) abundance of good kinds of apples. 
native plums at our experiment sta-|So much good in improving varieties 
tion and elsewhere. Our native| has been accomplished by a few, we 
crab apples and two species of native | must expect that when each farmer 

cherries are being taken in hand.| acts on the belief that it is his duty 
Peaches will yet. be grown in Wit! +, ‘tmprove riot only tis breeds of consin as safely as the so-called = if : . 
“hardy perpetual” roses. When that | t0ck, but also his varieties of farm 
coming seedling apple wins the Min-| CTOPS, one cannot help wishing to 

nesota one thousand dollar prize,| live longer, to see the good things 
there will be so many other good va-|in store for Wisconsin farmers of 

Tieties produced we will have an| the “Sweet Bye and Bye.” 

—_—_—__—_ 

WORKINGS OF THE STATE LIBRARY COMMISSION. 

Miss L. E. Stearns, Madison, Wis. 

[Address at Round-upInstitute at Plymovth.] 

As a representative of the State|state of Wisconsin has established 

Library Commission, I am very glad|a state system of traveling libraries. 
to respond to the request of the local | The state for three years has been 

library board and to say to you that|spending thousands of dollars each 

you have here in Plymouth the best | year to supply the children with read- 

public library in any Wisconsin town | ing matter in the schools. 

of its size, and I am_ sure the local Two years ago the state legislature 
librarian will be very glad to have|made a small appropriation for the 

any of you visit the library. It has| purchase of books to supply the de- 
been administered on a most lib-| mand from the farms, and we have 

eral plan toward the farmers. In| now about 400 of what we call travel 

Many cases in the state, a tight line|ing libraries, 50 or 60 good books 

hag been drawn and a farmer living} put up in a box, and we send them 

aeross the street is not allowed to} out to those who will organize one 

take books from the local library, but] of the associations necessary to se 
here they are glad to have all the/cure them. If any one here is in 

people take books, and I am told that] terested in this matter and will send 
there are over 200 farmers drawing|to Madison, to the State Librarian, 

books from this library. for blanks, he will gladly respond. 
I have heard the question asked| We have books, not only in English, 

here as to how you could keep the} but in German, Polish, Bohemian and 
boys on the farm. There are two| French. We hope to have a free li- 

things the boy does not have on the} brary at the county seat of every 
farm that he has in the city, and| county, supported, in part, by the 

those are amusements and books.| people of the county seat and, 

Of course the boy that goes to school|in part, by the whole county, and 
has books, but when he has read all| that the county library shall be sup- 

the books in the school and goes out| plied with all manner of reference 
on the farm, unless he has access to| books for the benefit of the people of 
some library, he misses his reading | the whole county. 

rt The System of Traveling Libraries.| Then we want public libraries in 
i Now, to meet that demand, the] all the towns that can support them.
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Then we want a system of travek way. We hope every farmer in the 

ifig libraties and then we want a| state will help us secure this. 

system wider which a farmer, or The expense of getting these travel- 

any one of his family, can send| ing libraries is simply the payment of 

for #. certain imdividual book and| the freight on the box from Madison 

re¢eive it, and we want the repre-|to your place. The books are kept 
sentatives of the state of Wisconsin|six months, then returned to Madi- 

to ptsh the bill im the interest of | son and another box sent out, and all 

popular education, reducing the post-|it costs you is the payment of the 

j age rate on books handled in that| freight on the boxes. 

THE FARMER’S WIFE. 

Mrs. Eda M. Atwood, Trempealeau, Wis. 

; In this Institute you have talked As cares and duties accumulate 

{ about the horse and the cow, of|these girls, now women, gradually 

} swine, sheep, potatoes and corn,| withdraw from the pleasures of so 

put I have heard nothing about the|ciety, they drop from their list one 

farfier’s wife, so I have chosen a| after another of their girlhood friends, 

subject which, though not of special] their music is neglected, books are 

interest, will be a deviation fromthe|rarely opened and papers scarcely 

well-beaten path of Farm Institute] glanced at, they even rob themselves 

work. of their slumber because time is so 

When young farmers start out upon| precious and the work must be done. 

their chosen life work they do not|The consequence of this over-work 

choose for their wives the dolls of|and over-strain is that the farmer’s 

fashion or those girls who have] wife grows old and faded, spir:uess 

merely pretty faces to commend|and behind the times, her good 

them, The most intelligent and the|clothes are so old fashioned that 

most sensible girls having withal the| they cause remarks from the giggling 

beauty of youth, are the ones they| schoo] girls whose own mothers may 

ask to walk beside them on the|be overworking to keep them at 

f journey of life. Thus, as a class,|school. Every year adds only an- 

to begin with, they are fully equal,}other wrinkle to those already 

if not superior, to any other class of| stamped upon her brow and in twenty 

women. Upon their marriage they| years from the time she begins this 

enter upon their new sphere, per-|life she might not recognize herself 

haps an entirely different one, with|in a comparison. Not by any means 

willing hearts, willing hands and|is this a picture of all farmers wives, 

4 willing feet. With youth and health| far from it, and many a woman who 

ahd the prospect of happiness beforé| has never lived on a farm is as over- 

them in the love and companionship | burdened and jaded, but you must al! 
of their strong, young husbands,| admit that it is often a too true pic- 

i theré is everything to stimulate them| ture, painted perhaps with too much 

to do their best. Why is it, then,|shadow to be pleasing to the eye, 
{ that as the years glide along we see| but, nevertheless truly done. In look- 

- so often the forlorn picture I now|ing at such a picture many a girl 

draw your attention to. has declared she never would be a 

. 

}
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farmer’s wife, never; but when the Modern conveniences. These and right one came along she forgot| more are absolutely required. If a ‘all about it and unhesitatingly said Woman's work be well done it adds “yes,” even if he was a farmer. So much to the happiness and com- Now let us see if we cannot lighten fort of a family and when Poorly done up our gloomy picture so that when entails so much misery upon those middle age comes on we will discern| who are powerless to avert it. The a serene and peaceful look in place| dining réom should be cool in sum- of the fretfulmess and wrinkles, a] mer and warm in winter. The sleep- pleasant sparkle to the eye, a buoy-|ing rooms clean and well-ventilated. ant step, a form well rounded with| The sitting room should be always maturity but not stooped and aged pleasant and inhabitable, and on the prematurely, and hands that show—| table should be found books and not that they do not work, for work | papers for perusal, in the windows is a duty and a blessing and laziness] a few attractive plants for a rest to is sinful, but that they do know how| the eye and comfortable chairs for a to be restfully idle occasionally. Let | rest to the body. The work basket 
us give our- picture a touch of ver-|need not be utterly banished, for this million here and there to brighten it| room should be the family resort and and we will have a model farmer’s| also serve as a reception room for wife. Our surroundings cannot al- company. A parlor as often found ways be chosen, but let us rapidly | is entirely out of place on a farm. glance at a few things that from ob | A woman's friends will be more servation, experience and mistakes, ] pleased to see her in a cheerful sit- believe will aid in producing our ting room than in a parlor which is model. There is plenty to do in this] gark and stuffy in summer and cold . great world of ours for all and surely | and dreary in winter, which chills a farmer's wife should not wish to] one’s sociability upon entrance and be exempt, but I protest against this into which the boys are never al- steady strain, physically and men-| lowed to step. 
tally, which results in broken down “Cleanliness is next to godliness” health and shattered nerves. they say. I protest against a At the beginning I would suggest] woman being a slave to a spotless that her house be neither too large! kitchen floor, nevertheless I would nor too small, one requiring too many | have her work neatly and be careful Sters and too much labor to care for] to avoid the unnecessary slopping and and the other cramping and hindering sozzling of the floor, the table, the the performance of her duties. The pantry shelves and her own clothing Kitchen, pantry and dining room| which causes so much needless labor - should have conveniently placed all and makes her rooms untidy and un- the appliances needful to easily and inviting. My model farmer's wife quickly perform the work required | should never be seen with unkempt in preparing the meals. Wood and| hair and unlaced shoes, with a dress water should be in abundance and gaping at the fastening or an apron placed conveniently near a good|on which the files swarm in summer range. A refrigerator also is al/and in winter stands alone from necessity. It saves steps and pre- grease and dirt. The farmer's wife, vents waste. A sewing room and a| should always be well-groomed, like first class sewing machine is also] his horses, I would have her systema: needed for the family sewing and re-|tize her work and all things be done 
pairing, and for the’ laundry all the} on the day and at the time it should
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be as nearly as possible. For in-| help with the work and save steps for 
stance, divide up the weeks regular | mother as soon as possible. If there 
work, Monday washing, Tuesday iron-|are no older girls teach the boys to 
ing, Wednesday baking, Friday the} be equally helpful. They are usual- 
general sweeping and cleaning, and|ly stronger to carry water and milk 
Saturday baking again. The habit] in and out than girls are and I know 
of systematizing everything is of un | that boys can be taught to cook a 

“told help. When the week’s work is | meal or bake the bread full as well as 
thus successfully accomplished let the|a girl when necessary. Do you say 
weary housewife rest from her labors | it is girl’s work? Well, so it is, but 
and with her husband and children|in the absence of boys I have seen 

‘ put on the Sunday garments, leave| girls bring in the wood, feed the 
E the week day cares locked up in the| calves, milk the cows and build the 

house and drive to church. The| fire in the morning, and it was done 
amount of rest that can be gotten| just as well as a boy could do it if 
out of this freedom, the drive and| not a little bit better. Our duty is 

a the mingling with others is an es-| to help wherever that help is needed, 
sential aid in producing our bright-! and is there a man here who assisted 
ened picture aside from the religious | when a boy in lightening the cares of 
gain. his mother who would now blush to 

i I have left out Thursday, you say?]ownit? Does it make him less man- 
y So I have. There are always extra|ly? No, indeed! Duty well per- 
1 jobs coming along which one has no‘ | formed brings with it a self satisfac- 

reckoned upon. A spare day gives|tion even when it consists in doing 
us a margin and a chance to work in| what is usually termed “girl’s work.” 
the extras into the week’s work with- | Let boy or girl learn how to do every- 
out crowding. Company may come.|thing useful that comes along and 
If there is an unfilled day the orderof|do it well. It will increase the 

| doing the work may be varied to ae-| power for usefulness in the man or 
| i commodate any unexpected event and | woman. 

company will not, as it should not} Another thing a woman needs is 
ever, be a burden. Or perhaps it|out door air. If you shut a man up 
gives a day fora social visit or a/| in the house all day, a week, a month, 

; trip to town which will be restful|a year, how would he bearit. He 
' change from the monotony of the| would feel some like a caged lion. ~ 
; daily routine. With the surroundings that some 

} Children, always a blessing, can | women have he might even be tempt- 
1 not but bring with them endless |ed to fret and scold, which would »e 

care and labor, and yet what mother| very naughty. Are the requirements 
| | would exchange places with a child-| of men and of women so different in 
\| less woman and wear her crown of | regard to fresh air? Should the mere 
| thorns. When the family is large | difference of sex confine one to the 
4 the benefits to be derived from ajfour walls of a house with only the 

systematic arrangement of the week-| outlook from window or door, while 
ly work cannot be overestimated. If| the other revels in God’s free air and 
we run our household affairs on|sunshine and all the everchanging 
schedule time there will be much less} beauties of nature? By no means 

| friction and no collisions. Children} do I mean to infer that it is a man’s 
; are forever getting dirty, littering the | fault that a woman is deprived of this 

| house and wearing out their clothes.| blessing. As her duties increase 
The elder girls should be taught to| she too readily drifts into the habit 

|
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of staying at home. She is too busy | weary women would do likewise, if, 
of too tired to go out, even though she | When they begin to feel their powers 
is conscious it would benefit her. | fail, they would devote a certain por- 
Now is the time when a man can do| tion of the day to sleep, it would not 
So much to prevent the sad picture I] only lengthen their days but enable 
brought before you at first from be} them to grow old gracefully. Not 
coming a reality. He can procure as-| half enough has been said or written 
sistatice in the house at least one day | abot the value of sleep for weary 
in the week to lighten the burden.| bodies and braifis. There are thous: 
He can dispose of the milk of cream|ands of women in the land, to say 
to a creamery Where the work of ¢on-| nothing of the men afid children, who 

verting it into butter ¢an be doneé|are using up just a little more of 

without a thought of the tired house-| their vital energy each day than they 
wife. Ifa hatid separator is used] manage to lay by for that day and by 
the samie room that éontains it can| doing so aré gradually exhausting 
bé provided with a fire and water| their balance in the bank of health 
and @ boy 16 years old can do his| and some day there comes 4& break- 
share of the milking; separate the) down, a period of physi¢al bank 
milk, wash and scald the separater|ruptcy. An extra hour or two some- 

cans and pails ready for the next | where during the twenty-four devoted 

milking and attend school, too. The] to sleep is the most precious means 
creamery is one of the greatest boons | of recuperation from the daily pro- 
to the farmer's wife. gram of the busy housekeeper and 

Then, too, a man could devote a lit-]| would probably prevent more thaa 
tle of his time afd strength to the | half of these disasters: And yet 
culttre of flowers and satisfy a wom-| how few people taka the full meas- 
an’s love for the beautiful. He|ure of nature's universal remedy! 
could hitch up the team and take} People have so little faith in nature 
her fof a ride, even though it be only | and her promptings. It seems so 
on an errand to a neighbor of to] mutch more “the thiig” to take some 

town, and besides all these once in| body's “tonic” or “rejuvenator”’ of to 
every two years, if not oftener, he|try the watef cure, the salt ctiré, 
could go down into his pockets and|the faith cure, even, or somethitig 
provide her with the money to go on| you can take from a bottle or meas- 

* a fortnight’s visit to mother, sister or|ure in a spoon. It seems so ridicu- 
friend. Such a change would do won-|lously commonplace and inaédéqilate 
ders to keep her young and he would|to simply go to bed and go to sleep 
be more than repaid on her return by|an hour earlier, later, oftener or all 
the sparkling eye, the springing step.|three, If the “sleep cure” were 
the renewed strength to perform and| used as it should be half of our phy- 

interest in the aforetime tiresome|sicians would have no practice and 
round of domestic duties. And don’t| could then with their knowledge and 
wait, my brother, till she is too tired| education make excellent farmers. 

to enjoy such a trip. Sleep being the restorer and replen- 
Last, but not least, I would insist] isher of life’s vital energy it is not 

on more sleep. A woman once re | enough to have barely sufficient for 

marked “I have twenty things to do.|each day’s requirements. The reser- 

’ The twentieth one is to have a nap| voir should be always full and ample 
80 I will do that first,” and she did|for the drouglity times of trouble 

P and Was better fitted thereby to do| and affliction and unusual care, There 

the remaining nineteen. If more] igs no danger of sleeping too much or
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too often. To sum it all up, needful | ceived those totiches of color which 
rest and recreation are as essentially | will ehange it to one chatming to 
a duty as work and in the end the | behold and the ae of living a 

be enhanced to b husband an 
ae (re thal gil cena? wife and the children will go out into 

Z the world with the conviction that 
» ‘Let these suggestions be carried | nowhere could there be found a home 

out as nearly as circumstances will| equal to the one they have left ana 

permit and our picture will have re | whose influence will be felt forever. 

i : 

[Recognizing that cement is to be the building material of the future, 
we believe it will be profitable to Wisconsin farmers to study this bul- 
letin—Ed.} : 

CEMENT MORTAR AND CONCRETE: PREPARATION AND USE FOR 

FARM PU RPOSES. 

["*rmers’ Bulletin No. 235,U. S. Dep’t. of Agriculture.] 

y iNTRODUCTION. presence of air. Thus it is evident 

The many letters received and re | that in all places where air is exclud- 
ferred to the Office of Public Rodds|ed, such as foundations, thick walls, 

| With reference to the use of cement} etc, cement mortar should be used 

an@ the adaptability of conerete for | instead of lime. 
various farm purposes have made it| Only two classes of cement will be 

| seem advisable to issue a short bul-| discussed here—Portland and natural. 
i letin on the subject, in which a|The difference between these is due 
' proper method of mixing conerete is| Partly to the method of manufacture 

described, together with a few of the| 4nd partly to the condition and rel- 

many uses for which concrete is well| tive proportions of the materials 
adapted. No attempt has been made|e™mPloyed, which are, generally 

| to give a technical discussion of the speaking, limestone and clay. In the 

| subject, the sole object being to| manufacture of Portland cement the 
} treat in an elementary way those separate materials are mixed in such 

poitts in conerete construction which | Proportions as have been found by 
are of particular interest to the experience to give the best results. 

farmer. The mixing is done by grinding the 

materials together in mills, after 

CEMENT. which the mixture is burned at a very 
| The term “hydraulic cement” is|high temperature in kilns, and the 

applied to one of the most useful] resulting clinker ground to an im- 
materials of engineering construc-| palpable powder is known as Port- 

tion and one which in recent years} land cement. In the case of natural 
has become widely extended in its| cement the materials used have been 

field of application. Hydraulic ce-| already mixed by nature in approx- 

Ment possesses the property of hard-| imately the correct proportions, being 

eftiing, or setting, under water, in| found in the form of a rock which is 
which respect it differs from lime,| generally classed as a clay limestone, 

which does not harden except in the} or 4 limey deposit technically called
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calcareous clay. This material is CEMENT MORTAR, 
burned at a much lower temperature Cement mortar is an intimate mix- 
than Portland cement. When the man-| ture of cement and sand mixed with ufacturer has each ingredient abso- sufficient water to produce: a plastic 
lutely under control and can adjust | mass. The amount of water will vary the proportions to suit all conditions, according to the proportion and con- 
it is reasonable to expect that a bet- dition of the sand, and had best be 
ter and more uniform product will | getermined independently in each result than when the materials are case. Sand is used both for the 
found already mixed. Portland ce | sake of economy and to avoid cracks 
aus st al ate ee em-/ due to shrinkage of cement in set- 

ur cement on ac-|ting. Where great strength is re- 
count of its superior strength, al-| quired, there should be at least suf- though the latter is frequently used] ficient cement to fill the voids or air in cases where great strength is of lit-| spaces in the sand, and a slight ex- 
tle importance. The superior strength cess is preferable in order to com- 
and durability of cement as com- pensate for any uneven distribution 
pared with lime, _ together with the! in the mixing. Common proportions 
low price at which it may now be | for Portland cement mortar are 3 procured, have caused the former parts sand to 1 of cement, and for es? to replace the latter in engineering natural cement mortar, 2 parts sand 
construction to a great extent. to 1 of cement. Unless otherwise _ 

. stated, materials for mortar or con- 

| Storing Cement a a 
In storing cement care must be ex- | lightly shaken in the measure used. 

ercised to insure its being kept dry.| A “lean” mortar is one having only 
When no house or shed is available |@ small proportion of cement, while 
for the purpose, a rough platform|a “rich” mixture is one with a large 
may be erected clear of the ground,| Proportion of cement. “Neat” ce 
on which the cement may be placed | Ment is pure cement, or that with no 
and so covered as to exclude water.| admixture of sand. The term “ag- 
When properly protected, it often im-|8Tegate” is used to designate the 
Proves with age. Cement is shipped |coarse materials entering into ve 
in barrels or bags, the size and|crete—usually gravel or crushed 
weight of which usually are as fol-|Tock. The proportion in which the 
lows: three elements enter into the mix- 

ture is usually expressed by three 
Bulk and weight of cement in ordinary | figures separated by dashes—as, for in- 

barrels and bags. stance, 1—3—5—meaning 1 part ce- 
ment, 3 parts sand, and 5 parts ag- 

s gregate. 
* Pen Baret./ Per Bac. In the great majority of cases ce- 
ED OF Fs 3 ment mortar is subjected only to com- 

ss ais red ele ao ess pression, and for this reason it would : 
Soe soca eo seem natural, in testing it, to deter- 

Ca. ft. |Po'nds,| Cu. ft.'Po'nds | mine its compressive strength. The 
Portland . . = 4 380 % | 9 | tensile strength of cement mortar, 
Natoral*.......| 3 -— 1s % however, is usually determined, Race en Re 

* Western natural cement usually weighs and from this its resistance to com- : about 265 pounds per barrel net. Pression may be assumed to be from
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eight to twelve times greater. A|cept where the conditions are un- 

direct determination of the compres-| usual, as cement used in this way 
sive strength is a less simple opera-| will never develop its full strength. 

tion, for which reason the tensile test 

is in most cases accepted as indicat- Lime and Cement Mortar, 
ing the strength of the cement. L. C. Sabin* finds that in a Port- 

j Mixing land cement mortar containing three 

. parts sand to one of cement, 10 per 

In mixing cement mortar it is best| cent of the cement may be replaced 
to use a platform of convenient size by lime in the form of paste without 
or a shallow box. First, deposit the diminishing the strength of the mor- 

requisite amount of sand in a uni- tar, and at the same time rendering 

form layer, and on top of this spread | it more plastic. In the case of natural 
the cement. These should be mixed | cement mortar, lime may be added 

dry with shovels or hoes, until the|t) the extent of 20 to 25 per cent of 
whole mass exhibits a uniform color.|the cement with good results. The 

Next, form a crater of the dry mix-| increased plasticity due to the addi- 
ture, and into this pour nearly the en-| tion of lime much facilitates the oper- 
tire quantity of water required for | ation of laying bricks, and has caused 
the batch. Work the dry material|}ime and cement mortar to become 
from the outside toward the center, |jargaly used. 

} until all the water is taken up, then 

turn rapidly with shovels, adding Cement Mortar for Plastering. 
water at the same time by sprinkling 

until the desired consistency is at} ™ Ee rare bpp 2 : 
tained. It is frequently specified poe aa aaa 2... © SE thee 
that the mortar shall be turned a at eo pa Pa the ae e 
certain number of times, but a better je surface to receive the plaster 
practice for securing a uniform mix- should be rough, perfectly clean, and 

i ture is to watch the operation and bes See bet bees A eee 
judge by the eye when the mixing e 7 ee ee ee 

ck than otherwise on account of has been carried far enough. In des a” Which £ i 
brick masonry the mistake is fre- 5 as oe kee 7 
q ently made of mixing the mortar oe [a as © 

wo or three parts sand to 
very wet and relying upon the bricks 

{ $e: sbsort: the excess of water. It i |™° °F cement, should be 
mixed with as little water as pos- 

better, hcwever, to wet the bricks ibl a cad ts ai 
| thoroughly and use a stiff mortar. ee ee oe ee See 

plasticity. It is essential that the 

Grout. plaster be kept moist until it has 

The term “grout” is applied to|*boroughly hardened. 
mortar mixed with an excess of ‘ 
water, which gives it about the con- Materials for Making Concrete. 

sistency of cream. This material Sand. 
is often used to fill the voids in stone In securing sand for mixing mortar 

masonry, and in brick work the inner] or concrete, if it is possible to se 
portions of walls are frequently laid| lect from several varieties, that sand 

dry and grouted. The practice in| should be chosen which is composed 

either case is to be condemned, ex-|of sharp, angular grains, varying in 

*Sabin, L. C., Cement and Concrete, 1905. 4
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size from coarse to fine. Such sand Gravel. 
is, however, not always obtainable,| 1 is important that gravel for use 
nor is it essential for good work. Any| in concrete should be clean, in order coarse-grained sand which is fairly| that the cement may properly adhere clean will answer the purpose. If to it, and form a strong and compact 
gravel, sticks, or leaves be present| mass. As with sand, it is well to 
they should be removed by screening. | have the pieces vary in size, therehy The voids in sand vary from 30 to reducing the voids to be filled with 49 per cent, according to the varia | mortar. The voids in general range tion in size of grains. A sand with from 35 to 40 per cent. 
different-sized grains is to ba pre-|:_ : 
ferred, because less cement is re- 
quired to fill the voids, By mixing Grghed. Pons. coarse and fine sand it is possible to| The best stone for concrete work 
reduce the voids considerably. consists of angular pieces, varying in 

It is customary to use the terms | SiZe and haying a clean, rough surface. “river sand,” “sea sand,” or “pit Some form of strong and durable rock 
sand,” according to the source of sup- is to be preferred, such as limestone, 
ply. River sand as a rule has round-| ‘TP, or granite. The total output of ed grains, but unless it contains an|the crusher should be used below a 
excess of clay or other impurities, it|™@ximum size, depending upon the 
is suitable for general purposes. |2#ture of the work in hand. All ma- 
When river sand is of a light color | terial under one-eighth inch will act and fine grained it answers well for | 25 80 much sand and should be consid- 
plastering. ered as such in proportioning the mix- 

Sea sand may contain the salts|ture. Precautions .must be taken found in the ocean, The tendency of|to insure a uniform  distribu- | these salts to attract moisture makes| tion of the smaller pieces of stone, 
it advisable to wash sea sand before | Otherwise the concrete will have an using it for plastering or other work | ©x¢ess of fine material in some parts which is to be kept perfectly dry. and a deficiency in others. Pit sand for the most part will pe Less than 8 per cent of clay will 
found to have sharp, angular grains,| Probably not seriously impair the which make it éxcellent for mortar or | Sttength of the concrete, provided the concrete work. Where clay occurs | Stones are not coated with it, and may 
in pockets it is necessary either to re-| ©V€n Prove a benefit in the ease of 
Taove it, or else see that it is thor-|/ean mixtures. The voids in crushed 
oughly mixed with the sand. The | Stone depend upon the shape and vari- Presence of clay in excess frequently ation in size of pieces, rarely falling 
makes it necessary to wash pit sand below 40 per cent unless much fine 
before it is suitable for use. material is present, and in some cases The results of tests made in this| Teaching 50 per cent. A mixture of laboratory would indicate that the| Stone and gravel in equal parts makes 
Presence of clay, even in considerable | 22 excellent aggregate for concrete. 
amounts, is a decided benefit to 
“lean” mortars, whereas it does not Stone Versus Gravel. 
appreciably affect the strength of a} It would appear from tests that 
rich mixture. crushed stone makes a somewhat
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stronger concrete than gravel, but the | as fence posts, hollow building blocks, 

latter is very extensively used with uni-| etc., it is best to use only such mate 

formly good results. This superiority | rial as will pass a onehalf ineh 

of stone over gravel for concrete work | sereen. An ideal concrete, from the 

is attributed to the fact that the angu-| standpoint of strength and economy, 

lar pieces of stone interlock more | would be that in which all voids in the 

thoroughly than do the rounded peb-| aggregate were completely filled with 

bles, and offer a rougher surface to| sand, and all voidsin the sand con 

the cement. A point in favor of gravel | pletely filled with cement, without any 

eoncrete is that it requires less tamp-| excess. Under these conditions there 

ing to produce a compact mass than would be a thoroughly compact mass 

in the ease of crushed stone. Then,| and no waste of materials. 

too, the proportion of voids in stone| It is a simple matter to determine 

being usually greater than in gravel,| the voids in sand and also in the ag- 

a proportionately greater amount of | gregate, but in mixing concrete the 

mortar is required to fill tue voids. | proportions vary a great deal, depend- 

- which means a slight increase in the | ing in each case upon the nature of 

cost of concrete. the work and the strength desired. 

For example, in the construction of 

Cinders. beams and floor panels, where maxi- 

Cinder concrete is frequently used | mum strength with minimum weight 

in connection with expanded metal and | is desired, a rich concrete is used, 

other forms of reinforcement for| whereas in massive foundation work, 

floor construction, and for this purpose | in which bulk or weight is the con- 

it is well adapted on account of its | trolling factor, economy would point 

light weight. Its porosity makes it a|to @ lean mixture. When good stone 

poor conductor of heat and permits the | or gravel is used, the strength of the 

driving of nails. Only hard and thor-| concrete depends upon the strength 

oughly burned cinders should be used, | 0f the mortar employedin the mixing 

and the concrete must be mixed quite| 424 the proportion of mortar to as- 

soft so as to require but little tamping| stegate. For a given mortar the 

and to avoid crushing the cinders. | ¢ 'icTete will be strongest when only 

Cinder concrete is much weaker, both | enough mortar is used to fill the voids 

in tension and compression.than stone | in the aggregate, less strength being 

{ or gravel concrete, and for this rea- obtained by using either a greater or 

son admits only of light reinforcement. |!ess proportion. In practice it is 
: usual to add a slight excess of mortar 

Concrete. over that required to fill the voids in 

the aggregate. 

General Disenssion. It is more accurate to measure 

Cement concrete is the product re-| cement by weight, unless the unit em- 
sulting from an intimate mixture of| ployed be the barrel or sack, be 

eement mortar with an aggregate of| cause when taken from the original 

crushed stone, gravel, or similar ma-| package and measured in bulk there 

terial. The aggregate is crushed or|/is a chance of error due to the 
screened to the proper size as deter-|amount of shaking the cement re- 

mined from the character of the work.|ceives. As it is less convenient, 
5 In foundation work stone or gravel 3| however, to weigh the cement it is 

inches in size may be used to advan-|more common to measure it by 
tage, whereas in the ease of molded | volume, but for the reason stated this 

articles of small sectional area, such| should be done with care. 

|
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Proportioning Materials. 1 cement, 3 sand, 6 aggregate, for For an accurate determination of work where strength is of minor the best and most economical propor- importance. 
tions where maximum strength js re- : quired, it is well to proceed in the fo) | Aggregate Containing Fine Material. lowing way: First, proportion the In the case of gravel containing cement and sand so that the cement sand, or crushed stone from which paste will be 10 per cent in excess the small particles have not been re- of the voids in sand; next, deter-} moved by screening, the amount of mine the voids in the aggregate and | such sand and fine stone should be de- allow sufficient mortar to fill all termined and due allowance made for voids, with an excess of 10 per cent. | it in proportioning the mortar. 

To determine roughly the voids in When mixing an aggregate contain- gravel or crushed stone, prepare a ing small particles with mortar, the water-tight box of convenient size | same conditions obtain as if these and fill with the material to be| particles had been screened from the tested; shake well and smooth off agetegate and added to the sand even with the top. Into this pour] used in making the mortar, and in water until it rises flush with the sur- reality we have a mortar containing face. The volume of water added, |a larger proportion of sand than was divided by the volume of the box, | present before the aggregate was in- measured in the same units, repre-|corporated. It is evident, then, that sents the proportion of voids. The|in such cases the quality or richness Proportion of voids in sand may be| of the mortar should depend upon more accurately determined by sub-| the Proportion of fine material in the tracting the weight of a cubic foot of aggregate. 
packed sand from 165, the weight of For example, suppose that 1 cubic a cubic foot of quartz, and dividing | foot of gravel contains 0.1 cubic foot the difference by 165. * A of sand, and that the voids in gravel For general use the following mix-| with sand screened out measure 40 tures are recommended. per cent. For general purposes this 1 cement, 2 sand, 4 aggregate, for| would suggest a 1-2-5 mixture, but very strong and impervious work.| since each cubic foot contains 0.1 1 cement, 2% sand, 5 aggregate, for | cubic foot sand, 5 cubic feet of gravel - ordinary work requiring moderate | will contain 0.5 cubic foot sand, and strength, the proportions should be changed to 

*The following will serve as an 0.85+2 (1—0.38)=2.09 cubic feet. Mor- example of proportioning materials: | tar required per cubic foot of stone Assume voids in packed sand to meas- =0.48+1-10X0.48=0.528 cubic foot, ure 38 per cent and voids in packed 0.85-++ 2(1—0.38)=2.09 cubic feet. Mor- : stone to measure 48 per cent. Cement 2.09 __ paste required per cubic foot of will require 6.598 =4 cubic feet of 
sand=0.38+1-10X0.38=0.42 cubic foot, | stone, approximately. The pro- 
approximately. By trial 1 cubic foot | portions are therefore 1 part cement, 
of loose cement, lightly shaken, |2 parts sand, 4 parts stone. Although makes 0.85 cubic foot of cement] such a determination is usually con- 

0.85 sidered unnecessary in practical Paste, and requires 042 or 2 cubic work, it may be of sufficient interest | feet of sand, approximately, pro-|to justify giving it, | ducing an amount of mortar equal to
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1 part cement, 1% parts sand, 5 parts|the batch, face each other and shovel 

gravel. to right and left, forming two piles, 
after which the material is turned 

Mechanical Mixers. back into a pile at the center. By 
It hag been demonstrated that con-| giving the shovel a slight twist, th 

«= crete can be mixed by machinery as | material is scattered in leaving itand 

well, if not better, than by hand.|the efficiency of the mixing is muclr 
Moreover, if large quantities of con- | intreased. ; 
crete are required, a mechanical - x 
mixer introduces marked economy Consistency of Concrete. 
in the cost of construction. None of} A dry mixture, from which water 
the various forms of mechanical mix-| can be brought to the surface only by 

ers will be described here, since con-| vigorous tamping, is probably the 
Pe crete in small quantities,as would be| strongest, but for the sake of econ- 

used on the farm, is more economical-| omy, and to insure a dense concrete 
ly mixed by hand. well filling the molds, a moderately 

soft mixture is recommended for or- 
Mixing by Hand. dinary purposes. Where the pieces 

In mixing concrete by hand a plat- | to be molded are thin, and where 

form is constructed as near the work|small reinforcing metal rods are 

as is practicable, the sand and aggre-| placed close together or near the sur- 
gate being dumped in piles at the| face, a rather wet mixture may be 

side. If the work is to be continu-| necessary to insure the molds being 
ous, this platform, should be of suf-| well filled. 
ficient size to accommodate two 
batches, so that one batch can be Use of QuickSetting Cement. 

mixed as the other is being de-| 1m the manufacture of such articles 
posited. The cement must be kept|2S Pipe, fence posts, and hollow 
under cover and well protected from | Plocks, a rather large proportion of 
moisture. A convenient way of quick-setting cement is sometimes 

measuring the materials is by means | US¢d, the object being to reduce the 
of bottomless boxes or frames made| Weight and consequent freight 
to hold the exact quantities needed | Charges by means of a strong mix- 
for-a batch. ture, as well as to make the concrete 

A very common and satisfactory impervious to water. The use of a 

method of mixing concrete is as fol-| Wick-setting cement permits the 
lows: First measure the sand and|™olds to be removed sooner than 
cement required for a batch and mix | Would be possible with a slow-setting 

these into mortar as before de-| cement, thus reducing the number of 
scribed. Spread out this mortar in a molds necessary for a given output. 

thin layer and on top of it spread the Quick-setting cements are not recom- 

aggregate, which has been previously mended for such purposes, however, 

measured and well wetted. The mix-| 4S they are usually inferior to those 

ing is done by turning with shovels | Which set slowly. 
three or more times, as may be found 
necessary to produce a_ thoroughly Coloring Cement Work. 
uniform mixture, water being added In coloring cement work the best 
if necessary to give the proper con-|results are obtained by the use of 
sistency. The mixers, two or four| mineral pigments. The coloring mat- 
in number, according to the size of|ter in proportions depending upon 

19
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the desired shade, should be thorough-; crete should be tamped behind a ly mixed with the dry cement before | vertical board forming a step. 
making the mortar. By preparing To avoid introducing a plane of small specimens of the mortar and | weakness where fresh concrete is de- noting the color after drying, the posited upon that which has already - Proper proportions may be deter- set, certain precautions have tobe mined. . |observed. The surface of the old For gray or black, use lampblack. | work should be clean and wet before 

For. yellow or buff, use yellow | fresh material is put on, a thin coat- 
ocher. ing of neat cement grout being some- For brown, use umber, times employed to insure a good For red, use venetian red. b-d. The surface of concrete to For blue, use ultramarine. receive an additional layer must not 

be finished off smoothly, but’ should Depositing Concrete. offer a rough surface to bond with Conerete should be deposited in| tha next layer. This may be done layers of from 4 to 8 inches and by roughing the surface while soft thoroughly tamped before it begins! with pick or shovel, - or the concrete to harden. The tamping required wil! may be so rammed as to present a depend upon the consistency of the Tough and uneven surface. Wooden mixture, If mixed very dry it must| blocks or seantling are sometimes be vigorously rammed to produce a embedded several] inches in the work dense mass, but as the proportion of | and removed before the concrete water increases less tamping will be hardens, thus forming holes or found necessary. Concrete should grooves to be filled by the next layer. not be dumped in place from a height 
of more than 4 feet, unless it is again Retempering, 
mixed at the bottom. A wooden in-| As stated before, it is important cline may be used for greater heights. | that concrete ba tamped in place be- Nammers for ordinary conerete work | fore it beging to harden, and for this iould weigh from 20 to 30 pounds| reason it is Proper to mix only so -nd have a face not exceeding 6|much at a time as is required for im- inches square. A smaller face than| mediate use. The retempering of this is often desirable, but a larger | concrete which has begun to set is a one will be less effective in consoli-| point over which there is much con- dating the mass. In cramped situa-|troversy. From tests made in this tions snecial forms must be employed | laboratory it would appear that such to suit the particular conditions.| concrete suffers but little loss of | Wnen a thickness of more than one| strength if thoroughly mixed with layer is required, as in foundation | sufficient water to restore normal 
work, two or more layers may be | consistency, 

F worked at the same time, each layer The time required for concrete to | siehtly in advance of the one next|set depends upon the character of | ahove it and all being allowed to set}the cement, upon the amount and | together. At the end of a day there|temperature of the water used in is usvallv left a layer partially com-| mixing, and upon the temperature of | Pleted which must be finished the|the air. Concrete mixed dry sets next day. This laver should not be| more quickly than if mixed wet, and beveled off, but the last batch of con-| the time required for setting decreases
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as the temperature of the water rises.) practice is to add 1 pound of salt to 
Warm air also hastens the setting. Fe gallons of water, with the addi- 

tion of 1 ounce of salt for each degree 
Concrete Exposed to Sea-Water. below 32 degrees F. Either of the 

Portland cement -concrete is well] above methods will give good results 

adapted for work exposed to seawater, | but it should be remembered that the 

put when used for this purpose it|addition of salt often produces 

should be mixed with fresh water.| efflorescence. It seems to be a fair- 

The concrete must be practically im-|ly well-established fact that concrete 

pervious, at least on the surface, and deposited in freezing weather will 

to’ accomplish this the materials| ultimately develop full strength, 
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Fig. 1.—Sheet-metal plate used in facing concrete. 

should be carefully proportioned and|showing no injury due to the low 

thoroughiy mixed. It is also of great | temperature. 

importance that the concrete be well 

compacted by tamping, particularly Gunble Conerota 

on exposed surfaces. ” 
In massive concrete work con- 

Concrete Work in Freezing Weatker. | siderable economy may often be intro- 
Although it is advisable under ordi- | duced by the use of large stones in 

nary circumstances to discontinue ce-| the body of the work, but only in 
ment work in freezing weather,|/heavy foundations, retaining walls, 

Portland cement may be used without ]and similar structures should this 
serious difficulty by taking a fewj|form of construction be permitted. 
simple precautions. As little water|In placing these large stones in the 

as possible should be used in mixing,| work the greatest care must be ex- 

to hasten the setting of the cement.|er-ised to insure each being well 
To prevent freezing, hot water is fre-| bedded, and the concrete must ba 
quently used in mixing mortar or con-|*horoughly tamped around them. 
crete, and with the same object in| Hach stone should be at least 4 
view salt is added in amounts depend: | inches from its nelguvor and an equal 

ing upon the degree of cold. A common | ustance from the face of the work. 

|
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. ~ To Face Concrete, expansion must always be taken into A coating of mortar one-half to 1| Consideration, for if neglected it may inch in thickness is frequently placed | Cause cracks or complete rupture of next the form to prevent the stone or|the concrete. ‘Sharp edges in con- gravel from showing and to give aj crete are easily chipped and should smooth and impervious surface. If|be avoided by placing triangular in preparing this mortar finely | Strips in the corners of molds. To crushed stone is used instead of sand,| Prevent cement from sticking to the the work will more nearly resemble | forms they may be given a coating of natural stone. A common method em-| Soft soap or be lined with paper. This ployed in facing concrete is to pro.| 8teatly facilitates their removal and vide a piece of thin’ sheet metal of | Cnables them to be used again with convenient length and about 8 or 10] but little scraping. A wire brush inches wide. To this Pieces of angle | 82Swers best for cleaning the forms. iron are riveted, so that when placed Concrete Sidewalks, = next to the mold a narrow space is 
formed in which the cement mortar is| A useful and comparatively simple placed after the concrete has been j 2PPlication of concrete is in the con- deposited behind it (fig. 1). The struction of sidewalks, for which pur- metal plate is then withdrawn and | P0S¢ It has been used with marked the concrete well tamped. The con- | Success for a number of years. 
me amen ae i _ Excavation and Preparation of Sub- 
set together. If the concrete is fair sae $ ly rich. a smooth surface can usually | The ground is excavated to subgrade be produced without a facing of mor- | #24 well consolidated by ramming to tar by working a spade un and down | Prepare {t for the subfoundation of between the concrete and inner face | Stone, gravel, or cinders. The depth of the mold. thus forcing the larger | f excavation will depend upon the Pieces of the aggregate back from the | Climate and nature of the ground, be- surface, ing deeper in localities where feavy 

, frosts occur or where the ground is Wood for Forms. soft than in climates where there are Lumber used in making forms for | no frosts. In the former case the AxX- concrete should be dressed on one | cavation should be carried to a depth side and both edges. The expansion | of 12 inches, whereas in the latter and distortion of the wood due to the | from 4 to 6 inches will be sufficient. absorption of water from the con-| No Toots of trees should be left above : crete frequently make it difficult to subgrade. 
Produce an even surface on the work, 
and unless the forms are accurately The Subfoundation. fitted together more or less water will Th2 subfoundation consists of a find its way or through the cracks, | layer of loose material, such as broken carrying some of the cement with it. stone, gravel, or cinders, spread over A method sometimes adopted to min-| the subgrade and well tamped to se- imize the effect of expansion is to| cure a firm base for the main founda- bevel one edge of each board, allow-| tion of concrete which is placed on ing this edge to crush against the/top. It is most important that the square edge of the adjacent board subfoundation be well drained to pre- when expansion takes place. In the vent the accumulation of water, which. case of a wooden core or inside mold, upon freezing, would lift and crack
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2 the walk. For this purpose it is well | The Top Dressing or Wearing Surface. 

to provide drain tile at suitable points To give a neat appearance to the 

to carry off any water which may col-| finished walk, a top dressing of ce 
lect under the concrete. An average| ment mortar is spread over the con- 
thickness for subfoundation is 4 to 6| crete, well worked in, and brought, to 
inches, although in warm climates, if| q perfectly smooth surface with 

the ground is firm and well drained,| straight edge and float. This mortar 
: the subfoundation may be only 2 to 3| should be mixed in the proportion 1 

inches thick or omitted altogether. part cement to 2 parts sand, sharp 

coarse sand or screenings below one- 

The Foundation. fourth inch of some hard, tough rock 
The foundation consists of a layer] being used. The practice of making 

of concrete deposited on the sub-| the concrete cf natural cement and 
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Fig. 2.—Details of concrete walk construction. ; 

foundation an] carrying a surface lay-, the wearing surface of Portland is aot 

er or wearing coat of cement mor-| to be commended, owing to a tendency 

tar. If the ground is firm and the sub-| for the two to separate. 

foundation well rammed in place and 

properly drained, great strength will Details of Construction. 
not be required of the concrete, which Accord stretched between stakes 
may, in such cases, be mixed in about| will serve asa guide in excavating, 
the proportions 1—3—6, and a depth| after which the bottom of the trench 
of only 3 to 4 inches will be required. | is well consolidated by ramming, any 
Portland cement should be used and] loose material below subgrade being 
stone or gravel under 1 inch in size,| replaced by sand or gravel. The ma- 
the concrete being mixed of medium | terial to form the subgrade is then 
consistency, so that moisture will| spread over the bottom of the trench 
show on the surface without excessive|to the desired thickness and thor- 

tamping. oughly compacted. Next, stakes are 

|
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driven along the sides of the walk,| the completion of a section should be Spaced 4 to6 feet apart, and their| mixed with the next batch. tops made even with the finished sur- It is of the utmost importance to face of the walk, which should have a follow up closely the concrete work transverse slope of one-fourth inch to’ with the top dressing in order that the the foot for drainage. Wooden strips|two may set together, This top at least 1% inches thick and of suit- 
able depth are nailed to these stakes a to serve as a mold for the concrete. _——— iy By carefully adjusting these strips to a the exact height of the stakes they fax aaa 
may be used as guides for the straight —<—$— 
edge in leveling off the concrete and a wearing surface. The subfoundation == —<— 7 is well sprinkled to receive the con- Fig. 8.—Jointer used tn dividing walk crete, which is deposited in the usual! into sections. 
a cee, mi —_— ane dressing should be worked well over leveled off with a straightedge as the concrete with a trowel, and leveled shown in fig, 2, leaving one-half to 1 with a straightedge (fig. 2) to secure 
inch for the wearing surface. Three-| 2 even surface. Upon the thorugh: eighths inch sand joints are provided ness of this operation often depends 
at intervals of 6 to8 feet to prevent the success or failure of the = expansion cracks or, in case of | settle. since. a good bond between the wear- ment, to confine the cracks to these ing surface and concrete base is abso- joints. This is done either by depos lutely essential. The mortar should 
iting the concrete in sections, or py bers scares = a 
dividing it into such sections with a face, a wooden float is used, followed 

= = a up by a plasterer’s trowel, the opera- (Pee f, tion being similar to that of plaster- 
SS ing a wall. The floating, though nec- ————— essary to give a smooth surface, will, _— if continued too long, bring a thin i layer of neat cement to the surface ————————— and probably cause the walk to crack. SSS The surface is now divided into sec- Fig. 4.—Tool used in rounding edges. tions by cutting entirely through, ex- 

actly over the joints in the concrete. spade when soft and filling the joints | This is done with a trowel guided by with sand. The location of each a straightedge, after which the edges joint is marked on the wooden frame are rounded off with a special tool for future reference. called a jointer, having a thin shallow Care must be exercised to prevent | tongue (fig. 3). These sections may sand or any other material from being | be subdivided in any manner desired dropped on the concrete, and fhus pre-| for the sake of appearance. venting a proper union with the wear- A special tool called an edger (fig. ing surface. No section should be] 4) is run around the outside of the left partially completed to be finished} walk next to the mold, giving it a with the next batch or left until the neat rounded edge. A toothed roller following day. Any concrete left after| (fig. 5) having small projections on its
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face is frequently used to produce| mixture is sufficiently righ. Expan- 

slight indentations on the surface, add | sion joints are frequently omitted, 

ing somewhat to the appearance of|since the temperature variation is 

the walk. The completed work must|less than in outside work, but since 

be protected from the sun and kept| this omission not infrequently gives 

moist by sprinkling for several days.| rise to unsightly cracks, their use is 

In freezing weather the same precau-| recommended in all cases. It will 
f tions should be taken as in other | usually be sufficient to divide a room 

elasses of concrete work. of moderate size into four equal sec- 

3 » | tions, separated by one-half inch sand 

Concrete Basement Floors. joints. The floor should be given a 
; Basement floors in dwelling houses | slight slope toward the center or one 

as a rule require only a moderate ce | corner, with provision at the lowest 

gree of strength, although in cases of | point for carrying off any water that 

very wet basements, where water| May accumulate. 

r Concrete Stable Floors and Driveways. 

Hii Concrete stable floors and driveways 
i are constructed in the same general 
i Way aS basement floors and side 

iM walks, but with a thicker foundation, 

H i on account of the greater strength re- 

LM quired. The foundation may well be 

i 6 inches thick, with a l-inch wearing 
ial surface. An objection sometimes 

"4 raised against concrete driveways is 

tis that they become slippery when wet; 

re but this fault is in a great measure 
Ll overcome by dividing the wearing sur- 

\ S | face into small squares about 4 inches 

= == on the side, by means of triangular 

Sk grooves three-eighths of an inch deep. 
a PS Se This gives a very neat appearance and 

pa he ae Ed A te furnishes a good foothold for horses. 

: a iS oe rag Concrete Steps. 

Bes Conerete may be advantageously 
Fig. 5.—Roller used in finishing surface. | USed in the construction of steps, par- 
so ticularly in damp places, such as area- 

pressure from beneath has to be re-| ways and cellars of houses; and in 
sisted, greater strength is required|the open, where the ground is ter- 
than would otherwise be necessary. raced, concrete steps and walks can 

\ The Subfoundation should be wel!|be made exceedingly attrac‘ive. 
drained, sometimes requiring the use| Where the ground is firm it may be 
of tile for carrying off the water. The cut away as nearly as possible in the 
Tules given for constructing concrete | form of steps, with each step left 2 

| Sidewalks apply equally well to base-|or 3 inches below its finished level. 
; ment floors. The thickness of the con"| The steps are formed, beginning at 

crete foundation is usually from 3 to| the top, by depositing the concrete 

5 inches, according to strength de-| behind vertical boards so placed as 
| sired, and for average work a 1—3—6| to give the necessary thickness to 

| 

{
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the risers and projecting high enough Reinforced Concrete Fence Posts, to serve as a guide in leveling of the trem Geek steps may be rein. Comparison pips snes Post Ma- 
fore d where greater strength is de rial sired or where there is danger of There is a constantly increasing de- cracking, due to settlement of the| mand for some form of fence post ground. 1 | | which is not subject to decay. The Where the nature of the ground life of wooden posts is very limited, will not admit of its being cut away | and the scarcity of suitable timber in the form of steps, the risers are | in many localities has made it im- molded between two vertical forms. | perative to find a substitute. A fence The front one may be a smooth Post, to prove thoroughly satisfactory, 

Fig. 6.—Reinforced concrete steps. 

beard. but the other should be a] must fulfill three conditions: (1) It Piece of thin sheet metal, which is must be obtainable at a reasonable more easily removed after the earth cost; (2) it must possess sufficient has been tamped in behind it, 4 Strength to meet the demands of gen- simple method of Teinforcing steps | eral farm use; (3) it must not be is to place a halfinch steel Tod in| subject to decay and must be able to each corner, and thread these witn withstand successfully the effects of quarter-inch rods bent to the shape water, frost, and fire. Although iron cf the steps as shown in fig. 6, the] posts of various designs are fre latter being placed about 2 feet apart. quently used for ornamental purposes, § For this class of work a rich Port. | their adoption for general farm use is land cement concrete is Tecom- | prohibited by their excessive cost. mended, with the use of stone or Then, too, iron posts exposed to the gravel under one half inch in size. | weather are subject to corrosion, to Steps may be given a half‘inch wear- | prevent which necessitates repainting ing surface of cement mortar mixed | from time to time, and this item will in the proportion 1 part cement to 2 | entail considerable expense in cases Parts sand. This system, as well as where a large number of posts are to many others, is well adapted for | be used. 
stcirways in houses. At the present time the material
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which seems most- nearly to meet, cases. in point of durabil..y, con- 

these requirements is reinforced con-| crete is unsurpassed by any material 
crete. The idea of constructing | of construction. It offers a perfect 

“face posts of concrete reinforcea | protection to the metal reinforce 
with iron or steel is by no means «| ment and is not itself affected by ex- 
new one, but on the contrary such | posure, so that a post constructed of 
posts have been experimented with |concrete reinforced with steel will 
for years, and a great number cf|last indefinitely and require no at- 
patents have been issued covering tention in the way of repairs. 

many of the possible forms of rein- |‘ ' - 
forcement. It is frequently stated Reinforcement. 

that a reinforced concrete post can| No torm of wooden reinforcement, 
be made and put in the ground for -— ie eee: or swans = 
the same price as a wooden post 
ot ccanen a will depend in any the surface, the wood will soon de- 
locality upon the relative’ value of cay, and if a wooden core is used it 

thy oan —rombactal will in all probability swell by the 

— _ ae ra oe Taye naa absorption of moisture and crack the 
enene st. The use of galvanized wire is 

post, but in the great majority of Petites eaveceta but if the 
cases, wood will prove the cheaper | post is properly constructed and a 
ae ae ee me be good concrete used, this precaution 

2 other against rust will be unnecessary, 
last indefinitely, its strength increas | since it has been fully demonstrated 
ing with age, whereas the wooden|pby repeated tests that concrete pro- 
post must be replaced at short in-|tects steel perfectly against rust. 

tervals, probably making it more ex-|If plain, smooth wire or rods are 
pensive in the long run. used for reinforcement they should 

In regard to strength, it must be|be bent over at the ends or looped 
borne in mind that it is not prac-|to prevent slipping in the concrete. 

ticaible to make concrete fence posts| Twisted fence wire may usually be 

as strong as wooden posts of the| obtained at a reasonable cost and is 
same size; but since wooden posts,| very well suited for this purpose. 
as a rule, are many times stronger | Barbed wire has been proposed and 
than is necessary, this difference in|is sometimes used, although the 

strength should not condemn the use| barbs make it extremely difficult to 

| of reinforced concrete for this pur- ee ee eae of —— 
ie of mel n- 

Tits cr tes tte = oes sistent with the desired strength 

being us:d only as a dividing line, must be used, and this requirement 
ait tn sech:--canckceumil, coomercts makes it necessary to place the re- 

ts provide ample strength and inforcement near the surface, where 
anes — Pp! its strength is utilized to greatest ad- 

present a very uniform and neat aP | Vantage, with only enough concrete 
Dearane2, In any case, to enable on the outside to form a protective 
concrete posts to withstand the loads | covering A reinforcing member in 
they are called upon to carry, suffi'}each corner of the post is probably 
cient strength may be secured bY] the most efficient arrangement. 

\ means of‘reinforement, and where 
) great strength is required this may Concrete for Fence Posts. 

be obtained by using a larger post| The concrete should be mixed with 
| with a greater proportion of metal | Portland cement in about the propor- 

| and well braced, as is usual in suchition 1—2%—5, broken stone or
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gravel under one-half inch being | Fig: 7 shows a simple mold, which used. In cases where the aggregate | has been used with Satisfactory re contains pieees smaller than one- suits in this laboratory. This mold fourth inch, less sand may be used,/has a capacity of four posts, but and in some cases it may be omitted larger molds could easily be made } altogether. A mixture of medium on the same principle, It consists consistency is recommended on the | of two end pieces (a lugs Sround that it fills the molds better, (b) between : oak ; oon tenga on less tamping than if mixed strips (c). The several parts are = ri heid together with hooks and eyes, < as shown in fig. «. To prevent any Molds for Fence Posts. bulging of the side strips they are 
Ecotiomy points to the tise of a] braced as illustrated. Dressed lum- tapering post, which; fortunately, of-| ber at least 1 inch thick, and prefer. fers no difficilties in the way of| ably 1% inches, should be used. In 
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Fig. 7.—Wooden mold for making fence posts with two tapering sides. Fs 

, molding. All things considered wood- fig. 7 the post measures 6 by 6 inches en molds Will be found most siuit- at the bettom, 6 by 3 inches at the able. They can be easily and quick-| top, and 7 feet in length, having two ly made in any desired size and form. | parallel sides, If it is desired io Posts may bé molded either in a vér-| have the posts square at both ends tical or horizontal position, the lat- the mold must be arranged as in fig. ter being the simpler and better /8. This latter form of post is not as method. If molded vertically a wet|strong as the former, but requires mixture is necessary, requiriig alles’ conéfete in its ¢onistruction. longer time to set, with the conse-| Great Care in tamping is hecessary quent delay in removing the molds. | to insure the corners of the mold be-
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ing well filled, and if this detail is , concrete be mixed at one time as can 

not carefully watched, the metal, be- | be used before it begins to harden; but 

img exposed in places, will be sub-|if an unavoidable delay prevents the 

ject to rust. posts being molded until after the con- 

crete has begun to set, it is thought 
Attaching Fence Wires to Posts. that a thorough regaging with suffi- 

Various devices have been sug-| cient water to restore normal con- 

gested for attaching fence wires to | sistency will prevent any appreciable 

the posts, the objeet of each being to | loss of strength, though the concrete 

secure a simple and permanent fast- | may have been standing one or two 

ener or one admitting of easy re-| hours. In using a mold similar to 
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Fig. 8.—Wooden mold for making fence posts with four tapering sides. 

newal at any time. Probably noth-, those illustrated in figs. 7 and 8, it 

ing will answer the purpose better |is necessary to provide a perfectly 

than a long staple or bent wire well | smooth and even platform of a size 

embedded in the concrete, being | depending upon the number of posts 

twisted or bent at the end to pre-|to be molded. A cement floor if ac- 

vent extraction. Galvanized metal | cessible may be used to advantage. 

must be used for fasteners since they | The molds when in place are givén 

are not protected by the conerete.|a thin coating of soft soap, the plat- 

A piece of small flexible wire, about | form or cement floor serving as bot- 

2 inches in length, threading the|tom of mold being treated in the 

staple and twisted several times with | same way. About 1% inches of con- 
a pair of pliers, holds the line wire | crete is spread evenly over the bot- 

im position (fig. 9). tom and carefully tamped, so as to 
reduce it-to a thickness of about I 

Molding and Curing Posts. inch. A piece of board cut as im fig. 
For proper method of mixing con-|7 will be found useful im leveling off 

erete see preceding instructions. It| the concrete to the desired thickness 

is recommended that only so much| before tamping. On top of this layer 

|
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two reinforcing members are placed | three days, but it is better to leave about 1 inch from the sides of the| them in place until the posts are mold. The molds are then filled and/ moved. - Although a post may be tamped in thin layers to the level hard and apparently strong when of the other two reinforcing mem-| one week old, it will not attain its L bers, the fasteners for fence wires | full strength in that length of time being inserted during the operation. | and must be handled with the utmost These reinforcing members are ad-| care to prevent injury. Carelessness justed as were the first two, and the | in handling green Posts frequently remaining 1 inch of concrete tamped 
and leveled off, thus completing the === Post so far as molding is concerned. ———————— To avoid sharp edges which are eas. f= Berea g > ily chipped triangular strips may be SS = =P Placed in the bottom of mold along Ca the sides, and when the molds have SSS SS Se me been filled and tamped, similar strips SSS may be inserted on top. The top edges may be beveled with a trowe]| Fie: 10.—Tool —_— beveling edges:of or by running an edging tool having a triangular projection on its bottom|results in the tormation of une along the edges. Such a tool is|cracks, which, though unnoticed at shown in fig. 10 and can easily be|the time, give evidence of their made of wood or metal. It is not | presence later in the failure of the necessary to carry the bevel below | post. the ground line. Posts should be allowed to cure for The ends and sides of the mold|at least sixty days before being may be removed after twenty-four | placed in the ground, and for this 

purpose it is recommmended that 
when moved from the molding plat- 
form they be placed upon a smooth ax bed of moist sand and protected from acne the sun until thoroughly cured. Dur- Sai asd ing this period they should receive a : 3 thorough drenching at least once a ieee a day. Petras \ Jax” The life of the molds will depend Sete ZA Pr upon the care with which they are Lo SSR handled. A coating of mineral oil LIS or shellac may be used instead of eos soap to prevent the cement from eS ene sticking to the forms. As soon as SIS the molds are removed they should ne oa ieiaca ee be cleaned with a wire brush before ig. 9.—] showing method of at- being used again. 

oa ee The cost of reinforced concrete hours, but the posts should not be| fence Posts depends in each case handled for at least one week, dur-| upon the cost of labor and materials, ing which time they must be weil and must necessarily vary in differ- sprinkled several times daily and! ent localities. An estimate in any protected from sun and wind. The ' particular case can be made as fol- intermediate strips may be carefully | lows: One cubic yard of concrete withdrawn at the end of two lan make 20 posts measuring 6
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inches by 6 inches at bottom, 6, not unusual to give the blocks a fac- 
inches by 3 inches at-top, and 7 feet|ing of cement mortar consisting of 
long, and if mixed in the proportions | about 2 parts sand to 1 of cement, 
1—2%4—5, requires approximately— | while the body of the block is com- 
1.16 barrels of cement, at $2..$2.32| posed of a concrete of sufficient 
0.44 cubie yard of sand, at 75c.. .33|strength, though not impervious. 

0.88 cubic yard of gravel, at 75c. .66|This outside layer of mortar adds 
— | practically nothing to the strength 

Materials for 1 cubic yard con- of the block, and is used simply to 
crete .....--++-++++++++++-- $3.81 | give a uniform surface and to render 

the face of the wall more nearly im- 

i Concrete for one post.......... .17]| pervious to water. 
28 feet of 0.16-inch steel wire, It would not be practicable as a 

at 3 cents per pound......... -06/rule to attempt the manufacture of 
——|concrete blocks without one of the 

Total cost of concrete and many forms of molding machines de- 
. metal for one post......... -23| signed for the purpose, nor would it 

To this must be added: the cost of|be economical to purchase such a 

mixing concrete, molding and hand-| machine unless a sufficient number 

ling posts, and the cost of molds, an|of blocks were required to justify 
addition which should not in any|such an outlay. Blocks in almost 

case exceed 7 cents, making a total|any desired shape and size, with 
: of 30 cents per post. either plain or ornamental faces. 

may be obtained on the market, and 
Concrete Building Blocks. in the great majority of cases it is 

Concrete building blocks, or ce-| best to buy them from some reliable 

ment blocks, as they are frequently | firm. Among the advantages claimed 

called, are more extensively used|for hollow concrete block construc- 

now than ever before. These blocks | tion may be mentioned the following: 
are molded hollow primarily to re- (1) Hollow block construction in- 

duce their cost, but this hollow con-|troduces a saving of material over ; 
struction serves other useful: pur-| brick or stone masonry. 
poses at the same time. The funda-| (2) The cost of laying concrete 
mental principles governing ordinary| blocks is less than for brickwork. 

concrete work, so far as proportion-| This is due to the fact that the 
ing and mixing materials is con-, blocks, being larger, require a much 
cerned, apply equally well to the|Smaller number of joints and less 

manufacture of building blocks, and|mortar, and, being hollow, are of 
it should be borne in mind that|less weight than solid brickwork. 

strength and durability can not be (3) A wall constructed of good 
attained by the use of any machine|concrete blocks is as strong or 
unless the cement, sand, and aggre-| stronger than a brick wall of equal 

gate are of good quality, properly | thickness. 
proportioned, and well mixed. The (4) Concrete blocks, being easily 
aggregate for blocks of ordinary size| molded to any desired form, will 
should be crushed stone or gravel| prove to be a far more economical 
not larger than one-half inch. One| building material than stone, which 
of the chief causes of complaint} has to be dressed to shape. 
against the concrete building block (5) Experience has proved con- 

is its. porosity, but this defect is in| crete to be a most exc_llent fire-re- 

. a great measure due to the fact that] sisting material. 
in an endeavor to economize, too lit- (6) Concrete blocks, being hollow, 

tle cement is frequently used. It is|tend to prevent sudden changes of
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temperature within a house, making easy means for running pipes and it cool in summer and easily heated | electric wires, These spaces may in winter. 
also be used wholly or in part for (7) The hollow spaces provide an| heating and ventilating flues. 

pee eee, 

DISCUSSIONS AT ONTARIO FARMERS’ INSTITUTES, 1905, 

Dairy Cattle. A. I have not, but have only fed it Q. If turnips taint the milk what|OMe year and then, with Plenty of can be fed in their place? ~ sugar mangels and ensilage. 
A.R.C. Fowler, Emerald: Corn] Q. What time of the year do you Silage or mangels. The very large | Prefer a heifer to come in? 

mangels are rather strong flavored,| A. In the fall. My experience is and there is some danger from|that the flow of milk is kept up them, so it is best to use some | longer. 
of the finer varieties. For example,| Q. What do you recommend in the the Yellow Intermediate. case of a cow that has a tendency to Q. How do you dehorn calves? milk fever? 

A. D. James, Langstaff: By clip- A. Be sparing in feed before caly- Ping the hair from about the horn; | ing. 
then putting some Gillett’s Lye, re-} Q. How much salt do you give a duced to consistency of cream, upon | cow? 
the place. A. About one ounce a day. In Q. How would you Proceed in|Summer they should have access to selecting dairy cows ina district | all the salt they want. where feeding cattle is of Prime im-| Q. What do you do for cows giving portance, stringy milk? 

i A. Select cattle that give milk inj A. A good purgative of salts. quantity and quality that will pay} Q.Do you find that dehorning well. Have scales in the stable to] calves makes them rough with each weigh each milking, and get the milk | other? 
tested and raise calves for dairying} A. I have not. Calves may be teased from the best cows thus tested. or so treated when young to make Q. When do you feed your cows? |them so. Some cattle are naturally 

A. Always after milking. vicious, but I have no trouble, 
Q. Do you think 6,000 pounds of Q. Would you get rid of a cow giv- milk too high a standard for a dairy | ing 5,500 pounds of milk? 

cow? : A. Yes; if I could get another bet- A. It is not high enough; better|ter to fill her Place. / have 8.000 or even 9,000 pounds. Q. Is separator milk injurious to Q. How do you remedy the trouble | calves? 
of not having the butter come in a| A. Not if fed at right temperature, } reasonable time in churning? or in proper quantities; skim the A. One way is to have some of your | froth off. Some give the calves all cows freshen during each month of | they will drink, which may be harm- the year. ful. 

Q. Have you found that Tarley} Q. Can you give a cure for the meal bas a tendency to lessen the | Horn Fly? 
milk flow? A. W. C. Shearer, Bright: I gallon | 

‘ 
}
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cruda petroleum; % gallon coal) flour; mix all thoroughly together. 

oil; % gallon fish oil;. 1 cupful crude} Also supply some choice clover hay, 

carbolic acid. Mix all together and | bran, or crushed oats daily, with ac 

apply in a spray over the cattle 2 or|cess at all times to pure, clean 

3 times a week. water. 

Q. What is the best breed of dairy Q. What do you consider is the 

cow? best dairy’ breeds? 

A. There is no best breed, as there A. John. Campbell, Woodville: Hol- 

are poor milkers in all the breeds; | steins, Jerseys, and Ayrshires, 

but you cannot go wrong if you se- Q. Would you approve of using a 

lect good types of the dairy cow,| Shorthorn bull in breeding for dairy 

from the Holstein, Ayrshire, Jersey, | purposes? 

Guernsey, or Shorthorns of ‘a milking A. No, 

strain. Q. Would you feed distillery siop 

Q. Can you get as much from aj and brewer's grains? 

cow calving in November as if she A. Yes, but I want them sweet and 

ealved in March? fresh. . 

A. Yes; I believe we can, as by Q. Does it pay to feed slop made of 

keeping her up to normal all winter, | ground grains? 

we get an extra flow again on grass. A. No, not if water is before the 

Q. Is it a good plan to cross dairy | cows constantly. 
breeds? Q. Do you recommend the use of 

A. John Donaldson, Port Williams, | stock foods as advertised? 

N. S.: No, as a rule, though, often-| A. No, but at times some may be 
times a first cross will give excellent | fed as a tonic with profit. 

milking cows. ! fe havin 

Q. Would you advise buying a ie see ares et er oe 

Babcock test for ten cows? A. I like a lean face, a wide muz 

A. Yes; if I could not get the zle, and a fine appearance. 
skimming done at the “actory. Q. Do you r ead seit Ta 

Q. Do turnips injure the flavor of Game a the aes D 
ae if fed * immediately after milk- ‘kW Wickardaon, Caledonia: No; 

‘A. Yes. I believe that since we can grow more: 
Q. Will ensilage injure the flavor | a of corn per acre that it is best 

of milk? o silo the corn crop and cure Lu- 

A. Never with good ensilage, but | Ce" in the ordinary way. 
sometimes with immature corn the} @- Can you water cattle cheaper 

ensilage becomes sour and then it| than by growing roots for feed? 
may have a tendency to do so. A. G. H. Hutton, Easton’s Corners: 

Q. What is a cheap food‘on which More cheaply, but not so effectively 

to raise a dairy calf? The result of root feeding has been 

A. Feed with its own mother’s milk | 4¢monstrated over and over again. 
for three weeks, then gradually| Q. Are records made by breeds at 

P change to skim milk with boiled flax | shows, a criterion for the farmer? 

seed for another three weeks; then A. The farmers may not be able to 

change to grain gradually. After| get anything like the results from any 

four months old, they will grow|one of the breeds tested, still the va- 
equally well on a mixture of 100] rious breeds are on the same basis and 

pounds boiled oil cake, 25 pounds the results would indicate the relative 

ground flax, 50 pounds of low grade| value of the different breeds.
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Q. How would you give a pound of|the large-growing dent varieties of salts to a cow? corn, which do not get well enough A. Dr. H.G. Reed, Georgetown: | matured before frost comes. Better Dissolve the salts in about a-quart of | to grow Compton's Early, Longfellow, warm water, fill a large bottle, elevate | or King Philip. the animal’s head and pour in the Q. What variety of corn do you - liquid slowly so as not to choke her. | think best for sflo purposes? Q. How long may the afterbirth be A. L. E. Annis, Scarboro’: Wis left before removing by hand? consin’s Earliest White Dent, or Leam. A. Not longer than 48 hours. ing Improved, are both good croppers, Q. Is it worth a farmer’s time to| mature early, and have good ears. make any attempt to break a case of| Q. What makes the best silo? milk fever? A. W. C. Shearer, Bright: A  con- A. He had better not treat the ani- crete is most durable and may be even mal himself. It is now very success-| cheapest in the end; but costs about fully treated by veterinary surgeons. | $2.00 to $2.50 per ton of capacity. The Q. I bought a purebred Ayrshire | round tub si'o is filling a good place, cow and crosesd her with a Holstein, | preserves its contents equally well, and then crosesd the progeny with a| and only costs about $1.00 per ton of Jersey and have got first-class dairy | capacity. 
cows. Q. What is the best method of cool- A. You may have good dairy cows, | ing milk? 2 but it is not because of your extra-| A. R. C. Fowler, Emerald: Every ordinary crosses. Had you bred along | man knows his own facilities for cool- the Ayrshire line in which you started ing better than I do. You ean cool vou would probably have got just as| with ice or cold water by setting the good milking cows, and by keeping the| pai’s or can in it and stripping the breed pure. your cows would be much| milk so that a_ thick layer of cream more valuable than your present,| will not form on the top. Whatever very much cross-bred animals, method is used, cool as low as Possi- Q. How do you account for so mu 2n| ble, using as few implements as Pos- waste around the inside of the wooden| sible." Each one must use common silo next the boards? sense as regards the best method. A. Geo. Carlaw, Warkworth: The Q. Is airing or aerating milk not boards become dry in the summer-| better than cooling with ice? time and when the green corn is put A. No. In nearly all cases airing or in in the fall, the boards absorb the| aerating is only a means of cooling moisture from the corn and make it} and is only beneficial to the extent of dry and light and therefore will not | the cooling. In our hot summer Pack, weather the air is not sufficiently cool Q. Do you prefer a round silo? to bring the milk toa low enough A. Yes. In a square silo there is al-| temperature; besides this, airing, 1 7 ways more or less waste in the cor-| done in an impure atmosphere, or ners and in a round silo there are no| with a larger airer which is not per- corners to contend with. fectly clean, is apt to do more harm Q. What is the cause for so much] than good 

moisture running away from the bot- Q. Is milk likely to become con- tom of silos? taminated while on its way to the A. F. A. Sheppard, Queenstown: A| factory? 
great many people. especially in the A. Not very likely, but road dust is northern section, have been raising! a bad source of infection and we are 

| 
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apt to get some of it into the milk.| A. Forty years experience in the 
If the milk is as cool as it should be.|crossing of these two strains in West- 

germs will not increase until the milk|ern Ontario, has proved that it is a 
is heated at the factory and then the | benefit rather than an injury to do so 
maker understands what to do. and that deterioration in no way, 

Q. Is there any way of getting a bet- neither in size, quality or desirable 
ter quality of tin in our pails and|Conformation, results from such a 

cans? system of breeding. 

‘A. Yes; pay the price. The poor] @- What other desirable results 
quality of tin used in our pails and would accrue from the blending of 

cans wes brought into use by the price | these two strains? 
of tin rising, and the people demand- A. The end would be that ultimately 

ing cans at the old price. If we go to in this country we would be able to 
a-reliablé-dealer and tell him that we establish a distinctive breed of Ca- 

want the very best tin, regardless of — _ es = a Peagtind per o 
the price, we will get it and I think it horses which are in the hands of the 
would pay in more ways than one to/ soneral farmers of Western Ontario. 
do so. First, our ean would last| we are yet a young country, and if 

much longer; second, there would|quring this generation we di? ~othing 
not be so much danger of little rust} more along this lne than lay the 

spots for filth to gather. and spoil our| foundation of such a breed of ani- 
milk. mals, so broad and deepthat future 

Horses, generations would recognize the wis- 

Q. What in, your opinion. are the|dom of our action we would have ac- 
best breeds of heavy horses? complished much. 

¥ A. Thos. McMillan, Seaforth: The Q. At what age should young mares 

Clydes and Shires crossed upon the| be bred? wth 
heavy mares of our country. A.In Scotland, many of their 

Q. Is it- advisable to patronize| young mares are bred at two years 
Percheron and Belgian stallions? of age, and if fillies at that age are 

A. No; these breeds do not trans-| fairly well developed there is more 

mit the same valuable class of anima's| Chance of getting started to breed 
when crossed upon the Canadian|t that age, and I have seen no in- 
draft mares. If you have Percheron Jurious results from it. 
or Belgian blood to start with it is|, @ 38 it injurious or dangerous to 
well to continue in those lines, but a oe oe ee eee See 

—— ee ee eee tario horses so fed are much more 
inaction - liable to ailments of colic and in- 
QI it. deviratl ofttab! digestion than if fed upon oats or 
ee ponent se ee wheat bran, which is the healthiest 

er safest mn food for the work 
foals are dropped, during the suckling eves oe 

period? Q. Should work horses be fed upon 
A. Not for the first two or three| whole or crushed grain, and is it 

weeks and preferably not for a month| better to mix the grain ration with 
after foaling and then only in an| more bulky portion of fodder? 
emergency. A. Work horses can be fed more 

Q. Do you consider it a mistake to| cheaply and safely by breaking the 

blend the Clyde and Shire strains in| oat grain and mixing with so much 
our breeding operations? cut hay. 

20
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Q. Does it pay to fatten a work Sheep. 
horse for sale? Q. What line in meat-making on A. Yes; many farmers of Western | the farm yields the most profit? Ontario have found this a profitable A. John Campbell, Woodville: Fat business. 

lambs at present, and they do so on Q. What do you consider the best |the average. Supply and demand i winter fodder for growing colts? make variations in profits. A. Dr. H. G. Reed, Georgetown:| @. What kinds of meat cost least to A small allowance of roots each day | Produce? will do all right. A. terme oe ten months, nine Q. Which is the most injurious | #™eS out of ten. food for horses, dusty hay or dusty wane seprove'ot root! Antbenk: 
oats? 

A. Swede turnips are the best A. I think probably the hay would known for growing lambs in winter. j be the worst, but they are both very| Ewes and lambs should be fed } bad. 2 sparingly. 
Q. Does the feeding of clover hay Q. When do you tail or castrate? cured green, cause horses to be soft? A. At 7 to 10 days tailing is done A. T. G. Raynor, Ottawa: No; I] and 10 days later they are castrated. believe not. That is the very best| Q. Compare Profits with cattle feed- | way to have it cured. ing? Q. Have you had any experience| A- I think it is the most Profitable in feeding ensilage to horses? of all meat making. 
A. F.A. Sheppard, Queenston: Yes, gtd aeds for. Suter fed Jambs we have been feeding it now to our A. A good article seldom fails to ae “_e anaiaone on find customers, be the number large 

age night and morning, mixed with a Soa do the finished lambs little oat chop and bran to balance usually sell at top prices? it up, and feed clover hay at noon. A. February, March and April. 
Our horses keep in good condition Q. Have you ever kept lambs to and appear perfectly healthy. the following summer? | Q. I have a mare which has gone A. Never, as they are often sold in blind from repeated attacks of sore|the States where the duty on lambs | eyes. Would you advise me to is 75 cents, and on al over the | breed her? i year old mark $1.50. Thus on lambs A. She should not be bred, as that | the extra duty is saved, and the form of blindness is certainly hered-| fleece on their ' backs goes in duty : itary and would likely appear in the | free. . progeny. Q. How many sheep should be ) Q. If a cross is made between a|Penned together? pure-bred Clyde and a pure-bred| A- Twenty to twenty-five. i Shire can the progeny be registered? Fey ee are best for fatten- A. An animal bred in this way can P " be registered in the Dominion Horse} 4- 4 Cross between long e eet Breeders’ Society but the govern- | °Wes and Down rams, _preferal 7 ment stamp is never affixed to this Shropshire ae ‘a Some marae pedigree, neither is it endorsed by hemes eat 2, eran te ok t the Canadian Horse Breeders’ Asso-|P€T Cent of the prizes at the show at 

| Staten: Madison Square Garden, New York, 
and the International, Chicago. 

}
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Q. What system of feeding do you;average farmer to have his lambs 

follow in the winter feeding of | come? 
lambs? : A. Just about the time the ewes 

A. One feed of unthreshed peas,|can be turned to pasture in spring or 
two feeds of turnips and one feed of | about two weeks before. 
clover hay eachday. I aim to give 
rather better than 1 pound of peas, in Hogs and Bacon. 

a and 5 pounds of turnips per Q. Should the floor ofa pig pen 

Q. Why is between January and slant dermasts the trough or the rear 

May the best time for market lambs? of the pen? 
‘A. Because this is the season when A. W. C. Shearer, Bright: To the 

the best prices can be secured, and rear of pen, with the gutter at rear to 

there is room for such an advance | rain off liquids. 
over fall prices that co fatten themis] @- What age do you sell bacon 
a most profitable business. hogs? 

Q. Is it not more profitable to sell A. At from seven to eight moaths. 

off lambs in late fall? Q. Would it not be more profitable 

A. No, by all means, as it is then|to make them go 200 pounds at five 

the best profit is within reach. months? 
Q. What are fat lambs worth at A. No; I think that you would 

present? make a better bacon type by keeping 

A. Today Toronto markets offer| the pig to seven months old. 
7 cents per pound, live weight. Q. What is the best breed of 

Q. What kind of ewes would you] pacon hog? 

recommend for best results? A. The Jong Berkshire, the York- 
A. Long-wooled grade ewes Of! stire and the Tamworth; or a cross- 

good size and quality. bred hog of any of those breeds will 
a What breed of ram would You} make a profitable bacon hog, but 
je? i 3 DEL ACshort “legeed.” ‘thickflealied, ad to breed from the cross 

compact, Shropshire ram. _ | Q. What do you think of artichuacs 
Q. What are the prospects for the}, feeding pigs? 

near future trade in sheep? ’ A.T. G. Raynor, Ottawa: They 
A. The best in thirty years. are a good feed but must be kept 
Q. How can loss by dogs be Pre-| confined to a place where they will 

vented? not sprout. 
A. By yarding in dog enclosures} Q. What do you do with ruptured 

in barn or in field. pigs? 

Q. When should lambs drop for} A. Cut the pig and sow up the cut 
finishing in late winter? with a silk thread. 

A. In latter part of April and early Q. At what age would you stop 
: May. s breeding a sow? 

@. Do you coder the nromecs ta] A,OM hate felled to re 
the sheep trade encouraging? atkt ahd. would she: 

A. Thos, McMillan, Seaforth: In my} @Q Which is the best,a pure-bred 
opinion they are. I consider the} or a crossbred sow for raising ba- 
sheep industry the most profitable} con hogs? 
line of live stock husbandry at the] a Gg H. Hutton, Easton’s Corners: 

present time. That all careful breeders use a pure- 
Q. What is the best season for the bred sire is a foregone conclusion,
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and when a purebred sow is used] ashes with a small quantity of salt ‘ one stands in greater certainty of | and sulphur. Securing first-class stock. On no Q. Do you feed the meal dry or account should a sow be used that is wet? 

ae once. Temoved ‘from pure A. Dry and in a Separate trough, Q. What is good for indigestion in but I give them their drink feeding. i pigs? 
Q. How about butter in the general A. When roots or green feed are|trade? Poor butter brings as much used, as they always should be, |S 00d; small eggs bring as much as there will be little trouble from in-|Jarge ones. It is not fair, but it digestion, 

takes time to remedy these evils. Q. What do you use in feeding | There is no encouragement to grow your pigs? the best. 
A. Milk and barley -meal are the A. W. S. Fraser, Bradford: Yes, principal feeds, but a few oats and| there is the Satisfaction of produc- small wheat are used occasionally | ing that which is helping to build up with barley meal. the market. Every one who is pro- Q. How often do you feed your | ducing hogs of a good bacon type is pigs? 

enabling the packer to secure a bet- i A. Three times a day when kept/| ter place in the market, by which he in pen, twice when they are kept in| can offer better prices. Every one the orchard and have access to the| who is Producing an unsuitable kind pen. 
of hog is a hindrance rather than a Q. How long should Pigs be left/help. On which side would you pre- on the sow? fer to be? The good type is as easily A. From six to eight weeks, accord-| produced as the inferior. ing to the season. Pigs should be Q. Then the other’ fellow is get- allowed the freedom of a separate ting as much for second-class stuff as trough that they may learn to eat}1 do for firstclass. It is not fair. well before finally being weaned. A. I agree with the gentleman, but 

Q. Do you grind grain fine for pigs | there are many things like this in the on the finish? world. 
A. Yes, especially when pigs are If a plate were passed around here being forced the grain should be for some charitable purpose you finely ground, else a loss will be Sus-| might put on $5.00, while some other tained. 

person just as able to give would put Q. Does it pay to feed Pigs until}on 5 cents. That would not be fair, eight months of age? but you would have the satisfaction A.D. James, Langstaff: I have | of knowing that you had done your found it pays me. I get a better|duty. The other fellow would know quality of pork by not feeding so} he had not. We should try to be | heavy, i. e., less fat, and the cost of| helpers. Even in the hog raising feed is no greater than when rushed | We can show our patriotism. 
and they are less likely to be dis-| Q. What advantage is there in rais- eased. , | ing the bacon hog? 5 Q. What do you use to keep pigs A. The product of the bacon hog in order so that they will not get off} brings more money and the price of their feed? 

the bacon hog sets the price of all A. A mixture of charcoal or wood | others. 

|
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; . 
Rietbrock Land and Lumber Company, 
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BEST FARM AND LIVE STOCK 

THE FARMERS’ REVIEW PAPER PUBLISHED. 
CHICAGO. “Feeder’s Corner,” in charge of Prof. 

W. A. Henry. All best feeders in the 

A weekly paper for practical farm-| country contribute to it. All about 

ers. No shirtsleeve editing but corres-| stock breeding and the management 

pondence from actual farmers relat-| of the stock farm. Complete reports 

ing practical experiences. Fully illus-| of ail the great shows and sales. 36 

trated and printed on good paper.|to 56 pages weekly. Profusely illus- 

Sent on trial 10 weeks for 10 cents. | trated. Sample copy free. 

Address, 

Address, 

. 
FARMERS’ REVIEW SANDERS PUBLISHING CO. 

1002 Ellsworth Bidg., Chicag®, Ill. 
358 Dearborn Street Chicago, Ill. 

Agents wanted. 
Send for Sample Copy of t 

HOARD’S 

DAIRYMAN| Tigeumananpe. 
the leading Dairy Journal 

in the United States, to PUBLISHED WEEKLY FOR THE AND FARMER, 
Recognized authority on Breeding, Feeding, Man- 

u re Stock. 
W. D. HOARD COMPANY ee Gece ecarimeate fo 

Fort Atkinson, Wis. Draft and Coach Horses, 

The Beef and Dairy Breeds of Cattle, 

Sheep, Swine, Poultry and the Dairy, 
By able Live Stock Writ: dB th tl J. SLIMMER, best from Homeand Foreign papers of the world’s 

Breeder of Mur Live Stock Market Report is unequaled. 
indromely printed and illustrat. 

No Stock F fford Red Polled Cattle and Berkshire | SoStgck Farmer can siford to do without tt 
Swine. — wanted in every county. 

. rite for sample copy. Address 

Young Stock for Sale, THE LIVE STOCK JOURNAL 
| WAUSAU, WIS. 394 E. 56TH ST. CHICAGO 

| | a a 
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“Simplex”? Link-Blade Cream -eparator. “‘Simplex’’ Combined Churn and Butter Worker. 

Investigation and Correspondence Solicited. 

D. H. BURRELL @ CO., Little Falls, New York. 
Inventors and Manufacturers of Special Dairy Apparatus. 

The ‘‘ Simplex”? Link Blade Cream Separators ‘The **Pacile’” Babcock Testers 
Dairy and Factory sizes The ““B, & W.”” Milk Heater 

The “‘Simptex”” Combined Churn and Butter Tne “‘B. & W.” Check Pumps 
Worker. Chr. Hansen’s Danish Dairy Preparations 

The ‘*Simplex”’ Regenerative Pasteur Lapham Seamless Cheese Bandages, Etc. 
The ‘‘Simplex’’ Cream Ripener Other new specialties in prepara: ion 
A AA ERIE AN RS OREN S SS SN RESTE 

Sa pee cy a FRSATERNI + We Invigorate a A oe 
a eee Ye, 

the Soil Why e soi ZI iS eS 

It will be impossible to use the same soil, year after year, no 
matter how valuable it may be, for crop producing, without stimu- 
lating it in some way. I. H. C. manure spreaders have proved 
their superiority as soil invigorators Theyare constructed to dis- 
tribute the manure properly to bring the best results whether a 
light or heavy application is desired. They are simple and re- 
quire little of the attention of the driver. 

I. H. C. manure spreaders are built in two styles—Clover Leaf, 
an endless apron spreader—and the Corn King, a return apron 
spreader. Both these styles are built in small, medium and large 
sizes. 

A complete description of the many other excellent points may 
be obtained by writing for illustrated catalogue, or by calling on 
local agent. 

International Harvester Company of America 
(Incorporated) - 

Chicago, U. S.A. 
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Ga MZ LEE NSSY > = 4 i: “Save Work With a Drews. 
ANY claims are made for ele- _ with it to increase the market value of their 

vated carriers for barn use but Products, as wi = a0 te promote the health 
the fact remains that more ee # 

“Drews” are in use today than all But,—litter and manure are only a small 
other makes combined. . part of the possible uses to which the Auto- 

Why,—Mr.Farmer? |For the simple ~ ir, 2 "aluabieand practical conveyor of reason that the “‘Drew” is the best and _ many other commodities, as, forexample, the 
cheapest carrier made. carrying of Ensilage, Feed, Grain, Potatoes, 

Itisthemost practical. Itisthe only Cow, Hoxes Milk Cans, Vegetables, Water.et- 
device that carries its load to any de- unnecessary drudgery and many steps. 
sired point, drops it, and re- Heacreds igh graces rite 
turns automatically, ready ws y awenee 
to a another — Automatic S*Buch testimony wo atin 

in| 0 you, cause it comes nase why actual qinccs DREW from people’ who have proved praise this carrier,—be- is e by the test of actual experience 
cause it performs ail and Carrier the real worth of the Auto- 
more than its makers matic Drew Carrier. promise ee make such a test 

The Automatic Drew Carrier is a Money- Now, heeou whaewe will do for you: 
Maker as it saves the best elements of the We will send you an Automatic Drew 
fertility produced on the farm, which, in Carrier Outfit complete, with detailed in- Fre ewe is lions to oe ange pe structions for setting it up. 

juid manure, elemen very richin it thirt; 

—- whieh sells in the open market for ne ae eee tt will-as the’ ee 
Per pound. Without a sufficient amount we represent it in every respect, we will re- : eines okash = your soil, your small grain fund suery penny you have paid for it. 

If you wish, you may deposit the price with its use you not only save money, time i ] oe Worry, but also health “its use Yourown bank, the money not to Be paid to keeps the barn and yard pulously clean, us, until everything is satisfactory. 

offering an easy means of preventing the ac- Don't you think that the “Drew” must be 
cumulation of disease breeding litter, refuse, ae right, if we can afford to make 
manure, etc, 

It is this feature of cleanliness that makes Well, it is right, and all we want is a the “Drew” so necessary to up-to-date, pro- chance to prove it to your satisfaction. ry to up-to-date, pi 
gressive Dairymen, who equip their barns Will you let us do it? When? 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG TODAY. 
Drew Elevated Carrier Co., 205 Monroe St., Waterloo, Wis. 

\ Branch Office and Warehouse :—Rome, N. Y. 
| et 

LL 
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THERE’S SATISFACTION IN BUYING A 

as 
SS 

‘ P We ship it all ready to set up, = and it goes together easily. -F Makes a strong, durable, air- a € tight silo, and one that pre- oe serves your silage perfectly. 

FF Tn TAIN Write for our free catalogue. 
EE es 

cee 
F We also sell GASOLINE 
= ENGINES, ENSILAGE 
= CUTTERS, FEED GRIND- 
~ ERS, AND ALL DAIRY EE GOODS wees 

CREAMERY PACKAGE MANUFACTURING COMP’Y, 
Largest Dairy Supply House in the World. CHICAGO, ILL. 

eee 

Eastside Stock F 
GALESVILLE, WISCONSIN 

SR 

Registered Shorthorn Cattle, Berkshire Hogs 
and Lincoln Sheep 

ll De 
Also White Holland Turkeys 
and Barred Plymouth Rock 
Chickens of All Ages For Sale 
Bn ee 

Shorthorn cattle have the best record for crossing on common stock for the general far- mer. My hogs weigh, when one year old, about 400 pounds, and when matured from 500 to 800 pounds, smooth and even fleshed, standing well on their feet. Prolific breeders and good mothers. The Lincolns are the largest and best wooled of the mutton breeds and make a fine cross on short wooled sheep. 
Correspondence solicited. Farm one mile north from C. & N. W. depot. 

ALEX. A. ARNOLD & SONS, Proprietors. 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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J y/, days of progress it is necessary to 

\ ki) have aga power, power that is de- 
x } LA — ie. Farmers, manufacturers, mil- 

= =A . ers, and in fact everyone who needs 
= power are looking for the most economi- 

No. 6003. cal. International aeeeeter Company 
: a gas, gasoline or alcohol engines have 

demonstrated their economical value. They have proved their capacity oe the most 
work with the least trouble and expense of any engines on the market. I. H.C. 
engines are ever-ready, and when once started will run without the close attention 
of an expert engineer. They may be stopped in a moment and do not require atten- 
tion until needed again. 

, International Harvester Company engines are made in the following styles and 
sizes: 

Vertical 2, 3 and 5 horse power. 
Horizontal (Stationary) 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15 horse power. : 

Horizontal (Portable) 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15 horse power. a 

Call on local agent and have him demonstrate the many advantages of I. H.C. 
engines, or write for catalogue. 

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA. (Incorporated) 
Chicago, U. S. A. 

WE BUY AND SELL 

TIMOTHY, CLOVERS, 
FLAXSEED, MILLETS, HUNGARIAN, 

AND ALL VARIETIES GRASS AND FIELD 

POP CORN, BUCKWHEAT 

DWARF ESSEX RAPE For sHEEP 
FIELD PEAS for HOG and CATTLE FOOD 

COTTON GRAIN BAGS, ETC. 

The Albert Dickinson Co. 
MINNEAPOLIS CHICAGO 
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OUR CELEBRATED ‘L’ EXTRA? FABRIC 

i \ 

| } Note the double cable 

and double top. 

Ps - — 

Our catalog shows this and other Ornamental Fabrics in use with 
different forms of Construction, for lawn and garden fencing. 

We mzkKe a specialty of (CEMETERY FENCING. 

. We also manufacture 

Spring Steel Farm Fencing 

’ Ornamental and Farm Gates 

CYCLONE FENCE CoO., 
WAUKEGAN, ILL. 

QW I, on 
fy g ty ee AL FALE FEZ fi rts W 

Or a o> oD Ws) SF. nse % (LUCERNE) 
Ss eX ZO hy &S . 

Wi_< DAN) aNese Every stockman should have 
nS ONE YY) an acre or two of Alfalfa. It 

S SVT <i. G4 comes nearer to being a com- 
=a) Ae) PSG ~~ ~«Cépiete ration than any other crop, 
Sa eeeeee = sand yield i aa RL [iam RE yields an immense amount 
aS Tay =<} q_of forage. At least three crops 
iN eae eS Pecan bi fri i AA cman Nea ey c be cut from it every year 

“4 AS Vash He | © in Wisconsin. 

ay =0N = a Ah, Send for our FREE Catalogue 
Ram at eels of all Kinds of 
Se Garden and Farm Seeds, 

\ / Flowering Bulbs, Plants 
ji fl ~ cn Bt he lawn, 

AI ardy Shrul ines, etc. 
AIR RSS : 
LATS  GuRRIE Bros. Go. 
A IAPR * SEED GROWERS AND DEALERS, 

\ RS aS MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute a when writing to advertisers. 
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of durability in a-high-speed machine like the cream LI a ; separator. No other machine a farmer uses has harder Zara use. Run twice every day, winter and summer, it tater must not only do thorough work, but to be perman- z BY 
ently profitable, it must be durable. i de> 

c — 

CREAM Ea WH 
° e SEPARATORS & : 2 

are built for long service. A solid, low frame encloses entirely all 
the operating parts, protecting them from dirt and danger of in- 
jury. The parts are few, simple and easy to get at. Ball bear- 
ings at high speed points, combined with automatic oiling reduce 
wear as well as insure the easiest operation. Such careful and 
thorough construction is what enables the U. S. to better 

than any other separator. And remember: the U. S. does the 
cleanest skimming all the time. 

eee 

Ten Years—‘‘Satisfied that the U. S. Separator is the Best.”’ 

Rosendale. Wis , March 8, 1905. 
I am pleased to be uble to say to you that I have used the United States Cream Sep- arator for more than ten years. I used the first one for several years, and later ox. changed it for a larger one of the latest styles. I am satisfied that the U.S S-parator is the best separator for farm purposes, and that its wearing qualities are of the best, and cheerfully recommend the U.S. Cream Separator to anyone intending to purchase a separator. for its durability, simplicity and construction. It is a clean skimmer and gasily cared for. We have used our separator twice a day and skimmed the milk from 30 cows, and it never failed to do the work which it was required to do. To all appear- ances it will last a good many years to come. 

F. H. SCRIBNER, Prop. Prospect Hill Farm. 

Look into this. Write today for a copy of our handsome, new separ- 
ator catalogue. It is finely illustrated and tells all about the U.S. 

Address 

: 
Vermont Farm Machine Co., Bellows Falls, Vt. 

For the convenience of our Wisconsin customers U. S. Separators are kept in 
: stock at Chicago, La Crosse and Minneapolis, but 

Address your letters to Bellows Falls, Verm’t. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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That The 

| are in a class by themselves as the best separators. But many have the mistaken idea, which competitors help to magnify, that they are “‘expensive” and that something ‘‘cheaper”’ will do in their stead. 

The Facts Are That The 

are not only the best but at the same time by far the cheapest —in proportion to the actual capacity and the actual life of the machine, 
} These are simple facts easily capable of proof to any buyer who will take the trouble to get at them and who need only apply to the nearesi DE LAVAL agent or send for a catalogue to do so. 

oo re 

THE De Lavat SEPARATOR Co. 
Randolph & Canal Sts. General Offices: 109-113 Youve Sauare 

“pruLabeLpnia’ = 74 nee Street 73 & 77 vers street, SHER EW YORK, 144 1g prces Stet, 
I | Resco t- 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. : 
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tte Cultivator m Cultivates 
TO 

The Plow tt Plows : y 

the Harrow tt Harrows Suit You 

tte Planter = Plants 
— ARE IN THE— 

Fuller @ Johnson Line 

PP ln mang eee dane emenpere ow ony 
velop, and are not placed on the market until their merits have been 
demonstrated in actual service. 

Tr: FARM POWER 
That is ALWAYS READY FOR BUSINESS 

FULLER ® JOHNSON 

FROST PROOF ENGINE 

NO cake $0 te 
leaky joints practical 

Send for illustrated catalogs of gasoline engines, implements and vehicles; 

Fuller @ Johnson Mfg. Co., 
Madison, Wis. 
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Smalley Goods ca 
The Kind Institute Workers Buy —_aecag Apr | | 
aT so. ™ \ a iris 

| -e 
a ree h| ee Pe | 
x Bee EAS BS 

CO NS oe eee 
AY a CY ee Ta 

pene | Ee 

eS eS op ant | 

The name “Smalley” on an Ensilage Cutleris a guarantee 
of the best obtainable. These silo fillers are of immense 

capacity, grea strength and positively safe to operate. 

They will be sen: on trial to responsible parties. 

eens SSE IE ee ihe <' 
CK i (ES ak 
Se  ——————— 

ee SAG SE = irr 

The AR SS ‘ AT 

SMALLEY Pe | SEE | 
SS a wes ai { 

_ at y , —  G HUSKER Psp ee 
mace Ea NS) Fr . 
——— SS SS | 
Special price to ere = —-_ 
introduce. 5 Z - 

SMALLEY MFG. CO., Box 28, Manitowoc, Wis. 
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| This book may be kept 
| FOURTEEN DAYS 

| A firff of TWO CENTS will be charged 
| for effh day the book is kept overtime. 
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